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ABSTRACT
This study is a critical exploration and post-structural explanation of how and what

teachers ' know about students. The intention has been to explore teachers' knowing beyond
taken-for-granted iterations, beliefs and conceptions of those they teach and to theorise the

nature of teachers' knowing. The route to insight involved deploying critical ethnography to
produce data over a six-month period.
The study site, a secondary school I named Amethyst, is an apartheid-era
creation. Since 1990, political change has introduced uncertainties of various sorts and has

school: conflicts between teachers and students,
destabilised the ethos and culture of the school:
conflicts amongst students' peers, students' participation in activities that are unacceptable
and harmful, severe lack of funds to meet the financial needs of the school and lack of human
and teaching resources. It is within such an uncertain space that I produced data to interrogate

teachers ' knowing about students.
teachers'
At the site, data production was impeded by various confounding factors that
eroded trust between the participants and me (the researcher). Traditionally, an ethnographic
approach entails three kinds of observation: descriptive observations at the beginning,

followed by focused observations narrowed to the concerns of the study and finally, selective
observations to consolidate focused observations. For the data production process to
continue, the researcher-researched relationship had to be assessed and reconfigured from a
critical perspective. In this study the above-mentioned observations have been renamed and

reconceptualised from participants' perspectives as: an innocuous phase, an invasive phase
Furthermore , an explication is provided of how research reflexivity
and a reciprocity phase. Furthermore,
shaped the reconceptualisation and the data production processes. Usual forms of data
production were abandoned and replaced by a conscious effort to reveal my story to
participants eventuating in the form of an exchange of data - my story for their stories.
Reciprocal participation enabled data production to be completed and two sets of data were

generated: teachers'
teachers ' stories and students'
students ' stories. Eight teachers
from
teachers'' stories derived from
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interviews we re wove n into texts whil st fourteen students' auto bi ographi ca l acco unts
comp rising lived ex peri ences we re re-presented as they narrated them.
Juxtapos in g stud ents' acco unts w ith teachers' knowing has yielded three reve latio ns.
Firstl y, unveil ing how teachers constitute students thro ugh knowing them in particul ar ways.
Second ly, it revea ls how students' constitutio n as subjects at ho me and at schoo l a ll ow them
to be known in parti cular ways and thirdl y, revea lin g the ways students consc iously prevent
teachers from know in g abo ut their li ved ex peri ences. T he anal yses of both sets of sto ries
have dee pened understanding of teachers' knowing, takin g it beyond teachers' persona l be lief
systems. Plac in g both sets of data und er a criti ca l gaze has yie lded three ways of teacher

knowing (so li cited, un solic ited and co mmon) and fi ve kind s of teacher kno wing (rac ia li sed,
gende red, cultu ra l, c lassed, and profess ional). Fro m the analyses, I ha ve inferred that

teachers' knowing abo ut students, when j uxtaposed w ith and med iated by students' li ved
experi ences, is fl awed, incompl ete, parti al, complex, contradictory, and uni-dimens io nal.
I put fo rwa rd a th es is predicated on two abstractio ns from the anal yses: o ne, that

teachers ' knowing is da ngerous because it prope ls teachers towards act ions that can result in
d isastro us consequences fo r students; and two, that not knowing is use ful because it is a mo re
criti ca lly and soc ia lly j ust ap proach to teaching as it a llows teachers to functi on w itho ut
succumbin g to marg inali sing the no n-traumati sed and those without chall enges at the
persona l leve l. In effect it tran slates into practi ces that treat all students equa lly in an
academic settin g, so that in one in stantiati on, students are dri ven to stri ve fo r academi c
ac hievement in stead of focusi ng on emotio na ll y de bilitatin g di strac tio ns th at cannot be
resolved by teachers' knowing, understanding, and empath y. Not knowing, I argue, offers
viabl e poss ibiliti es fo r wo rking with students whose li ves are comp romi sed by low soc ioeconomi c cond iti ons and pro bl ematic famil y re lati ons.
T his in ve rs ion of comm on-sense instincts abo ut teachers ' knowing and not knowing
IS

theori sed by de ploying a to po log ica l metaphor, th e Mii biu s strip, to demo nstrate that

teachers' knowing and not knowing about stud ents are not po lar oppos ites on a continuum,
but are parad ox icall y, cohabitants of a commo n space, refl ecti ons of each other, res idin g in
each other. Add itio na lly, I charge that teachin g and caring, mediated by knowing, fo rm the
founda tion of teachers' wo rk, and argue that at Ameth yst, teaching and caring cannot be
activated simul ta neo us ly w ithin an indi vidual teacher.

Kcy words: critica l ethnography, teachers' know ing, parad ox of kn owin g.
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A PARADOX OF KNOWING
TEACHERS' KNOWING ABOUT STUDENTS
A STUDY IN FOUR PARTS

PART ONE: KNOWING THE STUDY
Part one,
one, comprising the first chapter,
chapter, provides
pro vides a global view of the study. It
historically, politically,
politically, contextually,
contextually, and locally. Teachers'
Teachers ' knowing
situates the study historically,
inquiry, is problematised by a discussion of experiences
students, the focus
fo cus of the inquiry,
about students,
in two settings: an institution of higher education (where knowing theory was received),
practised). A rethinking of these experiences
and at a school (where knowing theory was practised).
f rom post-structural perspectives.
perspectives. Various constitutive aspects of
of the study
is then offered from
(e.g. research site,
site, participants,
participants, theoretical framing,
framing, and the contributions this study
(e.g.
f or the reader.
reader. Part one can thus be viewed as the setting up of
make) are made explicit for
ofthe
the study in its entirety, and which is then reviewed in part four of
the study in relation to
presented.
the thesis presented.

1

Researching Teachers'
Teachers ' Knowing
Knowing About
About Students
Students
Researching

A Paradox
Paradox of
ofKnowing
A
Knowing

CHAPTER I1
Researching Teachers' Knowing
Kno~ About Students
NOTICE
NOTICE
PERSONS attempting
attempting to
to find
find a
a motive
motive in
in this
th is narrative
narrative will
will be
be prosecuted;
prosecuted; persons
persons attempting
attempting to
to
PERSONS
find a
a moral
moral in
in itit will
will be
be banished;
banished; persons
persons attempting
attempting to
to find
find a
a plot
plot in
in it
it will
will be
be shot.
shot.
find
BY ORDER
ORDER OF
OF THE
THEAUTHOR
BY
AUTHOR
Mark Twain
Twain -- The
The Adventures
Adventures of
of Huckleberry
Huckleberry Rnn
Rnn
Mark

Introduction
27 April 1994 was a momentous day in South Africa's history, officially ending
of apartheid
apartheid rule
rule with
with the
the investiture
investiture of
of aa government
government of,
of, and
and for,
for, the
the
the long
long winter
winter of
the
formation heralded freedom of association,
people. For most nationals, the new political fonnation
dignity and respect to subaltern)
subaltern 1 groups
movement, and thought, and the restoration of dignity
2
and oppressed communities2 •• Political change from oppressive to democratic governance,

however, is
is unlike
unlike aa landslide
landslide that
that gathers
gathers momentum,
momentum, forcing
forcing its
its way
way into
into every
every crack
crack
however,
3
and fissure,
fissure, imposing
imposing its
its will
will on
on monoliths
monoliths and
and miniatures
miniatures with
with equal
equal vigour
vigour',
and
.

Democratic change comes about through policies and frameworks that have to be
if
debated, negotiated,
negotiated, and
and disseminated,
disseminated, aa course
course that
that cannot
cannot be
be rushed,
rushed, more
more so
so if
debated,
resistance to
to change
change prevails.
prevails. In
In the
the field
field of
of education,
education, political
political upheaval
upheaval has
has produced
produced
resistance
for more
more than
than aa
new educational
educational policies,
policies, new
new teaching
teaching programmes,
programmes, and
and new
new curricula
curricula44 for
new
decade now,
now, an
an arduous
arduous process
process to
to re-educate
re-educate teachers
teachers and
and the
the taught
taught geared
geared towards
towards
decade
undoing the stranglehold of apartheid ideology on our collective psyche. There is an
expectation that
that teachers
teachers will
will "help
"help rebuild
rebuild national
national culture
culture and
and identities"
identities" (Hargreaves
(Hargreaves
expectation

Spivak's (1985)
(1985) term
term is
is appropriated
appropriated here
here "not
"not as
as a
a classy
classy word
word for
for oppression"
oppression" (Spivak,
(Spivak, cited
cited in
in Kilburn
Kilburn
Spivak's
1996:2) but
but as
as a
a description
description of
of voices
voices denied
denied a
a place
place in
in apartheid
apartheid structures
structures and
and who
who continue
continue to
to remain
remain on
on the
the
1996:2)
margins of
of democratic
democratic processes
processes because
because democratic
democratic agents
agents purport
purport to
to act
act on
on their
their behalf.
behalf.
margins
The preamble
preamble to
to the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of South
South Africa
Africa (1996)
(1996) includes
includes these
these aims:
aims:
22 The
the divisions
divisions of
of the
the past
past and
and establish
establish aa society
society based
based on
on democratic
democratic values,
values, social
social justice
justice and
and
""Heal
Heal the
fundamental human
human rights.
rights. Lay
lay the
the foundations
foundations for
for a
a democratic
democratic and
and open
open society
society in
in which
which government
government is
is based
based
fundamental
on the
the will
will of
of the
the people
people and
and every
every citizen
citizen is
is equally
equally protected
protected by
by law".
law".
on
These aims
aims are
are supported
supported by
by ten
ten fundamental
fundamental values
values identified
identified in
in the
the Manifesto
Manifesto on
on Values,
Values, Education
Education and
and
These
Democracy (DoE
(DoE 200la):
20018): democracy,
democracy, social
social justice
justice and
and equity,
equity, non-racism,
non-racism, non-sexism,
non-sexism, ubuntu,
ubuntu, an
an open
open society,
society,
Democracy
accountability, respect.
respect, rule
rule of
of law
law and
and reconciliation.
reconciliation.
accountability,
This thesis
thesis is
is written
written according
according to
to British
British spelling
spelling conventions.
conventions. American
American forms
forms are
are used
used in
in direct
direct quotations
quotations
33 This
from
texts
and
as
they
appear
in
book
and
j
ournal
titles
in
the
reference
sect
ion.
from texts and as they appear in book and journal titles in the reference section.
Some of
of the
the most
most important
important new
new policies,
policies, teaching
teaching programmes
programmes and
and curricula
curricula include
include the
the National
National
44 Some
Qualifications Framework
Framework (lEB
(IEB 1996),
1996), the
the South
South African
African Qualifications
Qualifications Act
Act (DoE
(DoE 1995),
1995), South
South African
African SchOOls
Schools Act
Act
Qualifications
(DoE 1996)
1996) Outcomes-based
Outcomes-based Education
Education (DoE
(DoE 1997)
1997) and
and the
the Revised
Revised National
National CurriCUlum
Curriculum Statement
Statement (DoE
(DoE 2002).
2002).
(DoE
11
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1998:5).
If so,
so, then
then the
the current
current reorganisation
reorganisation of
of education
education must
must be
connected to
1998:5). If
be connected
to
transforming the
the rhetoric
rhetoric of
of participatory
participatory governance
governance into
into reality
reality because
schools are,
are, in
in
transforming
u....,l.,au;:,.., schools
sense, microcosms
microcosms of
of political
political possibilities,
possibilities, of social restructuring, and
and reformations.
reformations.
aa sense,
Additionally, Paechter
Paechter reminds
us that "schools are meant to educate the next generation"
'-'lUU ......,. us that "schools are meant to educate the next generation"
Additionally,
(2000:3). The insertion of
social justice
justice at
at the centre
centre of
of political
political and social
social life means
means that
that
of social
(2000:3).
teachers and
and students
students of
of various
various ages and
and backgrounds
backgrounds finally
finally have
have license
license to
to interact
interact in
in
teacners
ways that
that transgress apartheid
apartheid ideology,
ideology, with
with viable
viable alternatives to
to educate
educate aa new
new
ways
generation of
of students
students in
in schools.
schools. As representatives
representatives of
of society,
society, schools
schools continue
continue to
to be
be
fertile sites
sites for
for tes;trng
testing out
out aa new
new social
social order,
order, aa theatre
theatre for viewing democracy
democracy in
in
fertile
operation.
operation.
More than
than just
just representing
national and
and societal
societal values
values and
and ideals,
ideals, schools
schools can
can
representing national
More
also be nodal
nodal points
points for re-examining taken-for-granted opinions of teachers ' knowing'
also
of the
the state's
state 's
about how
how to
to teach,
teach, what
what to
to teach,
teach, and
and whom
whom to
to teach,
teach, especially
especially in
in the
the light
light of
about
Norms and
and Standards
Standards for
for Educators
Educators (DoE
(DoE66 2000b)
2000b) which
which has
has significantly
significantly expanded
expanded
Norms
teachers' role
role functions.
functions. Seven roles for teachers are
are stipulated
stipulated in
in the
the norms
norms and
and
teachers'
standards , namely: mediators of learning; interpreters and designers of learning
programmes and
and materials;
materials; leaders,
leaders, administrators
administrators and
and umanagers;
scholars, researchers
......... LLj5...... '''' scholars, researchers
programmes
and lifelong
lifelong learners;
learners; community
community members,
members, citizens and
and pastors;
pastors; assessors;
assessors; and
and learning
learning
and
",nlLNlli>

area specialists.
specialists. One
One could
could surmise that
that there is
is an
an assumption
assumption embedded
embedded in the
the Norms
Norms
area
.;> ............. " ....

and Standards for
for Educators
Educators (DoE
(DoE 2000b)
2000b) for
for teachers
to know
know students. For instance,
instance, the
the
~""U'"u","", to
effective performance
performance of
of aa pastoral
pastoral role,
role, or
or of
of learning
learning mediator,
mediator, must
must surely
surely depend
depend on
on
effective
teachers knowing
knowing their
their .students.
Consequently, in this thesis, an unstated, but a key
teachers
n ....... " ... ""'. Consequently, in this thesis, an unstated, but a
assumption underpinning
teaching, that
that te8lcners
teachers should
should know
know their
their "'students,
is analysed.
analysed.
md1erprnnmg tea.ctung,
....vc......."', is
In particular,
particular, teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about students
students in
in aa secondary
secondary school
school is
is explored.
explored.
In

The research site, Amethyst' Secondary School,
School, has
has its origins in South
South Africa's
Africa 's
The
past. How
How it
it came
came to
to be,
be, where
where it
it is
is located,
located, and
and which
which group's
group 's interests
interests it
it serves,
serves, are
are
past.
aspects that
that are
are locked
locked into
into its
its apartheid
apartheid ancestry and
and legacy_
legacy. Amethyst
Amethyst opened
opened its
its doors
doors
as):)eC1[S

Throughout this
this thesis
thesis knowing
knowing and
and not
not knowing
knOWing refer
refer to
to teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing and
and teachers
teachers not
not knowing.
knowing. For
For the
the
Throughout
sake of
of convenience
convenience these
these terms
terms are
are sometimes
sometimes used
used without
without the
the qualifier "teaCher".
"teacher". To
To avoid
avoid confusion,
confusion, all
all
sake
knowing
and
teachers'
not
knowing
are
italicised.
references
to
teachers'
references to teachers' knowing and teachers' not knowing are italicised.
DoE is
is an
an abbreviation
abbreviation for
for the
the Department
Department of
of Education,
Education, aa national
national level
level structure
structure and
and the
the official
official educational
educational
66 DoE
authority in
in the
the country.
country.
authority
The names
names of
of schools,
schools, partiCipants,
participants, and
and the
the suburb
suburb in
in which
which this
this study
study is
is located,
located, are
are pseudonyms.
pseudonyms.
77 The
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of teaching
teaching and
and learning
learning in
in 1980
1980 to
to 'Indian
'Indian88 students
students and
and Indian
Indian teachers
teachers in
in aa suburb
suburb
of
9 Within this space of so-called racial homogeneity'", notions
created for
for Indians
Indians persons
persons",
created
. Within this space of so-called racial homogeneitylO, notions

of being
being separate
separate and
and different
different from
from and
and to
to other
other races
races were
were endorsed
endorsed and
and entrenched
entrenched by
by
of
law.
law.
Almost two
two decades
decades after
after its
its establishment,
establishment, Amethyst
Amethyst began
began admitting
admitting small
small
Almost
of students
students previously
previously precluded
precluded by
by apartheid
apartheid legislatio~
legislation, namely
namely Black
Black and
and
numbers of
numbers
Colourei I1 persons.
persons. Racial
Racial integration
integration and
and desegregation
desegregation has
has been
been fraught
fraught with
with tensions
tensions
Colourei
and conflicts,
conflicts, especially
especially since
since Black
Black students
students comprised
comprised the
the majority
majority of
of students
students at
at
and
Amethyst. After
After decades
decades of
of political
political and
and social
social segregatio~
segregation, and
and knowing
knowing individuals
individuals
Amethyst.
based on
on theories
theories of
of eugenics,
eugenics, biological
biological superiority
superiority and
and inferiority,
inferiority, and
and master
master race
race
based
discourses, can
can we
we in
in South
South Africa
Africa know
know individuals
individuals beyond
beyond race?12
race?12 Is
Is democracy
democracy aa
discourses,
veneer applied
applied to
to policy
policy
veneer
knowing embedded
embedded in
in
knowing

surfaces, or
or can
can it
it penetrate
penetrate and
and dislodge
dislodge ideologies
ideologies and
and aa priori
priori
surfaces,
our minds,
minds, and
and re
refashion
political, social,
social, and
and educational
educational
our
fashion political,

practices by
by levelling
levelling the
the unjust
unjust foundations
foundations on
on which
which knowing
knowing is
is constituted?
constituted? These
These are
are
practices
of this
this
the concerns
concerns that
that frame
frame this
this study
study and
and will
will be
be interrogated
interrogated in
in subsequent
subsequent sections
sections of
the
chapter.
chapter.
This chapter
chapter is
is organised
organised according
according to
to the
the theoretical
theoretical and
and experiential
experiential
This
complexities of
of knowing
knowing students
students by
by referring
referring to
to both
both literature
literature and
and my
my exposure
exposure to
to
complexities
theory at
at aa teacher's
teacher's college
college and
and induction
induction in
in the
the field
field as
as aa practising
practising professional.
professional. The
The
theory
confusion that
that emanated
emanated from
from these
these kinds
kinds of
of discursive
discursive interpretations
interpretations about
about knowing
knowing
confusion
students positions
positions me
me to
to share
share aa rethinking
rethinking of
of theoretical
theoretical and
and experiential
experiential ways
ways of
of
students

knowing students
students from
from post-structural
post-structural perspectives
perspectives that
that draw
draw on
on Lacanian
Lacanian (1981)
(1981) theory.
theory.
knowing
of the
the rationale
rationale for
for privileging
privileging the
the concept
concept "knowing"
"knowing"
This is
is followed
followed by
by aa clarification
clarification of
This
as opposed
opposed to
to the
the concept
concept "knowledge".
"knowledge". Finally,
Finally, the
the key
key structural
structural elements
elements of
of this
this study
study
as
of the
the theoretical
theoretical framings,
framings, paradigmatic
paradigmatic
are unveiled
unveiled through
through aa succinct
succinct discussion
discussion of
are
An apartheid
apartheid created
created category
category discussed
discussed in
in greater
greater detail
detail in
in chapter
chapter two.
two. Here
Here II would
would like
like to
to mention
mention that
that these
these
An
repulsive
categories,
linking
persons
to
race,
continue
to
have
currency
in
the
post-apartheid
period,
and
as aa
repulsive categories, linking persons to race, continue to have currency in the post-apartheid period, and as
reminder of
of its
its vile
vile heritage,
heritage, II have
have chosen
chosen to
to italicise
italicise all
all racial
racial descriptors
descriptors in
in this
this thesis.
thesis.
reminder
The Group
Group areas
areas Act
Act (no
(no 41
41 of
of 1950)
1950) demarcated
demarcated cities
cities and
and towns
towns of
of South
South Africa
Africa into
into zones
zones for
for residential
residential and
and
99 The
business purposes.
purposes. The
The zones
zones were
were allocated
allocated according
according to
to apartheid
apartheid categories
categories of
of White,
White, Coloured,
Coloured, and
and Indian.
Indian .
business
Black persons
persons were
were excluded
excluded from
from residing,
residing, or
or conducting
conducting business
business in
in cities
cities and
and towns.
towns.
Black
10 Critical
Critical anti-race
anti-race theorists
theorists would
would challenge
challenge notions
notions of
of Mracia/
"racial homogeneity"
homogeneity" (see
(see carrim
Carrim &
& Soudien
Soudien 1999).
1999). The
The
10
idea is
is used
used here
here as
as it
it was
was practiced
practiced during
during apartheid.
apartheid.
idea
11 White students have not sought admission to Indian, Black or Coloured schools (see Chisholm & Sujee 2006;
11 White students have not sought admission to Indian, Black or Coloured schools (see Chisholm & Sujee 2006;
Carrim &
& Soudien
Soudien 1999).
1999).
carrim
12
Race
as
a
construct
and its
its application
application in
in South
South Africa,
Africa, is
is discussed
discussed in
in chapter
chapter two.
two.
12 Race as a construct and
88
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orientations, research methodology,
methodology, research questions,
questions, the
the study's
study's participants,
participants, the
the
research site, representation
representation of
of data,
data, and
and approaches
approaches to
to analysis and synthesis . These
These
structural elements
elements are
are offered
offered to
to provide
provide an
an overview
overview of
of the study and
and to
to signal what
what II
structural
engaged with
with in
in this thesis.

vU!"-,,,/,;'"''''

Knowing students:
students: theoretical
'theoretical and
and experiential
experiential eoatradietiODS
contradictions
Knowing
The notion
notion of knowing
knowing students
students can
can be
be traced
traced to
to the
the nature
nature of
of schools
schools as
as places
The
of
where human
human interaction
interaction is
is both
both foundational
foundational to
to education
education and
and the
the sovereign mode
mode of
where
teaching and
and ."''''
learning.
Human interactions
interactions in
in schools
schools are
are predicated
predicated on
on knowing
knowing about
about
.........''0. Human
each other,
other, on
on common-sense
common-sense inclinations
inclinations that
that aa "good"
"good,,13
teacher is
is someone
someone who
who knows
knows
each
13 teacher
,"' ........,u... uF;

her/his students.
students. Accordingly,
Accordingly, the
the question
question that
that emerges
emerges is: what should
should teachers
teachers know
know
herlhis
about students?
students? This
This question
question posed aa dilemma
dilemma as
as I,I, pel"SOllUllrv
personally, was
was never
never sure
sure what
what this
about
knowing entailed.
entailed. To
To illus1rate
illustrate my dlle:mrrla
dilemma II share exalffi~)les
examples of
of how
how knowing
knowing students IS
is
understood in
in "".7"'11"<''''
diverse contexts
contexts by
by aa diversity
diversity of
of individuals.
individuals.
understood
First, at
at the
the institution
institution where
where II trained
trained as
as aa teacher,
teacher, the
the theoretical
theoretical landscape
landscape that
that
First,
shaped what
what and how
how we
we came
came to
to know
know our
our students
students emanated from
from the
the field
field of
of
psychology. Dominant in the curriculum were 1"1-0
theories
1978),
..",.."• ., of development (piaget 1978),
psychology.
'V"'AO""'U.""'U

identity (Erikson
(Erikson 1980),
1980), moral
moral reasoning
reasoning (Kohlberg
(Kohlberg 1984),
1984), self-actualisation
self-actualisation (Maslow
(Maslow
identity
1976), motivation
motivation (Bandura
(Bandura 1977),
1977), instincts
instincts (Freud
(Freud 1949).
1949), behaviour
behaviour (Skinner
(Skinner 1974),
1974),
1976),

incongruence (Rogers
(Rogers 1980),
1980), and
and conditioning
conditioning (pavlov
(pavlov 1941).
1941). Armed
Armed with
with humanist,
humanist,
incongruence
behaviourist, psychodynamic, cognitive,
cognitive, and
and structuralist images of learners, I entered
behaviourist,
U ....lLU •..,.

school, imbued
imbued with
with confidence
confidence as
as aa professional,
professional, knowing
knowing students
students as
as learning
learning
school,
organisms'", only to
to be destabilised
destabilised by
by another conception
conception of
of students
students strongly
strongly
of eX1De!leIICed
experienced teachers,
teachers, which
which takes me
me to
to the second ",,,,.~
example.
advocated by
by voices
voices of
....... ·.... I,,,
advocated
At school,
school, anti-institutional
anti-institutional and
and anti-theoretical
anti-theoretical rhetoric
rhetoric were
were dominant
dominant motifs,
motifs,
At
and, as
as such,
such, practical
practical experience
experience was
was valued
valued at
at the expense of theory.
theory. II was
was advised
advised to
to
and,
"Forget what
what they
they taught
taught you
you at
at ....college.
We know the real world". These bits of "advice"
VI ..... .,,';.,. We know the real world". These bits of "advice"
were often followed
followed by
by aa list
list of
of negative behaviours
behaviours that
that one
one could
could ",y""",,,1"
expect from
from students
students
were
at school
school and
and in
in the classroom,
classroom, as
as well
well as
as with the
the names
names of
of "good"
"good" students.
students. The theories
theories
at
13 Words in quotation marks without reference to an author indicate an acknowledgement of the inherently
13
Words in quotation marks without reference to an author indicate an acknowledgement of the inherently
judgmental
quality of
ofthe
words and
and consequently,
consequently. are
are used
used guardedly.
guardedly. The
The quotation
quotation marks
marks are
are aa reminder
reminder about
about
dn>",nt,,1 quality
the words
that accompany
accompany their
their use
use in
in this
this thesis.
thesis.
the silenced
silenced interpretations
interpretations that
the
14 Words
Words in
in bold
bold are
are intended
intended to
to draw
draw the
the readers'
readers' attention
attention to
to salient
salient peculiaritiesjinsights that
that II moot.
moot.
14
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perspectives
of psychology were not deferred to, and in many instances, psychological npy'<;:nl',('tl'\IP"

It was
was not
not
were derided
derided for
for being alien
alien to
to the
the realities that
that teachers
teachers had
had to
to confront.
confront. It
were
unusual to hear a number of different perspectives being shared authoritatively. The rank
of teachers
teachers gave
gave credence
credence to
to some
some stances
stances and
and discredited
discredited others.
others.
and experience
experience of
and

social organisms.
organisms. It
It was,
was, to
to say the least,
least, very
Students, II learnt,
learnt, were
were primarily
primarily social
Students,
confusing for
for knowledge
knowledge garnered in one
one setting to
to be
be negated
negated In
in another.
another. More
More
confusing
unsettling was
was aa realisation
realisation that
that mUltiple
multiple realities,
realities, often contradictory,
contradictory, were
were at
at play, and
and
unsettling

practical reality
reality superseded
superseded theoretical
theoretical reality
reality and,
that in
in aa school
school setting, practical
that

paradoxically, that formal theoretical knowledge was valued not for the practice of
teaching, but as evidence of professional training. Real learning about teaching, the
real credentialing,
credentialing, in institutions
institutions of
of higher
paradox SUIl~f!:e:sts,
suggests, is
is located
located in schools
schools and real
paradox
.UI"....VL

learning.
own experiences
experiences as
as aa novice
novice teacher with
with Timothy,
Timothy, an
an eight-year-old
eight-year-old
Third, my
my own
Third,
learning to
to read
read or
or write,
write, added
added to
to my confusion.
confusion. Timothy
Timothy
who appeared
appeared incapable
incapable of learning
who
often had
had minor
minor bruises
bruises and
and scratches
scratches and,
and, believing
believing information
information supplied
supplied by
by his peers
peers In
in
often
of clashes
clashes on
on the
the playground.
playground. One
the classroom,
classroom, II assumed
assumed these
these injuries to
to be the
the result of
the
arm and bleeding
bleeding from aa
day II found
found Timothy
Timothy outside the school gates with
with aa broken
broken ann
day
serious head
head injury.
injury. After
After tending to
to his
his injuries,
injuries, the school
school Head
Head accompanied
accompanied me
me to
to
serious
home. Timothy
Timothy lived
lived in
in aa low-income
low-income housing
housing area
area The entrance
entrance to
to the home
home
Timothy's home.
Timothy's
tom curtain shutting out much of the daylight. At a dilapidated table,
was dimly lit, a torn
parents were sipping tea.
tea In another corner of the room,
room , partially obscured by
Timothy's n""'pn,t"
fourteen-year-old sister
sister and
and an
an adult
adult male,
male, both in
in aa state
state of undress,
curtain, Timothy's
Timothy's fourteen-year-old
aa curtain,
were together
together in
in bed.
bed. Before we
we could
could even
even introduce
introduce ourselves,
ourselves, Timothy's
Timothy's mother
mother
were
daughter was
was "busy
"busy with
with aa customer",
customer", and
and we
we had
had to
to wait
wait
sternly informed
us that
that her daughter
nTr,'I"IT'''''' us
outside the
the house
house for
for our
our turn.
turn.
outside

It dawned on
on me
me then that
that II had no
no idea
idea of
of the
the lives
lives led
led by
by children
children in
in my
It
had known
known the
the details
details of
of Timothy'S
Timothy's life
life at
at home, what
what could
could II have done?
done?
classroom. If II had
classroom.
Could II have,
have, perhaps,
perhaps, justified
justified his
his poor
poor "'
scholastic
performance, excused
excused his
his rudeness,
rudeness,
.
performance,
Could
placed in
in aa house
house of
of safety
safety or
or
destructive tendencies
tendencies and
and violent
violent anger? Have him placed
",lVl':L>U''''

dismantle the
the family? With
With 11lll....."IJ:;,UL,
hindsight, the
the possibilities
possibilities are
are many, suggesting
suggesting that
that II could
could
life, but
but at
at that
that time,
time, however,
however, II felt impotent,
have made
made aa difference
difference to
to Timothy's
Timothy's life,
have
66
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vulnerable, and confused. I knew that I did not know, but that did not clarify what I
vulnerable,
needed to know then (or now).

UI'J';;UC;U

Finally, literature has also not provided a stable meamng
mearung for the construct
knowing students.
students. For
For example,
example, Delpit's
Delpit's (1995)
(1995) incisive account
account of
of marginalised
marginalised
knowing

children's treatment by teachers in schools is illustrative of teachers' ignorance:
We educators set out to teach, but how can we reach the world of others when we

us don't
don't realize that
that our
our own
own worlds
worlds
don't even
even know they
they exist?
exist? Indeed
Indeed many
many of us
don't
exist only in our heads and in the cultural institutions we have built to
to support
is as
as if
if we
we are
are in the middle of aa great computer-generated virtual
virtual reality
them. It
It is
game, but
but the "realities" displayed
displayed in various
various participants'
participants' minds
minds are
are entirely
game,
terrains. When
When one
one player
player moves
moves right
right and up
up aa hill,
hill, the other
other player
player
different tpT1N>i,,,,
perceives
....
""v',.""""',,

him as tn(1.V1f110'
moving left and into a river. (l995:xiv)

Delpit's thesis IS
is that
that knowing
knowing students
students exists
exists abstractly;
abstractly; that
that students are
are known
known
Delpit's
independently of the living realities of their lived experiences. Echoing similar

sentiments, Tshabalala-Mogadime's (1990) work portrays a student beseeching a teacher
to understand her. This work provides insight from a child's perspective about a teacher
oblivious of the pain experienced by a student labelled as ADHD (attention deficit
hyperactive disorder). Both writers' accounts are troubling should one conclude that what
teachers' know
know about students
students is
is sometimes
sometimes questionable
questionable and
and unjust.
unjust. It
It appears there are
teachers'
neither definitive explanations of, nor
nor consensus,
consensus, about
about what teachers should
should know.
know.
Re'thinkiDg knowing
your studen:ts
s'tuden'ts
RetbiDkiDg
knowiDg your

The preceding argument suggests that teachers understand or interpret knowing

your students differently. These discursive meanings about knowing students, I want to
argue, require some kind of
together, but also provides
provides aa

an explanation that not only draws differing accounts

sensible explanation
explanation for
for these
these dissimilarities.
dissimilarities. II am
am not
not
sensible
is disagreeable,
disagreeable, only
only that
that from
from aa post-structural
suggesting
that aa diversity of
ugl~estmg that
of experiences is
post-structural

stance, the notion of "empty signifiers" (Laclau 2000) can permit one to know a
multiplicity of experiences as a unitary
unitary idea Let me explain.
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The
(2000: 185),
185), "the
"the
definition and/or
and/of consensus
consensus is,
is, according
according to
to Laclau
Laclau (2000:
The lack
lack of definition
production
necessary attachment to
of tangentially
tangentially empty
empty signifiers
signifiers ...
... signifiers with no necessary
production of
'::>LE,UH.n...

any
(italicised in original). The descriptor
de~;cnptc'r empty
empty does
does not
not refer to
to
any precise content"
content" (italicised
nothingness,
an empty
acts as
as an
empty receptacle that
that can
can be
be
that aa concept
concept or
or idea acts
nothingness, but
but rather that

filled with
with all kinds
kinds of
of understandings
understandings without
without an
an anchoring
anchoring attribute.
attribute. In
In terms
terms of
of

knowing
diverse practices,
beliefs and
and opinions
knowing students,
students, diverse
practices, beliefs
opinions simultaneously
simultaneously occupy
occupy the
the
space
created by
lack of
of specificity.
Anybody, it
it appears,
appears, can
fill the
with
space created
by aa lack
specificity. Anybody,
can fill
the receptacle
receptacle with
meaning,
or interpretations
chain of
knowing, creating
creating aa chain
of equivalences
equivalences in
in Lacanian
Lacanian
interpretations of knowing,
meaning, or
(1981)
proliferation of
vested and loaded
loaded meanings
does not
not necessarily
necessarily
(1
1) terms.
terms. The
The proliferation
of vested
meanings does
translate
into choices
of equal
equal value. In
it sets
sets up
In practice,
practice, it
up the
the terrain
terrain for
for hegemonic'f
hegemonic 1S
translate into
choices of
articulations
and to
fullness" (Laclau
"absent fullness"
(Laclau 2000:
2000: 192)
192) to
to achieve
achieve
to claim
claim this "absent
articulations to
to take
take hold and
preferred
and selective
psychological
preferred and
selective understandings.
understandings. At the teachers' college
college II attended, psychological
theories operated hegemonically, whilst
whilst at
at the
schools where II taught,
taught, personal
theories
the schools
personal theories
and
intuition dominated.
on my
my personal
personal experiences,
both these
and intuition
dominated. Based
Based on
experiences, it
it means
means then that both
views,
and others
others II have not
even explored,
explored, are
are co-habitants
co-habitants of
of the signifier knowing.
knowing.
views, and
not even
in other
other words,
an empty
empty signifier.
signifier. It
does not
not have
an essentialised
essentialised or
or
Knowing,
Knowing, in
words, is
IS an
It does
have an
dominating meamng,
meaning, or
or interpretation,
and SU[Irelna(:v
supremacy of
of one
one belieflopinion/practice
belief/opinion/practice can
can
nterpretatIolll, and
dominating
be displaced
displaced by competing
competing and
and more
more compelling
compelling beliefs/opinions/practices as
as
exemplified by
experiences at
at the
the teachers
college and
and in
in the school
school II taught.
taught.
exemplified
by my
my experiences
teachers college
Empty signifiers
signifiers arise
arise from
from the
the
impossibility of
of defining
defining reality, meaning
impossibility
M

recognition of the
the Lacanian
Lacanian "Real",
"Real", the
recognition
the
or intention
intention precisely
precisely as
as it
it exists before its
or
mediation through
through language, an
an order
order of
of symbols
symbols (Lac~
(Lacan, 1981).
1981). There
There is,
is, on
on the one
one
mediation
hand, aa limitation
limitation inherent in
in language
to express
express the
the real (Butler,
(Butler, Laclau &
& Zizek 2000;
2000;
hand,
language to
.........•...... ULLL

Zizek 2005),
2005), and on
on the
the other hand,
hand, the impossibility
impossibility of
of preserving
preserving meaning through
through
15 Hegemony, in
in this
this study,
study, relies
relies on
on Gramsci's
Gramsci's (1977) notion
notion of
of a
a mentality
mentality unconsciously
unconsciously colonised
colonised and
and
15
governed by
by powerful
powerful interests
interests masquerading
masquerading as
as natural
natural order.
order. In
In the
the examples
examples referred
referred to
to here,
here, psychological
psychological
governed
theories in
in the
the teacher
teacher education
education institution
institution were
were presented
presented as
as authoritative
authoritative accounts
accounts such
that teachers-to-be
teachers-to-be
theories
such that
desired them
them in
in the
the belief
belief that
that these
these theories
theories were
were sacred
sacred professional
professional knowledge.
knowledge. By
By contrast.
contrast, at
at schools,
schools, inindesired
service
teachers
overtly
"
desecrated"
formal
profess
ional
knowledge
and
openly
propagated
the
"
nat
uralness"
of
and openly propagated the "naturalness" of
service teachers overtly ~desecrated" formal
that hegemony,
hegemony, or
or dominion
dominion over
over how
how and
and what
what to
to think,
think, is
is
practical experience.
experience. The
The point
point being
being made
made is
is that
practical
leaders
within
bounded
spatial
contexts.
I
am
mindful,
inextricably
linked
to
who
are
perceived
as
"
nat
ural"
inextricably linked to who are perceived as "'natura'" leaders within bounded spatial contexts. I am mindful,
that Gramsci's
Gramsci's notion
notion that
that the
the adoption
adoption of
of dominating
dominating ideas
ideas occurs
occurs in
in the
the absence
absence of
of coercion
coercion is
is
though, that
though,
by Zizek's recognition
recognition that
that a
a forgetting
forgetting accompanies
accompanies hegemony:
hegemony: "we
"we are
are dealing
dealing wfth
with the
the effect
effect of
of
challenged by
r.muIPn"'l=>(1
hegemony -- that
that is,
is, an
an element
element exerts
exerts hegemony
hegemony -- only
only when
when it
it is
is no
no longer
longer perceived
perceived as
as a
a usurper
usurper that
that has
has
hegemony
violently subordinated all
all other
other elements,
elements, and
and thus
thus commands
commands the
the entire
entire field,
field , but
but as
as a
a neutral
neutral framework
framework whose
whose
v,nl",.nttvsubordinated
is 'a
'a matter
matter of
of course'
course ' - 'hegemony'
' hegemony' designates
designates usurping
usurping violence
violence whose
whose violent
violent character
character is
is
presence is
presence
2005:204). Butler
Butler (2000:14),
(2000:14), by
by contrast.
contrast, views
views hegemony as
as productive
productive as
as it
it enables
enables the
the
sublimated." (Zizek
(Zizek 2005:204).
sublimated."
emergence of
of "new
" new social
social possibilities".
possibilities".
emergence
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communication. The
The Lacanian
Lacanian "Real", which
which defies existence

ill
III

material fonn,
form,
aa material

highlights aa gap between
between reality and
and representational
representational reality, between
between action
action and
and
description, between
between thought
thought and
and articulation,
articulation, and
and thereby
thereby reveals
reveals the
the uncertain,
uncertain,
description,
of discourse.
discourse. Meaning
Meaning is,
is, in other
other words,
words, "a
"a fleeting
fleeting
imprecise, and
and arbitrary
arbitrary nature
nature of
imprecise,
phenomenon, that
that evaporates
evaporates almost
almost as
as soon
soon as
as it
it occurs
occurs in
in spoken
spoken or
or written
written language
language ...
...
phenomenon,
of different audiences" (Sim
rather than
than something
something fixed
fixed that
that holds
holds over
over time for aa series
series of
rather
2001:6).
It is precisely
precisely the
the nature
nature of
of discourse
discourse that
that sets
sets the
the stage
stage for
for colonisation
colonisation of
of
2001
:6). It
meaning within
within an
an undecidable
undecidable terrain,
terrain, exemplified
exemplified in this
this instance,
instance, in the
meaning
l6 space of education. The field of education is not confined to schools or
deterritorialised'"
deterritorialised
space education.
field of education is not confined to schools or

school authorities.
authorities. It
It is
is theorised
theorised and
and taught
taught in
in higher
higher education
education institutions,
institutions, controlled
controlled by
by
school
state organs and
and policies,
policies, discussed in homes
homes by
by parents and
and students,
students, and
and commented
commented on
on
state
of audiences with
with multiple
multiple impressions
impressions of
of the
the field
field
by the media, resulting
resulting in aa multitude
multitude of
by
presenting multiple
multiple opportunities
opportunities to
to populate
populate the
the ...."empty
(Laclau 2000:
2000: 185).
185).
presenting
empty signifier" (Laclau
Resulting from
from these
these various
various vested
vested interests,
interests, the
the task
task of
of this
this study
study has
has been
been to
to delimit
delimit the
the
Resulting
audiences to
to teachers and
and students, and
and to
to delimit the
the space to
to one
one school
school context
context to
audiences
to
fathom critically how
how knowing
knowing students
students is
is signified
signified by
by teaicners
teachers.
fathom

Knowing: choosing
choosing Duidity
Duidity over
over fossilisation
fossilisation
Knowing:
Up to
to this
this point
point there
there is
is deliberate
deliberate use
use of
of knowing
knowing as
as opposed
opposed to
to knowledge.
knowledge. This
This
Up
knowledge is
is inextricably
inextricably bound
bound to
to the word
word
stance may
may seem
seem odd
odd because
because the
the word
word knowledge
stance
knowledge to
to advance
advance knowledge.
knowledge. Schools
Schools as
as
education. Education,
Education, supposedly,
supposedly, deploys
deploys knowledge
organisational units
units depend
depend on
on structured
structured systems of
of thought
thought to
to educate.
educate. Though
organisational
vu'........ " V l U .

knowledge and
and knowing
knowing are
are both
both derivatives of
of the
the same
same root,
root, "know",
"know", knowledge
knowledge is
is the
the
knowledge
culmination of
of knowing,
knowing, organised,
organised, structured, and essentialised
essentialised whilst
whilst knowing
knowing is
is
culmination

tentative and
and
tentative
knowledge is
is
knowledge

fluid and,
and, as
as theorised
theorised by
by Skovsmose (1994),
(1994), dynamic.
dynamic. Furthennore,
Furthermore,
fluid
body of
of information that
that is
is often
often impersonal,
impersonal, abstract,
abstract, and
and imposed
imposed
aa body
(Belenky, Clinchy,
Clinchy, Goldberger
Goldberger &
& Tarule
Tarule 1986),
1986), whilst
whilst knowing is
is internalised belief
belief
(Belenky,
informed and
and influenced by
by relationships existing
existing between
between knowers
knowers and
and the
the known.
known. The
The
lllilDmlea
knowing is guided
guided by exploring
exploring teachers'
teachers' personal, practical
practical and
and political
political
decision to
to use
use knowing

u'"'''-', • .:'' ....l l

The use
use of
of "deterritorialised"
"deterritorialised" refers
refers to
to the
the difficulties
difficulties of
of identifying
identifying the
the "authoritative
" aut horitat ive voice"
voice" about
about educational
educational
The
matters.
Is
it
the
public?
The
department?
School
personnel?
Parents?
Students?
Anyone.
it
seems.
can and
and do
do
matiers. Is it the public? The department? School personnel? Parents? Students? Anyone, it seems, can
make pronouncements
pronouncements about
about schooling.
make
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understandings of
of students rather than
than scientific
scientific objectivity
objectivity as
as implied
implied by
by the
the term
term
understandings
knowledge. The
The idea
idea is
is not
not to
to identifY
identify aa shared
shared construct
construct of
of truth,
truth, but
but to
to explore the
knowledge.
of research participants
participants in
in their
their historicised,
historicised ,
multiple realities and
and interpretations
interpretations of
multiple
localised, and
and cultural
cultural lives
lives within
within an
an educational
educational space.
space.
localised,

Researching uacben'
teachers' knowing
knowing about
about students
students
ResearebiDg
As mentioned
mentioned in the
the previous
previous sections,
sections, this
this study
study interrogates
interrogates tea,cners
teachers ' knowing
knowing
about students.
students. The
The intention
intention is to
to fathom
fathom what teachers know
know beyond
beyond .\..LLl<"F.~""
images of
of S{WJCnIS
students
about
as learning
learning subjects,
subjects, in other
other words,
words, as
as living, knowing
knowing beings. The
The paradigmatic
as
of this study
study may
may best
best be
be described
described as
as aa critical
critical stance
stance with
with aa post-structural
post-structural
orientation of
lUU1VU

attitude. Critical
Critical theory
theory is
is deployed
deployed to
to analyse
analyse how
how and
and . what
what teachers
teachers know
know about
about
attitude.
students and
and post-structural
post-structural frames
frames applied
applied to
to theorise
theorise fmdings.
fmdings. II am
am not
not insinuating
insinuating clear
students
of demarcations
demarcations between
between critical
critical and
and post-structural
post-structural orientations,
orientations, as
as paradigms
paradigms are
are
lines of
lines
social constructions
constructions and conventionally
conventionally used to
to understand research, and consequently,
consequently,
social
there is
is much
much blurring
blurring between
between these two
two positions
positions in
in this
this study.
study. However, there is,
there
t - t n U I ... "

... r

of critical
critical theory
theory in
in the
the analysis sections (chapters
(chapters six and
undeniably, aa predominance
predominance of
In this
this section
section
eight) and
and post-structural
post-structural thought
thought in
in the
the thesis section
section (chapter
(chapter nine).
nine). In
eight)
clarification is
is provided
provided about
about the
the theoretical
theoretical framing
framing that
that underpins
underpins this
this study,
study, beginning
beginning
clarification
with critical
critical theory.
theory.
with
A Critical
Critical Stance.
Stance.
A

Critical theory,
theory, which
which arose
arose from
from disenchantment
disenchantment with
with the
the
Critical
modems, particularly
particularly their failure
failure to
to improve
improve conditions for
for all
all humans
humans (Bell
(Bell 1990;
1990;
Giddens 1990;
1990; Nietsche
Nietsche 1968),
1968), has
has resulted
resulted in
in overtly
overtly political
political research that
that .n1'''
interrogates
Giddens
.....' '
social, cultural, political,
political, and
and economic
economic ideologies
ideologies and
and assumptions
assumptions that
that constitute
constitute the
the
world within
within aa normalising
normalising framework.
framework. From
From aa critical
critical perspective, the world
world is not
not as
as itit
world
appears to
to be,
be, or
or as
as presented
presented as
as aa natural
natural order
order (Anderson
(Anderson 1990;
1990; Arendt
Arendt 1958;
1958; Berger
Berger &
&
appears
Luckmann 1967).
1967). It
It is
is aa creation
creation by
by the
the powerful and the privileged
privileged and
and its
its
Luckmann
operationalisation is
is manipUlated
manipulated to
to sustain
sustain power
power and
and privilege (e.g. Freire 1985;
1985; Giroux
Giroux:
operationalisation
1981; Chavez 2006).
2006). It
It is also the
the product
product oflanguage (e.g.
(e.g. Bourdieu
Bourdieu 2001;
2001; Butler
Butler 1990;
1990;
1981;
Foucault 1972).
1972). Within
Within this
this paradigm,
paradigm, schools
schools are
are but
but one
one of many
many products
products of
of powerful
powerful
Foucault
of schooling
schooling are
are causeways
causeways for
for the
the
interests and
and forces,
forces, and
and practices
practices and
and performances
performances of
interests
flow of
of power
power as
as regulated
regulated by
by authorities
authorities (Apple
(Apple 1982).
1982). There
There is
is an
an expectation,
expectation, when
when
flow
10
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working within
within aa critical
critical frame,
frame, to
and challenge
challenge the
working
to question,
question, interrogate,
interrogate, reveal,
reveal, and
the power
power
of schooling
some and
marginalise others.
dimensions of
schooling that
that privilege
privilege some
and marginalise
others.
dimensions
Critical
researchers are
also expected
expected to
to be
be activists,
activists, bringing
change
Critical researchers
are also
bringing about
about change
research. Within
context of
of education,
through
through the
the processes
processes of
of research.
Within the
the context
education, in
in particular,
particular, "critical
"critical
pedagogy
emerged from
from
pedagogy emerged
progressive
progressive educational
educational

of historical
historical legacy
radical social
social thought
long history
history of
aa long
legacy of
of radical
thought and
and
schooling to
movements that
link the
movements
that aspired
aspired to
to link
the practice
practice of
of schooling
to

of oppressed
democratic principles
and to
social action
action in
in the
the interest
interest of
democratic
principles and
to transformative
transformative social
oppressed
communities" (Darder,
(Darder, Baltonado
2003:3). "Transformative
"Transformative social
communities"
Baltonado &
& Torres
Torres 2003:3).
social action",
action", or
or
of validating
research through
through "catalytic
emancipatory research,
emancipatory
research, inspires
inspires aa different
different way
way of
validating research
"catalytic
of such
research, catalytic
validity" (Lather
(Lather 1991).
1991). To
To liberate,
liberate, as
as an
an outcome
outcome of
such research,
catalytic validity
validity
validity"
tracks "the
"the degree
degree to
to which
the research
research process
focuses and
and energises
tracks
which the
process re-orientates,
re-orientates, focuses
energises
participants toward
toward knowing
reality in
in order
order to
to transform
it" (Lather
The
participants
knowing reality
transform it"
(Lather 1991:68).
1991 :68). The
particular interpretation
taken in
in this
this study
study is
is twofold:
twofold: to
make visible
ideological
particular
interpretation taken
to make
visible the
the ideological

teachers' knowing
about students,
students,
underpinnings and
and hegemonic
hegemonic worldviews
worldviews that
source teachers'
underpinnings
that source
knowing about
and reluctance
reluctance to
to invoke
invoke catalytic
catalytic validity.
validity.
and
To be
be aa
To
change will
will be
change
be

catalyst for
for change
change assumes
assumes that
that one
one must
must work
work with
with certainty
that
catalyst
certainty -- that
of
beneficial, and
and more
more importantly,
that the
consequences of
beneficial,
importantly, that
the long-term
long-term consequences

propagated change
change will
will be
be advantageous,
advantageous, and
and that
that in
in the
the process
process of
of "doing
"doing good"
good" another
another
propagated
of marginals,
marginals, disadvantaged,
disadvantaged, and
and dispossessed
dispossessed will
will not
not emerge.
emerge. Feinberg
Feinberg (2005)
(2005)
set of
set
of Anutans
Anutans on
on Guada1canal,
Guadalcanal, "My
"My
drives this
point home
home in
in his
his reflections
reflections about
about his
his study
study of
drives
this point
opportunities to
to serve
serve as
as advocate
advocate for
for Anutan
Anutan interests
interests have
have been
been more
more limited
limited than
than II
opportunities
imagined, and
and II continue
continue to
question how
how much
much II can
can do
do that
that will
will be
be of
of value
value to
to either
either
imagined,
to question
is an
an uncertainty
that II too
too have
have courted
courted in
Anuta or
or the
the Solomon
Solomon Islands"
Islands" (2005:299).
(2005:299). It
It is
uncertainty that
in
Anuta
this study.
study.
this
Post-structural Attitude.
Attitude.
Post-structuralists' concerns
concerns are
are strongly
strongly tied
tied to
to
A Post-structural
A
Post-structuralists'
of
language
as aa mechanism
mechanism to
to produce
produce reality,
reality, and
and more
importantly, "on
"on the
the complexity
complexity of
language as
more importantly,
social
relations in
in aa given
context" (Duesterberg
(Duesterberg 1999:752).
1999:752). The
The work
work of
of post-structural
post-structural
social relations
given context"

researchers is
is inherently
inherently connected
connected to
views of
of human
as different
different to
to other
life forms
forms due
due
human as
other life
researchers
to views
of language
language to
represent reality
reality as
eloquently expressed
expressed by
Agamben (1998:2to its
its use
use of
to represent
as eloquently
by Agamben
(1998:2to
3):
3):
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human politics
politics is
is distinguished
distinguished from
from that
that of
of all
all other
other living
living beings
beings in that
that itit is
is
.... ,. human
founded, through
through aa supplement
supplement of
of politicity
politicity [policitaJ
fpolicita] tied
tied to
to aa language,
language, on
on aa
founded,
community not
not simply
simply of
of the
the pleasant
pleasant and
and the painful
painful but
but of
of the
the good
good and
and the
the evil
evil
community
and ofthe
of the just
just and
and the
the unjust.
unjust.
and

Whilst critical
critical theories
theories peer
peer beneath
beneath the
the presented
presented order
order of
of the
the world
world to
to expose
expose
Whilst
persons,
oppressions, exclusions,
exclusions, and
and marginalisations
marginalisations of persons,
oppressions,
structuralism
"tends to
to ODc~a:te
operate ....against totalising
totalising theories
theories
""",,,,,",,.....,.,,,.u "tends
,F,...... ""'.

that are
are ",V1',""'''
expressed in languaged
languaged formats
formats and
and
that
post-structural
frame is
is activated
activated to
to ensure
ensure
post
-structural frame

ideas, and
and knowledges,
knowledges, postpostideas,
or meanings"
meanings" (Peim 1993:4)
1993:4)
or

communications.
communications.
working against
against
working

To put
put it
it differently, aa
To
generalisation, against
against
generalisation,

of teachers'
teachers ' knowing.
knowing. Furthermore,
Furthermore, aa deeper
deeper look
look into
into language
language
generating aa grand
grand theory
theory of
can reveal
reveal paradoxes
paradoxes about
about the
the realities
realities it
it purports
purports to
to present.
present.
can
of
In this study, II looked
looked particularly
particularly at
at what
what was
was said
said to
to reveal
reveal the
the as~;unlpI1011lS
assumptions of
In
hegemonic notions
notions that
that pervaded
pervaded teachers'
teachers' knowing,
knowing, as
as well as
as how
how that
that knowing
knowing was
was
hegemonic
both terrain
terrain
presented in
in language
language to
to reveal
reveal paradoxes.
paradoxes. Working
Working with
with undecidables,
undecidables, of both
presented
and meaning-making,
meaning-making, with
with mUltiple
multiple realities
realities that
that are
are elusive
elusive and
and
and
representations, required
required teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing (data
(data and
and interpretation)
interpretation)
representations,

defy
defy
to be
be
to

pristine rerepristine
temporarily
temporarily

fixed in
in this
this study.
study. This induced
induced paralysis over
over text, interpretation,
interpretation, and
and analysis
analysis was
was
fixed
ofanalysis
and theorisation
theorisation in
in this
this study.
study.
necessary for the purposes
purposes of
analysis and
Truth.
On the
the basis
basis of
of the
the discussion
discussion thus
thus far,
far, it
it appears
appears that
that critical
critical theory
theory
Truth.
On
of power
power relations,
relations, referred to
to by
by Foucault
Foucault as
as "regimes of
of
presupposes an
an examination
examination of
presupposes
7
truth" (Foucault
(Foucault 1984a:74).
1984a:74). Influenced
Influenced by
by Foucault's
Foucault's notions
notions of
of truth
truth 17
I (prado
(prado 2000),
2000), two
two
truth"

of truth",
truth", teachers'
teachers' truths
truths and
and students'
students' truths,
truths, were
were vu"..,.'
considered
to interrogate
"regimes of
......... to
teachers' knowing.
knowing. Consequently,
Consequently, two
two sets
sets of
of data
data were
were produced,
produced, namely,
namely, teachers'
teachers '
teachers'
stories
<,,",,,,,,,0.,,

and SIUcllents
students' stories. II did
did not
not question
question the truth value of
of these
these stories.
stories. Each story
story
was accepted
accepted as
as constituting
constituting experiential
experiential or
or narrative
narrative truths.
truths. No
No attempt
attempt was
was made
made to
to
was
triangulate "the
"the truth"
truth" of any
any story
story during
during the
the data production
production phase.
phase. Instead,
Instead, II have
have
accepted as
as data
data (narratives
(narratives from
from both
both sets
sets of
of participants)
participants) as
as their
their truth
truth claims
claims to
to theorise
theorise
accepted
the nature
nature of
of teachers'
teachers ' knowing.
knowing.
the
17 Prado (2000) identifies five notions oftruth in Foucault's writings, namely, criteria I, constructivist, perspectlvist,
17 Prado (2000) identifies five notions oftruth in Foucault's writings, namely. criterial, constructivist, perspectivist,
experiential and
and tacit-realist
tacit-realist truth
truth (explained
(explained in
in chapter
chapter two).
two). Prado
Prado argues
argues that
that the
the contradictions
contradictions and
and relativist
relativist
experiential
claims
levelled
against
Foucauft
emerge
from
conflating
these
five
notions
and
from
attempting
to
unify
the
claims levelled against Foucauft emerge from conflating these fIVe notions and from attempting to unify the
notions
into
a
single
theory
of
truth
(similar
to
attempts
to
unify
Foucault's
discursive
strands
of
power).
notions into a
theory of truth (similar to attempts to unify Foucau!t's discursive strands of power),
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Study Site.
Site.
This study
study has
has been
been conducted
conducted at
at aa site
site that
that reflects
reflects the
the realities
realities of
of
This
Study
changing population
population demographics
demographics in
in schools.
schools. In
In addition
addition to
to significant
significant changes
changes in
in terms
terms
changing
of student
student profiles,
profiles, the
the school
school has
has sustained
sustained curriculum
curriculum restructuring
restructuring within
within aa
of
of middle-class
middle-class inhabitants
inhabitants moving
moving out,
out, and
and poorer,
poorer,
geographical space
space in
in transition,
transition, of
geographical
of fiscal
fiscal constraints,
constraints, lack
lack of
of resources,
resources,
homeless, and
and unemployed
unemployed families
families moving
moving in,
in, of
homeless,
of teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing
and crowded
crowded classrooms.
classrooms. By
By choosing
choosing this
this school
school the
the understanding
understanding of
and
about students
students in
in fluid
fluid contexts
contexts assailed
assailed by
by changes
changes on
on many
many fronts
fronts was
was enhanced,
enhanced,
about
how and
and what
what teachers'
teachers' know
know about
about students.
students.
making this
this aa vital
vital study
study to
to understand
understand how
making
Furthermore, the
the legal
legal umbilical
umbilical cord
cord that
that connected
connected particular
particular groups
groups to
to particular
particular .
Furthermore,
schools, namely
namely race,
race, has
has been
been severed
severed by
by democratic
democratic refonns,
reforms, allowing
allowing the
the complexities
complexities
schools,

knowing to
to surface
surface and
and to
to be
be explored
explored in
in and
and beyond
beyond race
race vantage
vantage points.
points.
around knowing
around
of this
this study
study is
is important
important insomuch
insomuch as
as representing
representing contexts
contexts in
in
While the
the context
context of
While
of flux,
flux, the
the study,
study, though
though in
in aa South
South African
African context,
context, is
is not
not necessarily
necessarily about
about aa
state of
aa state
South African
African context.
context. The
The context
context has
has been
been deployed
deployed for
for aa particular
particular purpose,
purpose, to
to
South
generate data
data in
in order
order to
to interrogate
interrogate how
how and
and what
what teachers
teachers know
know about
about students.
students. What
What is
is
generate
how the
the exaggerated
exaggerated complexities
complexities related
related to
to sociopolitical
sociopolitical
important about
about this
this context
context is
is how
important
change at
at this
this site
site foreground
foreground the
the ways
ways in
in which
which gender,
gender, race,
race, class,
class , culture,
culture, and
and
change
of teachers'
teachers' knowing.
knowing.
professional identities
identities act
act as
as primary
primary organisers
organisers of
professional
Though the
the site
site of
of this
this study
study exemplifies
exemplifies contexts
contexts where
where transformation
transformation is
is
Though
dramatic, the
the findings
findings could
could be
be equally
equally important
important for
for schools
schools where
where changes
changes are
are far
far more
more
dramatic,
of this
this study
study is
is the
the way
way it
it
subtle, perhaps
perhaps even
even imperceptible.
imperceptible. An
An importance
importance contribution
contribution of
subtle,
of teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about students
students that,
that, perhaps,
perhaps, can
can be
be exported
exported
proposes aa theorising
theorising of
proposes
of challenges
challenges than
than those
those encountered
encountered by
by
to "stable")S
"stable" lg contexts
contexts with
with different
different kinds
kinds of
to
of
students and
and teachers
teachers at
at Amethyst.
Amethyst. The
The intention
intention is
is not
not to
to prioritise
prioritise generalisation
generalisation of
students
fmdings, but
but rather
rather that
that the
the nature
nature of
of knowing
knowing your
your students,
students, as
as proposed
proposed in
in this
this thesis,
thesis ,
findings,
of the
the claims
claims teachers
teachers make
make about
about knowing
knowing their
their students
students within
within any
any
inspires aa rethinking
rethinking of
inspires
context. The
The notion
notion of
of rethinking,
rethinking, that
that is,
is, how
how do
do the
the findings
findings in
in aa context/case
context/case generate
generate
context.
thinking about
about its
its application
application in
in other
other contexts/cases,
contexts/cases, has
has particular
particular reference
reference to
to the
thinking
the
18 The notion of " sta ble" contexts has been contested . Skovsmose (1994) provides an " irrevocable test" to prove
la
The notion of "stable" contexts has been contested. Skovsmose (1994) provides an "irrevocable test" to prove
that conflict
conflict occurs
occurs all
all over
over the
the world.
world. Building
Building on
on Skovsmose's
Skovsmose's work,
work, Vithal
Vithal &
& Valero
Valero (2001:2)
(2001:2) contend
contend that
that "the
"the
that
First World
World is
is not
not as
as calm
calm and
and stable
stable as
as it
it seems".
seems". They
They broaden
broaden our
our understanding
understanding of
of conflict
conflict by
by recognising
recognising
First
different spheres
spheres where
where conflict
conflict occurs,
occurs, viz.
viz. cognitive
cognitive conflict,
conflict, conflicts
conflicts in
in interactions,
interactions, cultural
cultural conflict
conflict and,
and, social
social
different
and political
political conflict
conflict (Vithal
(Vithal &
& Valero
Valero 2001:15).
2001:15).
and
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validity construct
construct of
of "generativity't'"
as theorised
theorised by
by Vithal
Vithal (2003:
(2003:100).
Furthermore, the
the
validity
"a~>npr1'lTlIVIT",r
as
100). Furthermore,
race, class, gender,
gender, culture,
culture, and
and professionalism
professionalism beyond
beyond
study tweaks
tweaks the
the categories
categories of race,
study
their regular
regular analytical
analytical deployments.
deployrnents.
their
Research methodology.
methodology. Teachers'·
Teachers' ·knowing
was researched
researched from
from an
an anthropological
anthropological
Research
knowing was
The approach,
approach, critical
critical ethnography,
ethnography, entailed
entailed being embedded
embedded in
in the
the context
context
perspective",. The
for approximately
approximately seven
seven months.
months. Prolonged
Prolonged engagement
engagement with
with the
the study
study
assumptions that
that the
the repetitive
repetitive and
and monotonous
monotonous nature
nature of
of school
school rites
assumptions

site challenged
challenged
site
and rituals
rituals are
are
and

simple to
to understand.
understand. Schools
Schools represent
represent aa complex
complex society,
society, albeit
albeit an
an arranged
arranged situation,
situation,
simple
which may
may be
be best understood
understood through
through "","Pt'tl't''''synectics",, that
that is, to
to make strange that
that terrain so
so
which
banal, to
to look
look at
at school
school anew,
anew, problematising
problematising past
past familiarity.
familiarity. Consequently,
Consequently, II was
was able
able
banal,
to penetrate
penetrate the
the familiar
familiar ground
ground of
of Amethyst
Amethyst to
to disentangle
disentangle its
its labyrinthine
labyrinthine structures
structures and
and
to
communication networks,
networks, and
and its multiple
multiple realities
realities and
and challenges,
challenges, to
to derive aa critical
critical
communication
understanding in
in order
order to
to answer
answer the research questions oftrus
of this inquiry.
inquiry.
understanding
Research questions:
questions:
Research
1. How
How do
do
1.
attempts
attempts

teachers come
come to
to know
know the
the students
students they
they teach?
teach? This
This question
question
teachers
to fathom
fathom the
the ways
ways in
in which
which teachers
teachers derive
derive information
information about
about
to

students.
2. What
What do teachers
teachers know
know about
about the
the students
students they
they teach?
teach? This
This question
question hones
hones
in on
on the
the contents
contents that
that constitute
constitute teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing about
about students.
students. Ibe
The

19 Generativity, as the overriding validity construct of this study, derives its theoretical grounding primarily from
19 Generativity, as the overriding validity construct of this study, derives its theoretical
primarily from
the work
work of
of Vithal
Vithal (2003)
(2003) in
in the
the field
field of
of mathematics
mathematics education.
education. Arguing
Arguing for
for aa critical
critical mathematics
mathematics pedagogy,
pedagogy,
the
(2003:100)
makes
a
case
for
democratic
participatory
validity,
which
is
not
characteristic
of
my
study,
and
Vithal
Vithal (2003:100) makes a case for democratic participatory validity. which is not characteristic of my study. and
for aa criterion,
criterion, which
which II moot.
moot. that
that is,
is, prioritising
prioritising generativity
generativity over
over generalisability,
generalisability, with
with aa recognition that
that the
the latter
latter
for
is never
never totally
totally absent,
absent, ~researchers
" researchers and
and their
their research
research never
never completely escape
escape generalisation.
generalisation. Readers
Readers of
of
is
research and
and researchers
researchers themselves,
themselves, constantly
constantly make
make judgements
judgements about
about the
the applicability
applicability of
of findings
findings of
of other
other
research
their own
own situations".
situations". Generativity
Generativity is,
is, in
in other
other words.
words, about
about creative
creative thinking,.
thinking, finding applications
applications "to
"to
research to
to their
research
explore the
the possibilities
possibilities and
and potential
potential for
for aa critical
critical perspective"
perspective" (Vithal
(Vithal 2003:102).
2003:102). In
In her
her study.
study, Vithal
Vithal coeoexplore
the
study
participants.
In
this
study
the
produces
ideas
and
thoughts
for
rethinking
mathematics
education
with
produces ideas and thoughts for rethinking mathematics education with the study participants. In this study the
possibilities for
for rethinking
rethinking teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing come
come about
about through
through theoretical
theoretical analysis
analysis and
and synthesis
synthesis that
that are
are
possibilities
deconstructive
in
nature
and
rely
on
readers
to
make
the
creative
leap.
The
reasons
for
excluding
participatory
deconstructive in nature and rely on readers to make the creative leap. The reasons for excluding participatory
validity will
will become
become clearer
clearer as
as the
the dissertation
dissertation unfolds.
unfolds.
validity
20 Anthropological studies are predicated on the notion of " nat urs llstic inquiry" (Denzin & Lincoln 2003b).
20 Anthropological studies are predicated on the notion of "naturalistic inquiry" (Denzin & Lincoln 2003b).
that communities
communities are
are researched
researched by
by observing
observing them
them in
in their
their natural
natural settings
settings (see
(see also
also chapter
chapter two).
two).
meaning that
meaning
2 1 Synectics is a creative th inking process pioneered by W. J. J. Gordon (1961). The technique involves a
21 Synectics is a creative thinking process pioneered by W. J. J. Gordon (1961). The technique involves a
that which
which is
is alien,
alien, is
is made
made familiar.
familiar.
problematisation of
of the
the familiar
familiar through
through recasting itit as
as alien,
alien, whilst
whilst that
problematisation
Familiarity and
and alienation
alienation are
are achieved
achieved through
through analogies
analogies or
or metaphors.
metaphors. For
For example,
example, in
in this
this study, the
the analogy
analogy
Familiarity
researching Amethyst
Amethyst is
is like
like being lost
lost in
in aa maze
maze was
was used.
used. The
The solution
solution for
for finding
finding one's
one's way
way out
out of
of aa maze
maze
its insides
insides rather
rather than
than outside.
outside . Similarly
Similarly II looked
looked to
to data,
data, to
to prevent
prevent aa priori
priori knowledge
knowledge and
and
requires aa looking
looking to
to its
requires
my experiences
experiences in
in education
education to
to intrude
intrude and
and shape
shape writing
writing the
the story
story of
of the
the school
school context,
context, and
and in
in the
the analysis
analysis of
of
my
teachers'
and
students'
stories.
teachers' and students' stories.
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contents include
include teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing about
about students
students in
III and
and outside
outside of
contents
school.
school.
3. How do
do students
students describe their
their own
own lives? This question
question hones
hones in on
on the
the
3.
contents that
that constitute
constitute students'
students' knowing
knowing of
of themselves
themselves and
and how
how that
that
contents
knowing disrupts
disrupts teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about students.
students.
knowing
teachers' knowing?
knowing? This
This question
question theorises
theorises the
4. What
What is
is the
the nature
nature of teachers'
4.
nature of
of knowing by
by mediating
mediating the
the analysis of teachers' stories
stories with the
the
nature
of students' stories to
to draw
draw out
out the nuanced complexities of
analysis of
analysis
teachers' knowing.
knowing.

The participants.
participants.
The participants
participants in
in this
this study
study comprise
comprise aa class
class of
of Grade
Grade
The
Eight students
students attending
attending aa secondary
secondary school
school and
and the
the teachers
teachers with
with whom
whom they
they come
come into
into
contact. Grade
Grade Eight students
students were
were targeted,
targeted , as
as they
they are
are "new"
"new" arrivals (from
(from primary
primary
contact.
It is
is assumed
assumed that
that teachers
teachers do
do not
not know
know the
the students
students and
and thus
thus
schools) at
at the research
research site.
site. It
schools)
teachers
teaLCfliers
students
students

do not
not have pre-determined
pre-determined opinions/images/ideas.
opinions/images/ideas.
do
are exposed
exposed to
to most
most learning
learning areas, have
have fewer
are

Additionally,
Additionally,
options and
and
options

Grade Eight
Grade
split classes
classes
split

(according to
to subject
subject specialisation)
specialisation) and hence have more
more teachers than
than students III
in
(according
Grades Nine to
to Twelve.
Twelve. Student
Student participants
participants come
come from
from aa geographical
geographical spread
spread of
of about
about
of them
them live
live within
within the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Nirvana,
Nirvana, aa suburb
suburb of
of Durban
Durban
twenty kilometres.
kilometres. Most
Most of
twenty
in which
which the
the school
school is
is located.
located. Some
Some are
are refugees
refugees fleeing
fleeing from
from township
township violence
violence and
and
political strife; some
some from
from families
families waiting
waiting for city
city council
council homes;
homes; others
others are
are orphans
orphans
political
living on
on their
their own
own or
or with foster
foster families, and
and some
some are
are descendants
descendants of
of inhabitants
inhabitants for
for
living
whom this
this suburb
suburb was
was created.
created.
whom
Eight teacher
teacher participants
participants of
of aa group
group of
of twenty-four
twenty-four tewr::hers
teachers employed
employed at
at
Amethyst "h.".....,.';
shared their
their knowing
knowing about
about students.
students. Like the students
students they
they teach, they
they come
come
from diverse
diverse backgrounds.
backgrounds. Of
Of Indian
Indian extraction,
extraction, educated
educated in institutions
institutions for Indians,
Indians, and
and
garnering teaching
teaching experiences in Indian
Indian schools,
schools, this
this InCmO-ral:::)al
mono-racial group of
of teachers
teachers
travel daily
daily to
to Amethyst
Amethyst in
in their
their own
own vehicles
vehicles from
from various
various areas
areas in
in and
and around
around Durban.
Durban.
travel
Three teal:::ners
teachers, however, reside in Nirvana Some
Some teachers were
were appointed
appointed to
to the
the school
school
Three
twenty-four years
years ago
ago when
when itit first opened
opened its
its doors.
doors. Some
Some are
are newly
newly appointed
appointed and
and aa few
few
twenty-four
are short-tenn
short-term contract
contract employees,
employees, appointed
appointed and
and paid
paid by
by the
the school
school governing
governing body.
body.
are
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These two
two sets
sets of
of participants
participants are
are counterpoints
counterpoints in
in tenus
terms of
of race,
race, class,
class, age, and
and
These
culture and
and are
are distanced by
by worldviews, experiences and
and conceptual
conceptual understandings
understandings of
of
culture
schooling and
and education.
education. The
The teachers are
are aa mono-racial
mono-racial group
group who
who received
received their
their
schooling
education in
in mono-racial
mono-racial institutions
institutions and
and were
were prepared
prepared as
as teachers
teachers for particular
particular monomonoeducation
racial contexts.
contexts. In contrast
contrast to
to the
the adult
adult participants, the
the children
children are
are post-apartheid,
post-apartheid, streetstreetracial
wise individuals
individuals who
who are
are influenced
influenced
wise
organised family
family configurations
configurations that
that
organised

and
and
are
are

immersed in
in youth
youth cultures and
and differently
differently
immersed
perhaps foreign
foreign to
to and
and derided
derided by
by school
school
perhaps
of race
race is far
far more
more complex
complex and
and nuanced,
nuanced, moving
moving
authorities. The
The students
students understanding
understanding of
authorities.
beyond apartheid
apartheid classification.
classification. Together
Together these
these divisions
divisions between
between the
the two
two sets
sets of
beyond
participants signal
signal conceptual
conceptual differences
differences between
between teachers
teachers and
and students
students that
that are
are
participants
profound: complicating
complicating the
the relationships
relationships between
between teachers
teachers and
and students,
students, complicating
complicating
profound:
how they
they know
know each other
other and
and complicating
complicating the pedagogical
pedagogical arrangement
arrangement at
at Amethyst.
Amethyst.
how
Narrative data.
data.
The data
data yielded
yielded from
from observations,
observations, teacher interviews and
and
Narrative
The
student biographies
biographies are
are presented
presented as
as stories, making
making this aa substantially
substantially storied
storied thesis.
thesis.
student
of this
this thesis:
Five stories are
are constituent
constituent parts of
Five
My story,
story, an
an uninterrupted
uninterrupted narrative,
narrative, is
is aa data
data generating tool.
tool. Conceptualised
Conceptualised a..-;;
as
My
research instrument,
instrument, my
my biographical
biographical account
account has been
been placed
placed in
in the
the appendices
appendices section
section
aa research
(Appendix A)
A) for
for two
two reasons:
reasons: first, an
an ethical
ethical concern
concern to
to present
present research
research participants'
participants'
(Appendix
knowing before
before privileging my
my knowing
knowing and, second,
second, so
so that the
the long,
long, subjective
subjective account
account
knowing
of my
my past
past does
does not
not distract
distract readers from
from the
the heart
heart of
of this
this research project about
about
of
contemporary complexities
complexities of
of pedagogical
pedagogical work
work in
in post-apartheid
post-apartheid South
South Africa.
Africa
contemporary
The data
data production
production story
story outlines how
how teachers
teachers and
and students
students orchestrated
orchestrated their
their
The
participation in this
this study.
study. It
It chronicles
chronicles the
the challenges
challenges of critical ethnographic
ethnographic work
work in
in aa
participation
complex post-apartheid
post-apartheid space,
space, detailing
detailing an
an innovative
innovative reflexive
reflexive response
response to
to generate
generate data.
complex
of the
the school
school is
is aa critical
critical narrative
narrative that
that disturbs sedimented
sedimented histories,
histories,
The story
story of
joys that
that haunt
haunt the
the social,
social, pedagogical,
pedagogical, and
and psychic
psychic ecology
ecology of
releasing past traumas
traumas and
and joys
releasing
purposefully arranged
arranged space.
aa purposefully
conversations sewn
sewn
Teachers' stories
stories are
are patchwork
patchwork quilts,
quilts, with
with selected
selected pieces
pieces of conversations
Teachers'
of aa single
single interview
interview with
with
together to
to create
create narratives.
narratives. These
These narratives
narratives are
are derivatives
derivatives of
together
each teacher n!l1r't1f"ln'~n~
participant
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Students' stories
stories are
are biographical
biographical accounts , which
which they
they have written,
written, and
and which
which
Students'
grammar and
and spelling.
spelling.
are 1""'_n1","""'nT~'"
re-presented as
as narratives
narratives with
with minor
minor editing
editing of gnunm:ar
are
Of note
note are
are the considerations
considerations taken
taken into
into account
account for
for including
including students'
students' stories
stories in
In this
this research
research endeavour,
endeavour, teachers
teachers and
and students
students can
can be
be regarded
regarded as
as two
two
the analysis.
analysis. In
the
of aa knowing
knowing coin.
coin. Teachers' stories
stories can
can be
be regarded
regarded as
as inhabiting/exhibiting
inhabiting/exhibiting one
one
sides of
sides
of reality,
reality, and
and students'
students' stories as
as inhabiting/exhibiting
inhabiting/exhibiting another
another kind.
kind. To
To explore
explore the
the
kind of
kind
nature of
of teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing about
about students,
students, both
both sets
sets of
of teachers'
teachers' and
and students'
students' realities
realities
nature
needed to
to be mediated
mediated and
and modulated
modulated in the
the analysis.
analysis. Students'
Students' stories
stories are
are not
not just
needed
counterpoints in opposition
opposition to
to teachers'
teachers' accounts,
accounts, or
or as
as aa means
means to
to pathologise
pathologise teachers,
teachers,
counterpoints
of stories,
stories, of
and in
in so
so doing
doing to
to cast
cast them
them in
in aa negative
negative light.
light. On
On the
the contrary,
contrary, both
both sets
sets of
and
the knowers
knowers (teachers)
(teachers) and
and the
the known
known (students) are necessary to
to .nt,"'
interrogate
teachers'
....nn·"'tp teachers'
the
knowing. Teachers
Teachers are
are important
important and
and their
their work
work more
more so,
so, and
and just
just as
as Dooley
Dooley & Kavanagh
Kavanagh
knowing.
argue that
that "Derrida
"Derrida is
is only
only ever
ever interested
interested in
in criticizing
criticizing what
what he wants
wants to
to keep
keep and
and
argue
preserve" (2007:146),
(2007: 146), II too
too believe
believe that
that we
we preserve that
that which
which is
is vital
vital and
and crucial
crucial in
in
preserve"
teachers' knowing.
knowing. Teachers' stories should,
should,
education by theorising and
and critiquing
critiquing teachers'
education
therefore,
therefore,
providing
providing

not be
be read
read as
as aa
not
insights into
into the
the
insights

pejorative gaze at
at students'
students' lives,
lives, but
but as
as important
important texts
texts
pejorative
of teaching,
teaching, emerging
emerging from
from particularised
particularised
complexities of
complexities

knowings about
about students.
students. In
In
knowings
explanations were
were found
found for
for
explanations

juxtaposing these
these stories,
stories, assumptions
assumptions were
were examined,
examined,
juxtaposing
of interpretations
interpretations that
that emerged in
in the
the
the proliferation
proliferation of
the
of teachers'
teachers'
stories, and
and most
most importantly,
importantly, the
the duality
duality allowed
allowed for
for theorising
theorising the
the nature
nature of
knowing. Students'
Students' stories
stories should
should thus
thus be
be seen
seen as
as nClcessru-v
necessary disruptions
disruptions to
to deepen
deepen our
our
knowing.

of teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about .students.
understanding of
understanding
Analysis and
and synthesis.
synthesis.
The analysis
analysis of
of data
data in
in this
this study
study is
is influenced
influenced by
by the
the
Analysis
The
idea that
that "much
"much more
more than
than pedagogy,
pedagogy, instruction
instruction or
or teaching
teaching method
method is
is at
at stake"
idea
n ...'..... ..,'.. """

(Hargreaves 1998:ix).
1998:ix).
(Hargreaves
practice, professional
professional
practice,

It is
is thus
thus not
not
It
competence,
competence,

an analysis
analysis per se
se of
of classroom practice, reflective
reflective
an
professional development,
development, assessment,
assessment, leadership,
leadership,
professional

management, pedagogy, teacher education, curriculum, pedagogical content
content knowledge,
knowledge,
management,
or policy.
policy. When
When research participants
participants raised
raised issues
issues rooted
rooted in
in these
these various
various branches,
branches, then
then
or
arguments
arguments
on, and
and to
to
on,

were structured
structured to
to respond
respond and
and the
were
make interpretations, but
but the study
study
make

opportunities were
were exploited
exploited to
to comment
comment
opportunities
is essentially
essentially about
about aa critical gaze cast
cast at
at
is

knowing their
their students.
students.
teachers' claims
claims to
to knowing
teachers'
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The dislocation
dislocation of
of this study from pedagogical and curriculum moorings,
moorings , is a
in education. Relocating
deliberate "Othering,,22 of traditional realms of research ID
traditional foci to the margins , in this instance, provided an uncluttered means to analyse
teachers' knowing about their students. Debates about teacher professionalism and
teachers' roles and fimctions
functions were re-entered through the lenses of teachers'
teachers ' knowing.

Furthermore, it served to desacralise and demythologise normative literature on
classroom behaviours and practices by suggesting an alternative route to understanding
teachers' work. For example, knowing about students implies a rethinking of one,
teachers' knowing about students; two, the Norms and Standards for Educators (DoE
2000) expected of teachers at Amethyst Secondary School; three, the impact of
2000)

sociopolitical conditions on pedagogy; four, the consequences of knowing students on
teachers' professional identities; five, the complexities of teaching and caring for
students; and six, a nuanced understanding of teachers' work in traumatic contexts.
contexts.
SLUoeIllS;
Primarily, the analyses undertaken of both teachers' and students' stories has
resulted
""'~'Ul""'U

in aa more
more critical,
critical, nuanced,
nuanced, and
and complex
complex understanding
understanding of teachers' knowing
in
about students. It points to schools as meeting points of antagonistic worldviews and of

parallel universes (teachers and students) inhabiting a common space. The analyses
demonstrate how dominant meaning making is hegemonic and the outcomes thereof.
Furthermore, the
the analyses
analyses identifY
identify some
some of the
the contents
contents of
of the
the empty
empty .U&lUU"'.
signifier, knowing
your students: three ways of how teachers come to know and five categories of what they

come to know, thereby exposing internalised, invisible thought processes and external
t:>Vi·",.-THl

influences. The synthesis, that teachers' knowing is dangerous and that not knowing is
useful, is reconnected to the body of literature, and pushes the boundaries of the nature of
knowing in addition to theorising teachers' knowing as being the same as not knowing.
Moreover, the synthesis speaks back to educational, political,
political , and social possibilities in a
reconfigured national
reconfigured
national space.
Researcher's knowing.

I have already signalled strong L"'
leanings
towards
.....LLL.O... towards

be dealt with
critical and post-structural ways of knowing. The how of knowing will be
substantially in chapter three and the
the nature
nature of researcher
researcher knowing
knowing and
and researcher-asresearcher-as-

The ways
ways of
of defining,
defining. stigmatising.
and m",'rdm,:::.lic,ind
marginalising of
of one
one group
group by
by another
another group
(Ang 2001;
2001; De
De Beauvoir
Beauvoir
The
c.tidm",'tic.irl<:r and
group (Ang
1972).
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Researching Teachers'
Teachers ' Knowing About Students

A Parad ox ofKnowing

KeSearCl1lJ'2;1

knower
will be discussed and theorised in the final ('h~n
chapter.
..h~r The reasons for delaying this
know
er win
discussion
l~'vIU"''''IVU will become self-evident then.

Organisation 01 thesis
This thesis consists of four moves that unveil four kinds of meta-knowing:
(iii) exploring teachers ,' knowing and
(i) knowing the study (ii) knowing the foundations (Hi)

(iv) knowing teachers', knowing. The four parts comprise an unequal distribution of
Fig.1).
chapters and length (see Fig.
1).

PART ONE
Knowing
Study

the

PARTlWO

1 Knowing about
researching
knowing
2 Knowing literature

Knowing
33 Knowing
methodology
methodology

4 Knowing
Knowing study
study
4
context
context

5 Knowing teachers

6 Exploring teachers'
knowing
knowing

7 Knowing students

Knowing
Foundations

PART THREE
Exploring
Knowing

PART FOUR
Knowing about
Knowing

8 Disrupting
teachers'
knowing

9 Knowing teachers'
knowing

Fig , 1 Organisation
Organisation a/Thesis
ofThesis
Fig,!

Part One: Knowing the study
This part provides an elaboration of the study as whole, orientating the reader to
the structural components of the thesis. The ovefV1ew
overview invites the reader to know the
rationale, aims, T'p<:p!:I1'('h
research questions and theoretical tram(~W()I
framework. Chapter one constitutes

part one.
foundations
Part Two: Knowing the loundations
are presented in this part. It
The fundamental building blocks of this study are
includes three chapters that invite the reader to know the literature, to know the
methodology, and to know the school context. Each of these is elaborated hereunder:

Chapter two is an analysis of the literature reviewed for this study. The reVIew
review IS
is
a conceptual exegesis of knowing as different to knowledge. Since there is a dearth of

literature on teacher knowing, as opposed to literature on teacher thinking, teachers ' work
19
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Researching
Teachers ' "flU'"'"''''
Knowing About
Abou t Students
Students
f{pt?'nrr'I'1lIW Teachers'

and teacher identity, I draw on texts outside teacher knowledge/thinking from fields like

sociology to build a concept of
ancient Roman mythology, philosophy, psychology, and soci010gy
knowing and when possible, connecting these to how such knowing occurs in schools,
particularly in how and what can be known about students. This chapter """""/-'''-/,''''
concludes with a
synthesis derived from the literature reviewed in the form of a conceptual map.
map.

Chapter three is the story of the data generation process and details the methods
deployed, challenges faced, and the data generated. It provides substantial details about

researched
how the school context blurred the boundaries between the researcher and the r"'''''''':l1rl'
and forced anthropological traditions to be discarded and replaced by my personal
narrative
narrati
ve as a strategy to produce data.
four situates the study context politically, historically, socially,
Chapter foUl'
economically, and culturally. Written as a thick description, it is the story of the school,
drawing the reader into the complicated, inner workings of the institution, and lays bare

the contextual worlds of the students and teachers of Amethyst from criticallpoststructural vantage points.

Exploring luaowing
kDowiDg
Part Three: EEploriDg
This part takes the reader through
through the exploration of teachers' knowing about
presenting te:actlers
teachers ' .,stories
students by first pre:seIlt1I1lg
...,,_~w'" and an analysis thereof, followed by a representation of students' stories and a disruption of teachers' knowing in the analysis.
pre13en1:atlC)ll
Part three comprises the following four chapters:
Chapter five introduces teacher participants of the study. The discussion of the
sample is followed by their stories, derived from interviews. Eight teachers share how

well as what they know about students inside and
they come to know about students as wen
outside school. Teachers' stories also highlight how professional identities shape, and are
shaped, by the choices teachers make about knowing or not knowing their students.

Chapter six presents an analysis of teachers' knowing about students. Two
themes: how teachers know and what teachers know, frame the analysis. Three ways:
ways:
solicited, unsolicited, and common knowing; and five kinds: racial, gelr1at~re(~
gendered, classed,
is
cultural, and professional knowing are identified and discussed. Each discussion IS
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Students

followed by
by aa critical
critical commentary
commentary and
and then
then by
by aa critical
critical analysis.
analysis. Each
Each theme
theme concludes
concludes
followed
with critical connections
connections to
to the lit"'f"<>flnrp.
literature on Irr","ur,n
knowing.
with
Chapter seven
seven is
is aa re-presentation
re-presentation of students'
Chapter
describe their
their lives
lives in
in their
their own
own words.
words. They
They reveal
reveal their
their
describe

narratives. Fourteen
Fourteen students
students
narratives.
feelings of
of school,
school, home
home life,
life,
feelings

peer relationships,
relationships, the
the influence
influence of
of religion,
religion, culture,
culture, and
and family.
family. Their lives
lives are
are not
not alike
and the
the joys
joys and
and hardships
hardships they
they experience
experience differ
differ as
as welL
well.
Chapter eight
eight is
is the
the extension
extension of
of the
the analysis
analysis of teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing by
by
Chapter
interrogating students'
students' narratives.
narratives. Using aa similar structure
structure of
of two
two overarching
overarching themes
themes to
to
interrogating
frame the analysis,
analysis, the
the themes
themes analysed
analysed in
in this
this chapter
chapter are
are how
how students
students communicate
communicate
information about
about themselves
themselves to
to teachers,
teachers, and
and the
the lives
lives they
they lead
lead as
as racial,
racial, gendered,
gendered,
information
cultural, classed, and
and professional
professional learning subjects
subjects that
that serve
serve to
to disrupt
disrupt teachers'
teachers'
cultural,
knowing. The
The critical commentary
commentary in
in this
this chapter
chapter hones
hones in
in on
on how
how teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing is
is
knowing.
challenged, confirmed,
confirmed, subverted,
subverted, denied,
denied, and
and influenced,
influenced, followed
followed again,
again, as
as in
in chapter
chapter
challenged,
six, by
by critical
critical
six,
concludes with
with
concludes

connections that
that forge links
links with
with literature on
on
connections
insights provided
provided by
by students
students about
about their
their lives to
to
insights
privy (teachers'
(teachers ' not
not knowing).
knowing).
privy

knowing. The chapter
chapter
knowing.
which teachers
teachers are
are not
not
which

Part Four:
Four: Knowing
Knowing about
about knowiDg
knowing
Part
Readers are
are invited
invited to
to know
know about
about teachers'
teachers' knOWing
knowing from
from post-structural
post-structural
Readers
perspectives. This
This part provides
provides theoretical explanations
explanations about
about teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing and
and
perspectives.
comprises of
of one
one chapter that
that is
is explained
explained hereunder.
nine is
is the
the final
fmal chapter
chapter of
of this
this thesis.
thesis. II shift
shift paradigmatic
paradigmatic gears
gears from
from
Chapter nine
Chapter
critical theory
theory to
to post-structuralism to
to present and theorise
theorise teachers'
teachers' knowing.
knowing. II theorise
critical
teachers' knowing
knowing by
by mobilising
mobilising aa topological
topological concept
concept as
as aa metaphor
metaphor to
to understand
understand the
the
teachers'
two antithetical
antithetical conceptions
conceptions of
of teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing emerging
emerging from
from the
the study:
study: one,
one, that
that
two
teachers' knowing
knowing can
can be dangerous
dangerous and
and two,
two, that
that teachers'
teachers' not
not knowing
knowing can
can be
be useful. II
teachers'
re-enter the
the teaching
teaching space
space by
by arguing
arguing that
that teaching
teaching and
and caring,
caring, mediated
mediated by
by knowing,
knowing, are
are
re-enter
foundational to
to teachers'
teachers' work,
work, and
and in conditions
conditions of
of adversity,
adversity, teachers
teachers have
have to
to cn<)o~;e
choose
foundational
between teaching
teaching (intellectual
(intellectual care)
care) and caring
caring ((emotional/psychological
care), as
as these
these
emotional/psychological care),
at Amethyst. This discussion IS
is
core functions
functions cannot
cannot be
be activated
activated simultaneously
simultaneously at
core
followed by
by retrospective and
and prospective
prospective reflections
reflections of
of the
the study.
study.
followed
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Conclusion
Conclusion
This chapter has provided
provided an
an overview
overview and orientation to
to the study
study of teachers'
teachers '
knowing about
about students.
students. This inquiry
inquiry is
is set
set UF.,..,...u,.n
against aa troubled
troubled political
political past
past that
that continues
continues
knowing
to intrude
intrude in
in the
the present,
present, but
but whose
whose intrusions
intrusions are
are slowly
slowly being
being challenged
challenged and
and contested
contested
to
by democratic
democratic reforms that
that have filtered
filtered to
to schools.
schools. II have
have purposefully
purposefully chosen aa school
school
by
in aa very
very challenging sociological
sociological urban
urban context
context that
that is
is coming
coming to
to terms
terms with
with educational
educational
and political
political changes
changes to
to interrogate
interrogate eight
eight teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about Grade
Grade Eight students
students
and
in one
one school
school in
in KwaZulu-NataL
KwaZulu-Natal. The
The low
low number
number of
of participants
participants in
in aa single
single site
site has
has
in
allowed me
me to
to do
do an
an in-depth analysis from critical
critical and
and post-structural perspectives
perspectives to
to
allowed
question both
both the
the logic
logic and
and ethics of knowing, and the
the "innocence"
"innocence" of
of caring
caring as
as taken-fortaken-forquestion
granted wisdoms.
wisdoms. In
In other
other words,
words, to
to challenge
challenge the
the merits
merits of
of connecting.
connecting .with
those we
we
with those
granted
teach and to
to engage in pedagogical
pedagogical work based
based on
on aa notion that
that it
it is
is important
important to
to know
know
teach
our students.
students. Finally,
Finally, aa theoretical
theoretical explanation
explanation is
is offered for
for findings
findings that
that disrupt
disrupt
our
common-sense approaches
approaches to
to teachers'
teachers ' knowing.
knowing. II begin
begin this
this process
process in
in part
part two
two of
of the
the
common-sense
thesis, with
with aa review
review of
of selected
selected readings
readings presented
presented in
in the
the next
next chapter.
chapter.
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PART TWO: KNOWING FOUNDATIONS
Part two introduces the foundational knowings (literature,
(literatur e, methodology, and
of this study in three chapters (refer to the shaded section of
ofFig.
context) of
Fig. J).
ONE
PART ONE
Knowing
Knowing
St udy
Study

th e
the

PART TWO
TWO

1 Knowing about
researching knowing
2 Ki16wing
Knowing IIteratu
literatu re ·

PART THREE

hers
5 Knowing teac
teachers

Exploring
Knowing

PART FOUR
Knowing about
Knowing

3 Knowing
methodo logy
methodology

Knowing
Foundations

6 Exploring
te achers'
teachers"
knowing

;

4 Knowing study
. context
context
stu dents
7 Knowing students

Disrupti ng
8 Disrupting
teach ers'
teachers"
knowing

teac hers'
9 Knowing teachers"
knowing

Fig. 1I Orgallisatiol/
Organisati on oJThesis
of Thesis

ofknowing
The first ofthese
of these chapters is an exploration of
knowing as a concept distinct from
knowledge.
wn from diverse fields such as psychology, philosophy, and
grown
knowledge. The concept is gro
Roman mythology.
myth ology. It is made up of the exterior influences against which the findings
fi ndings of
of
this inquiry
theor ised in part four.
four.
inquby are eventually theorised
integra l component of the study
study:: the
The second of the trinity of chapters is an integral
ofthe
ethnography,
methodology for data production.
production. It is an explication of
the roots of critical ethnography,
researc
ld, and critical methods deployed to produce data. This
field,
researchh experiences in the fie
chapte
of innovating an agency-based
chapterr draws the reader into the complexities of
methodology borne out of resistance by participants and desperate moves to rescue the
study.
ofthis
The final chap
ter of
chapter
this part is the initial knowing emerging from the study which
ofAmethyst
Amethyst Secondary School,
School, the site of the study.
study.
invites readers into the environment of
Amethyst is the space that teachers and students cohabit as unequals: teachers are
essionals by
ected,
positioned there as prof
professionals
by choice, whilst students come there to be subj
subjected,
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of the study
perhaps even coerced, into assuming learning identities. Knowing the context ofthe
is important because it is the space in which teachers and students converge, and in
which the psychological, conceptual, and cultural distances between the two groups are
physically brought together. The convergence of teachers and students at Amethyst
teachers' knowing which will be explored in part three and,
produces particular kinds of
ofteachers'
to that end, knowing the context is crucial towards that understanding.
The foundations can, in a sense, be viewed as the backdrop of the study in
relation to the analysis, synthesis and thesis. More importantly, part two retains an
invisible presence in parts three and four through critical validity checks to maintain
data, and theorisation
localised, historicised, and contextualised readings of the data,
emerging out of
the data.
ofthe
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A
Paradox of Knowing
A Paradox

CHAPTERz
CHAPTERz
Kno~g: Conceptual
Conceptual Exegesis
Exegesis
Kno'Wing:

Introduction
Introduction
Centore (2005:
(2005: 1)
1) asserts
asserts that
that human
human beings
beings are
are "built
"built to
to be
be knowers.
It is
is our
our
Centore
knowers. It
nature to
to know".. Indeed,
Indeed, from
from the
the perspective
perspective of
of everyday
everyday living,
living, every
every individual
individual knows
knows
nature
something or
or someone
someone and has
has the
the desire
desire to
to know. These taken-for-granted knowings
something
knowings
about things
things and
and persons, consciously
consciously or
or unconsciously,
unconsciously, shape
shape and
and influence individuals'
individuals'
about
thoughts and
and actions.
actions. Part
Part one
one of
of this
this thesis
thesis has
has already
already explored
explored different
different understandings
understandings
thoughts
of knowing
knowing within
within two
two supposedly
supposedly symbiotic
symbiotic contexts:
contexts : aa school
school and
and an
an institution
institution of
of
of
higher education.
education. This exploration suggests that
that there is
is aa proliferation
proliferation of
of ways
ways to
to
higher
conceptualise, determine,
determine , explain,
explain, and
and interpret
interpret knowing.
knowing. This
This is
is the
the reason
reason this
this thesis
thesis
focuses on
on crystallising
crystallising aa notion
notion of
of knowing
knowing and
and broadening
broadening understandings
understandings of
of knowing
knowing
focuses
and its
its connections
connections to
to the
the field
field of
of education.
education.
and
The literature
literature survey, which,
which, in
in aa sense,
sense, margu::tallSCS
marginalises tea.cnl~r
teacher knOWledge/thinking
knowledge/thinking
The
readings, presented
presented two
two challenges. The
The first was
was justifying
justifying the selection
selection of
of readings
readings to
to
readings,
inform the
the study.
study. As
As you
you will
will discover,
discover, the
the readings
readings discussed
discussed in this
this chapter deliberately
deliberately
inform
do not
not engage
engage with
with the literature
literature on
on teacher
teacher knowledge
knowledge as
as these are
are not,
not, per se,
se, the
the focus
focus
do
of this
this study_
study. This
This point
point is
is argued
argued with
with aa discussion
discussion of
of two
two examples,
examples, the
the first
first by
by
Fenstermacher (1994)
(1994) and
and the
the second
second by Sinfield
Sinfield (1992).
(1992).
Fenstermacher
Another challenge
challenge in the survey of literature undertaken was
was to
to distinguish
distinguish and
Another
separate the term
term knowing
knowing from
from the
the term
term knowledge.
knowledge. Dictionaries
Dictionaries and other
other texts
texts
separate their
their meanings
meanings as
as elaborated
elaborated below, but
but in
in practice
practice the two
two are
are used
used
separate
et al
al 1986;
1986; Cunliffe
Cunliffe 2005;
2005;
synonymously, even
even by
by theorists (see e.g. Belenky
Belenky et
synonymously,
& Kansanen
Kansanen 1999),
1999), with
with their
their meanings
meanings
Fenstermacher 1993;
1993; Kupers
Kiipers 2005;
2005; Tirri,
Tirri, Husu
Husu &
Fenstermacher

blurred and
and knowing, in particular, often
often interpellating knowledge.
knowledge. The bringing
bringing together
blurred
of these
these two
two terms
terms to
to explore
explore how
how they
they differ,
differ, and
and are
are similar,
similar, is
is necessitated
necessitated by the
the
of
of these
these terms
terms and,
and, more
more importantly,
importantly, during
during data
data analysis,
analysis,
everyday interchangeable
interchangeable use
use of
everyday
it informs
informs when these two
two terms
terms are
are conflated,
conflated, used synonymously, regarded as
as
it
insignificantly different,
different, or
or when
when they
they signify
signify different
different things.
things .
insignificantly
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in this chapter may be construed as subversively
At times the interpretations m

reconstituting knowledge as knowing. When that does occur, it signals an agenda to
derive from knowledge, the processes and or the thinking (knowing) underpinning
knowledge. To that end, I perused when necessary, theories of knowledge to infer its
knowing blocks.
This £'h<.nt'~r
chapter thus mtl:!IT4lgaLtes
interrogates vanous
various rea,QUlgs
readings that have shaped and influenced this

study by supporting arguments with a theoretical basis and by exposing fissures that need
to be filled. It begins with a rationale for relying on "dissident" literature. Then
follows, with various definitions and interpretations of knowing
exploration of knowing follows.
differences
highlighted
and
and knowledge. The nuanced rI.i-i-.""
.. ", ... ,,,,,,, between
...."""'''u"'',,... these two terms are .-1:,.....
. 1:>. .
power, truth claims, values, and practical deployment are shown as markers of their
distinctive characteristics. Having pinpointed knowing as a category dissimilar to
to a selection of paradigmatic
knowledge, the alignment of interpretations of knowing to

orientations is expounded. This leads to an elaborate exposition of different kinds of
knowing and how these kinds of knowing inform the study. Finally a few technologies
.....""JLLt";'."'!",.v..:>
deployed in education are debated to argue their limitations in the context of this study.
Though not exhaustive accounts of knowing, the review provided a working notion of
knowing to explore teachers'
teachers ' knowing,
knowing, and has yielded a conceptual map to inform the
students ' stories.
analysis of teachers' stories and students'
Kno~ literature: "dissident"
"dissident" readiDgs
readings
Knowing

The choice of readings informing this study do not emanate from the field of
teacher knowledge. Two examples are used, one from outside the field of teacher
knowledge, and the second from within, to justify this unusual stance that ';U1
silences
..'LIl""'_..:o the
work.
voices of teacher knowledge theorists in a study grounded in the field of teachers' work.

I draw on Sinfield's (1992) notion of reading outside the canon of classical
terms "dissident literature" to justifY
justify the selection of readings. In his
literature which he terms
"Faultlines: cultural materialism and the politics of dissident literature",, Sinfield (1992)
critiques the hegemonic influence the canon of classical literature has on the field. He
contends that as long as the reading of classical literature is upheld as the mark and
standard of cultural heritage, there can be no re-inscription and re-articulation of literary
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values. The continued reliance, he argues, on the authority of the
the '-'lCl.;)"n",;)
classics '-"'''L'''~''
makes us
us all
all
complicit in allowing classical culture to thrive at the ex[)eru:;e
expense of emergent forms of
literature. He advocates
advocates reading
reading outside
outside the classical
classical canon
canon of
of Shakespeare,
Shakespeare, Marlowe,
Marlowe, and
and
literature.
of aa different
different politics
politics of
of
Donne, for
for example.
example. For
For him,
him, this
this shift
shift facilitates
facilitates the
the production
production of
Donne,
nationality, gender,
gender, power,
power, and
and sexuality. In aa similar vein,
vein, the
the challenges
challenges of
of teaching
teaching and
and
learning are
are profound
profound (see
(see e.g. Abedi
Abedi &
& Dietel 2004;
2004; Ames
Ames 1992;
1992; De
De Figueiredo
Figueiredo 11995;
learning
Hartley 1997;
1997; Malhotra
Malhotra 2000;
2000; Samuel
Samuel 1991),
1991), and
and continue
continue to
to be
be dominated
dominated
Epstein 2001;
2001; Hartley

LIJ.:>L.... IH

of teacher
teacher knowledge.
knowledge. Perhaps
Perhaps risks need to
to be
by theoretical
theoretical framings from the
the field
field of
by
of the
the
taken from
from outside
outside the field
field to
to provide
provide explanations
explanations that
that inspire
inspire aa rethinking
rethinking of
taken
challenges faced
faced by
by schools.
schools. Indeed,
Indeed, maintaining
maintaining and
and sustaining
sustaining reliance
reliance on
on teacher
teacher
challenges
of already
already taken-fortaken-forknowledge/thinking theory
theory wiU
will not
not allow the
the very
very foundations
foundations of
knowledge/thinking

teachers' knowings
knowings to
to be
be ....challenged.
Drawing on
on such
such "~L
sentiments,
the project
project of
of
granted t~!aCnel"S'
ll'un.•lll';".... Drawing
•• LL.• A....,' the

nT<I,nr,,·t1

n ...

producing aa different politics
politics of
of teachers'
teachers' work
work requires
requires reading
reading outside
outside the
the "canon",
"canon", so
so
producing
infused, not
not as
as aa means
means to
to erase
erase the
the foundational
foundational knowings
knowings in
in the
the
that new
new ideas
ideas may
may be infused,
that
of teacher knowledge,
knowledge, but to
to enrich our
our understanding
understanding of teachers'
teachers' knOWing
knowing as
as it
it is
is
field of
field
this study.
study.
shaped ID
in the context
context of this
of education,
education, II now
now turn
turn inwards
inwards to
to
Having argued
argued from
from outside
outside the
the field
field of
Having
Fenstennacher's (1994)
(1994) work
work to
to strengthen the
the argument
argument for
for aa need
need for
for "'dissident"
"dissident"
Fenstermacher's
literature.
of literature
literature in
in the
the field
field of
of teacher
teacher knowledge
knowledge
Fenstennacher's (1994)
(1994) reVIew
review of
Fenstermacher's
had the
the review
review been
been
provides aa means
means to
to argue
argue what
what this
this chapter
chapter may have looked
looked like
like had
provides
narrowed to
to teacher
teacher thinking,
thinking, teachers'
teachers' work,
work, and
and pedagogy
pedagogy and
and to
to argue
argue against
against such
such aa
narrowed
format, The
The example
example by
by Fenstennacher (1994:4)
(1994:4) marks
marks out
out four
four themes
themes as
as constitutive
constitutive of
of
format.
the field
field of teacher knowledge:
knowledge:
the

(i)
(i)
(ii)
(ii)
(iii)
(Hi)
(iv)
(iv)

What is
is known
known about
about eUectlve
effective teaching?
teaching?
What
What do teachers know?
What
What knowledge
knowledge is
is essential
essential for
for teaching?
teaching?
What
Who produces
produces knowledge
knowledge about
about teaching?
teaching?

one focuses
focuses on
on the characteristics
characteristics of
of effective teachers and
and how
how these
these em~cts
effects
Theme one
Theme

It concerns
concerns formal
formal
can be
be engineered
engineered through
through training, reflexivity, and
and teaching.
teaching. It
can
how teachers
teachers know
know
knowledge about
about the things teachers do
do as
as professionals to
to teach, and
and how
knowledge
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students as learners
recipients of knowledge,
knowledge , as opposed to epistemic
Ip",-rnpr" and rpf".n,pn-r"
I)ISLeI1nIC beings and
meaning
U"",,,,...Uj,1". makers of schooling. Students are seen as being outside the production of

knowledge about teachers' work, but in this study, there is a deliberate intent to include
them in the analysis of teachers' knowing.
The second theme is about researching teachers' experiences and the knowledge
derived from such experiences. Often cast in generalisable formats, these experiences do

not provide peculiarised or particularised insights about who students are, and how their
individualised biographies challenge and/or confirm these generic formats. The intention
is not to confirm or deny teachers' knowing about pedagogy and content, but about an
observation made that these studies do not contemplate students as knowing beings who
can disrupt leachers'
teachers' knowing. Thus reading literature about what teachers' know will not
be helpful in this inquiry.
The third theme regards teachers' perspectives of which knowledge is essential for

teaching. The perspectives of students, as mediating and destabilising factors of teachers'
perspectives, is not, the literature suggests, an integral means to debate what knowledge

is essential. The fourth theme interrogates the production of knowledge. The concerns
Fenstermacher (1993) raises are about the power differentials between university-based
teachers and school-based teachers which etliect1tve_lv
effectively factors students out of the field.
field.
(1993) review can thus be seen as pointing to the limitations of readings
Fenstermacher's (1

on teacher knowledge/thinking to inform this study.
Fenstermacher's (1993) review, it
When considering the limitations identified from Fenstennacher's

seems that if a similar organisation of teacher knowledge were used in this chapter, then
this literature review would read like a list of what teachers' know, that is, the contents of

knowing, and sideline issues like: what is knowing, why do teachers know what they
know beyond hegemonic articulations of contestation between institutions, and, what are
the consequences of knowing, because these are the issues that underpin this study. The
concern that arises out of the questions posed here is the silence in the literature about
teachers' knowing. This explains my decision to go beyond the
students as producers of leachers'

field of teacher knowledge in this study, beginning with clarifying the differences
between knowing and knowledge.
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Knowing and kaowJedge
know-ledge
Cunliffe (2005) defines knowledge in terms of knowing. Knowledge, he surmises,
surmises ,
CunJiffe
constitutes two types: "procedural knowledge or 'knowing
' knowing how' and declarative

knowledge or 'knowing that'" (2005:547). His analysis indicates that these two forms of
education. Cunliffe's
knowledge are often conflated and confused in the assessment of art education.
(2005) interpretation that connects knowledge and knowing, and blurs their differences,
makes my task of separating these concepts more challenging. Dooyeweerd (1997), in

u n..,,,,,,,"

,",.IJ.{;Ul'"',U5LU5'

contrast to Cunliffe (2005), makes a succinct distinction between these two terms:
knowing, he surmises is an activity, and knowledge, a commodity, whilst Tekippe (1998)

sees knowledge as conceptual knowing, and knowing as primordial knowing. Conceptual
knowing is a c1arifying
clarifying process, distilling thoughts and ideas and primordial knowing is a
predecessor of conceptual thinking. In his elaboration, Tekippe
ekIDne (1998) points out that:
Primordial and conceptual knowing each have their own excellences. Primordial
to particulars and individuals
knowing is the mother-wit of all knowing; it clings to

and plumbs their mysteries .... Conceptual knowing is knife-sharp, precise; it
excels by its own volubility and articulateness. It lends itself to second-order
1998:479).
controls of definition and logic (Tekippe ]998:479).

A turn
turn to the New Elizabethan Kelerell(~e
Reference Dictionary (third edition, n.d.) delivers

definitions. It describes knowing in the following terms: ''to be acquainted with,
broader definitions.
to have personal experience of.
of, to
to be on intimate terms with, to be aware of, to
understand from learning or study", whilst knowledge IS
is defined as, "the result of
knowing, that which is known, certain or clear apprehension of fact or truth, learnIng,
learning,

erudition, science, sum of what is known (n.d.:820). In the light of these dictionary
definitions, knowledge can be interpreted as precise, and knowing as tentative. In other
words, knowing is pre-knowledge, or that knowledge is post-knowing, if one participates
in
ID

the power game of privilege and marginalisation signified by terms and concepts. The

notions
ILlOIlS
power dimension is already imbedded in these concepts, as knowing constitutes no
that are not defInite
definite and not certain and, by implication, knowledge has truth value
referred to as "justified true belief' (Goldman 1967, 1986; Pappas & Swain 1978;
is the idea that knowledge can be justified, is
Phillips-Griffiths 1967; Steup 2005), which IS
29
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reliable, and true. Belief that is not justified and not true is not knowledge as there is
insufficient proof (Flynn, 2005). But this general notion that knowledge is a collection of
truths is contested by Russell (2005:5) who argues that:
All knowledge is more or less uncertain and more or less vague. These are,
are, in
in a

sense, opposing characters: vague knowledge has more likelihood of truth than
VUIJU".U

increase
precise knowledge, but is less useful. One of the aims of science is to mCJrea~;e
precision without diminishing certainty. But we cannot confine the word
"knowledge" to what has the highest degree of both these qualities; we must include

some propositions that are rather vague and some that are rather probable.

Justified true belief is also challenged by what has now been termed the "Gettier
Problem" (Steup 2002). The problem arises from taking a closer look at true justified
belief. True justified belief rests on three conditions: (i) a proposition is true (ii) a
knowing subject believes the proposition and (iii) the knowing subject is justified in
believing that proposition. Let me explain the "Gettier Problem" by way of Pryor's
(2004:1) appropriate example and explanation:
You 're in the tn.,.,~{1n'w
meadow, and you see a rock which looks to you like a sheep. So you
You're
meadow. " In fact there IS
is a sheep in the
say to yourself, "There's a sheep in the meadow."
a case where
meadow
.""u.uw (behind the rock, where you can't see it). This seems to be a
there 's a sheep in the meadow, that fails to be
you have a justified true belief that there's

knowledge. Now one salient feature of this case is that you can't really see the
is a sheep in the meadow,
sheep . You just think you do. The fact that there really is
sheep.

which you don't see, seems to be a gratuitous accident. It doesn't have anything to
do with your belief or evidence for your belief (italics in original).

The "Gettier Problem" highlights the illusion of truth, certainty, and reason, and
undermines the very foundations of knowledge by introducing confounding ideas like coincidence and luck, what I would call in this thesis a form of unwitting knowing or
unknowingly knowing. Knowing, by
by contrast, implies the process of learning and.
and, as
Centore (2005:1) explains, a process of building knowledge:
knowledge:
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What happens in the process of knowledge? The macrocosm enters into the
microcosm. The known becomes nrp""
present
.."t" in the knower. To say that a thing is
IS
known means that it exists in the mind of the knower. The knower is in the world,
yet the world is in the knower.

There is, in other words, a strong connection between the external and the internal
through the mind. Building on the mind-world connection, Slife and Williams' (2000:65)
h ..." " " " , , , ,

ideation of knowing falls in the realm of learning and memory "because learning memory
and knowing all entail relations
""Hl<U'-'U.;:) between
be1wf:en our world and our being" In various disciplines,
social, cognitive, and development scientists engage with notions of knowing and
learning being eXIJected
expected as an outcome
learning. Despite the expectation of knowing and leaiffiJlllg
in every field, Slife and Williams (2000:66) contend that:
. .. one might assume there are many different theories of knowing in the
...
so..
.. the assumptions that underlie
behavioral sciences. Surprisingly, this is not so
....
the majority of these models and approaches are basically the same - that is, the
epistemologies of these modes and approaches - the ideas underlying theories of
learning - are """,,,,"1',,,,
essentially alike. In philosophy, epi:steIlflOlc)gy
epistemology concerns the nature,
origins, and limits of knowledge.

Embedded in Slife and Williams contention is an understanding of "epistemology" as a

general. Whilst their work explores
"'",..'1"1 ....,1'' '7" of theories of knowing in generaL
convenient descriptor
generic.... form,.
form, Kincheloe (1991
(1991 :67) differs in his debate on the realm of
knowing in its er"'""',.,
knowledge, which he fmds to be problematic, diverse and contested. He insists that:
theories of the nature of knowledge, of its
One task of epistemology is to provide thPNMI"l;!
general gerleS:IS
genesis and justification. Traditionally ",",uvla.>:>
scholars have assumed that once we
were conversant with theories of knowledge we would be better prepared to
conflict
proceed with our research. These diverse theories of knowledge, of course, ~v'uu"'.

with one another over the definition of true knowledge; indeed some
epistemologies deny even the possibiHty
possibility of true knOWledge.
knowledge . Nevertheless, different
eplste:molog,les
epistemologies promote different forms of knowledge along with different

methodologies and ways of knowing.
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Kincheloe's (1991)
(1991) position
position becomes
becomes clear
clear when
when considering
considering the
the nature
Kincheloe's
nature of
knowledge in
in empirical
empirical studies,
studies, especially
especially the
the relationship
relationship between
between the
the knower
knower and
and what
what
knowledge
can be
be known from
from various
various paradigmatic
paradigmatic vantage
vantage points,
as will
will be
be elucidated
elucidated in the
the next
next
can
points, as
section.
section.

Paradigmatic knowing
knowing
Paradigmatic
Knowledge produced
produced is
is linked,
linked, limited,
limited, expanded,
expanded, and
and moulded
moulded by
by aa framework
framework
Knowledge
of beliefs
beliefs or
or
or paradigm.
paradigm. Paradigms,
Paradigms, according
according to
to Lincoln
Lincoln and
and Guba
Guba (2000),
(2000), are
are aa set
set of
or
the world.
world. They
They do
do not
not exist, but
but are
are social
social
meta-organisers that
that shape our
our VIew
view of the
claims to
to knowing,
knowing, knowledge,
knowledge, and
and interpretations. Four
constructions to
to make sense
sense of
of claims
concepts characterise
characterise paradigmatic
paradigmatic orientations,
orientations, namely:
namely: ethics
ethics (moral
(moral
concepts
how one
one comes
comes to
to know),
know), epistemology
epistemology (how
(how knowledge
knowledge emerges,
emerges,
shaping how
shaping

imperatives
imperatives
particularly
particularly

through the
the relationship
relationship between
between the
the knower
knower and
and the known),
known), ontology
ontology (how
(how one
one
through
of producing
producing evidence). These
explains reality)
reality) and methodology
methodology (the
(the ways
ways and means
means of
explains
concepts are
are not
not monolithic
monolithic within
within aa single
single paradigm
paradigm and
and are
are often
often expressed
expressed in
in
concepts
of transpositions
transpositions from
from one
one paradigm
paradigm to
to another
another (Lincoln
(Lincoln
discursive ways
ways with
with aa number
discursive
number of
& Guba
Guba 2000).
2000). The
The initial
initial divide
divide between
between quantitative
quantitative and
and qualitative
qualitative worldviews
worldviews has
&
of paradigms
paradigms ""emerging
in the
the qualitative
qualitative quarter,
quarter, for
been expanded
expanded by
by aa profusion
profusion of
...... "...rr.... in
been
example, constructivism,
constructivism,
",,,,,~uU~"'-',

critical theory,
theory, A"",,""U.''''''~
feminist theories, and
and queer theories (see Denzin
Denzin
& Lincoln
Lincoln 2003a).
2003a). In
In this
this section,
section, II will
will not
not explore all
all the paradigms,
paradigms, instead
instead II draw
draw on
on
&
PVT''\I'"''''

positivism, critical
critical theory,
theory, social
social constructivism
constructivism and
and post-structuralism,
post-structuralism, to
argue for
for aa
positivism,
to argue
of the
the nature
nature of
of knowing.
knowing.
perspectival conception
conception of
perspectival

Positivism.
Positivists view
view the
the rel,fincmSl111p
relationship between
between the
the investigator and the
Positivism.
Positivists
of discovering
discovering how
how things
actually are.
are .
investigated
as an
an objective
objective one
one with
with the
aim of
.. ,...,_..__ as
the aim
things actually
Both the
the investigator
investigator and
and the
the investigated are
are assumed to
to be independent of each
each other
Both
of neutral
neutral and
and
and that
that rationality
rationality and
and order
order organise the
the world.
world. Framed
by conditions
conditions of
and
Framed by
unambiguous objectivity,
objectivity, there is an
an assumption
assumption within
within this
this paradigm
paradigm that
that the discovery
discovery
urIambiguous
of aa universal
universal truth
truth is
is possible.
Two possibilities
possibilities exist
exist for
for discovering the truth,
truth, that
that is,
of
possible. Two
rationalism and
and empiricism
empiricism (Thompson
(Thompson 2006).
2006). Reality
Reality as
as experienced through
through the
the senses,
senses,
rationalism
of knowledge
knowledge for
for empiricists,
empiricists, as
as emphasised
emphasised by
are deemed
deemed to
to the
the ultimate
ultimate sources
sources of
are
by Locke
(2003:130):
(2003:130):
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First, our
our Senses, conversant
conversant about
about particular
particular sensible
sensible objects,
objects, do
do convey
convey into
into the
the
mind several
several distinct
distinct perceptions of
of things,
things, according to
to those various
various ways
ways
mind
wherein those
those objects
objects do
do affect them.
them. And
And thus
thus we
we come
come by
by those
those ideas we
we have
wherein
of yellow.
yellow, white,
white, heat,
heat, cold,
cold, soft.
soft, hard,
hard, bitter,
bitter, sweet,
sweet, and
and all
all those
those which
which we
we can
call
of
sensible qualities;
qualities; which
which when
when II say
say the
the
sensible
they from
from external
external objects
objects convey
convey into
into
they

senses convey
convey into
into the
the mind,
mind, II mean,
mean,
senses
the mind
mind what
what produces
produces there
there those
those
the

perceptions. This great
great source
source of
of most
most of the
the ideas
ideas we
we have,
have, depending
depending wholly
wholly
upon our
our senses,
senses, and
and derived by
by them
them to
to the
the understanding, II call
call SENSATION.
upon
(italics and
and upper
upper case
case in
in text).
text).
(italics

Locke's (2003)
(2003) position
position is
is based
based on
on the
the assumptlCm
assumption that
that all
all human
human minds
minds experience the
Locke's
senses identically,
identically, that
that there
are no
no shades,
shades, blurrings,
blurrings, confusions,
confusions, or
or disagreements
disagreements about
about
senses
there are
how external
external objects
objects get processed
processed for understanding.
understanding. This
This refusal
refusal to
to admit
admit to
the
how
to the
of interpretation
interpretation is
is the
the grounding
grounding of
of positivistic
positivistic stances.
stances. Thus,
Thus, these
these
confounding effect
effect of
confounding
objects of
of reality
reality are
are the focus and
and source
source of
of knowledge
knowledge in the
domain, and such
such
the research domain,
objects
has been
been their
their impact
impact that
that the
the term
term "empirical"
"empirical" is
is regarded
regarded in
the same
same vem
vem as
as
has
m the
"scientific", despite
despite essential
essential differences.
differences. Rationalists,
Rationalists, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, look
look to
to
"scientific",
reasoning m
in the absence
absence of
of sensory experience
experience as
as the
the source
source of
of knowledge. An
An "',,,'
example
realSOlmng
...... ·..,1
of knowledge
knowledge derived
derived from
from such
such rationalisation
rationalisation is
is the
the discipline
discipline of
of mathematics
whilst
of
mathematics,, whilst
the ability
ability to
to theorise
theorise is another
another example.
example. In
In other
other words,
words, for
for positivists,
positivists, truth
truth exists and
and
the
thorough
investigations, observations,
observations, experimentations, or
or reasoning,
reasoning, make
make discovering
discovering
thorough investigations,
truth aa possibility.
possibility. But
But Centore's (2005)
reminder that:
"A scientific truth
truth is
not aa thing.
thing. It
It
truth
(2005) reminder
that: "A
is not
is
relationship between
between the
the way
way things are
are outside
outside of
of the
the knower
knower and
and the
the judgement
judgement
is aa relationship
made about
about those
those things
within the
the knower"
knower" (2005:3),
(2005:3), has
has aa debilitating
effect on
on truth
truth
debilitating effect
made
things within
of truth
truth have
have not
not
which is
is based on
on factual
factual knowing.
knowing. Nevertheless,
which
evtmrteu:ss, relativist
relativist notions
notions of
dented positivists'
positivists' beliefs
beliefs in
in o~lective
objective truth.
truth.
dented
Critical theory.
theory. For critical
critical theorists,
theorists, reality
does not
not exist,
but
Critical
reality does
exist, but
and as
as Phillips
Phillips and
Jergensen (2002:5)
explain, "is onJy
only accessible
and
and Jergensen
(2002:5) explain,
accessible

is constructed,
constructed,
is
to
through
to us
us through

categories, so
our knowledge
representations of
of the world
world are
reflections of
so our
knowledge and repiresentaUc)ns
categories,
are not
not reflections
of the
the
reality 'out
' out there"'.
there"'. The
The shortcomings
shortcomings inherent
in language limit
our constructions
of
inherent in
limit our
constructions of
reality
reality.
A critical
approach to
to research, however,
reality. A
critical approach
however,
eo-construct reality, to
to shift
co-construct
shift experiencing
eX1DCrlen,clIlg reality

requires the
and the
the known
requires
the knower
knower and
known to
to
not
objectively, but
with aa conscious
not objectively,
but with
conscious
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partiality, challenging traditions,
traditions,
partiality,
explanations (Skovsmose
(Skovsmose 1994).
1994).
explanations

unveiling hidden
hidden crises,
crises, and
and searching
searching for
for alternative
alternative
unveiling
Co-constructing reality
reality and
and strategic
strategic partiality
partiality can
can be
be
Co-constructing

the knower
knower takes
takes cognisance
cognisance of
of power
power differentials,
differentials, particularly
particularly within
within
achieved if the
achieved
IS
institutions functioning
functioning in
in accordance with
with aa hierarchical
hierarchical order.
order. Thus knowledge
knowledge is
mediated,
inseparable from its subject,
subject, radically
radically contingent,
contingent, and
and vulnerable.
vulnerable.
!1"\.UCll"U, inseparable from
of power
power (Foucault:
(Foucault:
Truth, from
from aa critical
critical research
research perspective,
perspective, is
is both
both an
an effect
effect of
Truth,
1984a) and
and is
is sustained
sustained by
by hegemony
hegemony (Gramsci
(Gramsci 1977).
1977). Hegemony arises
arises from
from the
the refusal
1984a)
of truth.
truth. Prado
Prado (2000),
(2000), for example, identifies
to recognise and respect different
different kinds
kinds of
to
of truth.
truth.
five Foucauldian
Foucauldian (1984a)
(1984a) notions
notions of
procedures for
for receiving
receiving and
and accepting
procedures

One, aa criterial
criterial notion
notion
One,
truth (e.g.
(e.g. defending
defending
truth

which regulates the
the
which
thesis); two,
two, aa
aa thesis);

truth as
as an
an effect of
of power
power (e.g. the ideology
ideology of
constructivist nO[lOn
notion which
which produces
produces truth
apartheid supposing
supposing White
White superiority
superiority and
and Black
Black inferiority);
inferiority); three,
three, aa perspectivist
perspectivist notion
notion
apartheid

"A11"",1"11£"TI'U,eY

as aa proliferation
proliferation of
of interpretations
interpretations (differing
(differing accounts
accounts of
of aa criminal
criminal
that positions
positions truth
truth as
that
act by
by aa victim,
victim, perpetrator,
perpetrator, and witnesses); four, an
an experiential notion
notion that
that recogJUSt~S
recognises
act
as an
an event
event (e.g. personal
personal narrative
narrative accounts)
accounts) and
and five,
five, aa tacit-realist
tacit-realist notion
notion of
of
truth as
truth
objective truth
truth (e.g.
(e.g. aa dozen
dozen comprises
comprises twelve
twelve objects).
objects). Above
Above all,
all, at
at aa presentation
presentation on
on
objective
discourse and
and truth,
truth, Foucault
Foucault (1983)
(1983) situates truth
truth in discourse:
discourse
My intention
intention was
was not
not to
to deal
deal with
with the
the problem
problem of
of truth,
truth, but
but with
with the problem
problem of
of
My

truth-teller or
or truth-telling
truth-telling as
as an
an activity.
activity. By
By this
this II mean
mean that,
that, for
for me,
me, itit was
was not
not aa
truth-teller
question of
of analysing
analysing the
the internal
internal or
or external
external criteria
criteria that
that would
would enable
enable the
the
question
Greeks and
and Romans,
Romans, or
or anyone
anyone else, to
to recognise
recognise whether
whether aa statement
statement or
or
Greeks
proposition is
is true
true or
or not.
not. At
At issue was
was rather
rather the
the attempt to
to consider truth-telling
truth-telling
proposition
as aa specific
specific activity,
activity, or
or as
as aa role.
role.
as

For Foucault
Foucault (1983)
(1983) it
it is
is important
important that
that the
the immanent
immanent role of
of power
power is
is brought
brought to
to
For
of aa truth
truth stance
stance but
but
the fore
fore in analysis. A
A critical approach
approach then
then requires not
not aa selection
selection of
the
an analyses
analyses of
of the
the various
various truth
truth claims
claims to
to extract
extract its
its regulatory,
regulatory, hegemonic,
hegemonic, disciplinary,
disciplinary,
an
and normative
normative effects
effects on
on individuals.
individuals. Knowing,
Knowing, consequently,
consequently, from
from aa critical
critical perspective,
perspective,
and
uncovers the
the way power
power influences how
how and
and what
what one
one knows.
knows.
uncovers

Social constl'uctivism.
constructivism.
Social constructivism
constructivism relates
relates to
to the
the idea that
that reality
Social
Social
is manufactured
manufactured or
or to
to state
state itit differently:
differently: aa condition
condition that
that is
is created,
created, not
not aa truth
truth waiting
waiting to
to
is
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ition to rational empiricism, and
uctivism stands
ered. Social
be
be discov
discovered.
Social constr
constructivism
stands inin oppos
opposition
to ratllon:a1
ents (Hacking 1999:vii):
oppon
ox
orthod
ents, ititalso
whilst
whilstitithas
hasits
itspropon
proponents,
alsohas
hasits
itsfierce orthodox opponents (Hacking 1999:vii):
truly liberating idea, but which
ts been
ction has ininmany
Social
Socialconstru
construction
many contex
contexts
been aa truly liberating
but which
snug,
others
many
too
all
made
d some
on
has liberate
liberated
some has
has made all too many others snug,
on first hearing
hearing has
e merely orthodox. The phrase
table and
comfor
comfortable
and trendy
trendy in
in ways
ways that
that have
have becom
become merely orthodox. The phrase
deem yourself rather radical. If
bly, you
e aa code.
has
you use
use itit favoura
favourably,
you
yourself rather radicaL If
has becom
become
code. IfIfyou
are rational, reasonable and
you
you trash
trash the
the phrase, you
you declare that you
you are
respectable.

ent for the social construction of
ive argum
es an
eloe (1991)
Kinch
Kincheloe
(1991) provid
provides
an extens
extensive
argument for the social construction
knowledge: technical, practical,
g on
edge drawin
knowl
knowledge
drawing
on Habermas' (1978)
(1978) three
three forms
forms of
of knowledge: technical, practical,
needs for tools to survive.
uctions cohere
ical constr
ipatory. Techn
and emanc
ectlDlcal.
CI[)flS,truCtH)ns
col!lere with
with human
human
for tools to ",U"""''''
emancipatory.
study of human
the
But
table.
lisable and
Knowing generated thus is
is genera
generalisable
and predic
predictable. But the study of human
controlled and generalised,
cannot be
ictable, cannot
is unpred
relations is
social relations
interactions and social
interactions
unpredictable,
be controlled and generalised,
practical approach views humans as
research. The practical
such research.
for such
unsuitable for
therefo
..PTr.re,
.... unsuitable
and is, th""
approach views humans as
unication allows for
comm
age
Langu
es.
purpos
communication purposes.
language-reliant for communication
communication allows for
rituals, and practical actions
traditions, rituals,
understandings, traditions,
comm on understandings,
and common
shared interests and
shared
and practical actions
of language fails at
study
al
neutic
herme
"the hermeneutical
But "the
henneneutically. But
studied hermeneutically.
be studied
can be
which can
which
study language fails at
the conditions of social life"
hides the
that language hides
ways that
the ways
to comprehend the
times to
conditions of social life"
subjugation, and marginalisation.
domination, subjugation,
ofdomination,
issues of
ignores issues
and ignores
9), and
1991:6
(Kincheloe 1991
(KincheJoe
:69),
and marginalisation.
decentered knowing. Emancipatory
and decentered
acontextual and
ahistorical, acontextual
render ahlstorical,
interests render
Practical interests
Practical
knowing. Emancipatory
has a direct interest in
that
ng
knowi
ing
produc
ch,
approa producing knowing that has
criticalapproach,
the critical
to the
similarto
researchisis similar
research
a
sed to utilise
oppres
the
e
liberat
that
tools
providing tools that liberate the oppressed
and providing
agency, and
consciousness, agency,
raising consciousness,
raising
to utilise
by the
driven
is
ted
genera
is
that
ng
The knowi
to improve their lives. The
knowledge to
knowledge
is driven
the
thus,
and
ised,
politic
is
ng
knowi
words, knowing is politicised, and thus,
otherwords,
In other
participants. In
ofparticipants.
interests of
emancipatory interests
emancipatory
domination.
oppositiontotodomination.
inopposition
conceiving the world as
Post-structuralism relates toto conceiving
Post-structuralism. Post-structuralism
Post-structuralism.
the world as
cism and
empiri
of
traditions
away from the traditions
unpredictable. ItIt breaks away
and unpredictable.
dynamic and
dynamic
empiricism and
be the consequence of either rational
consider knowing toto be
not consider
rationality, and does not
of either rational
world, particularly
their
and
people
on
is
focus
thefocus is on people and their world,
Instead,the
laws.Instead,
universallaws.
principlesororuniversal
principles
particularly
social,
ilised
destab
have
tation
contes
and contestation have destabilised social,
challenge, and
change, challenge,
which change,
ways inin which
the ways
the
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ions (Hargreaves 1998). Migrating from
l condit
al, and
al, person
ic, politic
econom
eC()llO'mlC,
political,
personal,
andcultura
cultural
conditions (Hargreaves 1998). Migrating from
reasoning processes, it turns its gaze on
ences and
y experi
the
themind
mindasasthe
thecentre
centreof sensor
sel1sclry
experiences
and realSOlruIl!g processes, it turns its
on
by
terised
charac
and
ised
global
y, which is now highly
al activit
the
thesocial
socialworld
worldof
ofpractic
practical
"''''TH'''''' which is now highly globalised and
by
tion
popula
ation,
inform
explosion of
unication, an
ively rapid
excess
excessively
rapid modes
modes of
of comm
communication,
an explosion of infonnation, population
commercial exchanges, and exposure to
rialisation and
ational indust
ent, multin
movem
movement,
multinational
industrialisation
and commercial exchanges, and exposure to
s and ways
le culture
multip
ways of
ofliving.
multiple
cultures
most basic understanding of the world
s the
er, remain
rse, howev
Social
Social discou
discourse,
however,
remains
the most basic understanding of the world
discourse is constructed and shared by people
e social
sen 2002)
ps && Jergen
(Philli
(Phi Hips
J0rgensen
2002) becaus
because
social discourse is constructed and shared by people
context specific and historically situated,
d to
ing is
who
who live
live in
in it. Know
Knowing
is deeme
deemed
to be local,
local, context
and historically
people and their world with an awareness
ns of
ced by
singly influen
now
now increa
increasingly
influenced
by relatio
relations
of people and their world with an awareness
By rupturing long-held traditions and
that there
there are
are other
other ways
ways of
of -Iiving
.living and doing.
doing. By rupturing long-held traditions and
the knower is to critique the world (Neuman
ting universal claims
disrup
claims,, the
the aim
ainl of
of the knower is to critique the world (Neuman
disrupting
contiguous, the certainties of modernity are
ualised and
ing is
2000). Know
Knowing
is thus
thus contex
contexualised
and contiguous, the certainties of modernity are
truth is questioned, debated, and relativised.
notion of
ed, and
and displac
contradicted and
contradicted
displaced,
and the notion
of truth is questioned, debated, and relativised.
discussed in this section is a particularised
paradigm discussed
Each paradigm
Conclusion.
Conclusion.
Each
in this section is a
23 influencing research inquiry, research methodology, and
knowing'",
of knowing
construction of
construction
, influencing research inquiry, research methodology, and
positivists there is a universal truth that is
For positivists
this study. For
truth in this
theoretical truth
as theoretical
knowing as
knowing
there is a universal truth that is
is an effect of power, of
truth
ts,
theoris
l
critica
For critical theorists, truth is
rational. For
and rational.
objective, and
evident, objective,
evident,
an effect of power, of
power produces truth.
how
know
to
ant
import to know how power
is important
and itit is
domination, and
of domination,
and of
subjugation, and
SUbjugation,
produces truth.
t challenging
withou
ng
knowi
es
that produc
within aa frame that
work within
constructivists work
Social constructivists
Social
vu'!.,,_,>;;,':> knowing without challenging
whilst post-structuralists mark out the
influences, whilst
dominant influences,
or dominant
relations or
power relations
existing power
existing
post-structuralists mark out the
paradoxes immanent in truths. Consequently,
contradictions, and paradoxes
connections, contradictions,
invisible connections,
invisible
inlmanent in truths. Consequently,
is known could be absolute,
what
tion,
orienta
paradigmatic
on one's paradigmatic
depending on
what is known could be absolute,
or relative. Paradigmatic awareness,
contested, or
mediated, contested,
multidimensional, mediated,
multidimensional,
relative. Paradigmatic awareness,
ted, multidimensional positions of
contes
n
useful toto explai
be useful
could be
consequently, could
multidimensional positions of
students.
andstudents.
teachersand
teachers
know iDg
oflutowiDg
Kind sof
Kinds
are explained and discussed. The intention is
knowingare
ofknowing
kindsof
tenkindlS
sectionten
thissection
InInthis
\.,AIJ.a.UI.... U
discussed. The mtl~ntllon IS
paradigms too are
monolith ic - all knowing is open to interpretation and likewise
notmonolithic
arenot
categoriesare
- all knowing isthe
open
to interpretation
ands is
likewise
paradigms
are
defined
clearlytoo
under
done
paradigm
of
on
discussi
tion
clarifica
of
purpose
thepurpose
For
interpretation.For
opentotointerpretation,
open
the
of clarification theion,
discussion
of
paradigms
is
done
under
clearly
defined
.
ons
expositi
extreme
such
of
or the fragility
porous lines of separat
g theporous
indicatinthe
withoutindicating
categorieswithout
categories
lines of separation, or the fragility of such extreme e)(positions.
Thesecategories
2323These
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ing
Know
A.4Paradox
Paradoxa/of
Klwwing

ng-making occur through various
tanding and
nt ways
r the
totoregiste
register
thediffere
different
waysunders
understanding
andmeani
meaning-making occur through various
directly to the concept knowing,
ng relate
ual knowi
s like
ses. Some
proces
processes.
Somenotion
notions
likeaspect
aspectual
knowing
relate directly to the concept knowing,
interpretations as knowing,
lise their
ents are
whilst
whilstininother
othercases,
cases, argum
arguments
aremade
madetotorationa
rationalise
their interpretations as knowing,
ng.
horical knowi
such
suchas
asmetap
metaphorical
knowing.
work, Basden (2005)
weerd 's (1997)
Based
ng.
tual knowi
Aspec
Based on
on Dooye
Dooyeweerd's
(1997) work, Basden (2005)
Aspectual
knowing.
kernel meanings. There are, in other
s with
ng as
ses of
ets the
interpr
interprets
the proces
processes
ofknowi
knowing
as aspect
aspects
with kernel meanings. There are, in other
s and persons. These ways of
s of
ng aspect
ses of
s proces
words
words,, variou
various
processes
of knowi
knowing
aspects
of object
objects and persons. These ways of
"knowing" informing this research
uced here
ng are
knowi
knowing
are reprod
reproduced
here (see
(see Fig.
Fig. 2)
2) as
as vital
vital "knowing" informing this research
t.
projec
project.
NG
L MEANI
KERNE
KERNEL
MEANING
amount
,
Quantity
Quantity, amount
n,
ous extensio
Continu
Continuous
extension,
sPace
space
nt, flowing
Moveme
Movement,
flowing
nt
moveme
movement
Energy and
Energy
and mass
mass

T
ASPEC
ASPECT
tive
Quantita
Quantitative
Spatial
Spatial
ic
Kinemat
Kinematic
Physical
Physical

functions
Life functions
Life
&
feeling &
Sense,
Sense, feeling
emotion
emotion
Distinguishing
Distinguishing

Biotic
Biotic
Sensitive
Sensitive
Analytical
Analytical

Economic
Economic

technology
History, technology
History,
shaping &&
culture,:
culture,: shaping
creativity .
creativity
Symbolic
Symbolic
communication
communication
interaction &&
Socialinteraction
Social
institutio
institutionn
rces
ofresou
useof
Frugaluse
Frugal
resources

Aesthetic
Aesthetic

surprise,fun
Harmony,surprise,
Harmony,

Formative
Formative

Lingual
Lingual
Social
Social

.. .

.

fun

..

'Judicial
Judicial
Ethical
Ethical
Pistic
Pistic

,

..

..

..

due;
Whatisisdue;
What
rights,
retribution,rights,
retribution,
bilities
responsi
responsibilities
love
Self-givinglove
Self-giving
inspiration,
Vision,inspiration,
Vision,
creed,
ication,creed,
commun
communication,
religion
religion

PROCE SS OF KNOW ING

PROCESSOFKNO~G

----

fact that things stay in the state they were in until some
The
The fact that things stay m. the state they were in until some
physical force acts on them:
.. .

physical force acts on them.
.
The way things have grown;
The way things have ~wn;
Receiving stimuli and holding a memory of them. The basis for
Receiving stimuli and holding a memory of them. The basis for
instinct :
instinct
things, and also making
Making distinctions . between . 1hings,
Making· distinctions between
and also _ making
deductions from those distinctions.
deductions from those distinctions.
Skills: knowing how to achieve things.
Skills: knowing how to achieve things.
. .

Stuff set down in symbolic form, e.g. 'knowledge' stored in
Stuff. set down iD symbolic
form,
. e.g. 'knowledge' stored in
books, libraries,web sites.
.
books, libraries,web sites.
Networks of ..knowledge, shared cultural knowledge and
Networks of knowledge, shared
cultural knowledge and
.
assumptions,
assumpti_ons.
Managing limits on . knowledge (personal .and communal
Managing limits on . knowledge (personal and communal
memories, etc.). .
memories, etc.).
izing what we know with what else is known, and with
Harmon
Harmonizing whatce
we know with what else is known, and with
experien in life. .
we
what
what we ex~ence in life.
Giving due weight to various pieces of knowledge and to the
Giving due weight to
various pieces of knowledge and to the
whole: proport ion and a sense of 'perspective', an informed
a sense of 'perspective', an informed
whole: proportion and
of
sense ofthe essence things,
sense of the essence of things.
A complete knowing of the .other person? Hebrew in Genesis
A complete knowing w"
of the other person? Hebrew in Genesis
4:1 the word "he-kne for "have intercourse with';.
4: 1 the word "he-knew" for "have interCourse with".
Certainty-.Committing to a belief, both the little commitments
Certainty. Committing
to a belief: both the little commitments
in .everyday living and the large commitments for which we
in everyday living and the
large commitments for which we
may lay down our lives. Also prejudice etc.
may lay down our lives. Also preiudice etc.

Knowing (Source: Reproduced from Basden 2005)
Asp ectualKnowing
Fig.2.2.Aspectual
Fig.
(Source: Reproduced from Basden 2005)

aspects that can be known and the
theaspects
identifyingthe
foridentifying
usefulfor
Figure22isisuseful
WhilstFigure
Whilst
that can be known and the
ced that the processe s
convin
not
am
I
ng,
knowi I am not convinced
kindofofknowing,
thatkind
appendedtotothat
meaningappended
basicmeaning
basic
that the processes
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A

of knowing is
is lucid
lucid as
as portrayed
portrayed by
by Basden (2005).
(2005). The physical,
physical, II argue, is
is not
not the
the fact
fact
of
that things "''''''-'''1';'''
change when
when physical
physical forces
forces act
act on
on them,
them, but
but that
that physical
physical knowing
knowing takes
place through
through the
the processes
processes of
of seeing, hearing,
hearing, smelling,
smelling, feeling, and
and touching.
touching.
place
Similarly, for
for the
the creative aspect of
of formative
formative knowing,
knowing, the
the processes
processes as
as identified
identified by
by
Similarly,
Torrance, (1976)
(1976) would
would involve
involve elaboration
elaboration (attention
(attention
number of
of alternatives),
alternatives), flexibility
flexibility (manipulating
(manipulating
number

to detail),
detail), fluency
fluency (generating
(generating aa
to
information), and
and originality
originality
information),

(producing an
an idea
idea or
or an
an object
object not
not thought
thought of or
or ~~"L,"",'_~
designed by
by 'O,.."""
anyone
....... ,,. else). Each aspect
(producing
has its own
own aspects
aspects and
and requires sophistication
sophistication to
to identify
identify all aspects,
which may
may not
not be
"h"J which
has
possible , or
or knowable.
knowable . The
The other
other limitation
limitation of
of this
this interpretation
interpretation is
is that
that it
it does
does not
not
possible,
<1CT"", ....

provide sufficient
sufficient clarity
clarity on
on knowing
knowing people.
people. How
How would
would one
one know
know people?
people? How
How would
would
provide
one know
know about
about them? What
What would
would one
one know
know about
about people?
people? Which
Which as[)ects'{
aspects? It
It seems
seems II
one
will have
have to
to rely
rely on
on other
other kinds
kinds of
of knowing
knowing to
to assist
assist with
with answering
answering the
the questions
questions posed,
posed.
will
Metaphorical knowing.
knowing.
Knowing is
is often
often represented
represented and
and explained
explained
Knowing
Metaphorical
of an
an
metaphorically. Metaphors
Metaphors allow
allow for
for indirect
comparison,
enabling the
the visualisation of
....rI,.....,."'t ""
......>Av........
metaphorically.
enabling
explanation. It
It is
is aa means
means of
of making
making abstract,
abstract, theoretical
theoretical ideas
ideas visible.
visible. II discuss
discuss two
two
explanation.
metaphors, one
one from
from the
the field
field of
of psychology,
psychology, and
and the
the other
other from
from Roman
Roman mythology,
mythology, as
as
metaphors,
exemplars of
of such
such knowing.
knowing.
exemplars
The first
first is
is the
the "Joharl
"Johari window".
window". Johari
Johari is aa contraction
contraction of
of the first
first names
names of
of
The
Joseph Luft
Luft and
and Harry
Harry Ingham,
Ingham, the creators
creators of
of aa four-quadrant
four-quadrant graphic
graphic model
model (see
(see Fig. 3)
3)
Joseph
and fifty-five
fifty-five adjectives
adjectives (see Fig. 4i4
4/4 to
to improve interpersonal
interpersonal relations
relations (Luft
(Luft &
& Ingham
Ingham
and
1955). The
The model,
model, in
in the
the form
form of
of aa window,
window, represents
represents four kinds
kinds of
of knowing about
about
1955).
individuals in organisations.
organisations.
individuals
The window
window is
is used
used not
not so
so much
much as
as to
to know
know others
others as
as much
much as
as aa means
means to
to know
know
The
oneself. During trltPTTlPT'<:!Ot'HI
interpersonal development sessions, the
the Joharl
Johari window
window is
is applied
applied by
by
oneself.
LJy"

...... ,,'"

asking aa participant
participant to
to choose
choose about
about six
six adjectives
adjectives that
that describe
describe himlherself
him/herself (Luft
(Luft 1969).
1969).
asking
Peers do
do likewise
likewise and
and the selected adjectives are
are then
then plotted
plotted on
on the
the quadrants.
quadrants.
Adjectives selected
selected by
by the
the participant
participant only
only are
are
Adjectives
adjectives selected
selected by
by both
both the
the participant
participant and
and
adjectives

placed in
in the
the private
private knowing
knowing quadrant,
quadrant,
placed
his/her peers are
are placed
placed in
in the
the common
common
his/her

knowing quadrant,
quadrant, whilst
whilst adjectives
adjectives selected
selected by
by peers
peers only
only are
are placed
placed in the
the blind
blind spot
spot
knowing

24 This is an abbreviated list for the purpose of giving some insight into the choice of words deployed by Luft and
This is an abbreviated list for the purpose of giving some
into the choice of words deployed by Luft and
Ingham in
in the
the design of
of the
the Johari
Johari Model.
Model.
lngham

24
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quadrant. Adjectives
Adjectives not
not selected
selected by
by the
the participant
participant or
or his
his peers
peers are
are either
either not
not applicable
applicable
quadrant.
or represent
represent the
the potential
potential for
for what
what can
can be.
be.
or
KNOWN TO SELF
KNOWN TO SELF

NOT

oI-Ul
oI-Vl

_'t. ,',

v~""

.. "~, TO

- '"

Known to
to self
Known
self
- Noi:k#o~ to self '
ZOC
and
others
and others
?, ~·';i: ~liri.a;s~ty- - .
~~
3~
01- (Common knowing) ~
~~:)'. ~' ~'
01zO (Common knowing) .
zO::

.... ; ,. ,

.r

' : .:: ' ::

zO
~
l<:

Fig. 3.
3. Johari
Johari Window
Fig.
Window

Able
Able
Brave
Brave
Clever
Clever
Dignified
Dignified
Giving
Giving
Independent
Independent
Kind
Kind

Johari Adjectives
Johari Adjectives
Accepting
Adaptable
Accepting
Adaptable
Calm
Caring
Calm
Caring
Complex
Confident
Complex
Confident
Energetic
Extroverted
Energetic
Extr()Verted
Happy
Helpful
Happy
Helpful
Ingenious
Intelligent
Ingenious
Intelligent
Knowlegeable .. . Logical
Logical
Knowlegeable

Bold
Bold
'Cheerful'
Cheerful '
Dependable
Dependable
Friendly
Friendly
Idealistic
Idealistic
Introverted
Introverted
Loving
Loving

Fig. 4. List ofAdjectives
Fig. 4. List ofAdjectives

As aa metaphor
metaphor for
for knowing,
knowing, the
the cottage-pane
cottage-pane window
window represents
represents four
four frames
frames of
of
As
knowing/not knowing
knowing that
that influence
influence interpersonal
interpersonal relations.
relations. The
The model
model is
is based
based on
on the
the
knowing/not
assumption
assumption
individuals
individuals

that
that
are
are

relations
relations
unaware
unaware

with co-workers
eo-workers and
and seniors
seniors are
are beset
beset by
by problems
problems because
because
with
of how
how they
they are
are known
known and
and unknown
unknown by
by others,
others, and
and to
to
of

themselves. The
The weakness
weakness of
of this
this approach
approach to
to knowing
knowing is
is that
that
themselves.
known/unknown is
is predetermined.
predetermined. The
The adjectives
adjectives are
are limited
limited to
to positive
positive
known/unknown

what can
can be
be
what
2s and
qualities'"
and
qualities

thereby limit
limit the
the knowing/not
knowing/not knowing
knowing dynamic.
dynamic. It
It is
is not
not suitable
suitable as
as aa tool
tool for
for knowing
knowing
thereby
about individuals,
individuals, their
their lives
lives and
and experiences,
experiences, though
though it
it does
does provide
provide aa matrix
matrix about
about
about
of knowing,
knowing, such
such as
as common
common knowing,
knowing, individual
individual knowing,
knowing, blind
blind spots,
spots, and
and not
not
kinds of
kinds
knowing.
knowing.
25
25

In recent times a version comprising negative qualities has been developed and is termed Nohari window.
In recent times a version comprising negative qualities has been developed and is termed Nohari window.
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based on Roman mythology. In
le isisthe
The
on
mythology_
Thesecond
secondexamp
example
the"Janus face" metaphor
and endings.
ings
beginn
exits,
and
ces
logy, Janus
n mytho
Roma
Roman
mythology,
Januswas
wasthe
the deity
deityof entran
entrances and exits, beginnings and endings,.
GeminuslBifrons), one looking
ed as
He isis often
often depict
depicted
as aa head
head with
with two
two faces
faces (Janus
(Janus GeminuslBifrons), one looking
imes, with four faces (Janus
on, and
ite directi
d and the
forwar
forward
the other in the
the oppos
opposite
direction,
and somet
sometimes, with four
(Janus
for
hor
metap
Hazel 1994). As a
on (Grant
nt directi
ifons), each facing aa differe
Quadr
Quadrifons),
different
direction
(Grant &
& Hazel 1994). As a metaphor for
when brought together,
ation that,
nt pieces
ent differe
ng , the faces repres
knowi
knowing,
represent
different
pieces of
ofinform
information
that, when brought together,
er to create a linear
te ends togeth
would
would enable
enable one
one to
to know
know by
by merely placing opposi
opposite
together to create a linear
past and present to create an
ting the
story
story from
from start
start to
to finish.
finish. ItIt isis useful
useful for
for connec
connecting
the past and present to create an
es of knowing if one intends to
nt branch
ning differe
ve, or
rrupted narrati
uninte
uninterrupted
narrative,
or for
for combi
combining
different
branches of knowing if one intends to
), or to be aware that there is
ing that
know
know the
the whole
whole (assum
(assunring
that one
one can
can know
know the whole
whole), or to be aware that there is
er, is limiting to understand
hor, howev
more than one
one perspective. This metap
metaphor,
however,
limiting to
account for how these various
ng people
exities of
compl
complexities
of knowi
knowing
people,, because itit does
does not
not account for how these various
on of a person 's life from birth to
ctives came
perspe
perspectives
came to
to be.
be. II argue
argue that
that aa mere
mere narrati
narration
of a
life from birth to
biographies of
the
gh
Althou
ng.
death could still
still result
result in partial
partial truths or
or not
not knowi
knowing. Although the biographies of
2001; Morton 1997), Marilyn
Craig 2001;
& Craig
(Clayton &
Diana (Clayton
Princess Diana
like Princess
persons like
famous nPf'CClT''''
Morton 1997), Marilyn
& Navarro 1996), for example ,
(Fraser &
Peron (Fraser
and Evita Peron
2004) and
(Churchwell 2004)
Monroe (Churchwell
Navarro 1996), for example,
Monroe
fill the gaps and enigmas that people
not fill
do not
they do
their lives, they
of their
various strands of
combine various
combine
the gaps and enigmas that people
tive selections , perspectives,
subjec
are
them
about them are subjective
written about
is written
what is
and what
about, and
are curious about,
are
selections, ....,.."''''"·,-.1"1·,,P<:
ng from beginning to
knowi
ive
definit knowing
claim definitive
to claim
one to
allow one
not allow
do not
and do
interpretations, and
and interpretations,
and
from beginning to
A'-V' . . . ,",,.U

end.
knowing in this study is to explore
metaphorical knowing
understanding metaphorical
application ofunderstanding
The application
The
this study is to explore
being expressed, as well as
knowing isis being
ofknowing
kind of
what kind
comprehend what
to comprehend
participantsto
by participants
use by
its use
expressed, as well as
its
of metaphors.
means of
by means
knowingby
teachers'knowing
theorisingteachers'
oftheorising
possibilityof
thepossibility
the
metaphors.
tion between scientific and
distinc
a
(2002) draws a
Malcolm(2002)
knowing. Malcohn
Intuiti veknowing.
Intuitive
and
of
types
two
these
of
which
is:
he poses IS: which
question he
knowing . The question
of knowing.
ways of
intuitive ways
two types of
intuitive
with scientific "numbers and codes"
uncomfortablewith
Thoughuncomfortable
persuasive?Though
morepersuasive?
knowingisismore
knowing
scientific
and knowledge tests as
questionnaires and
vocational questionnaires
he experienced vocational
2002:1
(Malcolm 2002:
(Malcolm
1),), he
knowledge tests as
by other writers as
to
referred
intuition referred
other occasions, intuition
On other
insightful. On
and insightful.
accurate and
accurate
to by
writers as
revelation
tion,
"is the stuff of inspira
1971),"is
(lung1971),
sensing(JlU1g
2005),ororasassensing
(Basden2005),
instinct(Basden
the stuff of inspiration, revelation
instinct
African culture and refmed
'natural' inin African
granted asas 'natural'
for granted
taken for
connectivity. ItItisis taken
and connectivity.
and
culture and refined
olm 2002:]). He
(Malc
es"
cultur
all
of
lifeof all cultures" (Malcolm
thelife
ofthe
partof
and dance.ItItisispart
ritualand
throughritual
through
2002: 1). He
40
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on, it is sometimes wrong. As a
ance of
d accept
e the
ds that
conten
contends
thatdespit
despite
the spirite
spirited
acceptance
ofintuiti
intuition, it is sometimes wrong.
a
ful
power
more
be
to
appear
not
es, does
on, he
ng, intuiti
fic knowi
r totoscienti
counte
counter
scientific
knowing,
intuition,
hebeliev
believes,
does not appear to be more powerful
t intuition lacks lustre and
or
of view,
view, science withou
without intuition lacks lustre and
or less useful.
useful. From this
this point
point of
e is neede d to confm n them. Thus
n, but
on sparks
rance and
exube
exuberance
and intuiti
intuition
sparks ideatio
ideation,
but scienc is needed to confirm them. Thus
ng is persuasive when both
ng, as
lm (2002)
MaIco
Malcolm
(2002) argues
argues for both
both kinds
kinds of
ofknowi
knowing,
as knowi
knowing is persuasive when both
ing Malco lm's (2002) argument it
ned. Follow
on and
intuiti
intuition
and scientific knowi ng are
are combi
combined.
Following Malcolm's (2002) argument it
e and intuition is far more
ng that
ded that
may
may be
be conclu
concluded
that knowi
knowing
that stems
stems from
from both
both scienc
science and intuition is far more
g.
lling, and
sive, compe
persua
persuasive,
compelling,
and excitin
exciting.
of knowing, for it allowed me to
tant to
ng is
ve knowi
Intuiti
Intuitive
knowing
is impor
important
to know
know as
as aa way
way of knowing, for it allowed me to
on plays a strong role in how teachers
ry in
keep
keep this
this catego
category
in mind
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in this study_ To state it explicitly, to
lisation and typecasting of the
working agains
within the parameters guided
guided by
by working
againstt genera
and
of
participants.
research participants.
research
learning.
brain learning.
Whole brain
Whole

is closely linked to
Knowing, II have stated earlier , is
Knowing,
closely linked to
theory of wholethe
h
throug
is
g
learnin
increase learning is
to increase
teaching to
of teaching
ways of
the ways
of the
One of
learning. One
the theory of wholeunderstandings of the
neuropsychological understandings
by neuropsychological
underpinned by
is underpinned
theory is
This theory
learning. This
brain learning.
brain
of the
ns
functio
and
res
exploiting its structu
by exploiting
optimised by
be optimised
may be
learning may
way learning
the way
and the
brain and
brain
its structures and functions
Deutch 1985). Whole-brain
1983; Springer & Deutch
Hart 1983;
1991; Hart
& Caine 1991;
1985; Caine &
(Bandler 1985;
(Bandler
1985). Whole-brain
various inventories that indicate
deployment of various
the deployment
through the
operationalised through
learning isis operationalised
learning
inventories that mOlcalce
dominance, intelligence
brain
types,
ality
person
learning styles, personality
preferences, learning
learning pre:teren<~es,
dominance, intelligence
school readiness, reading levels, and
quotients, school
(SQ) quotients,
social (SQ)
and social
(EQ) and
emotional (EQ)
(IQ), emotional
(IQ),
levels,
understand
and
know
to
come
rs
teache
perspective,teachers
this perspective,
Fromthis
few. From
name aafew.
to name
perception,to
perception,
come to know and understand
individuals.
learningindividuals.
aslearning
studentsas
theirstudents
of whole brain learning, discusses in
proponent of
American proponent
an American
(1993) , an
Ellison (1993),
EUison
whole brain learning,
III
is
lum
curricu
The
the classroom.
deployed inin the
be deployed
can be
technologies can
these technologies
how these
depth how
depth
classroom. The curriculum is
place simultaneously, the
activities takeplace
andactivities
groupsand
multiple agegroups
thematically,multiple
designedthematically,
designed
simultaneously, the
both soft and hard
with
g
learnin
ual
individ
and
work
classroom is arranged for groupwork and individual
with both soft and hard
and equipm ent Parents play a
resources and
rangeofofresources
enormousrange
withananenormous
andwith
furnishings ,and
furnishings,
equipment.
play a
s and
parent
with
tations
consul
arrange consultations
teachers arrange
and teachers
school affairs and
role inin school
leading role
leading
parents
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children. Through
Through instruments
instruments based
based on
on brain studies, Ellison
Ellison (1993)
(1993) comes
comes to
to know
know how
children.
learners think
think and
and learn, and
and she can,
can, ostensibly,
ostensibly, identify
identify their
their personality
personality traits, their
interests, and
and preferences.
preferences. Her
Her approach
approach can
can be
be regarded
regarded as
as one
one process
process of getting to
to
know learners
learners in
in aa psycho-technological
psycho-technological way.
way .
know
This approach
approach provides
provides aa contrast
contrast to
to South
South African
African contexts
contexts in
in the
the absence of
of
such technology
technology and
and classroom
classroom arrangements.
arrangements. Here, in most
most instances,
instances, the
the numbers
numbers of
of
such
students in
in classrooms
classrooms are
are large,
large, enrollment
enrollment is
is ageage- and
and stage-based,
stage-based, and
and pastoral
pastoral care
care
students
demands on
on teachers are
are enonnous
enormous due to
to the
the range of
of socio-economic problems
problems faced by
by
demands
families. It is unlikely that the school being researched in this study is influenced by
.L"""'U"'~'" It is unlikely that the school being researched in this study is influenced by
whole-brain learning
learning theories
theories and
and technologies
technologies to
to teaching,
teaching, learning,
learning, or
or knowing
knowing
whole-brain
students. A
A precluding
precluding factor
factor is
is the
the cost
cost of
of the
the approach,
approach, the
the "'
training
required to
to engage
.....~.uLll5 required
students.
with the whole-brain
whole-brain approach,
approach, and
and the
the cost
cost of
of deploying
deploying some
some inventories
inventories which
which have
have to
to
with
be conducted
conducted by
by licensed
licensed individuals
individuals such
such as
as psychologists
psychologists or
or counsellors.
counsellors. Ultimately,
Ultimatel y,
these technologies
technologies offer not
not aa definitive
definitive knowing
knowing of
of .students
as individuals, but an
n"" .....,.. ..., as individuals, but an
these
interpretation of students as learning individuals who fit a supposedly predictable
pattern
mtl~rp:reult1oin of students as •..,........... '5 individuals who fit a supposedly
"-'Ul"-'I.aVl"-' pattern
of thinking. Consequently,
Consequently, in
in this
this study,
study, psycho-technological
psycho-technological approaches
approaches have limited
limited
of
application in South
South African schools
schools in
in general and ill
in this study
study in particular,
particular, as
as it
it does
application
0<"."<"",,,

not infonn
inform the
the analysis
analysis of
of teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about students
students other
other than
than as
as ."
learning
not
.....,L.U-< beings.

Conclusion
Conelusion
In this review of
of literature
literature some
some pragmatic
pragmatic choices
choices have been made to
to delineate
delineate
of paradigmatic
paradigmatic knowing,
knowing, and
and how
how
knowing and
and knowledge,
knowledge, to
to explore
explore the
the nature
nature of
knowing
paradigms can
can be
be likened to
to luminol,34
luminol.i" in
in order
order to
to know
know how and
and what
what we
we know
know and
and
paradigms
finally, texts
texts and approaches
approaches have
have been
been interrogated
interrogated to
to provide
provide aa working
working notion
notion of
of
finally,
knowing. Based on these WSCill:SlOlfiS.
discussions, the
the following
following about
about knowing
knowing has
has been
been deduced
deduced
H ......., .........

about the
the Li-it'l-;"'''·''''''''A
differences.. between
between knowing
knowing and
and knowledge,
knowledge, and
and about
about the
the kinds
kinds and
and elements
elements
about
of knowing
knowing that
that frame
frame this
this study
study (see
(see also
also Fig.
Fig. 55 for
for aa summary
summary concept
concept map
map of
of
of
knowing) .
knowing).

Forensic investigators use luminol, a specially created compound which reacts with haemoglobin to produce
Forensic investigators use luminol, a
created compound which reacts with haemoglobin to produce
luminescence. When sprayed on surfaces , it enables investigators, in the absence of light. to see blood, which
luminescence. When sprayed on surfaces, it enables investigators, in the absence of light, to see blood, which
has been wiped away, washed, or painted over, and is thus not visible in daylight conditions . Similarly , paradigms
has been wiped away, washed. or painted over, and is thus not viSible in daylight conditions. Similarly, paradigms
reveal theoretically how we read the world.
reveal theoretically how we read the world.
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0/ Knowing

ng is an activity of the mind
edge, knowi
t from
First,
First, asas aa notion
notion distinc
distinct
from knowl
knowledge,
knowing is an activity of the mind
akin to pre-knowledge notions of
weerd 1997;
re 2005;
(Cento
(Centore
2005; Dooye
Dooyeweerd
1997; Locke
Locke 2003)
2003) akin to pre-knowledge notions of
olm 2002), is dynamic
on (Malc
pe 1998),
g (Tekip
rdial thinkin
primo
primordial
thinking
(Tekippe
1998), and
and intuiti
intuition
(Ma1colm 2002), is dynamic
ences (New Elizabethan Dictionary
al experi
smose 1994),
(Skov
(Skovsmose
1994), and
and isis related
related toto person
personal
experiences (New Elizabethan Dictionary
ism (Skovsmose 1994), uncertainty,
terise d by
ng isis charac
d, knowi
n.d.).
n.d.). Secon
Second,
knowing
characterised
by dynam
dynamism (Skovsmose 1994), uncertainty,
knowing produ ces
ictability. Third,
veness, chance
tentati
tentativeness,
chance (Steup
(Steup 2002),
2002), and
and unpred
unpredictability.
Third, knowing produces
eloe 1991), hegemony (Gramsci
ation (Kinch
alisation, and
ation, margin
subjug
subjugation,
marginalisation,
and domin
domination
(Kincheloe 1991), hegemony (Gramsci
ult 1983), and imaginative insights
tion (Fouca
line, and
1977)
1977) truth,
truth, norms
norms,, discip
discipline,
and regula
regulation
(Foucault 1983), and imaginative insights
be absolute, multidimensional,
ng can
gmati caUy, knowi
lm 2002).
(Malco
(Malcolm
2002). Fourth
Fourth,, paradi
paradigmaticaUy,
knowing
can be absolute, multidimensional,
influenced by "Othe ring" in terms of
ng is
e. Fifth,
ted, or
ted, contes
media
mediated,
contested,
or relativ
relative.
Fifth, knowi
knowing
is influenced by "Othering" in terms of
discussed here. Sixth, knowing can
ries not
ibly, social
gender
gender and race
race and,
and, ostens
ostensibly,
social catego
categories
not discussed here. Sixth, knowing can
th, knowing can be unkno wable .
hors. Seven
h the
be made
made visible
visible throug
through
the use
use of
of metap
metaphors.
Seventh, knowing can be unknowable.
indistinct from, and conflated with,
ated with,
tely associ
ng is
Finally
Finally,, knowi
knowing
is intrica
intricately
associated
with, is
is indistinct from, and conflated with,
of knowl edge (Centore 2005).
buildi ng of
ial for
ffe 2005),
knowledge (Cunli
knowledge
(Cunliffe
2005), and
and essent
essential
for the
the building
knowledge (Centore 2005).
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KNOWING
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Notions

Charact eristics
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Produce s
Produces
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from knowled ge
Distinct from
Distinct
knowledge
ofthe mind
activity of
All activity
An
the mind
of primord ial thinking
Aform
A
fonn of primordial thinking and intuition
10 personal experien ces
Linked to
personal experiences and intuition
Linked
be multidim ensional , mediated , conteste d or relative
Can
Can be multidimensional,
mediated, contested or relative
happen by chance or luck
Can happen
by chance or luck
..Can
Dynami c
Dynamic
tentative
Uncertai n,tentative
Uncertain,
Unpredi ctable
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Changea ble IOpen
Changeablei
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Fig . 5. Knowing: A Conceptual Map
Fig. 5. Knowing: A Conceptual Map
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The conceptual
conceptual map, an
an exe:ges,ls
exegesis of
of knowing,
knowing, was
was deployed
deployed in
in multiple
multiple ways to
to
The
see connections
connections between
between teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing and
and the
the literature, to
to refute and challenge
challenge the
see
of knowing through
through an
an explication
explication of teachers'
teachers '
literature, to
to extend
extend the conceptions
conceptions of
knowing, and
and to
to carve
carve out
out aa nuanced,
nuanced, rigorous
rigorous theorisation
theorisation of the nature
nature of
of teachers'
teachers
knowing,
knowing. II begin
begin the
the process
process in
in the
the next
next chapter
chapter which
which details
details the
the methodological
methodological
knowing.
J

of this
this study
study and
and narrate
narrate how
how data was
was produced at
at Amethyst
Amethyst
orientation (knowing)
(knowing) of
orientation
Secondary School.
School.
Secondary
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CRAPTER3
CHAPTER:!
3s
A
Kno~: Blurred
A Way
Way of
of Knowing:
Blurred Boundaries
Boundaries3S

Introduction
Introduction
This
chapter is
second of
of three foundational
knowings which
which are
This chapter
is the second
fotmdational knowings
are crucial
crucial for
comprehending this study.
study. It
It is
story of
of the
research relationships
relationships that
data
is the
the story
the research
that influenced
influenced data
production
on ethnographic
These traditions
used to
production based
based on
ethnographic traditions.
traditions. These
traditions were
were used
to derive
derive aa
critical understanding
how and
and what
what teachers'
teachers' know
know about
about the
teach.
critical
understanding of
of how
the students
students they
they teach.
Some
choices for data
data production
the outset
outset of
of this
this study
study were
production at
at the
were survey
Some choices
questionnaires and interviewing
teachers from
number of
of schools.
schools. From
critical
.nt.p ....11P'JJ111.0 t(~acnelrs
from aa select
select number
From aa critical
perspective, survey
survey questionnaires
questionnaires with
with roots
in positivistic
positivistic traditions
ahistorical
roots in
traditions result in ahistorical
analysis, producing
producing grand
grand theories
theories of
knowing, whilst
whilst interviews
interviews with
cross-sectional
analysis,
of knowing,
with aa cross-sectional
sample of
of teachers
teachers could
could eventuate
eventuate in
broad-spectrum accounts
accounts that
that conflate
contextual
sample
in broad-spectrum
conflate contextual
peculiarities. The
The task, it
it transpired,
transpired, was
was to
to deploy
deploy an
an approach
approach that embraced
embraced
peculiarities.
sociopolitical and
and cultural
cultural dimensions.
dimensions. II surmised
surmised thus
thus that
that aa single site,
site, in-depth
in-depth critical
critical
sociopolitical
ethnography would
would avoid
apolitical, ahistorical,
ahistorical, and
and generalised analysis
analysis of
of teachers'
teachers '
ethnography
avoid apolitical,
knowing.
knowing.
To acquire
acquire data to
to realise the
the above-mentioned goals,
goals, II began
began with
an
To
with an
understanding that the
the production
production of
of data
data is
is an
an expression of power.
power. The
The researcher, as
as
the architect
architect (of
(of data
data production)
production) and
and builder
builder (oftheory),
(oftheory), wields
wields considerable
considerable influence
in
the
influence in
how and
and what
what data
data are
are produced.
produced. Furthermore,
Furthermore, within
within
how
social iniquities
iniquities and
and the
explanations of
social
the theoretical explanations

critical project,
project, the
the concern
concern for
for
aa critical
power are
are to
to be
be made
made explicit,
power
explicit,

engaged with
with and,
and, in the data production
production space, neutralised
neutralised (Carspecken
(Carspecken 1996).
1996). It
It is
is
easier, however,
however, to
to consider
consider neutralisation
neutralisation than
than it
it is
is to
to do
do it.
it. Neutralisation
Neutralisation demands
demands
easier,
sensitivity and consCIOusness,
consciousness, and more
more importantly,
importantly, viable
viable strategies on
on the
the part of
of the
the
sensitivity

,",ul';a1;;\'U

researcher to
to account
account for
for differences
differences between
between the
the participants
participants and
and the
the researcher
researcher in
in terms
terms
researcher
of age, ability,
ability, status, education,
education, gender,
gender, race,
race, class, culture, religion,
religion, language
language spoken,
spoken,
of
and worldviews.
worldviews. The
The aforementioned
aforementioned are
are some
some aspects
aspects of
of power
power sut)sume:d
subsumed in research
and

An abbreviated
abbreviated version
version of
of this
th is chapter,
chapter, (see
(see Amin
Amin 2007),
2007). was
was presented
presented at
at th~
the 4111
4 th Malaysian
Malaysian Qualitative
Qualitative
An
Research
Conference
(QRAM),
University
of
Malaya
on
September
4,2007.
Research Conference (QRAM), University of Malaya on September 4,2007.
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relationships which
which are
are made
made transparent in
in critical
critical works.
works. These
These aspects
aspects of
of power
power are
are
relationships
discussed in forthcoming
forthcoming sections
sections of
of this
this chapter.
chapter.
discussed
of ethnography,
ethnography, to
to aa narrowed
narrowed
This chapter
chapter moves
moves from
from aa general discussion of
This
critical ethnography
ethnography in
in education
education and,
and, finally,
finally, to
to its
its specific
specific application
application in
in
explanation of critical
explanation
of how
how people
people
this study_
study. Firstly,
Firstly, various
various ethnographic
ethnographic approaches,
approaches, particularly
particularly in terms
terms of
this
are studied,
studied, how
how texts
texts are
are produced,
produced, and
and the
the
are
processes, are
are explicated.
explicated. This is
is followed
followed by
by
processes,

reflections that
that
reflections
locating critical
critical
locating

accompany these
these two
two
accompany
ethnographic roots
roots in
in
ethnographic

of
education and
and its
its influence
influence on
on the study
study at
at hand. The subsequent section
section is aa narration of
education
the data production
production story,
story, detailing
detailing the
the various
various challenges
challenges that
that shaped
shaped the
the inquiry
inquiry and
and
the
yielded the
the data
data that
that it
it did.
did. The
The chapter
chapter concludes
concludes with
with aa reflective
reflective account
account of
of using
using my
my
yielded
biography
as a data generation tool.
o1"l'I1nhv as a data E,,,,••,,,au.u'u. tool.

Ethnographic approaches
approaches to
to knowing
knowing
Ethnograpbic
This section
section provides
provides the
the theoretical
theoretical background
background of
of the
the methodology
methodology deployed
deployed
This
and makes explicit
explicit the
the researcher stance
stance in
in this study.
study. The
The discussion IS
is restricted to
to the
the
and
of the
the researcher
researcher as
as ethnographer
ethnographer from
from various
various subject
subject positions
positions emerging ill
in >J~
studies
role of
in recent
recent years.
years.
in
...' ... n " J

of Umeamngs
from '<traditional and
Ethnography encompasses aa cornuCOpIa
cornucopia of
....'UL.lllE','" from "traditional and
Ethnography
& Greckhamer
Greckhamer 2005:287)
2005:287) ranging from
from aa
emerging traditions"
traditions" (Koro-Ljungberg &
collective term
term for
for qualitative
qualitative work
work (see
(see e.g. Babbie
Babbie 2002;
2002; Bogdan
Bogdan &
& BOOen
Biklen 1998)
1998) to
to aa
collective
specific method
method of
of anthropological
anthropological research..,
research, namely,
namely, prolonged
prolonged interaction
interaction and
and
specific
presence in
in the
the research context
context to
to conceiving it
it as
as "an
"an intensive
intensive case
case
presence

on-site
on-site
study"
study"

In this
this study,
study, ethnography
ethnography has been conceptualised
conceptualised as
as critical
critical
(Cunningham 1997:402).
1997:402). In
(Cunningham
qualitative research
research in
in the
the anthropological
anthropological tradition.
tradition. Since much
much has
has already
already been
been written
written
qualitative

will not
not go
go into
into debates
debates about
about the
the paraQlgm
paradigm
about ethnographic approaches
approaches to
to research, II will
about
wars between
between qualitative
qualitative and
and quantitative
quantitative approaches
approaches (see
(see e.g. Brunkhorst
Brunkhorst 1996;
1996; Guba
Guba
wars
of feminist ethnography (see
(see Reinharz 1992;
1992;
1990, WeBer
Weiler 1991),
1991), the
the contested
contested field
field of
1990,
Visweswaran 11997), the
the proliferation
proliferation
Visweswaran
Ljungberg &
& Greckhamer 2005),
2005), and
Ljungberg

of ethnographic
ethnographic genres
genres (Boyle
(Boyle
of
"critique of
of typification"
typification" by
by
aa "critique

1994; KoroKoro1994;
Abu-Lughod
Abu-Lughod

(1993:xvi). Historical accounts
accounts have already
already been
been dealt
dealt with
with by
by Yon
Yon (2003),
(2003), for example,
example,
(1993
the history of
of educational
educational ethnography.
ethnography. His account
account
who provides
provides aa critical
critical overview
overview of the
who
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constructed as objective observation
raphy was
ive years
es the
includ
includes
theformat
fonnative
yearswhen
whenethnog
ethnography
was constructed as objective observation
ing own cultures were in vogue . This period,
, totothe
of
ofexotic
exoticothers
others,
thesixties
sixtieswhen
whenobserv
observing own
were in vogue. This period,
courtship with Marxism and structuralism
ed by
ns, was
Yon
Yon explai
explains,
was follow
followed
bythe
the seventies courtship with Marxism
structuralism
came
culture
ed,
follow
that
s
decade
the
In
ing. In the decades that followed., culture itself
es of
ing critiqu
and
and emerg
emerging
critiques
ofschool
schooling.
itself came
the ways in which they were
ched toto expose
s were
y and
under
under scrutin
scrutiny
and school
schools
were resear
researched
expose the ways in which they were
uction that mimicked a wider social order
ic reprod
l and
le for
culpab
culpable
for cultura
cultural
and econom
economic
reproduction that mimicked a wider social order
ed as a natural way of the world. Gender,
cal practices and
d in
steepe
SleleDe~a
m deep histori
historical
and receiv
received as a natural way of the world.
were interrogated and critical ethnographic
ucts that
race,
race, and
and class
class were
were key
key constr
constructs
that were interrogated and critical ethnographic
ed as counters to positivistic conceptions of
raphies emerg
st ethnog
studies
studies and
and femini
feminist
ethnographies
emerged as counters to positivistic conceptions
the growth of ethnography has been
des that
tive research. Yon
qualita
qualitative
Yon conclu
concludes
that
growth of ethnography
been
"as
s
school
view
that
ches"
disciplinary approa
ration of
accompanied with
with aa prolife
proliferation
of "multi
"multidisciplinary
approaches" that view schools
discrimination based on class, race
ntiation and
ns with
sing concer
sites for
for addres
addressing
concerns
with differe
differentiation
and discrimination based on class, race
11) also notes that ethnography has
ersley (1992:
23). Hamm
r" (Yon
and gende
gender"
(Yon 2003:4
2003:423).
Hammersley
(1992:11) also notes that ethnography has
science disciplines towards a much
position in
from aa marginal position
"moved from
"moved
in many social
social
disciplines towards a much
(2004) counter-claims
Petty'
and
Culyba, Heimer, and Petty'ss (2004)
However, Culyba,
place". However,
central place".
more central
counter-claims
"ethnographic
the
that
They suggest
widespread acceptance. They
about widespread
contentions about
contest contentions
contest
suggest that the "ethnographic
journals specialising in ethnography rather
more journals
of more
with the emergence of
do with
to do
turn" has to
turn"
ethnography rather
shiftin
mitant
conco
a
with
journals, with a concomitant shiftingg of debates from
existing journals,
in existing
publications in
more publications
than more
than
research to "inside the boundaries"
quantitative research
qualitative and quantitative
between qualitative
differences between
differences
to "inside the boundaries"
So what could one construe as constituting
qualitative studies. So
ofqualitative
al 2004:365) of
et aI2004:365)
(Culyba et
(Culyba
what could one construe as constituting
(2002: 1-2) suggests the following:
Taylor(2002:
ethnography? Taylor
ofethnography?
boundaries" of
"inside the boundaries"
"inside
1-2) suggests the following:
people and aspects of their lives and social worlds
study people
to study
out to
set out
Researchers set
and aspects of their lives and social worlds
aims to be nuanced and non-reductive ,
text
The
text.
a
produce a text. The text aims
and toto produce
and
to be nuanced and non-reductive,
t resorting to simplistic aetiological
withou
process
and
change
rating
incorpo
incorporating
change and process without resorting to simplistic aetiological
constantly locate their work within the
the researchersconstantly
thatthe
thirdly, that
andthirdly,
models and
locate their work within the
and qualitative research.
raphy
ethnog
about
debates
g
ongoin det)at~:s about ethnography and
ofongoing
cross-currentsof
cross-currents
qualitative research.

then three kinds of activities characterise
argument, then
Taylor's argument,
follows Taylor's
one follows
IfIfone
three kinds of activities characterise
text, and reflecting critically (on the twin
producingaatext,
people, producing
studying people,
ethnography: studying
ethnography:
and reflecting critically (on the twin
text). I will now turn to these three
producing aa text).
andproducing
people and
studying people
processes ofofstudying
processes
I will now turn to
three
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research should
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by the
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Recently, autoethnography, the study of oneself, has emerged (see Ellis 2004; Parsons 2004). One may
Recently, autoethnography, the study of oneself, has emerged (see Ellis 2004; Parsons 2004). One may
consider autoethnography as an extreme expression of "insider" research. Researching oneself, however, does
consider autoethnography as an extreme
of "insider" research. Researching oneself, however, does
not erase the problems related to betrayal, as writing about one's family, for example, is equally fraught with
as writing about one's family, for example, is equally fraught with
not erase the problems related to
challenges.
challenges.
39 Forensic truth is one of four different types of truth regimes proposed by Deborah Posel (2004:20-21). The
39 ForenSic truth is one of four different types of truth regimes proposed by Deborah Posel
The
other three are personal or narrative truth , social truth, and healing truth.
other three are personal or narrative truth, social truth, and healing truth.
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educational
changes in the country, and the many
ge, according to the Principal, was
g challen
challenges the
the school
school faced.
faced. The
The most
mostpressin
pressing
challenge, according to the Principal, was
uate funds. The schoo l's budgeted expenses
ning despite
g the
keepin
keeping
the school
school functio
functioning
despite inadeq
inadequate funds. The school's budgeted '. d"~'''''H':>\J':>
this site, there was always a shortage of
quently, at
ed income. Conse
each
each month
month exceed
exceeded
Consequently,
at this
was always a shortage of
light-bulbs and broken
Fused
tests.
heets, assignments, and
g works
paper
paper for
for printin
printing
worksheets,
and tests. Fused light-bulbs
broken
, and
d
reduce
been
had
nance staff
ed, mainte
ws in
windo
windows
in many
many classes were
were not
not replac
replaced,
maintenance
had been reduced, and
rmore, I learnt that the school was
d. Furthe
ctions were
cal conne
faulty
faulty electri
electrical
connections
were not
not repaire
repaired.
Furthermore, I learnt that the school was
nge I faced was convincing the Principal
g challe
ntly. The
lised freque
vanda
vandalised
frequently.
The most
most pressin
pressing
challenge I faced was convincing the Principal
was not an evaluation of the school
that his school
school was
was worthy
worthy of
of study,
study, that
that the
the study
study was not an evaluation of the school
ty and dignity of the institution and
that the
therein, and
and of
of the
the actors
actors therein,
and that
the integri
integrity and dignity of the institution and
end I provided a detailed outline of the
To that
compromised. To
be compromised.
not be
would not
participants would
participants
that end I provided a detailed outline the
how participants would be
production, and how
data production,
of data
methods of
the methods
objectives, the
study objectives,
participants would
not derail the schoo l's
would
s
proces
h
researc
the
that
word that the research process would not
my word
gave my
Further, II gave
involved. Further,
involved.
derail the school's
g. I undertook to
learnin
and
g
teachin
upt
interrupt/disr
or interrupt/disrupt
functioning, or
and functioning,
organisation and
organisation
teaching and learning. I undertook to
how to produce data and not to impose my
and how
when and
to determine when
context to
the context
allow the
allow
to produce data and not to impose my
Principal indicated his support for the
The Principal
school. The
the school.
on the
agenda/schedule on
resear...ch
rp"p!>l·
h agenda/schedule
indicated his support for the
of Education's approval, and teachers
Department of
the Department
obtaining the
on obtaining
contingent on
project, contingent
Education's approval, and teachers
project,
consent.
students' consent.
and students'
and
amicable meeting with the school Principal I
the amicable
Followingthe
Teach ers.
Meeti ng Teachers.
Meeting
Following
meeting with the school Principal I
Permission was sought from
school
ch
resear
to
s
requirement to rp<;!'ps:t,rl'.h scnOOlS"s. Permission
satisfy the reqluu"eIIlents
took steps toto "''''Tt"ru
took
was sought from
d permission in
grante
office
al
region
the
as
soon as
Office. As soon
RegionalOffice.
Durban Regional
NorthDurban
the North
the
regional office
in
.
(SGB)
body
ing
govern
school
the
from
sought
wassought
B), permissionwas
appendixB),
writing (seeUI.l~J"'UU.LL>.
from the school governing body (SGB)"
research project had been approved. This
the research
that the
verballythat
me verbally
informed me
Principal informed
The Principal
project bad
approved.. This
to outline details
ts
studen
and
of staff
membersof
withmembers
separatelywith
meetingseparately
bymeeting
followedby
wasfollowed
was
staff and students to outline details
could make decisions regarding their
students could
and students
that teachers and
the study soso that
of the
of
make decisions regarding their
of Grade Eight students. Taking
class
one
study
to
d
the project.I I planne to study one
participationininthe
of Grade Eight students.
participation
.L.L.LL"'':>'V'.L.L
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cues from
from various
various writers
writers (Emerson
(Emerson et
et a11998;
a11998; Hammersley
Hammersley & Atkinson
Atkinson 1997;
1997; Anderson
Anderson
cues
of the
the study
study as
as "awareness
"awareness of
of the
the exact
exact
1990; McNeill
McNeill 1990),
1990), II withheld
withheld crucial
crucial details
details of
1990;
of your
your study
study could
could change people's
people's behaviour
behaviour in the
the setting' (Anderson
focus of
of revealing
revealing that
that the
the phenomenon
phenomenon under
under investigation
investigation was
was the
the
1990:154).
Instead of
1990:
154). Instead

teachers ' knowing
knowing of
of students
students and students' knowing
knowing of
of themselves,
themselves,
relationship between
between teachers'
relationship
spoke generally
generally about
about understanding
understanding teaLCner-:smaelu
teacher-student interactions
interactions and
and focused instead
instead on
on
II spoke
of producing
producing data.
data. The
The COll1ct::aunel[ll
concealment'" of
of the exact
exact focus
focus was
was aa ...decision that
that
the ......
methods
the
". . "Ju.:> of
of the
the study,
study, but
but more
more of
of
would result
result in
in negative
negative consequences,
consequences, impeding
impeding the
the progress
progress of
would
that later.
later.
that
...,'wh'JlVU

At the fIrst
first ",,,,,..,LLtj,F'.
meeting with
with tealchers
teachers convened
convened by
by
details of
of my
my
introduced myself and
and gave the
the staff details
introduced

the Principal
Principal during
during tea
tea break,
break, II
the
research background
background.and
and study
study
research

It was
was apparent
apparent from
from the
the comments
comments made
made that
that they
they were
were relieved
relieved that
that II was
was aa
interests. It
interests.
university student
student and
and not
not someone
someone employed
employed in
in the
the state's education
education sector.
sector. II outlined
outlined
the research
research project,
project, the
the methods
methods to
to be
be used,
used, how
how data
data would
would be produced,
produced, and
and who
who
the
IPrC'frlT

would have
have access
access to
to data.
data. Teachers
Teachers raised
raised questions
questions about
about students
students acting
acting up
up for
for the
the
would
video-recordings and
and inquired about
about my
my reasons
reasons for
for researching Grade
Grade Eight
Eight students.
students. It
It
video-recordings
was explained
that the first few video-tapings would be dummy
dummy runs
runs to
to allow
allow students
students to
to
'Y'LLA,u,-,... that the fIrst few video-tapings would
was
to
experience being
being recorded,
recorded, and
and that
that prolonged
prolonged exposure
exposure would
would reduce
reduce tendencies
tendencies to
experience

perform for
for the
the camera
camera as
as students
students become
become accustomed
accustomed to
to being
being taped.
taped. II accounted
accounted for
for
perform
my interest
interest in
in Grade Eight students as
as they
they were
were new
new to
to aa high
high school
school environment and
and
my
students. II
there were
were thus
thus fewer
fewer opportunities
opportunities to
to be
be influenced
influenced by
by prior
prior knowledge
knowledge of students.
there
of the
the relationship:
relationship: that
that decisions
decisions would
would be jointly
jointly taken,
taken, that
that
also outlined
outlined the
the nature
nature of
also
of the research process, that
that participants
participants
anyone
could refuse to
to participate at
at any
any stage of
Tr\fru,p could
of data,
data, and
and that
that II was
was the
the chief
chief benefIciary
beneficiary of the relationship.
relationship. A
A
could veto
veto the
the use
use of
could
second .......
meeting
was scheduled
scheduled for
for the
the next
next day.
day.
,.., .....1". was
second
Selecting the
the Student
Student Cohort.
Cohort. At
At the
the second
second meeting
meeting II asked
asked for
for assistance in
in
Selecting
the three Grade
Grade Eight
Eight classes
classes to
to research. II opted for
for the
the class
class they
they
choosing one
one of the
Cfl{)OSm2
It became
became apparent
apparent to
to me
me later,
later, that students
students at
at Amethyst
Amethyst
recommended, Grade
Grade Eight
Eight A.
A. It
recommended,

Herrera (1999:339-340) questions the ethics of covert research and suggests that the choice between open
Herrera (1999:339-340) questions the ethics of covert research and suggests that the choice between open
and covert can only be the former as those opting for the latter " don't have to conduct the study at all" . I plead
and covert can only be the former as those opting for the latter "don't have to conduct the study at all". I plead
my case on grounds that concealment was not a pervasive element of this study.
my case on grounds that concealment was not a pervasive element of this study.
40
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of the Grade Eight classes. This was
ented the
were
weregraded
gradedand
andGrade
GradeEight
EightAArepres
represented
thebest
best of the
Eight
This was
d that I
realise
I
evaluated, and
n about
an indication that there was
wasstill
stillsome
someconcer
concern
aboutbeing evaluated, and I ,",,",.. ,,,",u that I
lled. Eight teachers who agreed to
ed totoassuage their
had
hadnot
notmanag
managed
theirfears of
ofbeing
beingsurvei
surveilled.
to
their
into
me
invited
),
details
phical
biogra
dix G for
pate inin the
partici
the study
study (see
(see appen
appendix
for biographical details), invited me into their
participate
any time". They also
e them teaching "at
sion toto observ
classrooms and
and gave me
me permis
permission
observe
"at any
also
his
of
highly
spoke
pal
gh the Princi
ewed. Althou
ls and
agreed to
to keep
keepjourna
journals
and to
to be
be intervi
interviewed.
Although the Principal
surprised that there was neither
tion, II was
itment and
staff
staffand
and praised
praised their
their comm
commitment
and dedica
dedication,
was surprised that
was neither
ions to the study. I was to learn,
pation, nor
ation about
reserv
reservation
about partici
participation,
nor were
were there object
objections to
study. I was to learn,
ration throughout
coope
of
tee
guaran
no
is
scence at
uently, that
subseq
subsequently,
that acquie
acquiescence
at the
the outset
outset is no
of cooperation throughout
stage and in unexpected ways.
e at
ance can
the
ofinquiry
inquiry.. Resist
Resistance
can emerg
emerge
at any
any stage and in unexpected ways.
the period
period of
al introduced me to the Grade Eight A
y Princip
The Deput
ts.
ng Studen
Meeti
Meeting
Students.
Deputy
Principal
introduced me to
Grade Eight A
methods of
the
and
t
research projec
g, II spoke
students. At
At this initial
initial meetin
meeting,
spoke about
about my
my research project and the methods of
given to teachers. Students asked me
tion - very
data produc
production
very simila
similarr to
to the
the details
details given to teachers. Students asked me
would have access to data, and why I
who would
with the
do with
what II would
about what
questions about
questions
would do
the data,
data, who
access to data,
why I
ts
studen
ed
observ
I
if
do
would
I
what I would do if I observed students
know what
to know
wanted to
They wanted
research. They
in research.
engaged in
was engaged
was to conduct research, and
to learners was
promise to
My promise
to conduct rp<;::p~l'r
taking drugs, smoking, and stealing. My
not report any type of misbehaviour I
to not
managers, to
and managers,
teachers and
for teachers
spy for
be aa spy
to be
not to
not
report any type of misbehaviour I
some students were very excited about
Whilst some
murder. Whilst
and murder.
rape and
for rape
excepting for
observed, excepting
observed,
students were
excited about
They asked
shy.
were
they
that
ted
indica
others
video-taped,
and video-taped,
photographed and
being photographed
indicated that they were shy. They asked
appeared not to understand how
students appeared
Many students
studies. Many
doctoral studies.
about doctoral
questions about
many questions
many
not to understand how
with doctors in the
arity
famili
their
to
opposedto
(as opposed
education (as
in education
doctorate in
could get aa doctorate
one could
one
their familiarity with doctors in the
but as much as I tried to explain the
all questions raised, but
field). II addressed all
al field).
medic
H."'
.....".,',...
as much as I tried to explain the
viewed it as obligatory, evident
students viewed
most students
project, most
research project,
the rp<l'Pl'l1r£'h
ofthe
nature of
voluntary nature
it as obligatory, evident
voluntary
would affect their grades. Thus, it was
participationwould
howparticipation
about how
many questions about
from themany
affect
Thus, it was
ix E) and
append
(see
study
my
about
letter,
a
via
s,
parent via a
informed parents,
that II informed
appropriate that
appropriate
about my study (see appendix E) and
did exercise discretion with
participate. Parentsdid
childrentotoparticipate.
theirchildren
fortheir
consentfor
theirconsent
soughttheir
sought
discretion with
researc
the
in
pate
partici
to
ng
offspri
theiroffspring to participate the 1'''''"''''''<'''' h project.
fortheir
permissionfor
families refusingpermission
fivefamilies
by all five families over a period of six
overturnedby
wasoverturned
participatewas
nottotoparticipate
decisionnot
Thedecision
The
all five families over a period of
actually participate in the study (see
would actually
students would
fourteen students
Eventually, fourteen
weeks. Eventually,
weeks.
participate in the study (see
some biographical details).
withsome
participantswith
studentparticipants
listofofstudent
fora alist
appendixHHfor
appendix
biographical details).
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The research
research project
project was
was fonnalised
formalised with
with aa written
written undertaking
undertaking of
of my
my role
role and
and
obligations and
and signed consent
consent to
to participate
participate by
by teachers
teachers and
and by
by parents
parents of
of students
students (see
obligations
appendices D & E).
E). Written
Written consent
consent did
did not
not mean
mean aa smooth
smooth ride
ride on
on the
the data
data production
production
appendices
rollercoaster. The
The ride would
would begin
begin slowly,
slowly, jerking
jerking to
to and
and fro for
for aa while,
while, before picking
picking
rollercoaster.
up momentum
momentum near
near the
the journey's end.
end.
up

Producing data
data
ProdueiDg
In this section II use
use the
the example
example of
of Flick's
Flick's (1999)
(1999) conception
conception of
of data
data production
production
In
to illustrate
illustrate the
the tenslOllS
tensions that
that emerge in
in aa setting that
that can
can be
be regarded
regarded as
as unstable. By
By
to
"unstable" II mean
mean that
that Amethyst
Amethyst Secondary
Secondary School
School exemplifies aa context
context that faces
"unstable"
student profiles
profiles and
and historical
historical iniquities
iniquities that
that
multiple challenges in terms of changing student
multiple
of which
which are
are presented
presented in
in detail
detail in
in chapter
chapter four.
four. The
The
have not
not been
been addressed, the
the likes
likes of
particular focus
focus here
here is the
the approach
approach II pursued
pursued to
to produce
produce data
data that
that in
in aa sense
sense matched
matched
particular
Flick's version, and the
the manner
manner in which
which the approach
approach was
was resisted by
by the
the study
study
participants,
forcing me
me to
to adopt
adopt aa flexible
flexible mindset
mindset to
to undermine my
my assumptions
assumptions about
about
~LIJ"""'" tt"!.Tl"lnO
participants in this
this project.
project.
participants
According to
to Uwe
Uwe Flick
Flick (1999:142)
(1999:142) data
data is
is produced
produced in
in three
three phases,
phases,
According
Descriptive observation,
observation, at
at the
the beginning,
beginning, which
which serves
serves to
to provide
provide the
the
Descriptive
researcher with
with an
an orientation
orientation to
to the
the field
field under
under study
study ...
. .. used
used to
to grasp the
rp<:!f'!'It''('h~>r
of the
the field.
field.
complexity of
complexity
Focused observation,
observation, in
in which
which the
the perspective
perspective increasingly
increasingly narrows
narrows on
on those
those
Focnsed
processes and
and problems
problems which
which are
are essential
essential for
for the
the research
research question;
question;
processes
of data
data collection ...
focused on
on finding
fmding
Selective observation,
observation, towards
towards the
the end
end of
Selective
.. focused
further evidence
evidence and
and examples
examples for
for the
the types
types and
and processes
processes found
found in
in the
the "'''''jr>nn
second
further
step. (emphasis
(emphasis added)
added)
step.

Flick 's three-phase
three-phase description
description explicates
explicates the
the functions
functions of
of the
the researcher.
researcher. There
There is
is aa neat
neat
Flick's
progression from the
the general to
to the
the specific, aa methodical,
methodical, orderly
orderly and linear process.
progression
Positioned w"""'JH.L',.
exclusively from
from aa researcher perspective,
perspective, it
it does
does not
not take into
into account
account the
the
Positioned
power, resistance,
and agency of
of participants.
participants. In
In this study,
study, for
for example,
example, the
the path
path was
was not
not
power,
"''''.,>u,u,l>J...... and
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and blocks of various kinds disturbed the linear
. Locks
dical and
quite
linear
quite metho
methodical
and orderly
orderly.
Locks and blocks of various kinds disturbed
y.
journe
tion
suspicion dogged the data produc
st, and
nceptions, mistru
progression. Misco
mistrust,
and suspicion dogged
production journey.
Misconceptions,
participants' reticence. Now, with the wisdom of
s for
tand the
II tried
tried toto unders
understand
the reason
reasons
for participants' reticence. Now, with the wisdom of
how the school comm unity concei ved the different
tand itittoto be about
ght, II unders
hindsi
hindsight,
understand
about how the school community conceived the different
orientation phase was generally accepted as innocuous
tion. The
phases
I-"U"'''''''''' of
of data
data produc
production.
The orientation phase was generally accepted as
pants and as intrusions by some non-participants.
ations of
observ
observations
ofpublic
public spaces by
by partici
participants and as
by some non-participants.
unwan ted trespass into
an
on,
invasi
an
of
form
us
d observation took on the omino
Focuse
V'-'I.L;:>l,;;,U. nn"'''·T''ll<HH,.n took on the ominous form of an invasion, an unwanted trespass into
pants. The final phase of selective observation
the
the realm
realm of
of the
the private
private by
by most
most partici
participants. The final
selective observation
ed to produce data.
nurtur
were
participants
nships with
le when
e possib
only
only becam
became
possible
when relatio
relationships
with participants were .... l1'.-n"""'ti to produce data.
production plan eventuated in a res tri-phasal data
ssment of
A
data production plan eventuated in a reA reasse
reassessment
of Flick'
Flick's
production plan phases from participant
ing of the
tualisation and
concep
conceptualisation
and renam
renaming
the production plan phases from participant
ous phase, the invasive phase and the reciprocity
s, the
ctives as
perspe
perspectives
as follow
follows,
the innocu
innocuous phase, the
phase and the reciprocity
ULUV"''''V

phase.
phase.

initial phase, which resonates with Carsp ecken 's
The initial
phase. The
innocuous phase.
The innocuous
The
phase, which resonates with Carspecken' s

was regarded as innocuous by participants,
phase, was
observ ation" phase,
"passi ve observation"
"passive
regarded as innocuous by participants,
the arrangement of the school. On
with
nted
acquai
becom ing acquainted with the
on becoming
focused on
focused
arrangement of the school. On
in the library and archival
books
d
peruse
ts,
studen
and students,
teachers and
to teachers
spoke to
occasion, II spoke
occasion,
perused books in the
and archival
me. They
with
nted
acquai
get
to
also made an effort
students also
Non-participating students
material. Non-participating
material.
made an effort to
acquainted with me. They
about what I was doing at Amethyst. Many were
questions about
many questions
asked many
and asked
curious and
were curious
were
what I was doing at Amethyst. Many were
involvement in criminal activities. Three
ts'
studen
igating
invest
was investigating
that II was
concerned that
concerned
involvement in
Three
that I
ts
studen
Eight
Grade
via
wn)
unkno
remain
(who
by persons (who
sent by
were sent
messages were
IHe::;::;i1i~e::;
unknown)
Eight students that I
school, particularly the far end of the playing field
the school,
ofthe
sections of
some sections
from some
away from
keep away
particularly the
end of the playing field
keep
41
school fence had holes
the
of
Parts
.
homes
tin-and-board41 homes.
lead toto tin-and-board
that lead
banks that
the banks
and the
Parts of the school fence had holes
and
and go without being detected by staff. I kept away
comeand
couldcome
studentscould
whichstudents
throughwhich
through
go without being detected by staff. I
away
of the
ers
memb
to
report
to
opted not
unkno wn persons.IIopted
theseunknown
bythese
turf claimedby
theturf
fromthe
not to report to TnPTrltI'P>T<;!
would be proof that I was not keeping my
received asas itit would
warnings I I received
staff the warnings
school staff
school
be proof that I was not keeping my
be a spy. Apart from the warnings to
to
not
is,
that
cher,
resear
as
my rolesas
aboutmy
promisesabout
the warnings to
promises
that not to be a spy. Apart
trouble-free
was
It
e-free.
troubl
was
phase
ous
innocu
this
areas,this innocuous phase was trouble-free. It was trouble-free
someareas,
from some
awayfrom
keepaway
keep
was mainly about the structures, ethos, and school
datawas
that thedata
reasonthat
the simplereason
forthe
mainly about the structures, ethos, and school
statistics.
statistics.
(1996:48)
(1996:48)
because II
because

tions about student s' residences.
about students' residences.

descrip tions and explana
I providedescriptions
four,I provide
chapter
4141InIn
chapter
four,
and explanations
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this phase were twofold: to be visible and to be accepted
ry aims
My
Myprima
primary
aimsduring
during this phase were twofold: to be visible and to be accepted
a stranger and merge into the horizo n of familiarity and
soso that
that I I would
would cease
cease toto be
be a stranger and
into the horizon of familiarity and
"prima ry record" (Carspecken
thick
a
build
to
ly,
second
e an
becom
become
an "insider", , and
and
to build a thick "primary record" (Carspecken
er, had unexpected repercussions for the next phase of
ch, howev
1). This
1996:4
1996:41).
This approa
approach,
however, had unexpected repercussions for the next phase of
xically, I did not disappear into the realm of the visible and
. Parado
ch inquiry
the
the resear
research
inquiry.
Paradoxically,
I did not disappear into the realm of the visible and
conspicuous. As I watch ed and made notes, teachers
ly becam e more
. II actual
the
the known
known.
actually
more
I watched and made notes, teachers
ating: who I was, what I was doing
specul
and
ing
imagin
me,
ts were
and
and studen
students
were watching me,
and speculating: who I was, what I was doing
and where I went at the end of the school day. I was
at
at the school
school,, where
where II came
came from
from and where I went at the end of the school day. I was
ued in ways that would lead to mistru st and suspicion. In the
ucted and
being
being constr
constructed
and constr
construed
in ways that would lead to mistrust and
In the
and
energy
my
e
consum
would
of misconceptions
ying the source
next
next phase identif
identifying
source
misconceptions would consume my energy and
suspicions would deplete time earmarked for the research
nceptions and
g misco
undoin
undoing
misconceptions
and suspicions would deplete time earmarked for the research
ous for participants turned out to be "hazar dous" for the
t. A phase
projec
project.
phase that
that was
was innocu
for participants turned out to be "hazardous"
the
researcher in
in the
the next
next stage.
lasted about a month (twent y school days) provid ed me
which lasted
phase, which
first phase,
The fust
The
about a month (twenty school days) provided me
consider narrowing my focus to the questions framed for the
to consider
information to
ample information
with ample
with
narrowing my focus to the questions framed for the
mquiry.
mqUIry.

Stepping into the classroom, after weeks of hovering
Stepping into the classroom,
weeks of
. It became clear,
myself
and
pants
for both sets of partici
for both sets of participants and myself. It became clear,
the focused observation phase was being perceived as invasive
that the
immediately, that
almost immediately,
almost
focused observation phase was being perceived as invasive
the perceptions students and teachers formed of me were
,
rmore
Furthe
participants. Furthermore,
by participants.
by
the perceptions students and teachers formed of me were
configurations augmented their notions of both research
otherconfigurations
but other
consolidated, but
only consolidated,
not only
not
augmented their notions of both research
which took me about four months to
tions,
of these percep
Some of
and the researcher. Some
and
which took me about four months to
about me having a perfect life, being carefree, without
notions about
included notions
uncover, included
uncover,
me having a perfect
being carefree, without
not to be teaching in
ate
fortun
ts,
pursue intellectual interes
responsibilities, free toto pursue
responsibilities,
intellectual
not to be teaching in
and coming from a privileged background. They had also
privileges,and
enjoyingprivileges,
schools, enjoying
schools,
coming from a privileged background. They had also
e the school and came to know that I had formerly
outsid
s
person
from
me
aboutme from
enquiredabout
enquired
the
came to know that I
formerly
ional
educat
an
as
e
practic
a
ran
tion,
Educa
of
tment
Depar
the
employed inin the Department of Education, ran a practice as an educational
been employed
been

phase.
invasive phase.
The invasive
The
step
nervous step
was aa nervous
outside, was
outside,

was teachi ngatata a university.
andwas
consultant,and
the challenges when I faced resistance from participants.
ofthe
awareof
becam eaware
I Ibecame
challenges when I faced resistance from participants.
Althou gh teachers and learners originally
structural constraints. Although
were structural
there were
Initiallythere
Initially
teachers and
originally
Reasons
ent.
agreem
the
on
d
renege
agreed to keeping journa ls, both sets of participants
<>01",,,"1"(1 to Kef~Dll1tg journals, both sets of participants T'PnPl1r~·n on the agJreem(;mt. Reasons
l " " J P.....OH'U
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s to me that very few Grade Eight A students
were
werenot
not given
given but
butitit was
was fairly
fairly obviou
obvious to me that very few Grade
A students
journals.
keep
unlikely that they would
ork and
eted homew
compl
completed
homework
and itit was
was thus
thus highly
highly unlikely that they would keep journals.
s they were subjected to at Amethyst, and the
rs talked
ise, teache
Likew
Likewise,
teachers
talkedoften
oftenabout
aboutstresse
stresses they were subjected to at Amethyst, and the
additional burden. To compensate abandonment
ved as
ls was
g of
keepin
keeping
ofjourna
journals
was percei
perceived
as an
an additional burden. To
abandonment
s. Finding
sation
conver
al
inform
to have
ts, II tried
l keeping by
of
ofjourna
journal
by staff and
and studen
students,
tried to have informal conversations. Finding
matic. Teachers would agree to converse during
time
time during
during the
the school
school day
day was
was proble
problematic. Teachers would agree to converse during
to keep the appointment because unforeseen
breaks but
lunchlunch-breaks
but would
would not
not be
be able
able to keep the appointment because
injured student would require medical attention,
d their
stances diverte
circum
ClTCUITIsl:ances
diverted
their attention: an
an injured student would require medical attention,
an emergency meeting would be called up by the
ed in
studen
.......'_A"ts
•., would
would be
be involv
involved
in aa brawl,
hrawl, an emergency meeting would be called up by the
the lunch-break or some paperwork had to be
ue into
g would
al, teachin
Princip
Principal,
teaching
would contin
continue
into the lunch-break or some paperwork had to be
spend their free time with their peers, or to
eted. Teachers also
compl
completed.
also preferred to
to
time with their
or to
When
.
scripts
g
markin
as
such
to
attend
to
had
they
ete the
compl
complete
the many
many tasks
tasks they had to attend to such as
scripts. When
rsations with
conve
the
pt
interru
ntly
consta
ts would
tments were
appoin
appointments
were kept,
kept, studen
students
would constantly interrupt the conversations with
contend with as well.
to contend
difficult to
were difficult
levels were
Noise levels
teachers. Noise
teachers.
with as well.
of a different nature. Some students resented
were of
problems were
the problems
students, the
With students,
With
a different nature.
and as all data production strategies were
researcher, and
to aa researcher,
speaking to
lunch-breaks speaking
spending lunch-breaks
spending
as all data production
were
seen
be
to
afraid
were
Others
ise.
otherw
insist
not
could not insist otherwise. Others were afraid to be seen
participants, II could
with participants,
negotiable with
negotiable
for reasons known to them. Some were
afterlbetween/during lessons for
me afterlbetweenlduring
to me
speaking to
speaking
reasons known to
Some were
that many
was
ication
compl
er
Anoth
er.
to a strang
talk to
to talk
loath to
were loath
and were
shy and
extremely shy
extremely
a
Another complication was that many
evaluating teacher performance. Teachers
"inspector" evaluating
an "inspector"
as an
me as
to me
referre
had ,.",t,,,
teachers had
teachers
....,,.rId to
teacher performance. Teachers
would benefit the research project. Furthermore,
inspector would
an inspector
as an
me as
to me
referring to
thought referring
thought
benefit the research project. Furthermore,
lessons were observed and recorded.
when
d
behave
ts
studen behaved when lessons
thatstudents
ensurethat
to ensure
wantedto
they wanted
they
were observed and recorded.
images of control, authority ,
with
ed
suffus
is
s
school is suffused with images
inspection ininschools
history ofinspection
The history
of control, authority,
not inspector, would
cher,
resear
as
me
of
tions
percep
students' perceptions
and repression. Changingstudents'
and
of me as
not
would
, who
design
h
researc
the
of
part
not
ts,
many studen
however, many
were,however,
Therewere,
months .There
take months.
take
students, not part of the research design, who
were curious about my work and the equipment I
Theywere
me.They
approachme.
constantlyapproach
would constantly
would
curious about my work and
equipment I
raphs to
photog
wanted
yst,
Ameth
at
was doing
whatI Iwas
aboutwhat
questionsabout
manyquestions
askedmany
had,asked
had,
doing at Amethyst, wanted photographs to
well. I was particularly concerned because I had no
helpasaswell.
and offered toto help
taken, and
bebetaken,
I was particularly concerned because I had no
than those agreeing to participate in Grade Eight A. I
otherthan
speaktoto learnersother
mandatetotospeak
mandate
those
to participate in Grade Eight A. I
the Principal about my dilemma.
ed
inform
I
First,
ways.
twoways. First, I informed the
concerns intwo
with theseconcerns
dealtwith
dealt
Principal about my dilemma.
limit what I use as research
that
but
e
anyon but that I Ilimit
talktotoanyone
was freetototalk
thatI Iwas
wasthat
responsewas
Hisresponse
what I use as rp',,:p~I'('h
His
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ed. Second, I informed each nonwhom permission had been procur
data
nonprocured. Second, I informed
datatotothose
thosefrom
from whom
U"""..:>RJ'''- had
They
so.
do
to
s
parent
their
from
sion
permis
with
ts
studen
to
spoke
pant that 1Ionly
partici
only spoke to students with permission from their parents to do so. They
participant
by saying: "1 don't need permission to talk" or "Why ?" or "We can
ed talking
justifi
justified
talkingtotome
me by saying: don't need permission to talk" or "Why?" or "We can
rsed with them as it was in my own interests to use the
e". 1I conve
talk
conversed with them as it was
my own
to use the
talk to
to anyon
anyone".
myself.
ved
percei
I
as
me
to get them to know
d them and
unity to
opport
opportunity
to befrien
befriend
and to get them to know me as I perceived myself.
conversations with persons not part of the research design were
s and
er, all
Howev
However,
all remark
remarks
and conversations with persons not part of the research
were
strated
demon
agency
The
.
ng
knowi
ts'
studen
and
rs'
teache
es of
arded in
disreg
disregarded
in the
the analys
and
knowing.
demonstrated
complicated
more
far
was
y
Agenc
ing.
surpris
was
rticipants during this phase
by
by non-pa
non-participants
phase was surprising. Agency was far more complicated
f due to its discursive expressions. Student participants felt
tanding thereo
than
than my
my unders
understanding
thereof due to its discursive expressions. Student participants feh
h project despite my assurances that they did not have to. Nonted to
obliga
obligated
to the
the researc
research project despite my assurances that they did not
to. Nonnot. A
do
they
that
tations
protes
my
despite
me
with
ng
engagi
pants insisted on
partici
(,11"l,<> .... 1'" insisted on
with me
my
that they do not. A
difference between the two groups is that participants felt they had
ning the
way
of explai
explaining
the difference between the two groups is that participants felt they had
way of
grades) if they did not, whilst non-participants felt they had
(good grades)
to lose
something to
if they did not, whilst non-participants felt they had
something
lose (good
information) if they did. Student agency, it seems, is
(photographs, information)
to gain (photographs,
something to
something
if they
Student agency, it seems, is
losses of some sort.
or losses
gains or
with gains
associated with
associated
of some sort.
tions produced another set of problems. Firstly, some
interac
om
classro interactions
Observing classroom
Observing
produced another set of problems. Firstly, some
ce and I was asked to defer observation on
presen
with my
uncomfortable with
were uncomfortable
teachers were
tea~::ners
my
and I was
to defer observation on
students were writing a
the
ing:
follow
the
ed
given includ
Reasons given
occasions. Reasons
numerous occasions.
numerous
included the following: the students were writing a
would be nothing worthwhile to observe; there was cl change of
there would
therefore there
and therefore
test and
test
be nothing worthwhile to observe; there was change
to be sorted out with students; the lesson would not be
needed
issues
e
plan; administrativ
plan;
to be sorted out with
lesson would not
ing that classroom
Know
again.
taught
being
was
lesson
us
previo
that aa previous
and that
interesting; and
interesting;
lesson was being taught again. Knowing that classroom
for teachers, I retreated whenever objections were
was aa sensitive issue for
observation was
whenever objections were
observation
teachers, I
ter, Vidya, to videotape
daugh
my
use
to
was
worked in my favour
thatworked
strategythat
raised. Astrategy
in my favour was to use my daughter, Vidya, to videotape
that my twenty-one-year-old daughter looked more like
observation. ItIt..helped
classroom observation.
'-'JLV"''"' that my twenty-one-year-old daughter looked more like
who did not welcome me in their classroom were quite
Teachers who
twelve-year-old. Teachers
aa twelve-year-old.
did not welcome me in their classroom were quite
Vidya, a graphic designer, is neither a
their
into
Vidya
allow
to
willing to allow Vidya into their classes. But Vidya,
willing
a graphic
is
a
record.
to
what
decide
to
on
intuiti
her
on
dent
depen
was
I
so
cher
resear
a
nora
teachernor
teacher
so I was dependent on her intuition to decide what to record.
Eight class of fifty students had to be squeezed into
the
Secondly, the Grade Eight
Secondly,
of fifty
had to be
into
tion,
conges
of
level
this
With
rtably.
comfo
ts
studen
two
thirtyseatthirty-two
builttotoseat
classroomsbuilt
classrooms
students comfortably. With this level
congestion,
created a new set of problems. There was very little
researchercre:ateXl
inclusionofofa arP<:P~l''''
theinclusion
the
a new set of problems.
was very little
use of space in
The
tions.
interac
om
classro
move about when observingclassroom
opportunitytotomove
interactions.
use of
opportunity
about when """"''''1'''''''''

a
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classrooms meant
meant that
that lessons
lessons could
could only
only be
be observed
observed from
from one
one vantage
vantage point.
point. (See
(See Fig.
Fig.
classrooms
6). Sometimes
Sometimes the
the only
only space
space available
available was
was the
the doorway,
doorway, and
and that
that meant
meant that
that some
some parts
parts
6).
of the
the classroom
classroom were
were outside
outside the
the visual
visual field.
field.
of
of video-taping
video-taping in
in this
this
The limitations
limitations of
The
this research
research project.
project. Ladson-Billings
Ladson-Billings (1998)
(1998)
this
representation of
of teaching".
teaching". In
In her
her opinion
opinion
representation

classroom setting
setting are
are not
not just
just peculiar
peculiar to
to
classroom
argues that
that videotaping
videotaping is
is "an
"an artificial
artificial
argues

"even
"even
activity reveals
reveals but
but aa partial
partial view
view of
of the
the classroom
classroom
activity
(Ladson-Billings 1998:258).
1998:258).
(Ladson-Billings

unedited videotape
videotape of
of classroom
classroom
unedited
setting and
and what
what transpires
transpires there"
there"
setting

Fig. 66 Classroom
Classroom Arrangement
Arrangement (Source
(Source:' researchjoumal)
researchjoumal)
Fig,
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Finally, lessons
lessons that
that were
were observed
observed could
could not
not be
be used
used for
for stimulated
stimulated recall
recall for
for the
the
Finally,
reasons stated
stated in
in the
the previous
previous paragraph.
paragraph. Furthermore,
Furthermore, another
another reason
reason that
that precluded
precluded
reasons
stimulated recall
recall
stimulated
teaching time
time as
as
teaching

was about
about when
when to
to plan
plan for
for the
the activity
activity to
to take
take place.
place. II could
could not
not use
use
was
it would
would disrupt
disrupt the
the teaching
teaching schedule.
schedule. Lunch-breaks
Lunch-breaks were
were very
very noisy.
noisy.
it

Keeping students
students after
after school
school interfered
interfered with
with transport
schedules and
and compromised
compromised their
their
Keeping
transport schedules
safety as
as most
most students
students preferred
preferred to
to walk
walk home
home or
or travel
travel in
in groups.
groups.
safety
To know
know about
about learners'
learners ' home
home backgrounds
backgrounds II thought
thought it
it necessary
necessary to
to visit
their
To
visit their
homes and
and residential
residential districts.
districts. But
But the
the Principal
Principal and
and members
members of
of staff
staff discouraged
discoura ged me
me
homes
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that it was dangerous, that there were
. II was
ts' homes
g studen
from
from visitin
visiting
students'
homes.
was told
told that it was dangerous, that
were
war
turf
a
was
there
that
some areas,
lling who
res contro
hierarchical structu
structures
controlling
whocould
couldgo
gointo
into some areas, that there was a turf war
regarded as a threat or spy, and finally,
ds and
being
being fought
fought by
by drug
drug warlor
warlords
and II would
would be
be regarded as a threat or spy, and finally,
ts' homes would endanger the delicate
there
there was
was aa feeling that
that my
my excursions into
into studen
homes would endanger the delicate
was constant reference to the
There
unity.
comm
the
d with
nship the
relatio
relationship
the school
school enjoye
enjoyed
with the community. There was constant reference to the
g into the school. Considering that I was
us years
ce in
ak of
outbre
of violen
violence
in previo
previous
years spillin
spilling into the school. Considering that I was
outbreak
ent by the school management, and that
tions placed
guest
guest withou
withoutt restric
restrictions
placed on
on my movem
movement by the school
and that
and of
visits
home
of
s
I abandoned notion
al safety,
ned for
they
they were
were concer
concerned
for my
my physic
physical
safety, I abandoned notions of home visits and of
ourhood.
h the
g throug
walkin
«,-n->.H6
through
the neighb
neighbourhood.
, position, privilege, and authority of
d on
ally itit dawne
Eventu
dawned
on me
me that
that the
the power
power, position, privilege,
authority of
Eventually
er, an
strang
a
was
I
ways.
e
obliqu
in
nged
cher were
raphic resear
the ethnog
ethnographic
researcher
were being challe
challenged in oblique ways. I was a
an
asking
g,
roppin
eavesd
g,
listenin
ing,
g notes
ing, makin
wn, observ
er, unkno
outsid
outsider,
unknown,
observing,
making
notes,, watch
watching, listening, eavesdropping, asking
unwanted and resented, yet politely and
ng others ' spaces, perhap
ons, invadi
questi
",,,,~.uV'ii:),
invading
perhapss even
even
and
politely and
t me to
subjec
not
tent because they could
their discon
understood their
tolerated. II understood
tfully tolerated.
respec
respectfully
discontent because they could not subject me to
The video-camera, photographic camera,
them. The
subjected them.
that II subjected
scrutiny that
level of scrutiny
the same level
video-camera, photographic camera,
mingling with staff and students,
and
tions,
of classroom interac
observation of
journal, observation
with staff
journal,
ch participants. In their
resear
the
to
ge
and privile to the research
power and
researcher's power
the researcher's
exemplified the
exemplified
participants. In
that I could choose
tion
percep
was a
there was
because there
special privileges, because
had special
also had
view II also
view
a perception that I could choose
could stay away and not have to offer any
to, II could
not to,
when not
to observe and when
wanted to
when II wanted
when
away
not
to offer
and leave before school ended, I did not
began and
school began
after school
in after
come in
could come
that II could
excuses, that
excuses,
leave before school ended, I did not
ment and tests, or attend school
assign
mark
,
exams mark assignment
conduct exams,
prepare lessons, conduct
to prepare
have to
have
and tests, or attend school
seemed
was.
I
"
"lucky
how
about how "lucky" I was. As aa researcher II seemed
constantly reminded about
was constantly
meetings. II was
to look into people 's private, personal,
schoo l's past, to
the school's
excavate the
to excavate
authority to
have authority
toto have
look into people's private, personal,
about myself. It was quite reasonable to
without revealing details about
lives, without
professionallives,
and professional
It was
reasonable to
and students
ers
Teach
be forthcoming.
would be
agency would
ofagency
forms of
some forms
that some
then, that
expect then,
forthcoming. Teachers
students
expect
perhaps
t,
projec
ch
about my resear
feelings about
true feelings
their true
Unable toto expresstheir
were resisting. Unable
were
my
project, perhaps
the project and various departmental
sanctionedthe
andsanctioned
meand
introducedme
Principalintroduced
thePrincipal
becausethe
because
project and various departmental
ts felt they were in no position
studen
and
rs
teache
sion,
permis
givenpermission,
had alsogiven
structureshad
structures
and
felt they were in no position
democratic process. They
arent,
transp
a
sing
promi
rhetoricpromising
researchrhetoric
despiteresearch
toto refuse, despite
a transparent,
process. They
d, instead
ignore
and
,
lesson
a
e
observ
to
not
menot
askedme
politelyasked
theypolitely
mesosothey
trustme
nottrust
couldnot
to observe a lesson, and ignored, instead
could
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al keeping) that I realised were both
pation (journ
ting, forms
of
participation
Gournal keeping) that I realised were both
of contes
contesting,
forms of partici
rsome.
burdensome and
andcumbe
curnbers
plan of action was called for to counter the
hing had
Somet
new plan of action was called for to counter
Something
had toto give.
give. AA new
Innovation was required otherwise the
negative consequences of the invasive phase.
phase. Innovation was required otherwise the
would lead to the third phase, based on
d to
t was
research projec
project
was doome
doomed
to failure
failure.. This
This would lead to the third
based on
city.
recipro
reciprocity.
months of embedding mysel f in the institution,
ocity phase
The
The recipr
reciprocity
phase.. After four
four months of embedding
the institution,
the questions
r
answe
to
me
that would enable
II had
had still
still not
not yet
yet been able
able to
to yield
yield data
data that would enable me to answer the questions
do teachers know about learners? What
rs? What
posed
posed by
by the
the inquiry
inquiry:: who
who are
are the
the learne
learners?
What do teachers know about learners? What
rs and the lives they lead? Journals were not
ng learne
n knowi
nship betwee
is
they lead? Journals were not
relationship
between
knowing
learners and the
is the relatio
d and flawed, stimulated
omise
compr
were
ations
om observ
pants, classro
kept
kept by
by partici
participants,
classroom
observations were compromised and flawed, stimulated
still not been conducted. I had ten weeks
ews had
le, and
recall was
had still not been conducted. I had ten weeks
was not
not possib
possible,
and intervi
interviews
ght scholarship for a year at Michigan State
to take
y to
before leaving the countr
country
take up
up aa Fulbri
scholarship for a
at Michigan State
and twenty-one
weeks
two
period of
examination period
an examination
included an
ten weeks
The ten
University. The
of two weeks and twenty-one
University.
weeks included
vacation.
winter vacation.
of winter
days of
days
were the vanou s conceptions the school
blocks, II realised, were
stumbling blocks,
The stumbling
The
vanous conceptions
school
I was
were.
these
what
l
unrave
to
effort
ous
consci
undertook aa conscious
me. II undertook
of me.
had of
community had
effort to unravel what these were. I was
community
coherences. Not having multiple methods
paradigmatic coherences.
contravening paradigmatic
of contravening
fear of
by fear
driven by
Not having multiple methods
driven
would be biased as my observations, my fielddata would
the data
that the
mean that
would mean
and perspectives would
and
be biased as my observations, my fieldwould be the primary sources. I would be
video-tapings would
ofvideo-tapings
interpretations of
my interpretations
and my
notes, and
be the primary sources. I would be
notes,
reality that conflicted with the
ucting
constr
of
fear
The
reality.
ofreality.
constructor of
major constructor
the major
fear of constructing reality that conflicted with the
the
frame of this project gave impetus to
ontological frame
the ontological
and the
researched and
the reSlearlcne:(J
of the
realities of
of this project gave impetus to
realities
direction was the multitude of
new
the
for
germ
The germ
methods. The
production methods.
data production
changing data
changing
for the new direction was the multitude of
me directly and questions about me to
were asking me
that participants were
questions that
personal questions
directly and questions about me to
inquiry.
theirinquiry.
oftheir
objectof
theobject
realised,the
was,IIrealised,
others. IIwas,
others.
ting turn of (research) events. Of course
an1...interes
wasan
mewas
Participants' interest inme
t,...",<,t1
turn
events. Of course
do with the way
to
had
it
s
Perhap
ed?
happen
have
this
could
How
fust.
at
indignantat
wasindignant
I Iwas
How could this
happened? Perhaps it had to do with the way
Reinharz 1992), refer to the issue of
doing research. Feminist literature (e.g. Kemharz
was doing
1992),
to the issue of
I I was
subjectivities
those
how
and
tivities
subjec
cher's
resear
there~;earct!ter's subjectivities and how those SUlJleCU'VHl
ofthe
reflection of
reflexivity, aa reflection
reflexivity,
assumes that sociopolitical categories (e.g. race,
perspectiveassumes
feministperspective
Thefeminist
dataThe
generatedata.
generate
that sociopolitical categories (e.g. race,
relationships and it is thus incumbent on the
power-resistancerelationships
generateDO'We]r-n~sl~>taI}ce
class) opr,pr,~tp
gender ,class)
and it is thus incumbent on the
gender,
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to build into the research design
ntials and
cher totobe
resear
powerdiffere
differentials
andthen
then to build into the """,,".,<:u',, design
researcher
beaware
awareof power
nces (Fonow & Cook 1991; Lather
sing power
the ways and
power imbala
imbalances (Fonow & Cook 1991; Lather
ofaddres-~~~'b
and means
means of
tanding between researchers and
bjective unders
1991),
1991), inin other
otherwords
wordstoto "aim
"aimfor
forintersu
intersubjective
understanding between researchers and
in the words of Lather (1991:80), "our
6) and
d" (Reinharz 1992:4
(s) studie
the
1992:46)
and in
Lather (1991 :80), "our
the person
person(s)
studied"
as we look for the
ned
exami
lly
critica
be
to
tanding need
own
of unders
understanding
need to be critically examined as we look for the
own frameworks of
This study did take feminist perspectives
dictions they
ns and
tensio
tensions
and contra
contradictions
they might
might entail"
entail".. This study did take feminist perspectives
ratic participation, informed consent,
es of
h the
eration throug
into
into consid
consideration
through
the practic
practices
of democ
democratic participation, informed consent,
the project at any stage. Further, those who
m to
duction of
eo-pro
those who
co-production
of data,
data,. and
and freedo
freedom
to exit the ......r\tP'~'t at
assume
to
"down " (Reddy 2000) seem
s" and
ches "up",
e how
theoris
theorise
how one
one resear
researches
"up", "acros
"across"
and "down" (Reddy 2000) seem to assume
is more challenging than researching
ns of
ching those
that
in positio
positions
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APRIL 2003
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(Day after
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EasterMonday
long weekend)
weekend) A
A hot
hot day
day -- morning
temperature 25°C
25°C
22
Monday -- aa long
morning temperature

OBSERVATIONS
OBSERVATIONS

CO~TS

7.50
As .Vidya and I entered the school grounds, ten minutes before the siren
As Vidya and 1 entered the school grounds, ten · minutes before the siren
went off, we noticed that the school Principal and a teacher (name omitted)
went oH: we noticed that the school Principal and a teacher (name omitted)
were standing at the entrance, keeping a watchful eye .as students ambled
were standing at the entrance, keeping a watchful eye as students ambled
into the school Both men waved at me and I acknowledged the greeting. As
into the school. Both men waved at me and r acknowledged the greeting. As
parked the
the car,
car, the
the school
school security
security guard,
guard. armed
armed with
with aa baton,
baton, thrust
thrust the
the
II parked
book
and
pen through the car window. I'entered the details required
control
control book and pen through the
window. I entered the details required
for each column and made my way to the office where I signed the
for each cohnnn and made my way to the office where I signed the
attendance register, which records time of arrival and departure.
attendance .register, which records time of arrival and departure.
of animated
animated·discussions
discussions and
and
Students
milled .around
in groups,
groups, ·'and
sounds of
Students milled
aroWld in
arid sounds
loud. raucous laughter could be heard. Quite a number greet us.
loud, raucous laughter could be heard. Quite a number greet us.
.

Are they keeping a watchful eyeAre they keeping a watchful eye they were after all, speaking to each
they were after all, speaking to each
other - perhaps making their
other - perhaps making their
presence felt? I need to ask the
presence felt? I need to ask .the
teacher.
teacher.
Control book records comings and
Control book records comings and
goings.of visitors and records: time
goings of visitors and records: time
in, name of visitor, purpose of visit,
in, name of visitor, purpose of visit,
vehicle license plate numbers,
vehicle license · plate nwnbers,
signature and time out
signature and time oul

7.50

COMMENTS

car

•How interesting! I'm treated as both
How interesting! I'm treated as both
visitor and member of staff
visitor and member of staff
simultaneously. Groups are sharply
simultaneously~ Groups are sbarply
divided in term ofrace and gender.
divided in term of race and gender.

8.00 ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY
8.00

The bell rang for assembly - students lined up and were welcomed by the
The bell rang for assembly - studentS lined up and were welcomed by the
DP. It did not appear tome that the full student population was present,
DP.
It did not appear to me that the full student population was present,
which was confirmed by a student who remarked that "a nice amount from
which was confinned by a student who remaiked that na nice amount from
each class"
class " was
was present
present
each
.

8.05
8.05
As assembly ended I made my way to the maths room while the students
As assembly ended I made my way to the maths room while the students
went UD to their room on the third floor for registration, ..
went up to their room on the third floor for registration.
8.10 . FIRST PERIOD
. '
.
..
..
8.10 FIRST PERIOD
The students come down to ground level and forma line, outside the maths
The students come down to ground level and forma line, outside the maths
class, which soon breaks up as they realise the teacher is not around. The
class, which soon breaks up as they reaIise the teacher is not around. The
classroom is .locked. Girls stand around in groups chatting to
other ~ a
classroom is .locked. Girls stand around in groups chatting to each other - a

each

It looks like about 60% of the
It looks like about 60% ofthe
student population are present.
student population are present.
Where are
are the
the rest?
rest?
Where

I thought the first period began at
I thought the first period began at
8.15
8. 15
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few hit
hit the
the boys
boys and
and II notice
notice one
one girl
girl in
in particular
particular pointing
pointing aa finger
finger and
and
few
threatening aa boy
boy (l
Cl know
know not
not what
what about).
about). A
A few
few boys
boys are
are running
running around
around
threatening
ifit
each
other,
indulging
in
quite
rough
play.
I
watch
carefully
to
see
each other, indulging in quite rough play. I watch
to see ifit
degenerates to a point where
where II may
may need
need to
to intervene.
intervene. A
A few
few students
students have
have
deg~emlfatJes to a
made their
their way
way to
to the
the alcove
alcove beneath
beneath the
the staircase.
staircase. The
The loud
loud sounds
sounds of
of
chatting, shouts
shouts and
and laughter
laughter of
ofthat
group reverberates
reverberates and
and now
now quite
quite aa din
din
that group
is palpable.
8.23 .
The teacher arrives and the students quickly get into place and form lines;
and form
The teacher arrives and the students quickly get into
boys and
and girls separately_
separately. I'm
I'm amazed
amazed at
the sudden
sudden and
and extremely
extremely rapid
rapid
at the
transformation.
He
does
not
say
a
word
about
their
behaviour
during
his
transformation. He does not say a word about their behaviour
his
absence but instead focuses on getting them into the room. At this point I
them into the room. At this
I
absence but instead focuses on
hand him
him aa ream
ream of
of paper
paper (incentive)
(incentive) that
that II had
had brought along. ,He smiles
hand
along. He smiles
and says, "this is like gold". The students sit in their places. No time is
and
says, "this is like gold" The students sit in their places. No time is
wasted in organising the
the room.
room. II presume
presume that
that problems
problems associated
associated with
wasted in
seating arrangements
arrangements have
have been
been sorted
sorted out
out.
Teaching commences
commences -- review
review of
of test
test. Teacher
Teacher hands
hands out
out test
test papers.
Teaching
Students chat amongst themselves- softly, just a low buzz can be heard.
Students
chat amongst themselves - softly, just a low buzz can be

As I stand next to Portia, I note that she has gold nail polish on. In front of
As
I stand next to
I note that sbe.bas gold nail polish oa In front of
her I note a girl with a 5cm thick furry band on her wrist. I ask Portia about
her
I note a
with a 5cm thick furry band on her wrist I ask Portia about
the band.
band. She giggles, then
then explains
explains that
that it
it is
is used
used to
to keep
keep the
the hair
hair tied
tied in
in aa
the
ponytail.
ponytail.
All test sheets handed out by the teacher, as far as I can see, are marked and
All test sheets handed out by the teacher, as fur as I can see, are marked and
the
marks attained
attained are
are clearly
clearly reflected
reflected in
in red
red ink.
ink.
the marks
8.27
8.27
Somebody is at the door: actually it is two students with a notice; The
SOlJoebody is at the door: actually it is two students with a notice. The
teacher attends to them for about 30 seconds;
teacher
attends to them for about 30 seconds.

A H:ay of Knowing: Blurred Boundaries
A
Blurred Boundaries

I wonder why a teacher from one of
I wonder why a teacher from one of
the
adjoining rooms
rooms does
does not
not come
come
the adjoining
out to control the din.
out
to control the din.

Refreshing to note that height is
is not
not
ll'",ilT"..,h'rm to note that
significant for
for forming
forming lines.
lines .
significant

A short, 10 question, one word
A short, IO question, one word
answer test was written. From a few
answer test was written. From a few
books II note
note that
that most
most tests
tests are
are of
of
books
one word or multiple choice types.
one word or multiple choice types.
The school has a frequent-test policy
The school has a frequent-test policy
and it appears that a short; one-word
and it appears that a short, one-word
answer type is most popular.
answer
type is most popUlar.
I feel like an idiot. Cl thought it had
I feel like an idiot (l thought it had
some indigenous cultural value or
some
cultural value or
significance.)

8.30-9.00
8.30-9.00

All scripts handed out. A few scripts without names were identified as theirs
All
scripts handed out. A few scripts without names were identified as theirs
by students.
students. The
The actual
actual test
test questions
questions are
are handed
handed out
out to
to students
students so
so that
that they
they
by
can
check
answers.
can check answers.
The teacher:
teacher:
The
**' Explains each
each question and the answer expected.
and the answer cxllCClted.
** Clarifies
Clarifies the
the differences
differences between
between aa histogram
histogram and
and aa bar
bar graph.
*'" Explains
Explains how the graph has to be read as some students had
how the graph has to be read as some students had
correctly identified the units but not the true value (the weighting
correctly
identified the units but not the true value (the weighting
ofeach
each unit
unit was
was not
not reflected
reflected e.
e.z.. 4\S
4~ is actually 4 500).
of
is actuall 4 500 .

I wonder why the teacher does not
I wonder why the teacher does not
use the chalkboard to enhance the
use
the chalkboard to enhance the
explanation.

Conclusion
Conclusion
The data production journey began in
in an
an ivory
ivory tower
tower (researching
(researching others).
others). From
this vantage
vantage point,
point, the
the taken-for-granted
taken-for-granted power,
power, position,
position, privilege,
privilege, and
and authority
authority of
of the
the
this
ethnographic researcher was
was politely
politely assailed and
and neutralised in aa teaching
teaching and learning
learning
context where
where research
research and
and researchers held
held little
little currency_
currency. To
To regain
regain lost
lost ground
ground meant
meant
context
relocating to
to aa glass house
house (exposing
(exposing self)
self) to
to research prutlCIpants
participants and
and to
to you,
you, the
the reader.
relocating
It was
was not
not possible
possible to
to generate
generate data
data about
about students'
students' life
life experiences
experiences and
and to
to get
It
teachers to
to share
share their
their stories
stories with
with me
me as
as an
an insider,
insider, or
or as
as aa bystander,
bystander, or
or even
even as
as
teachers
It came
came about
about by
by hard
hard reflection
reflection and
and acknowledgement
acknowledgement of
of being
being
participant observer. It

aa
aa
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stranger, an
an intruder,
intruder, and
and invader.
invader. It
It came
came about
about
stranger,
participants and
and researcher
researcher had
had to
to be
be renegotiated
renegotiated as
as
participants

A Way of Knowing: Blurred Boundaries
Blurred Boundaries

A

because the
the relationship
relationship between
because
reciprocal participation
participation with
with both
both
reciprocal

of their
their lives,
lives, blurring
blurring the
the boundaries between
between ""'''''''U'{,
researcher and the
sharing intimate
intimate details
details of
sharing
It came
came about
about by
by rec:og:nISLnJ;!;
recognising that in order to
to
researched at
at the data production
production stage. It
had to
to be
be known.
known. It
It became
became possible
possible when
when the
the designs
designs for data
data production
production were
were
know II had
know
adapted to
to overcome
overcome the
the barriers
barriers in
in the field.
field. Modifications
Modifications to
to the
the design included
included
adapted
dispensing with
with traditional
traditional methods
methods like observing, focus
focus group
group interviews, and
and journal
journal
dispensing
of reciprocity,
reciprocity, there
there is no
no triangulation
triangulation of data:
data: just
keeping. To
To remain true
true to
to the
the ideal
ideal of
keeping.
of participants
participants are
are their
their own
own descriptions.
descriptions. The
The
as my
my story
story is
is mine
mine alone,
alone, the
the stories
stories of
as
stories are,
are, in
in Foucauldian
Foucauldian terms,
terms, "experiential
"experiential truths"
truths" (Prado
(prado 2000).
2000).
stories
Whatever your
your viewpoint
viewpoint about
about deploying
deploying biography
biography as
as data
data generator, the
Whatever
journey has delivered
delivered some
some methodological
methodological insights
insights about
about qualitative
qualitative aPl:;lroalCn(~S
approaches to
to
research.
research,
One, research
research methods
methods are
are guides
guides and
and are
are rarely
rarely replicated
replicated
One,
emanating from participants
participants need to
to be
be addressed
addressed sensitively_
sensitively.

unaltered. Challenges
Challenges
unaltered.
Two, permission to
to
Two,

conduct aa study
study from
from authorities
authorities is
is not
not the
the same
same as
as accessing
accessing data
data from
from participants.
participants. The
The
conduct
former refers
refers to
to access
access to
to the
the site,
site, the
the latter
latter is
is acceptance
acceptance by
by participants.
participants. Access
Access to
to aa
fanner
research site
site
research
relationships
relationships

does not
not automatically
automatically translate
translate into
into trouble-free
trouble-free participation.
participation. Building
does
is necessary. Three, respect and
and politeness
politeness can
can mask resentment
resentment and
and
is
of
reluctance to
to participate
participate in
in aa study.
study. Four,
Four, not
not challenging
challenging the researcher is
is aa way
way of
reluctance
challenging the
the researcher.
researcher. Five,
Five, not
not revealing
revealing the
the study
study focus
focus is
is not
not always
always aa wise
wise move
move
challenging
and six, innovation
innovation can
can rescue
rescue aa research project.
project.
of the
the second
second of
of three
three sets
sets of
of foundational
foundational knowings
knowings
This chapter .....
marks
the end of
"' ..v., the
This
of this study.
study. In
In the
the next
next chapter
chapter II present
present the
the final
fmal set,
set, the
the story
story of
of the
the context
context of
of
of
Amethyst Secondary
Secondary School,
School, situating itit in
in its overlapping
overlapping political,
political, historical, social, and
cultural spheres.
spheres.
cultural
TnPTn""T
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Knowing

CHAPTER 4
4
CHAPTER
Kno~ the
the Context:
Context: Foregrounding
Foregrounding Baekground4~
Background4 3
Knowing
Introduction
Inuoduction
This chapter
chapter is
is the
the final
[mal of
of the
the trinity
trinity of
of foundational
foundational knowings
knowings
This
underpin and
and frame
frame the
the study
study about
about how
how and what
what teachers know
know

of part
part two
two that
that
of
about students:
students :
about

of data
data production
production
school's context.
context. This
This entailed
entailed aa prolonged
prolonged period
period of
school's
signalled earlier,
earlier, Amethyst
Amethyst exemplifies
exemplifies schools
schools facing
facing multiple
multiple
signalled
challenges resulting
resulting from
from aa painful
painful historical
historical legacy,
legacy, but
but each
each school
school is
is also
also peculiar
peculiar and
and
challenges

knowing about
about the
the
knowing
at Amethyst.
Amethyst. As
As
at

different to
to other
other schools
schools
different
It
geographical location. It

through variations
variations of
of size, class,
class, racial
racial demographics,
demographics, and
and
through
is through contextual
contextual descriptions
descriptions t."Iat
that aa school can
can be
is

background.
recognised for
for its
its uniqueness,
uniqueness, and
and hence
hence the
the need
need to
to foreground
foreground Amethyst's
Amethyst's background.
recognised
Additionally, detailed
detailed descriptions
descriptions prevent
prevent the
the insertion of
of ahistorical
ahistorical and
and acontextual
acontextual
Additionally,
meanings by
by readers.
readers.

!uv'...... .uJLL5"

In the
the previous chapter
chapter II shared
shared the
the critical
critical data
data production
production orOlce1;S
process and
and made
made
visible the
the chaHenges
challenges and
and eventual
eventual outcome
outcome of
of my
my interactions
interactions with
with participants
participants for
for this
this
visible
of both
both sets
sets of
of participants
participants were
were generated
generated and,
and, based
based on
on observations
observations and
and
study. Stories
Stories of
study.
interactions with
with staff and students,
students, there
there was
was data
data as
as well
well to
to enable aa "thick
''thick description"
interactions
(Geertz 1973)
1973) of
of the
the study
study context,
context, which
which II present
present in
in this
this chapter.
chapter. The
The "thick
"thick
(Geertz
description" of
of the
the study
study site
site is
is underpinned
underpinned by critical
critical frameworks.
frameworks.
description"
Critical approaches
approaches influence
influence both
both data
data production
production and
and emergmg
emerging theories
theories
Critical
emanating
from the produced data. Data is, in other
other words,
words, situated
situated knowing
knowing which
which is
is
LL1'5 from the produced
VU!U-.l ......

context dependent.
dependent. It
It is
is thus
thus incumbent
incumbent on
on detailing the
the contextual
contextual space
space because
because
context
contexts "exceed
"exceed their
their dictionary
dictionary meanings" (MacLure
(MacLure 2003:
2003:13)
meaning different
contexts
13),, meaning
things to
to different
different people
people and
and encompassing
encompassing much
much more
more than
than spatial
spatial location
location and
and
things
infrastructure. One could
could include
include ethos, echoes of
of days
days gone
gone by.
by, future
future predictions,
predictions, the
the
infrastructure.
intrusions of
of policies,
policies, people,
people, programmes,
programmes, practices,
practices, the
the unspoken
unspoken and
and ignored, and
and
intrusions
Or, following
following Foucault
Foucault (1984b:253),
(l984b:253), one
one could
could say
say that
that
symbolic gestures, and
and artifacts.
artifacts. Or,
symbolic
school contexts
contexts --.,...",,,,,-.,.
"ensure aa certain
certain canalization44 ...
••• a plunge into a field of social
school
a plunge into a
of social
Ll"-'LfAHL.fAL

43 An earlier version of th is chapter
43 An earlier version of this chapter
44 Ital icised in original.

44

has appeared in print previously (see Amin 2005).
has appeared in print previously (see Amin

ttalicised in
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relations In
in which
which it
it brings
brings about
about some
some specific
specific effects"
effects" for
for society.
society. In this
this case,
case,
relations
knowing the
the context
context produces
produces aa kind
kind of
of school
school knowing
knowing which
which explains
explains aa particular
particular
experience of
of schooling
schooling for
for teachers
teachers and
and students.
students. It
It is
is through
through this description
description of
of the
the
context that
that the
the reader
reader is
is invited
invited to
to know
know Amethyst.
Amethyst. The
The description
description provides
provides crucial
crucial
context
insights about
about the epistemological
epistemological and
and ontological
ontological universes of
of the school,
school, its
its teachers
insights
L"'U"'H'~L
and students.
students. Apart
Apart from describing the
the school
school context,
context, this
this chapter
chapter can
can be
be regarded as
as an
an
and
of the
the context
context of
of this
this study.
study.
initial attempt
attempt at
at analysis
analysis of
initial
This chapter
chapter comprises
comprises aa theoretical
theoretical rationale
rationale for
for including
including the
the story
story of
of the
the school
school
which forms the
the backdrop
backdrop of
of teachers'
teachers' knowing.
knowing. Here
Here II consider both
both representational
representational
which
advantage
and crucial
crucial descriptions,
descriptions, the
the first
first emerging
emerging from
from the
the field
field of
of psychology,
psychology, and
and
""'''''''15''' and
the latter
latter
the
narration
narration

with roots
roots in
in critical
critical theory.
theory. II follow
follow through
through with
with arguments
arguments for
for aa critical
critical
with
that makes explicit
explicit the social, political,
political, cultural,
cultural, historical, and
and economic
economic
that
influences on
on the
the schooL
school. The
The story
story of
of the
the school
school is, consequently,
consequently, an
an intensive
intensive "thick
"thick
influences
description" of
of the
the schooL
school. The
The chapter
chapter concludes
concludes with
with aa brief
brief analysis
analysis of
of the
the context.
context.

Knowing context:
context: representational
representational and
and crucial
crucial descriptions
descriptions
Knowing
Description can
can be deeply
deeply political
political by
by reason
reason of selection
selection and
and its embedded
embedded
Description
interpretation.
Casati (2003
(2003:281),
to selection
selection as
as "representational
"representational
ntelrpn~tat:lon. Casati
:281 ), for instance, refers to

advantage". Casati's
Casati's (2003)
(2003) perspective
perspective is
is based
based on
on the
the idea
idea that
that "cognitive
"cognitive systems
systems have
have
advantage".
made aa selection
selection within
within the
the ""'T,"'''''''''T''
referents of
of aa mental
mental representation
representation between
between several
several available
available
made
items or
or types
types of
of items".. In
In other
other words,
words, some
some entities are
are advantaged by
by virtue
virtue of
of their
their
45
• Casati (2003) questions the
representational form
form and
and position
position over
over other
other entities
entities45
• Casati (2003) questions the
representational
advantages that
that some
some entities
entities have
have over
over others,
others, or
or whether
whether an
an entity
entity can
can be
be rer;lres.en~[ea
represented
advantages
without being advantaged. From
From aa critical
critical T'lMr<:!T'llf'>C't'IVP
perspective, the
the questions
questions Casati
Casati (2003)
(2003) poses
without
are immaterial
immaterial because
because representational
representational advantage
advantage is
is sought
sought and
and overtly
overtly promoted.
promoted. Based
Based
are
on Casati's (2003)
(2003) stance, one
one may
may conclude
conclude that
that the
the brain
brain decides, unconsciously,
unconsciously, the
the
on
focal points
points of
of description.
description. By
By contrast,
contrast, Vithal
Vithal (2003)
(2003) regards
regards description
description as
as integral
integral to
to
focal
critical research, and locates its importance
importance at
at the
the centre
centre in
in critical
critical r",<:'p~lrt'h
research,
terms "crucial
"crucial description"
description" (2003:
(2003: 1107).
Her approach
approach to
to description
description
terms
07). Her

which she
which
is about
about
is

Gasati (2003:283) uses the example of figure-ground to make the point that the figure (foreground) is more
Casati (2003:283) uses the
of figure-ground to make the point that the figure (foreground) is more
prominent, and remembered for longer periods, than the ground (background).
prominent, and remembered for longer periods. than the ground (background).

45
45
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consciousness and
and conscience
conscience shaping
shaping description,
description, in
in other
other words,
words, about
about agency
agency and aa
transparent moral
moral positioning
positioning driving the
the descriptions.
descriptions.
transparent
Vithal (2003:
(2003: 115)
115) characterises "crucial
"crucial
Vithal
ideas: transparency, transformacy,
transformacy, generativity,
generativity,

descriptions" as
as manifesting four
four key
key
descriptions"
and exemplarity.
exemplarity. Transparency
Transparency makes
makes
and

visible the
the conditions
conditions as
as viewed
viewed by the
the researcher,
researcher, and
and in
in doing
doing so
so offers
offers the
the reader
reader the
the
visible
opportunity to
to critique the analysis that follows.
follows. Transformacy is
is tied
tied to
to the activist
activist
opportunity
notions of
of critical
critical research. From
From this
this argument,
argument, aa crucial
crucial description
description can
can inspire
transformation of
of the
the context
context by
by identifying
identifying oppressive
oppressive elements
elements of
of the
the context
context as
as
transformation
grounds for
for change.
change.
grounds
productive function
function
productive

Generativity (see
(see also
also my
my footnote
footnote in chapter
chapter one),
one), by
by contrast,
contrast, has
has aa
Generativity
"in inspiring
inspiring new
new forms of
of practice and
and in theory
theory building"
building" (Vithal
(Vithal
"in

2003: 116),
116), whilst
whilst exemplarity
exemplarity refers to
to selecting
selecting aa part
part of
of aa system,
system, teachers
teachers for
for example,
example,
2003:
to understand
understand aa whole,
whole, for
for example,
example, the
the education
education system.
system. The
The success
success of
of the
the exemplarity
exemplarity
to
function
is dependent on the description. II hasten
hasten to
to add that the
the study
study on
on hand
hand is
is
nl"'t-""n is dependent on the
markedly different to
to the
the project
project undertaken
undertaken by
by Vithal
Vithal (2003),
(2003), if one
one is
is to
to understand
understand how
how
markedly
"crucial descriptions"
descriptions" enacts
enacts its
its crucialness
crucialness in this
this study.
study.
"crucial
Vithal's (2003)
(2003) research is about
about the practice
practice of
of teaching
teaching mathematics and
and the
the
Vithal's
opportunities it
it presents
presents to
to integrate social,
social, political,
political, and
and cultural
cultural dimensions
dimensions in
in
opportunities
mathematics curricula.
curricula The
The crucial
crucial descriptions
descriptions she
she makes
makes transparent
transparent deploy
deploy the
the
mathematics
mathematics class
class as
as an
an eXt~mlHar
exemplar of possibilities
possibilities for
for transformation,
transformation, with
with dual
dual purposes:
maltn(~miitl(:s
1" . . " ..... ,,"''''''''

to generate
generate theory
theory and
and critique.
critique. Thus,
Thus, by
by describing
describing aa practice
practice of teaching,
teaching, it
it may
may be
be
to
possible to
to understand
understand how
how one
one could
could infuse
infuse social,
social, political,
political, and
and cultural
cultural elements
elements into
into
possible
all mathematics
mathematics lessons, or
or into lessons in
in other subjects.
subjects. The crucial elements
elements offered
offered in
in
all
the descriptions
descriptions of
of Amethyst
Amethyst are
are generativity
generativity (theory
(theory building)
building) and
and transparency
transparency (critique
(critique
the
of foci and
and interpretation).
interpretation). The
The transformacy
transformacy agenda
agenda may
may be
be taken
taken up
up by
by the
the school,
school, as
as II
of
do not
not advocate
advocate transformation
transformation at
at this
this juncture
juncture (for
(for reasons
reasons that
that will
will be
be made
made apparent
apparent in
in
do
the final chapter).
the
In terms
terms of exemplarity,
exemplarity, Amethyst
Amethyst Secondary
Secondary School
School serves
serves as
as an
an example,
example, not
not of
of
In
the whole
whole school
school system, but
but of
of aa school
school affected
affected by social,
social, political,
political, cultural,
cultural, and
and
the
economic changes.
changes. One
One can
can understand
understand from
from critical
critical and
and post-structural
post-structural perspectives,
perspectives, for
for
economic
example, how
how changes of
of the
the political
political landscape,
landscape, whilst
whilst teacher
teacher profiles
profiles remain
example,
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Knowing

undisturbed, has
has aa ripple
ripple effect
effect on
on population
population migration,
migration, school
school enrollment,
enrollment, teaching
teaching
undisturbed,
philosophy, and
and institutional
institutional funding.
funding.
philosophy,
of the
the description
description
The "representational
"representational advantage"
advantage" in
in this
this chapter
chapter is
is the
the casting
casting of
The
of the
the school
school in
in aa critical
critical mould.
mould. Prominence
Prominence is
is given
given to
to spatial
spatial and
and temporal
temporal elements.
elements.
of
Spatially, II outline
outline the
the geographical
geographical location,
location, its
its architecture,
architecture, spaces
spaces within
within school
school space
space
Spatially,
and social
social texture.
texture. Temporally,
Temporally, II look
look from
from aa critical
critical perspective
perspective to
to the
the past
past and
and present,
present,
and
particularly, to
to identify
identify possible
possible influences
influences and
and to
to demonstrate
demonstrate how
how history,
history, economics,
economics,
particularly,
culture, and
and political
political ideologies
ideologies influence
influence present
present orientations,
orientations, expressions,
expressions, and
and practices
practices
culture,
at Amethyst
Amethyst Secondary
Secondary School.
School.
at
The foregrounding
foregrounding of
of context
context is
is aa deliberate
deliberate measure
measure that
that integrates
integrates and
and responds
responds
The
of critical
critical research
research as
as explicated
explicated in
in the
the previous
previous chapters,
chapters, to
to wit,
wit,
to necessary
necessary conditions
conditions of
to
of neutrality.
neutrality. The
The aims
aims are
are clearly
clearly to
to expose
expose the
the intricate
intricate social,
social,
an overt
overt abdication
abdication of
an
cultural, political,
political, and
and economic
economic webbings
webbings that
that wrap
wrap around
around the
the context
context of
of Amethyst.
Amethyst.
cultural,
Thus it
it becomes
becomes incumbent
incumbent to
to challenge
challenge reproductive
reproductive descriptions
descriptions of
of schools
schools which
which are
are
Thus
of those
those institutions.
institutions. Popkewitz
Popkewitz
largely left
left with
with scant
scant details
details about
about material
material conditions
conditions of
largely
(1998) too
too makes
makes aa point
point that
that itit is
is prudent
prudent to
to understand
understand the
the context
context in
in which
which knowledge
knowledge
(1998)
is produced,
produced, as
as schools
schools are
are commonplace
commonplace and,
and, consequently,
consequently, are
are inevitably
inevitably and
and
is
irrevocably taken-for-granted
taken-for-granted spaces.
spaces.
irrevocably
of schooling
schooling are
are personal
personal experiences
experiences as
as
Implicated in
in the
the common-sense
common-sense notions
notions of
Implicated
of media,
media, or
or as
as social
social actors
actors in
in
students, or
or parents,
parents, or
or as
as teachers,
teachers, or
or as
as readers
readers of
students,
interaction with
with other
other persons.
persons. Conducting
Conducting research
research in
in such
such aa terrain
terrain is
is fraught
fraught with
with
interaction
of various
various kinds.
kinds. How
How can
can one
one dislodge
dislodge these
these taken
taken for
for granted
granted notions?
notions? How
How
challenges of
challenges
can one
one make
make others
others aware
aware of
of the
the uniqueness
uniqueness of
of each
each school?
school? A
A further
further complexity
complexity arises
arises
can
Africa Whose
Whose theories
theories have
have currency?
currency? Those
Those who
who
in aa developing
developing context
context such
such as
as South
South Africa
in
of how
how
live in
in so-called
so-called "developing"
"developing" or
or ''under-deveJoped''
"under-developed" contexts,
contexts, are
are starkly
starkly aware
aware of
live
meta-theories are
are advanced
advanced as
as universal
universal explanations
explanations of
of the
the world.
world. The
The project
project of
of
meta-theories
researching then
then has
has to
to counter
counter those
those who
who purport
purport to
to speak
speak for
for all
all through
through detailed
detailed
researching
of not
not only
only the
the research
research inquiry,
inquiry, but
but
analysis of
analysis
foregrounding context
context is
is aa deliberate
deliberate measure
measure to
to
foregrounding

also by
by detailing
detailing the
the context.
context. Thus
Thus
also
avoid replacing
replacing one
one meta-theory
meta-theory with
with
avoid

another locally
locally produced
produced one.
one. By
By providing
providing aa thick
thick description
description
another
able to
to understand
understand how
how theory
theory is
is bound
bound and
and grounded
grounded to
to the
the
able

of the
the study
study site,
site, one
one is
is
of
context of
of the
the research
research
context
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inquiry. The
The detailed
detailed description
description of
of the
context in
in this
chapter is
is influenced
inquiry.
the context
this chapter
influenced
narrative approach
approach so
so that
four key
key ideas
ideas of
of transparency, transfonnacy,
transformacy,
narrative
that the
the four

by
critical
by aa critical
generativity
generativity

and exemplarity
exemplarity as
promoted by
(2003) may
realised by
critical readers.
as promoted
by Vithal
Vithal (2003)
may be
be realised
by critical
readers.

Knowing cODtext:
context: critical
critical narrative
narrative approach
approach
Knowing
A critical
critical narrative approach
approach is
at variance
with positivistic leanings, for example,
uu,..... u.,'" with positivistic leanings, for example,
A
is at
Blumer's (1969:
(1969: 162)
162) contention
contention that
"scientific concepts
concepts ...
... strain
strain toward
toward consistence"
that "scientific
consistence"
Blumer's
.uu..t1UU

of the
the views
views of
of participants
the public
public
and aa "faithful
"faithful reportorial
reportorial depiction"
depiction" (1969:152)
(1969: 152) of
participants in
in the
and
domain. Blumer
Blumer differentiates
differentiates "scientific
"scientific concepts"
concepts" from
from "commonsense
"commonsense concepts".
concepts". He
domain.
defmes commonsense
commonsense concepts
concepts as
as "detached
"detached and
and disparate" and
and scientific concepts
concepts as
defines
as
"interrelated and
and linked".
linked". Blumer
(1969:22) intends
intends participant
participant observers
observers to
to scientifically
scumUI1ct'Ul
"interrelated
Blurner (1969:22)
from their perspective;
perspective; they
they must
must depict
depict it
it as
as it
it appears
appears
produce an
an objective
objective reality"...
produce
UH~Y
from
1 ....

"

•••

to them",
them", which
which woul~
would, in
in other
other words,
words, be
be different
different
to
reality. By
By contrast,
contrast, critical
critical narrators
narrators make no
no pretence
reality.
there is
is
there
reality.
reality.

to aa subjective,
subjective, common-sense
common-sense
to
of presenting objective
objective reality
reality -of

conscious awareness
awareness that
that the n<l.-ti,...·'n"'·
participant
observer
is in
in the
the business
business of
of creating
creating
... t ....
1-."'".....",... is
aa conscious
of
A critical
critical stance
stance assumes
assumes that
that hegemonic
hegemonic cultural
cultural practices
practices are
are products
products of
A

iniquitous power
power relations,
relations, discursively
discursively expressed
expressed in
in ways
ways
iniquitous
& Dippo
Dippo 1986).
1986). Following
Following
group (Brodkey
(Brodkey 1987;
1987; Simon &
group

that benefit
benefit the
the dominant
dominant
that
Brodkey (1987:70-71),
(1987:70-71), aa
Brodkey

of the
the site
site provides
provides an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to interrogate key social
social
detailed description
description of
detailed
constructs and
and contradictions
contradictions within
within aa spe:c11JlC
specific context.
context.
constructs
A critical
critical narrative
narrative approach,
approach, as
as suggested
suggested by
by
A
researcher
to challenge
challenge her privileges as
as narrator.
narrator. This
This is
is
.,.PQP"'.·
... h.O'1' to

Brodkey (1987),
(1987), expects
expects the
the
Brodkey
accomplished by
by continuously
continuously
accomplished

of the
the researcher;
researcher; interrupting
interrupting the
the narrative by
by bringing
bringing
drawing attention
attention to
to the
the presence
presence of
drawing
in various
various vantage
vantage points
points to
to remind
remind readers
readers that
that the
the research
research explication
explication is
is privileged
privileged at
at
in
the expense of
of enunciations
enunciations not
not present
present in the
the text;
text; introducing
introducing diversions in the
the text
text to
to
the
of "an
"an unchanging
unchanging sequence
sequence of events
events that
that are
are virtually
virtually an
an uninterruptible
uninterruptible
dispel illusions
illusions of
dispel
reality" (Brodkey
(Brodkey 1987:72);
1987:72); including an
an event
event "because it
it represents
represents aa hegemonic
hegemonic
reality"
practice" (Brodkey
(Brodkey 1987:71),
1987:71), and
and by
by shifting
shifting from
from perceptual
perceptual description
description to
to conceptual
conceptual
practice"
understanding.
understanding.
school draws on
on ,,,,,..
various
sources of
of data
data in
in the
the tradition
tradition of
of
The construction
construction of the school
.. r,,,,,, sources
The
anthropology such as
as participation,
participation, embeddedness,
embeddedness, conversations,
conversations, observations,
observations, and
anthropology
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research journal,
journal, supplemented
supplemented
research
Secondary SchooL
School. Interactions,
Interactions,
Secondary
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with archival
archival material
material to
to tell
tell the
the story
story of
of Amethyst
Amethyst
with
46 are
activities, critical
critical incidents,
incidents, and
and critical
critical events
events'"
activities,
are

described, interpreted,
interpreted, and
and analysed
analysed beyond
beyond the
the
described,
functioning , and
and re-entered
re-entered by
by situating
situating Amethyst
Amethyst in
in
functioning,

banalities of everyday
everyday school
school
banalities
its sociopolitical,
sociopolitical, historical,
historical, and
and
its

of aa critical
critical ethnographic
ethnographic narrative.
narrative.
cultural contexts
contexts in
in the
the form
form of
cultural
Deploying aa critical
critical ethnographic
ethnographic narration
narration strategy
strategy requires
requires me
me to
to remind
remind you,
you,
Deploying
the reader,
reader, that
that the
the descriptive
descriptive text
text of
of the
the research
research context
context moves
moves between
between present
present times
times
the
and the
the past,
past, undertakes
undertakes historical
historical excursions,
excursions, interjects
interjects with
with contested
contested
and
breaks into
into runetec:m
nineteen SUlD-s[On4~S
sub-stories to
to highlight
highlight ne~:en::lon:lc
hegemonic plrncl1ces.
practices, making
making
breaks

accounts, and
and
accounts,
the reading
reading of
of
the

the text
text (seventeen
(seventeen ...pages)
a laborious
laborious task that
that may
may test
test your
your patience.
patience.
the
_,..,~~, a
Knowing Amethyst
Amethyst Secoudu7
Secondary School
School
Knowing
TII" . . .tI III NinNI"..
The drive
drive from
from my
my home
home to
to the
the school
school isis
The
approximately fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes (if
(if one
one ~ps
t?eeps to
to legal
legal speed
speed limits).
limits). Often,
Often, the
the journey
journey isis
approximately
slower due
due to
to traffic
traffic congestion
congestion in
in the
the morning,
morning, as
as hundreds
hundreds of
of people
people rush
rush to
to worn.
worh
slower
Cars, trud~s.
trudes, buses,
buses, taxis,
taxis, and
and motorcycles
motorcycles jostle
jostle for
for space on
on crowded
crowded roads.
roads. Accidents
Accidents
Cars,
and non-functioning
non-functioning robots
robots (traffic
(traffic lights)
lights) can
can result
result in
in fong
long delays.
delays. Getting
Getting to
to Nirvana.
Nirvana,
and
where Amethyst
Amethyst isis located.
located, meant
meant passing
passing by
by two
two industrial
industrial areas.
areas. The
The first
first isis aa newer
newer
where
industrial area
area dealing
dealing in
in sales,
sales, and
and the
the second.
second, situated
situated closest
closest to
to the
the school,
school, isis aa
industrial
decades-long established
established manufacturing
manufacturing area.
area. The
The smog
smog and
and smells
smells of
of production
production fills
fills
decades-long
the air.
air, creeps
creeps into
into my
my nostrils.
nostrils, and
and settles
settles on
on my
my clothes.
clothes. The
The location
location of
of vile,
vile,
the
manufacturing industries
industries dose
close to
to residential
residential areas
areas allocated
allocated for
for Black
Black people
people was
was aa
manufacturing
design feature
feature of
of the
the apartheid
apartheid state.
state. White
White suburbs
suburbs were
were not
not situated
situated near
near rubbish
rubbish
design
dumps and
and smog-producing
smog-producing industries.
industries.
dumps
As II turn
turn into
into aa road
road that
that leads
leads into
into the
the suburban
suburban area
area of
of Nirvana,
Nirvana, the
the wide
wide
As
at times
times by
by
double-lane road
road narrows
narrows into
into aa single-lane
single-lane road,
road, contracting
contracting dangerously
dangerously at
double-lane
allowing just
just one
one vehicle
vehicle to
to pass
pass through.
through. The
The road
road surges
surges steeply
steeply for
for the
the next
next two
two
allowing
t?i1ometres. It
It isis lush
lush and
and green,
green, in
in sharp
sharp contrast
contrast to
to the
the snarling
snarling traffic
traffic and
and huge
huge factory
factory
~ilometres.
structures. The
The scenic
scenic beauty
beauty isis quite
quite breathtaRing
breathtat?ing at
at sunrise
sunrise,.. and
and at
at sunset.
sunset, despite
despite the
the
structures.
Denscombe (1999:187) draws a distinction between " critical events" and " critical incidents" (italics in
Denscombe (1999:187) draws a distinction between "critical events'" and "'critical incidents" (italics in
original). He
He argues
argues that
that "critical
" critical events
events take
take the
the shape
shape of
of planned
planned occasions,
occasions, such
such as
as the
the production
production of
of aa drama
drama
Critical incidents,
incidents, by
by contrast.
contrast, are
are characteristically
characteristically 'unplanned,
' unplanned, unanticipated
unanticipated and
and
or a school visit ... Critical
or a school visit.
"'.
uncontrolled
uncontrolled"'.
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the politics of race during aparth eid,
rial smog.
d by
ss cause
hazine
haziness
caused
by indust
industrial
smog. Due
Due to
to the politics of race during apartheid,
marginalised in the past. At present,
a was
ping the suburb
develo
Nirvana
was marginalised in the past. At present,
developing
suburb ofof Nirvan
y - there appears to be a focus on
mic priorit
pment isis driven
develo
development
driven by
by econo
economic
priority - there appears to be a focus on
e of Nirvana. The contrast between the
rial area
ping the
develo
developing
the indust
industrial
area at
at the
the expens
expense
of Nirvana. The contrast between the
res, clean, broad roads, robots, and
rial area
newer
its new
new structu
structures, clean. broad roads, robots. and
newer indust
industrial
area with
with its
of Nirvan a with its old buildings
ear-ol d suburb
s, and
aped garden
landsc
landscaped
gardens.
and the
the forty-y
forty-year-old
suburb of Nirvana with its old buildings
untam ed overgrowth, is discernible from
ched by
trewn narrow
and
and litter-s
litter-strewn
narrow lanes
lanesencroa
encroached
by untamed overgrowth, is discernible from
the
ofthe
theroad.
road.
the crest
crest of
lil:?e trees I spy a few bricl:? homesteads
en huge
Betwe
Between
huge forestforest-li~ trees I spy a few brieR homesteads
to be scattered in a hapha zard manner.
jarring
scene. From
From afar
afarthe
the homes
homes appea
appearr to be scattered in a haphazard manner.
jarring the
the scene.
s, and deep valleys, giving a rustic feel
en high
Roads
Roads twirl
twirl betwe
between
high bonm
bontH,, steep
steep incline
inclines, and deep valleys, giving a rustic feel
an design. On closer inspection it becomes
m suburb
rather than
than the
the neat
neat rows
rows of
of mode
modem
suburban design. On closer inspection it becomes
ise the lay of the land. Roads have been
ent that
appar
apparent
that the
the homes
homes are
are built
built to
to maxim
maximise the lay of the land. Roads have been
ons with sharp bends and curves. There
ting in
h hilly
cut throug
through
hilly terrain
terrain., circula
circulating
in all
all directi
directions with sharp bends and curves. There
and uneven, with steep inclines, I marve l
land Hilly
level land.
with level
properties with
few properties
very few
are very
Hilly and uneven, with steep inclines, I marvel
financial burdens, to build houses in such an
the financial
feats, the
engineering feats.
the engineering
spirit, the
huma n spirit,
the human
burdens. to build houses in such an
eid design - allocating land to
aparth
of
le
examp
anoth er example of apartheid
terrain; another
residential terrain;
untenable residential
untenable
design - allocating land to

m..
NInN
NIrwm.

homes.
build homes.
to build
expense to
h expense
requiresmuc
which requires
Blacks which
Blacks
much
and iron-sheets pave the road on either
cardb oard and
of cardboard
up of
made up
houses made
Soon houses
Soon
iron-sheets pave the road on either
homes is that the constructions begin
ned
mentio
the latter mentioned homes
about the
stril:?ing about
What isisstri~ing
side. What
is that the constructions begin
of the car windo w I could
out
hand
a
ed
stretch
just
I
If
road. If I just stretched a hand out of
the road.
of the
edge of
very edge
the very
at the
at
the car window I could
myself in the midst of
find
would
I
road,
the
off
slightly off the road, I would find myself
just slightly
veer just
or ifif II veer
house, or
touch aa house.
in the midst of
touch
home.
someone'shome.
someone's
appea r on the horizon. These homesteads
homes appear
bricl:?-and-tile homes
on, bricb-and-tile
Further on.
Further
on the horizon. These homesteads
ship. Appro ved by the town
owner
ting
indica
,
fences
and
boundaries and fences.
have clear boundaries
have
ownership. Approved by the town
streets with names, piped water ,
positioned inin streets
are positioned
houses are
the houses
board, the
planning board.
with names. piped water,
planning
are legal entities with prope r addresses and
homesare
Thesehomes
numbers.These
and erfnumbers.
electricity, and
legal
with proper addresses and
electricity.
ry, and street lighting.
delive
postal
removal,
refuseremoval,
Iil:?erefuse
servicesIi~
councilservices
tocouncil
entitle dto
areentitled
are
postal delivery, and street lighting.
panes, doors, security gates, and tiled
windo wpanes,
walls,window
bricl:?walls,
foundations,bricb
havefoundations.
homeshave
Thehomes
The
doors, security gates, and tiled
garden and to parI:?
nurtur
to
house
the house to nurtureeaa garden
aroun dthe
landaround
sufficient land
Thereisissufficient
roofs.There
roofs.
and to parb
d-boa rd
tin-an
st,
contra
By
cars.
for
s
garage
havegarages
do have
home do
mosthome
thoug h most
vehicles,though
vehicles.
for cars. By contrast. tin-and-board
built on land belonging either to the state, or
structures,built
mal:?e-shiftstructures,
illegal,mabe-shift
areillegal.
homesare
homes
on land belonging either to the state, or
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en most homes. The homes are
ners. There
e landow
totoprivat
private
landowners.
Thereisishardly
hardlyany
anyspace
spacebetwe
between most homes. The homes are
the roof held in place with
eets, with
fragile
fragileasasthe
thewalls
wallsare
aremade
madeofofboard
boardand
andiron-sh
iron-sheets,
with the roof held in place with
rainfall and storms, leaving the
yed during
rocks,
rod~s.Many
Manyofofthese
thesehomes
homesare
aredestro
destroyed
duringheavy
heavy rainfall and storms, leaving the
cts both types of residences is the
. What
ut shelter
te and
nts destitu
reside
residents
destitute
and witho
without
shelter.
Whatconne
connects both types of residences is the
, and bush are littered
ties, verges
nment. Streets and
t of
neglec
neglect
of the
the enviro
environment.
and proper
properties.
verges, and bush are littered
aroun d, weeds and tall grasses
ts. All
ively with
extens
extensively
with paper
paper waste
waste and
and plastic
plastic produc
products.
All around, weeds and tall grasses
occurs, the verges are harde ned
trian traffic
e streets
obscur
obscure
streets,, and
and where
where heavy
heavy Pedes
pedestrian
traffic occurs, the verges are hardened
s.
y mess
g aa mudd
and
and dusty,
dusty, ma~in
mai:?ing
muddy
mess during
during rainy
rainy period
periods.
Nirvana was create d for Indians in the
The
rwnu,_
", .1NJ
Hid.
HIII.".I
N......
The suburb
suburb of
of Nirvana was created for Indians in the
limited space for expansion. The
teads, with
ximately 300
early
early 1960s
1960s with
with appro
approximately
300 homes
homesteads,
with limited space for expansion. The
ched, as it constitutes the sheer side
s untou
bed heretofore remain
Ii~e scene
forestforest-lii:?e
scene descri
described
remains
untouched.
as it constitutes the
side
were
school
high
a
and
ry
prima
a
ation,
popul
-class population, a primary and a high school were
of a hill.
hill. To cater
cater for
for the
the middle
middle-class
the suburb. Apart from a bus
n of
y years
shed about
establi
established
about twent
twenty
years after
after the
the creatio
creation
of the suburb. Apart from a bus
post office, police station, medical
nts access
service
residents
access all
all other
other service
servicess (e.g.
(e.g. post office. police station, medical
service., the reside
centre.
city centre.
the city
and in
suburbs and
nearb y suburbs
clinic) in nearby
in the
era, the residential area has
aparth eid era,
post apartheid
the post
In the
leIIle ,s.
New SIlllII1's.
NIJIW
In
the residential area has
Indian residents expressed
one.
multiracial one. Indian
to aa multiracial
population to
all-Ind ian population
an ail-Indian
from an
changed from
residents expressed
changed
those in search of
by
b
subur
their
of their
"encroachment" of
as "encroachment"
regard as
they regard
what they
by what
distress by
distress
suburb by those in search of
new incumbents comprise mainly
the new
as the
homes, as
no-pa ymen t homes.
or no-payment
housing, or
low-cost housing,
incumbents comprise mainly
low-cost
by themselves, or with siblings. With
living by
students living
families,students
single-parent families.
unemployed, single-parent
themselves. or with siblings. With
unemployed.
families have set up tin-an ding
in-com families
homes, most in-coming
low-cost homes.
purchase low-cost
to purchase
options to
few options
few
have set up tin-andincrease of new
steady
a
been
has been a steady increase
There has
spaces. There
unused spaces.
open, unused
structures inin open.
board structures
of new
board
.
suburb
Indian
-class
middle
predominantlymiddle-dass
onceaa predominantly
wasonce
whatwas
residentsininwhat
Indian suburb.
residents
Nirvana is the result of a
of
"
"geography of Nirvana
new "geography"
The new
glHllP 'lIPlJ, - The
New."".,.",.
NIJIW
is the result of a
(Haarhoff 1995:63) that have
settlements" (Haarhoff
squatt ersettlements"
and squatter
"shantytowns and
of"shantytowns
proliferation of
proliferation
1995:63) that have
of Nirvana in particular, these
surroundsof
thesurrounds
Africa.InInthe
SouthAfrica.
commonplaceininSouth
becomecommonplace
Nirvana in particular. these
become
, relate directly to the
centre
city
thedty
nearthe
and near
developmentsininand
housingdevelopments
spontaneoushousing
centre, relate directly to the
spontaneous
the periphery of towns
populationstotothe
Blackpopulations
distribution ofof Black
geographicaldistribution
reversalofofgeographical
reversal
periphery of towns
moved "close to
have
groups
marginalised groups have moved
1994, marginalised
Since1994.
apart heid Since
during apartheid
cities during
and cities
and
"close to
2003:118),
(lodes
e"
servic
and
es
faciliti and service" (lodes 2003:118),
opportunities,facilities
economicopportunities,
employment,economic
areasofofemployment.
areas
remain dismal for several reasons:
settlementsremain
upgradingsettlements
andupgrading
provisioningand
serviceprovisioning
whilstservice
whilst
dismal for several reasons:
unities are frequently
comm
g
existin
to
adjace ntto existing communities
upgradingadjacent
settlementupgrading
informalsettlement
"...11 informal
are frequently
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incoming residents, lower housing
ity of
nt race,
d. The
resiste
resl!stec:l.
The differe
different
race, class, oror ethnic
ethnicity
of incoming residents, lower housing
ated impac t of low-cost housing on
sed crime,
rds, fears
standa
increased
crime,and
andthe
theanticip
antidpated impact of low-cost housing on
standards,
fearsofofincrea
pinning Nimbyism (not in my bad?yard
ms under
rty values
prope
someof
ofthe
theconce
concerns
underpinning
Nimbyism (not in my bact?yard
property
valuesare
aresome
en the original settlers and the
tion betwe
16). The
me)" (T
syndro
syndrome)"
(Todes
odes 2003:1
2003:116).
The separa
separation
between the original settlers and the
separation of their lives, triggered by
ed inin the
a isis mirror
s inin Nirvan
al settler
inform
mirrored
the separation of their lives, triggered by
informal
settlers
Nirvana
nces, reflected in the homes occupied
icated by
eid and
aparth
apartheid
and now
now compl
complicated
by class
class differe
differences, reflected in the homes occupied
ort used (priva te and public), and income
al), the
(forma
of transp
transport
used (private and public), and income
(formall and
and inform
informaO,
the mode
mode of
ployed).
oyed and
(empl
(employed
and unem
unemployed).
ues for about two ~i1ometres. I pass many
At
At the
the top
top of
of the
the hill,
hill, the
the road
road contin
continues
for about two t?ilometres. I pass many
47 Soon the tarred road shows sign of
d-boo rd".
and-tile and
more
• Soon the tarred rood shows Sign of
homes,, bric~brict?-and-tile
and tln-on
tin-and-board
more homes
route. A water y, mudd y pool appears
s dot
ed patche
wear,
wear, as
as large,
large, untarr
untarred
patches
dot the
the route. A watery, muddy pool appears
gushes down from a tap on the
ction. Water
nly at
sudde
at the
the lowest
lowest point
point of
of an
an interse
intersection.
Water gushes down from a tap on the
suddenly
d a numb er of females holding various
seran
unal water
ent. It
pavem
It is
is aa comm
communal
water dispen
dispenser
and a number of females holding various
pavement.
collect water . I pass two more comm unal
g to
d waitin
ners stand
types of
of contai
containers
stand aroun
around
waiting
to collect water. I pass two more communal
water . Others ma~ their way home with
queuin g for
individuals queuing
more individuals
many more
taps with many
for water. Others mat?e their way home with
head. Fetching water appears to be a
the head.
on the
balanced on
precariously balanced
containers precariously
full containers
Fetching water appears to be a
women.
by women.
bome by
burden bome
burden
communities occupy Nirvan a - the
distinct communities
Two distinct
Two
occupy Nirvana - the
and the new settlers (dispossessed, poorer
Indian) and
(middle-class Indian)
inhabitants (middle-class
original inhabitants
the new settlers (diSpossessed. poorer
original
into contact with the new settlers,
come
I
road,
the
down
furthe r down the road, I come into
drive further
As II drive
classes). As
dasses),
contact with the new settlers.
happy sounds of children's laugh ter and
The happy
Nirvan a. The
of Nirvana.
the streetsof
on the
visible on
plainly visible
plainly
sounds of children's laughter and
there witho ut shoes, many with
and
here
er
scamp
s
hooler
Pre-sc
air. Pre-schoolers
the air.
fill the
shouts fill
shouts
scamper here and there without shoes, many with
bent of some members in the
creative bent
the creative
demonstrating the
toys, demonstrating
home -made toys,
of some members in the
home-made
as are wome n washing clothes, and men
visible,as
firesisisvisible,
open fires
from open
Smo~efrom
community. Smot?e
community.
are women washing clothes, and men
are involved with household chores, whilst
women are
Typically, women
groups. Typically,
aroun d inin groups.
sitting around
sitting
involved with household chores, whilst
affairs. Litter is strewn amongst the
Oeisure?) affairs.
comm unal Oeisure?)
involv ed inin communal
are involved
men are
the men
Litter is strewn amongst the
the
landscape.
thelandscape.
dotthe
rubbishdot
ofrubbish
pilesof
andpiles
homesteads,and
homesteads,
of a similar comm unity
(1995) insider accountof
Ramphele's(1995)
Mamp helaRamphele's
FollowingMamphela
Following
a similar community
ions Ind.e tin-an dcondit
living
about
conclusionsabout living conditions
drawconclusions
todraw
hesitateto
Town,I Ihesitate
CapeTown.
ininCape
I_d•• tin-and-

m..
,el/lle "'11I
TIle '1I11e111_,
TIMJ
IIIINirw
11.....

"There isstability and order in the
conditions,"There
oater
surrounding••
thesurrounding
fromthe
homesfrom
boardhomes
board
t ... conditions,
is stability and order in the

tin
such as squatter homes/camps, informal settlements, jondols,
as squatter homes/camps, informal settlements, jondols, tin

terms
knownbybyterms
alsoknown
arealso
homesare
Thesehomes
4747These
such

shacks.
andshacks.
shantiesand
shanties
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st with meticulous cleanliness of the
ent chaos.
midst
midstofofappar
apparent
chaos.The
Thefilthy
filthystreets
streetscontra
contrast with meticulous cleanliness of the
very deceptive in this setting"
rances are
dual homes
rs ofof indivi
interio
interiors
individual
homes.. Appea
Appearances
are very deceptive in this settingll
observations, draw distinctions about
heless, based
58). IIcan,
hele 1995:1
(Ramp
(Ramphele
1995:158).
can,nevert
nevertheless,
basedon
on observations, draw distinctions about
formal communities of Nirvana.
al and
en the
tions betwe
unity interac
comm
community
interactions
between
the inform
informal
and formal communtties of Nirvana.
e in communal living practices, it is
d-boa rd areas
nts of
Unlit?e
Unli~ reside
residents
oftin-an
tin-and-board
areaswho
whoengag
engage in communal living practices, tt is
g on the streets, or chatting to
nts walt?in
al" Indian
rare
rare to
to see
see the
the "origin
"original"
Indian reside
residents
wali?ing on the streets, or chatting to
the roads of Nirvana "strangers"
ility. On
cuous silence
ours, aa conspi
neighb
neighbours,
conspicuous
silence and
and invisib
invisibility.
On the roads of Nirvana "strangers"
the "original" Indian inhabitants have
ar faces,
al homes
living
living in
in inform
informal
homes are
are famili
familiar
faces. and
and the "original" Indian inhabttants have
e faces.
e strang
becom
become
strange
faces.
y downwards, the school becomes
As
Full P1l1W1l11ll1e ,mHI.
As II journe
journey downwards. the school becomes
ts mill aroun d outside at the bus stop, and
visible just
just below
below the
the rise
rise of
of the
the road.
road. Studen
Students mill around outside at the bus stoP. and
d on a triangle-Ii~ piece of land. One
yst isis situate
at the shops
shops near
near the
the school
school.. Ameth
Amethyst
situated on a triangle-li~ piece of land. One
directly opposite the shops. The second
ce with
side, the
the entran
entrance
with access
access from
from the
the road,
road. isis directly opposite the shops. The second
the third side, by tin-an d-boa rd
and on
nd-til e homes
red by
is borde
side is
bordered
by bridra
brici?-and-tile
homes,, and
on the third side, by tin-and-board
boundary with school. These houses
common boundary
share aa common
properties share
Bridra nd-til e properties
homes. Bric:i?-and-tile
homes.
with school. These houses
barbe d wire, fierce dogs,
and
g
or fencin
walls, or
high walls,
with high
ways wfth
various ways
in various
fortified in
are fortified
fencing and barbed wire, fierce dogs,
and security gates, discouraging
companies, and
security companies,
to security
connected to
alarms connected
security gates, discouraging
home alarms
By contrast, tin-an d-boa rd
ties.
proper
their properties.
through their
school through
absconding school
from absconding
students from
students
By contrast tin-and-boord
and unprotected by any security
Boundary-less and
school. Boundary-less
the school.
below the
level below
on aa level
lie on
homes lie
homes
unprotected by any security
steep bant?s indicate how
down
school
the school
from the
leading from
footpaths leading
well-wornfootpaths
measures, well-worn
down steep bantls indicate how
measures,
through clear, visible holes in the school
premisesthrough
school premises
from school
exit from
and exit
enter and
students enter
dear, visible holes in the school
students
telephone booth. The star~st contrast
public telephone
to aa public
directly to
leads directly
path leads
One path
fence. One
fence.
booth. The sta~ contrast
mal:?eshift home dwellers is the social
the ma~hift
and the
owners/renters and
property owners/renters
between property
home dwellers is the
between
the latter, mostly by Blacks
while
by Indians
occupied by
former isis occupied
Theformer
race. The
ofrace.
constructof
Indians while the latter, mostly by Blacks
construct
brick-and-tile meets tin-an d-boa rd,
where bridt-and-tile
point where
the point
Atthe
families. At
Colouredfamilies.
few Coloured
andaa few
and
meets tin-and-board,
of barriers to social
trinity
a
g
creatin
rge,
conve
structures converge,
security structures
and security
class, and
race, class,
race,
creating a trinity of
to social
apart
groupsapart.
thegroups
I:?eepingthe
contact,i?eeping
contact.
school gates and bring the car to a halt
theschool
throughthe
drivethrough
AsI Idrive
A_e lll,.
ARIIII",'"
As
and bring the car to a halt
to enter details in a boot?
me
asm
and
approaches,and
guardapproaches,
securityguard
lot,aasecurity
pamin glot.
thepaming
ininthe
asm me to enter details in a boOR
the school. The guard accompanies
visitorstotothe
goingsofofvisitors
andgoings
comingsand
thecomings
recordsthe
whichrecords
which
school. The guard accompanies
given to safety measures. The
ion
attent
detailedattention
the detailed
notethe
area. I Inote
officearea.
the office
metoto the
me
given to safety measures. The
by lodu!d security gates and the windows are
protectedby
areprotected
officesare
mana geme ntoffices
management
I~ security gates and the windows are
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school has been burgled twice within a
quently that
r-proo fed. I Ilearn
burgla
burglar-proofed.
learnsubse
subsequently
thatthe
the school has been burgled twice within a
by the school has been stolen. Over the years
ter owned
. Every
eeR period
two-w
two-weeR
period.
Everycompu
computer
owned by the school has been stolen. Over the years
g machines from
the school has not only lost furnitu re and equipment, liRe two washin

the school has not only lost furniture and equipment, liRe two washing machines from

ws brohen, toilets and doors dama ged,
, but
mics centre
the
buthas
hashad
hadwindo
windows broRen, toilets and doors damaged,
thehome
homeecono
economics
centre.
's part?ing lot. All specialist worhshops
r's car
and
and aa teache
teacher's
car was
was stolen
stolen from
from the
the school
school's pari:?ing lot All specialist wort?shops
t all equipment, tools, teaching aids, and
ssly, and
lised relentle
have
have been
been vanda
vandalised
relentlessly.
and almos
almost an equipment, tools, teaching aids. and
d of their functional
accessories have been stolen; the rooms are bare shells, strippe

accessories have been stolen; the rooms are bare shells, stripped of their functional

production phase, a teacher was
on, during
nents. On
compo
components.
On one
one occasi
occasion,
during the
the data
data production phase. a teacher was
ed, and a cell-phone forcibly taRen from
ng, search
hended in
appre
in class
dass whilst
whilst teachi
teaching,
searched. and a cell-phone forcibly taRan from
apprehended
as I had a digita l video camera and
d to
ntly warne
her.
her. II was
was consta
constantly
warned
to be
be alert
alert as I had a digital video camera and
mishaps throug hout
photographic camera on my person every day. I encountered no

photographic camera on my person every day. I encountered no mishaps throughout

yst.
my
my stay
stay at
at Ameth
Amethyst

ty measures are now common-place in
e of
Once
Once aa featur
feature
of elite
elite schools
schools,, securi
security measures are now common-place in
singly being burglarised and vandalised. In an
schools are
schools, as
many
many state
state schools,
as schools
are increa
increaSingly
being burglarised and vandalised. In an
of democracy in South Africa and Russia,
adven t of
the advent
of the
analysis of
comp arativ e analysis
insightful comparative
insightful
democracy in South Africa and Russia,
crime as a result of the state transforming from
in crime
rise in
the rise
explains the
(2004 ), explains
VOIRoV (2004).
Volt?ov
as a result of the
transfonning from
post aparth eid
the
Africa
governance: "In South
democratic governance:
to democratic
governance to
repressive governance
"In South Africa the post apartheid
repressive
posed a funda menta l
state had to undergo a deep transformation .•• This in turn presup

state had to undergo a deep transfonnation ... This in turn presupposed a fundamental

rest of society. But it also weaRened the state's
the rest
with the
relation with
its relation
of its
redefinition of
of society. But it also weaRened the state's
redefinition

and crime" (VolRov 2004:13). In other words,
from peoples' homes, and cars, is not so
possessions from
property, possessions
school property.
of school
thieving of
the thieving
the
peoples' homes. and cars, is not so
of abundance in the midst of pover ty is
manifestation of
how aa manifestation
of how
indication of
an indication
much an
much
abundance in the midst of poverty is
indicative of a perception that . peop le'.
instead itit isis indicative
have-nots; instead
the have-nots;
by the
target ed by
targeted
of a perception that. people'•
provides immu nity from prosecution. Some
elected) provides
(democratically elected)
nmen t (democratically
.gover
. . .rnrnent
immunity from prosecution. Some
in criminal activit y in
members of the school comm unity, nevertheless, blame the rise
violence and crimell (Volt?ov 2004:13). In other words,
to violence
societyto
exposed society
and exposed
capacity, and
capacity.

members of the school community. nevertheless. blame the rise in criminal activity in

Eight student) and because "crime is the
is the
and
n
invasio
of
views,
these
teacher). Both
Eight teacher).
(Grade Eight
people" (Grade
shacR people"
culture ofof shad1!
Both these views. of invasion and
culture
thinRing - reifying race and racial differences,
aparth eid thinRing
remnants ofof apartheid
are remnants
culture, are
culture.
- reifying race and radal differences,
as "us" (India n residents) and "them "
sed
expres
behav iour expressed
territorial behaviour
engendering territorial
engendering
as "us" (Indian residents) and "them'!
era.
post-a parthe idera.
thepost-apartheid
rhetoricininthe
(Black encroachers)rhetoric
(Blacnencroachers)
This is a huge school with ninety -four rooms of
1~1I1H11 hllrl Ul,.d ",..
This
is a huge school with ninety-four rooms of
ht classrooms and
which forty-six rooms are utilised for teaching purposes (twen ty-eig
(Grade
area"(Grade
ourarea"
ofour
"invasionof
the"invasion
tothe
Nirvan ato
Nirvana
Eight student) and because

IdHHII m6w"".d.,.

which forty-six rooms are utilised for teaching purposes (twenty-eight classrooms and
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tion between mana geme nt and the rest of the
). The
list rooms
en specia
eighte
eighteen
specialist
rooms).
Thesepara
separation
between management and the rest of the
tion. The school is
school is captured in the split level, spatial organisation of the institu

school is captured in the split level, spatial organisation of the institution. The school is

(offices; staff room, copy room, stoc~
istration bloch
laid
laidout
outover
overtwo
twolevels.
levels.The
Theadmin
administration
bloc~ (offices; staff room, copy room, stoc~
are on the lower level
rooms, staff toilets, library, dual-purpose room and tuc~-shop)

rooms, staff toilets, library, dual-purpose room and tucR-shop) are on the lower level

entering the school. A flight of stairs
nters when
gs one
and
and are
are the
the first
first buildin
buildings
one encou
encounters
when entering the school. A flight of stairs
oms are situated in three triple-storey and two
leads
leads up
up to
to the
the level
level where
where classro
classrooms
are situated in
triple-storey and two
blodes lead to the
storey
tripleends of the
-storey bloda,
single
Flightsof
ofstairs
stairs at
at either
either ends of the triple-storey blocm lead to the
single-storey
blocm. Flights
g an enclave for
first and second floors, with the area beneath the staircases creatin

first and second floors, with the area beneath the staircases creating an enclave for

of teachers. Boys can freque ntly be seen
es away
furtive
furtive activiti
activities
away from
from the
the prying
prying eyes
eyes of teachers. Boys can frequently be seen
g point between classes for girls and boys
red meetin
g there,
smo~in
smo~ing
there, and
and itit isis aa favou
favoured
meeting
point between classes for girls and boys
Eight class partic ipatin g in this study was
nships. The
tic relatio
ed in
involv
involved
in roman
romantic
relationships.
The Grade
Grade Eight class participating in this study was
the administration area. The single-storey
rmost from
d in
locate
located
in the
the third
third bloch,
blocR, furthe
furthermost
from the administration area. The single-storey
cordoned off. To get
blochs, housing wood wom and technical drawi ng wa~hops, are
bloc~s.

housing woodworR and technical drawing womshops. are cordoned off. To get

along the corridor, down a staircase,
a
a long
long way
way along the corridor. down a staircase.
wal~ing throug h the par~ing lot
then walRing
and then
library and
the library
passin
through the par~ing lot
passingg by
by the
to the
".1111" #llHillle 1~lItH1£ Amethyst Secondary is situated close

students
ps, students
the wo~ho
to the
to
wormhops.

"",11_ __ 'lie

wal~
wal~

,_tHI£

Amethyst Secondary is situated close to the

with a roll of 488 and a staff complement of
1980 with
in 1980
opened in
It opened
centre. It
city centre.
Durba n city
Durban
a roll of 488 and a staff complement of

with the student popul ation drawn manly
Principal, with
school Principal.
the school
including the
nineteen, including
nineteen,
the student population drawn manly

Tuition was offered to Indian children in
School. Tuition
Prima ry School.
Ambe r Primary
nearby Amber
the nearby
from the
from
was offered to Indian children in

year, the staff and pupils of Topaz High were
following year,
The following
Seven. The
and Seven.
Six and
Grades Six
Grades
the staff and pupils of Topaz High were
for learners in the Indian quarte r of the

catered
High catered
Topaz High
Amethyst. Topaz
to Amethyst.
relocated to
relocated
for learners in the Indian quarter of the

s living in borrnchs, a worRing class, low-

familie
fromfamilies
popul ationfrom
student population
itsstudent
drew its
city. ItItdrew
city.
living in barracm. a worning dass, low-

es" in Nirvana. The school was "mediocre
teacher). The parents warned for a brich
(Amethyst teacher).
~ids» (Amethyst
mediocre Rids»
with mediocre
with
The parents wo~d for a brieR
il as street sweepers and refuse
counc
city
the city
for the
and for
company and
manu factur ing company
manufacturing
council as
sweepers
ramifi cation of the
1980s,
early
the
in
razed
were razed in the early 19805, aa ramification
barracbs were
the barracbs
When the
collectors. When
collectors.
of the
were
tants
inhabi
the
,
groups
race
led
so-cal
te
separa
to
1950to separate so-called race groups, the inhabitants were
of 1950
act of
Areas act
Group Areas
Group
the city, liRe Chatswort:h and Phoenix for
peripheryofofthe
theperiphery
atthe
townships,at
relocated tototownships,
relocated
city. Ii~ Chatsworth and Phoenix for
relocation became "an evacuee
resiste
who
Those
.
Indian
be
to
deemed to be Indian. Those who resistedd relocation
persons deemed
persons
became "an evacuee
Group Areas Act and
the
for those displaced by
settlementfor
tempo rarysettlement
community,aatemporary
community,
those displaced by the Group
Act and
tin and
d-hand
secon
with
the Slum Clearance Act ... erect(ing) his own house, usually
"tin shanti ll
the"tin
liRethe
much li~
complex,much
housingcomplex,
costhousing
cost
shanties in Nirvana. The school was "mediocre

the Slum Clearance Act. ... erect(ing) his own house. usually with second-hand tin and

regulations of health and housing do

ma~eshift and the usual
aremaReshift
conditionsare
wood......conditions
wood
and the usual regulations of health and housing do
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rtion ofof
tuted a alarge
ees consti
en ofofevacu
08). The
notapply"
apply" (Meer
(Meer1969:1
1969:108).
Thechildr
children
evacuees
constituted
largepropo
proportion
not
lass,
rs, an
yst inin its
ation ofofAmeth
the school
school popul
population
Amethyst
itsearly
earlydays.
days.These
These learne
learners.
an underc
underdass,
the
assed
rds and
lent results
's "excel
the school
school's
"excellent
results and
and high
high standa
standards
and unsurp
unsurpassed
contributed
buted toto the
contri
ts
r) from
hyst teache
(Amethyst
teacher)
from 1983
1983 when
when the
the first
first group
group ofof studen
students
achievement
ement" Jl (Amet
achiev
cates until
graduated
withmetric
metriccertifi
certificates
untilthe
thelate
late1980s.
1980s.
ated with
gradu
ords" at
ng of
buting totothe
ied as
s were
Two reason
reasons
were identif
identified
as contri
contributing
the loweri
lowering
of"stond
"standards"
at
Two
48
a
ntments of
sive appoi
uent years.
Amethyst
subsequent
years.One
Onewas
wasthe
thesucces
successive
appointments
ofHare
HareKrishn
Krishna48
yst inin subseq
Ameth
bents "came
. Both
pal to
n of
devotees
to the
the positio
position
of Princi
Principal
to the
the school
school.
Both incum
incumbents
"came with
with very
very
es to
devote
the
r). In
hyst teache
es" (Amet
d attitud
ist beliefs
and human
humanist
beliefs and
and very
very relaxe
relaxed
attitudes"
(Amethyst
teacher).
In the
idealistic
tic and
idealis
ers and
ls, "teoch
ritarian contro
res, and
llance measu
absence
of the
the rigid
rigid survei
surveillance
measures,
and autho
authoritarian
controls,
"teachers
and
e of
absenc
e Eight
tage" and
learners
tool? advan
advantage"
and the
the school
school "went
"went down
down the
the drain"
drain" (Grad
(Grade
Eight
rs tooh
learne
a
ts and
d by
sion of
d,the
teacher).
Second.
the admis
admission
of Blacks
Blackswas
was widely
widely quote
quoted
by studen
students
and staff
staff as
as a
r). Secon
teache
d to
a are
nt criteri
sts that
is sugge
mance. An
An analys
analysis
suggests
that differe
different
criteria
are applie
applied to
for poor
poor perfor
performance.
reason for
ation. When
yst before and
nance of Ameth
evaluate
the perfon
performance
Amethyst
and after
after integr
integration.
When the
the school
school
ate the
evalu
es. In
sful outcom
d with
ers were
Indian,, then manag
managers
were credite
credited
with poor
poor or
or succes
successful
outcomes.
In
wholly Indian
was wholly
nance.
nce perfon
ed to
rs is
t, the colour of learne
an integr
integrated
context,
learners
is deem
deemed
to influe
influence
performance.
ated racial contex
an
first
the first
of the
admission of
with the
ted with
homogeny of the school was
was disrup
disrupted
the admission
The racial homogeny
the
neighbourhood, the
the neighbourhood.
into the
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to herself. When news of her
d toto t?eep
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instead
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aware of the situation, she expressed her
dy. Invitations were hastily extended
l with
ointment as
disapp
disappointment
as she
shehad
had no
noquarre
quarrel
with anybo
anybody. Invitations were hastily extended
"after-thought". The outcome of this
ed the
diately declin
d, who
to
to the
the omitte
omitted.
who imme
immediately
declined
the "after-thought". The outcome of this
en tea" had to be cancelled because
r) was
t" (male
"trivia
"triviall pursui
pursuit"
(male teache
teacher)
wasthat
that the
the "t?itch
"~itchen tea" had to be cancelled because
provided a diplomatic end that
to-be "could
the
the bridebride-to-be
"could not
not spare
spare the
the tlme",
time", which
which provided a diplomatic end that
members of staff do not get
ns. Male
ged relatio
ial for
d the
severe
severed
the potent
potential
for dama
damaged
relations.
Male members of staff do not get
n: "The ladies' issues are on-going and
ding to
ed in
involv
involved
in these
these frays.
frays. Accor
According
to one
one opinio
opinion: "The ladies' issues are on-going and
difficult to identify to which tree the
es, and
have
have many
many roots,
roots. many
many branch
branches.
and it's
it's difficult
identify to which
r).
es and
branch
branches
and roots
roots belong
belong"" (male
(male teache
teacher).
cooperation and a worning togeth er
er, there
sional level,
At
At aa profes
professional
level. howev
however.
there isis cooperation and a woming together
Run" is an impor tant day in the
le, the
women. For examp
st the
ethic among
amongst
the women.
example,
the "Fun
"Fun Run" is an important day in the
to participate, including a few teachers
expected to
everyone isis expected
Almost everyone
calendar. Almost
school calendar.
partiCipate, including a few teachers
es that students get sponsorship for
requir
n
Participatio
year. Participation
each year.
distance each
the distance
run the
who run
that students
sponsorship for
its running
meet
to
school
the
by
used
is
gener ated is used by the school to meet its
money generated
The money
run. The
t?i1ometre run.
each ~ilometre
running
res,
measu
safety
road
route,
the
plan
to
ittees
comm
in committees
togeth er in
worn together
Teachers worn
costs. Teachers
costs.
to plan the route, road safety measures,
monies. This was a smooth operation (as
of monies.
collection of
and collection
id,and
FirstA
points, First
duty points,
teache r duty
teacher
Aid,
This was a smooth operation (as
and the Fun Run proceeded
point)
duty
a
of
charge of a duty point) and
given charge
was given
and was
participated and
II participated
the Fun Run proceeded
members of opposing
as
ded
suspen
were
nces
differe
Social differences
complications. Social
without complications.
without
were suspended as members of opposing
premises and the staff discussed the
school premises
the school
leftthe
students left
Asstudents
together. As
worhed together.
groups womed
groups
and the staff discussed the
the school toilets.
raped
being
edly,
report
was,
t
studen was, reportedly. being raped ininthe
femalestudent
success,aa female
Run'ssuccess,
FunRun's
Fun
school toilets.
eight persons.
to
spot?e
I
.
"rape"
the
nding
surrou
events
the events surrounding the "rape". I spo~ to eight
fathom the
to fathom
tried to
IItried
persons.
Others
ring.
monge
r
rumou
and
ture
conjec
as
it
ed
regard
staff regarded it as conjecture and rumour mongering. Others
of staff
members of
Some members
Some
amongst "those people ". One teacher,
occurrenceamongst
commonoccurrence
andaa common
trueand
betrue
to be
believedititto
"those people". One teacher,
believed
her class, had tohen a transfer to
ostensibly inin her
learner, ostenSibly
the learner,
that the
insisted that
however, insisted
class, had ta~en a transfer to
however,
"sorted the boy out" (class
had
father
girl's father
the girl's
that the
believed that
She believed
school. She
anoth er school.
another
had "sorted the boy out" (class
female studen t did exit the institution a
thataa female
indicatedthat
registerindicated
classregister
Herclass
teacher).Her
teacher).
student did exit the institution a
however, denied that the incident
,
school
theschool, however,
Principalofofthe
ThePrincipal
Run".The
"FunRun".
the"Fun
afterthe
dayafter
day
denied
incident
premises.
schoolpremises.
onschool
placeon
toot?place
too~
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en the Principal of school with his
nship betwe
The
The relatio
relationship
between the Principal of school with his
fraugh t with differences of opinion and
ers ofofstaff,
geme nt team,
mana
management
team. and
andmemb
members
staff.isis fraught with differences of opinion
a school Principal. There was almost a
ns of
tions of
nt percep
differe
ofthe
therole
roleand
andfunctio
functions
of a school Principal. There was almost a
different
perceptions
concerned with the safety of his own
al was
n that
sal opinio
univer
that the
the Princip
Principal
was most
most concerned with the safety of his own
universal
opinion
sure that he is always safe" (teacher), a
lf up
body,
up and
and ma~
ma~ sure that he is always safe" (teacher), a
body. "as
"as he
he locRs
locm himse
himself
d the office area. This perspective is
res in
nce to
refere
office area. This perspective is
to the
the safety
safety measu
measures
in and
and aroun
around
reference
g in an office adjacent to the
ences of
red by
counte
countered
by the
the experi
experiences
of the
the c1ems
derm womin
worl:i!ing in an office adjacent to the
cut-of f from the hustle and bustle of
al. As
Princip
Principal.
As the
the office
office area
area is
is on
on aa lower
lower level
level and
and cut-off from the hustle and bustle of
school, the office bloch is most
als enter
ts, when
rs and
teache
t'~'ft"n,g:!orc:.
and studen
students.
when crimin
criminals
enter the
the school, the office blocl:i! is most
was held up by armed robbers, the
ns, when
able. On
vulner
On two
two occasio
occasions.
when the
the school
school was held up by armed robbers, the
vulnerable.
occupied by the c1ems and the
on of
rged in
bullets
bullets were
were discha
discharged
in the
the directi
direction
of offices
offices occupied by the derm and the
c1ems felt that the safety measures were
ability, the
al. In
Princip
Principal.
In view
view of
of their
their vulner
vulnerability,
the derm felt that the safety measures were
ntly. Black boys in partic ular felt the
on differe
ed the
nts analys
d. Stude
justifie
the situati
situation
differently. Black boys in particular felt the
justified.
Students
analysed
d of
al was
Princip
Principal
was "afrai
"afraid
of us".
us".
"sitting in his office. He never walRs
Principal "sitting
by the
most irRed
were most
Teachers were
irl:i!ed by
the Principal
in his office. He never wall:i!s
Teachers
spoRe highly of his staff. In his opinion
Principal spol:i!e
the Principal
contrast, the
By contrast,
school." By
aroun d the school."
around
highly of his staff. In his opinion
need a policeman checRing on them" .
"don't need
and "don't
hardw oming , and
comm itted, hardwoming,
they were committed,
a policeman checl:i!ing on them".
to be a "lacR of suppo rt He does
they perceived to
what they
by what
frustrated by
were frustrated
Teachers were
a "Iacl:i! of support. He does
Teachers
ing, drug-taRing and drug
smoR
late-coming, smoRing,
problems: late-coming.
serious problems:
the serious
about the
nothing about
drug-taRing and drug
nothing
are in dange r all the
lives
Our
rs.
learne
by learners.
activities by
criminal activities
and criminal
gangsterism, and
pushing, gangsterism,
pushing,
Our Jives are in danger all the
serious social problems, but that he was
were serious
there were
that there
conceded that
Principal conceded
The Principal
time". The
time".
SOCial problems. but that he was
es. In his opinion, based on
premis
school
the school
on the
persons on
all persons
of.11
safety of
the safety
for the
responsible for
premises. In his opinion, based on
responsible
activism turned violent, he needed to be
student activism
when student
years when
four years
past four
the past
of the
events of
turned violent. he needed to be
events
nces, conflicts quicRly tOOR on
differe
class
and
race
to
due
thatdue to race and class differences.
stressedthat
He stressed
circumspect.He
conflicts quicl:i!ly tooR on
Circumspect.
These people (Black students) can't be
racism.These
of racism.
accusedof
are accused
"we are
undertones, "we
racial undertones,
people (Black students) canlt
racial
burnt down " (Principal).
beburnt
willbe
schoolwill
theschool
Rnow,the
you RnOW,
thingyou
nextthing
Thenext
trusted.The
down" (Principal).
trusted.
appoi nted Indian head
newlyappointed
ago,aanewly
yearsago.
Twoyears
1,l1li-11_411_ ,11/."".",
Two
Indian head
were involv ed in an altercation.
(Black )were
student(Black)
femalestudent
(HoD) andaafemale
depar tment(HoD)
ofofdepartment
involved in an altercation.
ted to me. The HoD
recoun
were
red
trigge
was
nt
incide was triggered were recounted
the incident
how the
versions ofof how
Two versions
to me. The HoD
Two
autho rity of her
the
using
for
her
ecl
attacR
t
studen
a
that
insiststhat a student attacl:i!ed her for using the authority
fracasinsists
thefracas
involvedininthe
involved
of her
attacR
the
that
late to school, and
cominglate
forcoming
involvedfor
girlinvolved
thegirl
reprim andthe
positiontotoreprimand
to school. and that the attacR
position
stated that the HoD slapped a female
incidentstated
Witnesses to theincident
unprovoRed. Witnesses
wasunprovol:i!ed.
that the HoD slapped a female
was

"""-II.tI.II' '.'111'.11'.
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assaulting the HoD. The accounts
ted by
t retalia
g late
t for
studen
student
retaliated
by assaulting the HoD. The accounts
student
forcomin
coming
lateand
andthe studen
HoD filed a charge of assault with the
uently. The
ned subseq
r with
concu
whathappe
happened
subsequently.
The HoD filed a charge of assault with the
concur
withwhat
al details of the accused, the class
police.
police.When
Whenthe
thepolice
policecame
cametotothe
theschool
schoolfor
forperson
personal details of the accused, the dass
HoD was immediately placed on
ted. The
ation reques
ed the
r provid
teache
teacher
provided
the inform
information
requested.
The HoD was immediately placed on
ime, the serving of papers by police
specia
for the
the rest
restof
ofthe
theterm.
term. In
In the
the meant
meantime. the serving of papers by police
speciall leave
leavefor
ing two individuals into opposing poles,
nt involv
exion of
ed the
chang
changed
the compl
complexion
of an
an incide
incident
involving two individuals into opposing poles,
The class teache r who gave police the
ts on
with
and staff
staff on
on the
the other.
other. The class teacher who gave police the
with studen
students
on one
one side
side and
learners of being responsible for the charges
d by
s, was
t's home
studen
by learners of being responsible for the charges
student's
home addres
address,
was accuse
accused
bum the teacher's car, and to torch the
ened to
ed, threat
ts revolt
being
to bum the teacher's car, and to torch the
being laid.
laid. The
The studen
students
revolted,
threatened
by three students who t?new what was
school
school.. The
The class
dass teache r was
was escorted to safety
safety by three students who bnew what was
dama ged by the rest of the student
ed and
om was
d. Her
being
and damaged by the rest of the student
being planne
planned.
Her classro
classroom
was storm
stormed
following the storming of the classroom.
ed school
body. No
No studen
studentt attend
attended
school for
for two
two days
days following the storming of the classroom.
Education intervened and charges
tment of
ff ended
The stando
standoff
ended when
when the
the Depar
Department
of Education intervened and charges
of leave to recover from the assault,
dropped. After
student were
the student
agains
were dropped.
After aa period
period of leave to recover from the assault,
againstt the
school.
to school.
returned to
the HoD returned
authentic, this analysis considers
version isis authentic,
which version
adjudicate which
to adjudicate
unable to
am unable
As II am
As
this analysis considers
thus: the iniquitous
tood
unders
be
can
nt
accou can be understood thus:
HoD's account
the HoD's
one, the
Scenario one.
scenarios. Scenario
both scenarios.
the iniquitous
favour. As a
t's
studen
the
in
tipped
is
t
contex is tipped in the student's favour.
school context
the school
within the
power within
of power
distribution of
As a
distribution
how
of
ines
guidel
down
lays
which
law
by
constrained by law which lays down guidelines of how
HoD isis constrained
the HoD
manag er, the
school manager,
school
t?nowledge power (t?nowing that the
has bnowledge
studen t has
The student
manag ed. The
be managed.
to be
are to
students are
power (l:;!nowing that the
ing to succumb to school
(refus
power
nce
resista
law), resistance power (refusing
by low).
limited by
authority isis limited
manager's authority
manager's
to succumb to school
(support of peers).
power
social
and
HoD),
the
lting
(assau
power (assaulting
aggressivepower
authority), aggressive
authority),
the HoD), and social power (support of peers).
has to rely on her own resources by
HoDhas
the HoD
authority,the
and authority,
dignityand
retrieve dignity
to retrieve
orderto
InInorder
to rely on her own resources by
tion authorities) and then
educa
of
rt
suppo
the
ut
(witho
assault (without the support of education
of assault
charge of
laying aa charge
laying
authorities) and then
to withdraw the
pressu
ts'
studen
to
bing
succum
of
ity
indign of succumbing to students' pressurere to
the indignity
sufferthe
to suffer
having to
withdraw the
having
rely on her
can
t
studen
the
whilst
that
strates
demon
io
scenar
This scenario demonstrates that whilst the student can rely
assault. This
ofassault.
charge of
charge
on her
not
was
HoD
the
ts,
interes
to act in her
schoolto
theschool
pressurisethe
topressurise
andto
sympathyand
forsympathy
peersfor
peers
act her interests, the HoD was not
Education.
Depar tmentofofEducation.
theDepartment
andthe
peersand
supportofofpeers
thesupport
onthe
relyon
abletotorely
able
then the following might be a
accounts then
witnesses' accounts
the witnesses'
analysed the
one analysed
IfIf one
the following might
a
form
any
in
ment
punish
al
corpor
law,
educationlow, corporal punishment in any form isis
Accordingtotoeducation
explication.According
reasonableexplication.
reasonable
studen t (who has legal rights to self
againstaastudent
chargesagainst
laycharges
abletotolay
wasable
HoDwas
TheHoD
illegal.The
illegal.
(who has legal rights to self
triggered the saga. The
that
t)
studen
thestudent) that triggered
(slapping the
act (slapping
illegalact
an illegal
by an
protection) by
protection)
the saga. The
HoD possesses
The
.
favour
HoD's
the
in
tippedin the HoD's favour. The HoD
clearlytipped
powerisisclearly
distributionofofpower
iniquitousdistribution
possesses
iniquitous
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it), economic power (to engage
ledge power
I:?now
Rnowledge
power(how
(howtotodeploy
deploythe
thelaw
lawtotoher
herbenef
benefit), Dr('!.nnlrnil'" power (to engage
n), and social power (support of
late her
ge power
s), langua
lawyer
(toarticu
articulate
herversio
version). and social power (support of
lawyers).
language
power (to
tion as no disciplinary action was
tment ofofEduca
geme nt and
school
schoolmana
management
andthe
theDepar
Department
Education as no disciplinary action was
power eviden t in the support given by
t only
t her).
tal:?en
taRenagains
against
her),The
Thestuden
student
onlyhas
hassocial
social power evident the support given by
learners cannot exercise legal rights,
strates that
nt demon
her
her peers.
peers. This
This incide
incident
demonstrates
that when
when leamers cannot exercise legal rights,
scent of the Soweto Riots of 1976.
, remini
h mass
y throug
s agenc
they
theyexpres
express
agency
through
massaction
action,
reminiscent of the Soweto Riots of 1976.
m was deployed to gain admission
t activis
, studen
AA year
yearbefore
beforethis
thismass
massaction
action,
student
activism was deployed to gain admission
ion phase as Nelson Mandela had been
y was
yst. The
to Ameth
Amethyst.
The countr
country
was inin aa transit
transition
phase as Nelson Mandela had been
iated for political change. Many youth,
ed in
releas
for political change. Many youth,
released
in1990,
1990,and
and tall:?s
talR!were
werestill
still being
being negot
now made education and the
tlon",
tion before
who
who had
had sung
sung the
the slogan
slogan "libera
"liberation
before educc
education", now made education and the
were 'impat ient with the slow progress
es. They
regation of
deseg
of schools
schools their
their prioriti
priorities.
They were· impatient with the slow progress
desegregation
politicians to negot iate in their interest,
g the
y. Not
ated societ
s an
toward
towards
an integr
integrated
society.
Not trustin
trusting
the politicians to negotiate in their interest,
49
ign to place as many students as
took aa campa
isation, Cosas
the
Cosas49,, under
undertooR
campaign to place as many students as
the studen
studentt organ
organisation.
took a survey of schools that had availa ble
le into
possib
possible
into schools
schools.. To
To that
that end,
end. they
they under
undertooR
a survey of schools that had available
ts could be accommodated. The
studen
where
ied as
yst was
space. Ameth
Amethyst
was identif
identified
as aa site
site where students could be accommodated. The
se of threats received to bum down
ts becau
school was
was forced
forced to
to admit
admit Black
Black studen
students
because of threats received to bum down
Thus students from other areas were bused
admission. Thus
refused admission.
be refused
should they
the school should
they be
students from other areas were bused
their twenties, lacl:?ed basic sl:?iIIs of
in
older,
much
were much older, in their
students were
these students
of these
in. Many of
twenties, lacRed basic sRills of
to be educated. This was
nded
dema
they
and
,
writing
and writing, and they demanded to
reading, and
communication, reading.
communication,
be educated. This was
the following year and
action
of
course
the
ce
influen
would influence the course of action the
who would
students who
of students
group of
the group
following year and
the
alienation.
and alienation.
mistrust, and
fear, mistrust.
of fear,
atmosphere of
an atmosphere
create an
create
examination, an altercation broke
half-y early examination.
the half-yearly
during the
occasion, during
anoth er occasion.
On another
an altercation broRe
On
d
Eight student refuse to hand in his exam
Grade Eight
student. AA Grade
and student.
teacher and
between aa teacher
out between
out
student refused to hand in his exam
Sir". The teacher, an unqua lified eighteenthe Sir".
with the
jol:?ing with
was jORing
words: "I"I was
hiswords:
In his
paper. In
paper.
The teacher, an unqualified eighteenhe "lost my tempe r", threw a wooden
that he
acl:?nowledged that
who acRnowledged
substitute who
year-o ld substitute
"lost my temper", threw a wooden
year-old
student. The projectile hit the student,
fifteen -year- old student.
the fifteen-year-old
at the
cleaner at
chall:?board cleaner
chalRboard
The projectile hit the student,
d and blood squirted out,
create
was
wound was
five-centimetre wound
head. AA five-centimetre
his head.
gashing his
gashing
created and blood squirted out,
retalia ted by hitting the teacher with a
student retaliated
Thestudent
shirt. The
white shirt.
hiswhite
down his
streaming down
streaming
by hitting the teacher with a
a bricl:? and aimed it at the
with
ed
return
om,
classro
the classroom,
ofthe
out of
ran out
then ran
He then
chair. He
chair.
returned with a bricR and aimed it at the
of the chest. The student then ran out
middle of
the middle
squarely inin the
him squarely
hitting him
teacher, hitting
the
The student then ran out
teacher,
high school student organisation founded in May 1979. The
founded in May 1979. The
and participated in political and educational transformation (Badat
portfolioand
activistportfolio
richactivist
hasa arich
organisationhas
organisation
ru>rlil';ru.t.,rI in political and educational transformation (Badat
1999).

national
Students,a anational
AfricanStudents,
SouthAfrican
CongressofofSouth
4949Congress
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pted to rnohe his way bac~ to
bottle which
again,
again,found
foundaaglassglass-bottle
whichhe
hebrohe
bro!:?eand
andattem
attempted to mal:?e his way bac!:? to
r. Before he could do so, he was
ng the
ion of
the
the class
class with
with the
the intent
intention
of stabbi
stabbing
the teache
teacher. Before he could do so, he was
to the admin istrati on bloch, I did
ty guard
hende d by
appre
apprehended
byaa securi
security
guard and
and ta~en
ta!:?en away
away to the administration bloc!:? I did
teache r involv ed provid ed similar
t and
nt, but
s this
not
not witnes
witness
this incide
incident.
but both
both studen
student
and teacher involved provided similar
diatel y ta~en into safe custody by
r was
ted here.
nts as
accou
as recoun
recounted
here. The
The teache
teacher
was imme
immediately ta!:?en into safe custody by
accounts
e medic al treatm ent. The studen t was
er) to
ing body
ts (a
his
his paren
parents
(a govern
governing
bodymemb
member)
toreceiv
receive
medical treatment. The student was
to school. The Principal offere d
r called
ed mothe
ed in
detain
detained
in the
the office
office and
and his
his widow
widowed
mother
called to school. The Principal offered
l should deal with the matte r. She
r how
ies and
his
his apolog
apologies
and oshed
as~ed the
the mothe
mother
how the
the schoo
school should deal with the matter. She
as she was unabl e to afford a
staine d shirt
e the
that
that the
the schoo
schooll replac
replace
the bloodblood-stained
shirt as she was unable to afford a
en left
ement. Sheth
replac
She then
left with
with her
her son.
son.
replacement.
me to counsel the studen t (but not the
al then
tingly, the
Interes
Interestingly.
the Princip
Principal
then oshed
as~ed me to counsel the student (but not the
the ration ale for attac~ing the
ed from
r!). When
teache
teacher!).
When II inquir
inquired
from the
the studen
studentt about
about the rationale for attacl:?ing the
chair and bric~ did not draw blood,
nt ways,
teache
teacherr in three
three differe
different
ways, he
he replied
replied that
that the
the chair and bric!:? did not draw blood.
ng with the pain. He did not lose any
d him
"l wante
"I
wanted
him to
to suffer
suffer the
the way
way II was
was sufferi
suffering
with the pain. He did not lose any

as~ed
as!:?ed

blood,"
blood."
and a Black student, the teache r
teache r and
Indian teacher
an Indian
betwe en an
incide nt between
. In this incident
a Black student, the teacher
for his actions. He return ed
accou ntable for
held accountable
not held
was not
but was
studen t but
the student
erred by hitting the
his actions. He returned
next five months. The incide nt was not
the next
for the
teaching for
continue teaching
to continue
days to
few days
after aa few
after
months. The incident was not
lithe incident was hushed up"
,
words
other
in
s,
official
educa tion officials, in other words, "the
regional education
to regional
report ed to
reported
incident was hushed Up"
to be a "probl em child who needs
perceived to
was perceived
student was
The student
teacher). The
(Amet hyst teacher).
(Amethyst
be a "problem child who needs
teache r in trigge ring the violen t turn
the teacher
of the
role of
The role
teacher). The
(Amet hyst teacher).
counsellnq" (Amethyst
counseling"
in triggering the violent tum
"exam ple of the fears we as teachers
anoth er "example
asanother
reconceptualised as
and reconceptualised
overlo ohed and
was overloo~
was
of the fears we as teachers
the ways in which race influences
exemplifies the
incide ntexemplifies
Thisincident
school".This
this school".
atthis
every dayat
face everyday
face
ways which race influences
of the school. As one teache r indica ted,
mana geme nt of
and the management
actions, and
interpretations, actions.
interpretations,
the school. As one teacher indicated,
been cut open the police, lawyers, and
had been
child had
Indianchild
an Indian
that ififan
you that
guara ntee you
"I"l guarantee
cut open the police, lawyers, and
might even have made the eight
school.ItItmight
theschool.
invade dthe
haveinvaded
wouldhave
counsellorswould
traum acounsellors
trauma
even have made the eight
ding on the race of
depen
differ,
consequences differ, depending
the consequences
that the
implyi ng that
news", implying
doch news",
00'
' doc!:?
on the race of
or both parents,
one
ut
witho
rs,
learne
Black
Poor,Black learners, without one or
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Working
in tough
conditions
trauma, teachers have to
al ethos and their role
politic
new
ic knowledge of the
n who
teach
teach childre
children
who possess strateg knowledge of the new political ethos and their
. We are informed about what it means to
mic spaces
as marginals in social
social and
and econo
economic
spaces. We are informed about what it means to
tantly, about how and what they know about students.
yst, and
teach
teach at
at Ameth
Amethyst,
and more
more impor
importantly, about how and what they know about students.
teachers' perspectives , in their own
ts from
But,
it to
to reader
..",,,,n,,,,,.,,,s to
to know
know studen
students
from teaCCnters perspectives, in their own
But, II leave it
before these stories are fragmented for the purposes
ences, before
their own
from their
words, from
words,
own experi
experiences,
these stories are fragmented for the purposes
analysis.
of analysis.
of
abou t stude nts: teach ers' stori es
know ing about
teach ers' knowing
Know ing teachers'
Knowing
students: teachers' stories

Veronica
Veron
come here because they cannot C1fford the fees C1t
Amethyst come
the learners at Amethyst
ofthe
Most of
kJCl..<:jU;:'C they
Most
afford

fi-om their poverty-stricken homes. Most of
C1way ftom
to get away
schoolto
to school
cometo
They come
schools. They
other schools.
their nn,JP!-1t"'./_<:1"rl,-IN'h
Most of
don't
really
(qcilities. They
water, electricity and toilet f!cilities.
don't have w;:rter,
They don't
them live inin shacks. They
them
They teally don't
about fifty percentofthem come for education.
onlyabout
thCltonly
Hnc{that
You find
for education itself. You
comefor
come
fifty n",.·,-",,.,+ of them come fot education.
they come to
The school is Cl place to use the (qcilities. I have asked many students why
F'IPrTYlr

<:r"h.nnl

is

a

to use the

I

m<1Oy students why they come to

thqt they come not to learn but to have <1 seat, to have
methqt
told me
havetold
ofthem
M<1nyof
school.. Many
them h'lve
to have a
to
much
th<1t
not
is
fees
school
the
e
becaus
ng
light, to C{O some sort of th ing. It's quite shocki

light, to

some sort of thing. It's quite shocking

the school

but they're not looking C1t thClt. It's <1 pity th<1t
to educate themselvesbut
they getaCl chanceto
C1ndthey
theY're not looking that. It's a pity that
in school; they think th<1t the kids are
are
kids
these
why
the government doesn't realise

the

why

kids ate in

they think that

kids are

education. (Vf1
for,10C1neducation.
herefor
cominghere
coming

(vr1)5 0

purposes. The code comprises three alphanumeric symbols.
The code comprises threeinalphanumeric
symbols.
US" in
this chapter and
initial letter of the participant's name, the second, a letter ("r
theinitial
indicatesthe
firstindicates
Thefirst
The
letter of the participant's name, the second, a letter {UT" in this chapter and US" in

This represents a referencing code for analysis
5050This represents a referencing code for analysis purposes.
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. just being with their friends. I have
The learners ql"e
are havinq
having'I qgood
goodtime
time ininschool
school, just being with their ITiends. I
ing (car iqcking) and dl"ug deClling .
d inin hi-i<lck
s are
heard thqt some of these learner
learners
are involve
involved
hi-j<lcking (cqr jacking) and drug dealing.
liFestyle into the school. They smoke
They come
bringtheir
their lifestyle into the school. They smoke
come from
ITom bCld
bqd environments. They brinq
I report it to the Principal. The police
g into
ana) and they come
zoll (mariju
(mClrqUqna)
come stinkin
stinking
into c!ClSS. I report it to the PrincipClI. The
this
Feel trapped some students have
qate but
come
n",o>ttlrl:l1'p
but itit continues. These kids
kids feel h<lpped some
have this
come and
anq investi
because of the threats and because of
ce thqt
inAuen
inAuence
that they
they Feel
fee! they
they can't
cqn't resist - sometimes ~~~'~J~ of the threats and
of
parents don't give them quidance
and their
ced by
peel" pressure. They
their
They are
Clre inAuen
influenced
by peel"
peer pressure
don't
them guidCll1ce
to friends because friends become their
to
to sCly
sClY this
this isis wwng
wrong and
and thClt
that isis I"ight.
right. They
They listen
!isten to ITiends becquse ITiends become their
have to do it. (VU)
y-stricken so
(qmily
fumily.. They
They are
Cl re povert
poverty-stricken
so they
they Feel
feel they
they have to do it.
al punishment. Because of the rules qnd
not use
A
A major
major problem
pWblem isis thqt
that wecan
we cqnnot
use corpor
corporal punishment. v<::\..qu;)C
rules and
the Fil"st
is
Toqt
us.
hits
chilq
the
if
even
chilq
'I
r:
the laws
we canno
cqnnott hit
hit a child even
laws we
we have
have been given, we
child
us.
n
: thqt I cannot use corporal punishment
o this
al told me
thing the Prindp
Principal
me when
when II camet
cqme to
this school
school:
I cqnnot use corporal punishment
their lives in school, trying to be doctors.
rs should
Clny Fmm.
of
of ,my
Form. Learne
Learners
should be trying
trying to
to better their lives school. trying to
doctors,
not
does
Race
lities.
cqpqbi
heir
n't knowt
justdo
They just
intelligent. They
so intel!igent.
ql"e"e so
oFthem
Most of
lawyers . Most
L'lwyers.
them Cll'
don't know their cqpClbilities.
does not
'It OUI" country, Africqns have more
looking at
(qct looking
In fuct
well. In
c\oing well.
from doing
anyone ITom
prevent anyone
prevent
our country, AITicqns have mote
,

I

(VT3)
'IS the lndians academically. (VT3)
gooc\ as
'IS good
are as
ricqns are
now. TheAf
opportunities now.
opportu
AITicqns
Blacks sit on one sideand Inc\i<lns on the
classes Blacks
most classes
In most
tension. In
racial tension.
much racial
Thel"e isis much
sit on one
<md Indi<lns on
don't W<lnt to be
iust
They
places,
theil"
to
back
go
they go
but they
them but
other . I try to inteqratethem
their
They
don't want to
(Vf4)
toqether, They I<lbel each other. (VTl';.)
te with Africqn kids <It <I personal
can inteqra
Indians cqn
so th<lt IndiClns
pwgl"<lmmes so
We need progrClmmes
"TP.n'-Al'''' with AITicqn kids
a person<ll
We
more, we
e
unicat
comm
to
need
e,
sensitiv
very <:",n':l1'I\.'''''
arevery
chilql"en <Ire
hqt children
knowt
should know
Teachers should
level. Teachers
level.
that
to communicate more, we
do not I"eqlly understand their backqrounds.
we do
but we
backqround but
theil" background
know their
to know
tend to
tend
not really understand their bClckgrounds.
easier. But there Cll"e no opportunities to
teachinq easier.
maketeaching
will mClke
backqround will
the bqckground
Vndel"stqnding the
Understanding
But there are no opportunities to
department hCls no pwgl"Clms FOI" teachers. But
thedep<lrtment
backqrounds becausethe
learners' b<lckgwunds
about le<lrners'
leClrn<lbout
le<lrn
hqs no programs For teachers. But
involved with the learners. [ understand the kids
because they don't getinvolved
know~~~""'~.F~
teachers don'tknow
with the [earners. I underst<lnd the kids
nt and don't respond to kindness.
arroqa
are
Some
personally,
because I get to know them personq[ly.
are arrog,mt
to kin~ness.
(VfS)
qttention . (VTS)
some::I+h~h+I'n
getsome
dtsruptive [ustto
aredisruptive
Theyare
to get
They

paragraph
student in chapter seven) and the third, a numeral, indicates the
teacher(or(orstudent
indicatingteacher
seven)indicating
chapterseven)
chapter
in chapter seven) and the third, a numeral, indicates the n:.r~'!1r:'lrlh
text
thetext.
dataininthe
sourceofofdata
andsource
and
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on th ing For
valuables saFe. ItIt isis a<l comm
At this
common thing for
this school
school there isis no
no place
placetoto keep V<lluGlbles
stolen. For example a teacher's cell-phone
ings like
belong
belongings
likeaqtextbook, coats,
coats,and
and bags
bagsto get stolen. For
a
stood by each other - nobody was
yet they
was
they stood by each other nobody was
wasstolen. All
All pupils
pupils knew
knewwho
whostole the phone
me stolen phones. CFT1)
tstried to
d to
prepare
tosell
sell me stolen .-.hr,,",=:
yearabout eight studen
prepared
tospeak out . Last year
a priority - the learning aspect does
ion isis not
They
They come
come to
to school
school because educat
eduCGltion
not a priority learning
their fi-ienqs. You'll notice that attendance
not
not draw
drqw them,
them, but
butthe social aspect of
ofbeing
being with
with their friends. You'll notice that attetlCl;:mce
Homework is given, but it is not done.
isis higher
higher at times when
when they
they are
are not
not qoing
doing any
any work.
work. Homework is given, but it is not done.
ything. It is very fi-ustrating. Cm)
There
There isis very
very littleth
little at wecan
we CGln do
do asthey
as they don't
don't (earan
anything. It is very frustrating. (FT2)
d academic teaching anq assists pupils.
ne who
A
someone
who goes beyon
A qood teacher isis someo
beyond
and
pupils.
have
don't
They
well.
as
, and approachable
But we
n:.n-,,,,,nT ,md approachable as well. They don't
we need to be compassionate, tolerant, patient
As teachers we need to be kinq <lnq
parents who are
,md give
give advice.
we need to be ki nd ,md
are role-models and
have to be nurses, social
You
dlsclpline.
situations but also
in certain situations
understandinq in
underst<lnding
also to discipline. You have to be nurses, social
know everything about them whether
learners, know
the leClrners,
know the
to know
need to
We neec\
parents. We
and parents.
workers, ,md
workers,
everything about them whether
say it is not our problem but I
rs
teache
some
know some
shelter. II know
and shelter.
clothing, and
(ooq, clothing,
have food,
they have
teachers say it is not out problem but I
is.
think itit is.
think

Cm)

but now I know the reasons : they have no
attituqes, but
negative Clttitudes,
very negative
have very
kids have
The kids
now I know the reasons: they hClve no
and baq behaviour is the result. So how
Hunger, being beaten-up and
manners. Hunger,
parents to instill manners.
So how
parents
bad behaViour is
things that are missing and, they do change iF
do the things
to do
quty to
our duty
them? Soitit isis our
we reach them?
canwe
G:ln
are missing and,
if
CFT4)
understand. (FT4.)
have to understand,
Wehave
caring. We
showG:lring.
weshow
we
older <lnq have been here For years. They
are older
they are
sensitive; they
not sensitive;
are not
teachers are
Someteachers
Some
and
They
kids'
the
solve
to
tried
they
e
becaus
d
chanqe
have ch<lnged
They helVe
inqi((erence. They
by indifference.
to cope by
seem to
seem
they tHec\ to solve the kids'
have given up on helping, sometimes it is
theyh;qve
saythey
-tosay
(qirto
not be~ir
woulc\not
(qilec\. ItIt:woulq
anc\~i!eq.
problems<md
problems
given up on helping, sometimes it is
involved as it is emotionally qraining. I take
beinvolvec\
to be
wan-tto
don'tw"mt
theydon't
psychological thing- they
;qapsychologiG:l1
ClS it is emotionally draining. I take
has -to do it. It's a huge responsibility
ne
everyo
that
(qir to expectthat
butititisis notfctirto
everydaybut
Fooqeveryc\<iy
Food
to qo it. It's a huge responSibility
make sanqwiches etc. 1 come From a
supporttoto make
(qmilysupport
moneyI 1 havefctmily
time andmoney
oftime
termsof
ininterms
sandWiches ete. I come from Cl
very restricted. but privileqed social environment. CFTS)
very
We disclpllne in the same way we
are50so qi((erent fi-om the kids we teach.We
Weare
discipline in the same WCly we
will not tell you that they can't a((orq books
kidswil.1
home. Thesekids
children<itathome.
ownchildren
ourown
dtscipl tneour
diScipline
not tell you that they CGln't afford books
naughty, they are justto o poor. Some
Forgetfulorornaughty,
areforgetful
theyare
thatthey
trueth<lt
alwaystrue
notalways
It'snot
pens.It's
ororpens.
they are just too
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no excuses; they don't understand these
out the
rs [ust
teache
understand
teachers
just I<lY
layout
the rules
rules and
ancl they
they accept
accept no excuses; they
learners. It'saahuge
hugechallenqe. (FT6)
(FT6)
very strong in manaqernent. I will not sit the
a] I Iwould
IfIfI IW<lS
wasthe Princip
Prindpal
would have
havetoto be
be very strong in
I will not
the
like
ns
solutio
find
would
I
on.
heCld
ms
proble
the
office- I will do whatever it takes and
and face
face
problems heacl on. I would Rnd solutions like
make my presence felt. st<lFF needs help
ntly. II would
g in
bringin
constantly.
would make my
staff needs help
bringing
in other professlonals consta
tClking drugs - AIDS <lnd rape. These are
pment with
Clnd
cl ea I with
with kids
kicls
drugs - AIDS and
are
,mcl develo
development
with how
how to deal
taken.
be
must
pupils
these
t
ag<lins
action
n abscond Clnd some
s. Childre
on problem
comm
some
taken.
common
problems.
Children
class.
the
in
monitor them and get them
Kids
Kiqs Clre
are here,
here, but
but not
not in
in the
the class.
class, We
We need
need to
to monitor them ancl
in the class.
find out later that the child W<lS absent for Cl
Connect with
with parents
patents,, speak
speak to
to them.
them. When
When they
they Rncl out later that the child was Clbsent fot a
contact them sooner, not when
al II will
I were the Pnnctp
long
Princip<ll
will ('"('",,-.TA,"'"1"
If I were
when
parents sit
sit in shock. If
long time the parents
Cm )
the problem has reached
reached aa crrtical point.

5ar~s

shock. MClny discipline problems. Kids 'Ire
culture shock.
WClS aCl culture
school itit was
this school
o this
cametto
When II cqme
When
MClny discipline problems. Kic,is are
go looking for them and bring them back to class,
to go
have to
We have
class. We
from class.
abscond h-om
and absconcl
absent<lOci
absent
looking for them a bring them b<lck to
to them Clnd find it more rewardinq.
more
am
I
Now I am mOre used to
week. Now
first week.
for the Rrst
everyday for
I cried everyclay
<lncl fincl it more reward!
Here they are very weak, (ST1)
them to pass. Here
Here it'saCl huge eFFort justto
to getthem
they are
weak. (ST1)
the school. Most of them don't
squatter settlement behind the
the squatter
Most ofthem live ininthe
Most
school.
of them
percent of
Eighty
ounds.
backgr
ic
socioeconom backgrounds. Eighty percent
poor socioeconomic
very poor
from very
come h-om
They come
parents. They
have parents.
of
,
feeding
for
social workers p<lY qrandparents
where thesocial
knowo
own.IIknow
theirown.
ontheir
them liveon
them
offcases
cqses where
workers pay gr,mdparents for feeding,
money and throw the kids out. There are so
the money
keep the
peoplekeep
clothing. These people
and clothing.
shelter, ancl
ancl throw
kicls out.
are so
fares
bus
Boys'
raped.
being
of
you with stories
to you
cometo
Kids come
school. Kids
thisschool.
cases<It'Itthis
sad cqses
marrysad
many
with stories of being raped. Boys' bus
oFFthe bus. They are involved in the drug
throw themoff
conductorsthrow
theconductors
andthe
been stolen<lncl
havebeen
have
the bus. They are involved in the drug
(512)
done.(S12)
nothing has beendone.
Clndnothing
tradeand
knows whClt's happeninq. BCld rnanaqement is
Thisisisaa problernatic school. Everyoneknows
This
wh<1t's happening. Bacl m;m<lgement is
from my class druq-takinq and g<lmbling tClking place. They
seefrom
takeaa stand.! Isee
willingtototake
notwilling
my
and gambling taking
They
th<lt
and
us
for
ous
danqer
is
it
th<lt
sqys
al
Princip
openly becauseititisistolerated here. The
doititopenly
that it is c::\angerous fot us and th<lt
kids don't do it openly, but Black kids 'Ire
IndiClnkiqs
sold.Indi;m
aresold.
Drugsate
culture.Drugs
theirculture.
P<lrtofoftheir
ititisispart
don't do it openly, but Black
are
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dealers Clnd users, but lndian kids
m. Black kids Clre
g proble
. Indian
brazen
Inqi;:m kids
are
and users,
brazen.
Indf,mgirls
girlshave
haveCl adrinkin
drinking
problem.
Black
gs. (513)
rt the
mClinly
mainlysuppo
support
thesale ofdru
of drugs.
s-bars. He prefers not to know what is
lf behind
al locks
The
The Princip
Principal
locks himse
himself
behind burqlar
burglars-bars.
prefers
to know what is
will storm the school with guns. I don't
s thClt
ning. He believe
hClppe
h'lppening.
believes
thqt ififwe
wetake
t'lkeClCl stClnd
st;:,mdthey
they will storm the school with guns. I don't
but by Clnd larqe, parents don't know whClt is
believe the
the [earners will
will do
dothis.
this. There
Thereare
ateClafew,
few, but by and large, parents don't
what is
in
bring
to
school to be burnt. But we need
ing and
h'lppen
happening
and IIdon't think
thinkthey
they will
will allow
allowthe
to
burnt. But we
to bring in
s they have to have some gU'lrdi'ln because
the
the cops
cops more
more often.
often. Even if they have
have no
no parent they helVe to have some guardian
Principal is just allowinq things to happen.
n. The
when
when they
they register they
they come
come with
with aaquardia
guardian.
The Principal is just alloWing things to happen.
chanqes when they take drugs. (sT4)
rug dealers
Somed
Some drug
dealers are
are very
very bright
bright but
buttheir
their mood
mood ch;,mges when they
drugs. (ST4)
'lwqy, crying. Fin'llly I brought someone
'lwn, quiet, stClying
IIh'ld
staying qWqy, crying. Fin'llly I brought someone
had 'la girl
girl who
who W'lS
was withdr
withdrqwn,
raped by two outsiders. We don't have
to
to speak to
to her
her Cln~
;:mcl she
she confi~ed thert
th,ri: she
she W'lS
was tapecl by two
We don't
is common
Rape
ntion/
Interve
ional
protess
counsellors so
so how
how do
do we
we help
help those
those who
who need
intervention? Rape is common
pupil raped a girl - it WClS kept very quiet. Her
st these kids. During
arnonq
amongst
During the
the fun
fun run
tun aa male
a girl - it was
very quiet. Het
the matter.
into
look
to
ed
promis
and
down
almed him
futher came
came with
with aa gun.
gun. Thetea
The chersccalmed
him down and
to look
school. Preqnancy iscommon . Currently
her parents, not the
told her
child didn't return. She told
The child
the
is common. Currently
have children. Every class has a few. I know th is
old, hwe
yeqrs old,
about 15 years
my class. about
in my
girls in
five girls
children. Every dass has a few. I know this
school. I know m'lny boys have futhered kids.
to school.
kids to
the kids
bring the
they bring
or they
us or
tell us
they tell
because they
I know many boys have fathered kids.
The friends of boys will gener'llly tell us thClt
responsibility. The
the responsibility.
take the
to tqke
But the boys refuse to
But
friends of boys will
Iy tell us that
boast to their
Boys
later.
you
tell
but
lnt,
'lre pregn'
they are
when they
hide when
Girls hide
children. Girls
have children.
they have
pregnant but tell you later. Boys
to their
kids. It's
d
futhere
the friends tell us th'lt they have
and then the
preqnarrt and
girl isispregnant
when the gir!
friends when
friends
us that they have fathered
It's
but
higher
be
m'ly
rate
ncy
pregn'l
The
own.
their
on
with itit on their own.
deal with
to c\eai
have to
the girls have
sad because the
sad
m'ly
but
WClS
r
teache
A
d.
'li:t'lcke
were
who
school. There have been teachers who
ofschool.
out of
drop out
justdrop
m'lny just
m,my
were
A
W'lS
knife by school pupils. (sTS)
with 2ja knife
threatenedwith
W'lSthreatened
anotherwas
andanother
hijClckecl, 'lnd
hq'lckect
by
pupils.

Praortha
Pranitha
are 50 different now. I'm teachinq for about
childrenate
Thechildren
different.The
verydifferent.
schoolisisvery
Thisschool
so
now. I'm
for
d.
of children are not academically incline I h'lven't
Mostof
school.Most
thirdschool.
mythitd
Thisisismy
years.This
threeye'll"s.
three
children ate not academically inclined. I haven't
backqround here is terrible- uncultured.
children'sbackground
thechildren's
butthe
'lffiuentbut
Clre2jffiuent
thCltare
schoolsth<lt
been toschools
is terrible- uncultured.
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to tertiary study. Theyshow no interest in the
The standard isisvery
seethem
themgoing
going to tertiClry stw:\y.
no
verylow.
low.I Ican't see
te with
lum. They
curricu
curriculum.
Theycan't
Gln'tassocia
<lssoci<lte
withit.it.(P'Tl)
(PT1)
tic front, family problems, not living with parents.
ms on
M<lny
MClnyhave
hqveproble
problems
onthe
thedomes
~omestic fi-ont, family problems, not living with
take drugs qnd most of students 'Ire also on
loyed. Parents
very
Mostparents 'Ire
are unemp
unemployed.
Parents take drugs and most of stuclents Clre also on
verypoor. Most
'Ire very nqughty, talkative, and they'll do
drugs.
Gin notice this
thisFrom
ftom their
theirqttitude, they <Ire very n<lughty, tqlkqtive,
they'll do
clrugs. You can
something wrong
wrong.. (PU)
(PU)
HOD who'll tell me th'lt th'lt child's parents 'Ire
ms II speakkto my
When
qte
my HOD who'll tell me
thClt child's
problems
When II have proble
thqt
injuries
e,
violenc
imes I see signs of domestic
om. Somet
on
on drugs.
c{rugs. We
We speak
speqk in
in the
the st<lFFro
stafftoom.
Sometimes!
see
of domestic Violence, injuries thqt
happened to them . One of the
what
tell
qnd
up
ts have.
the studen
have. II ask them
them and
and they
they open
open up 2Incl tell what happenecl to them. One of the
students
isto enquire about the children's backqrounds, their
things
we haveto
h<lve to do For
(or our
our Form
form classes is to enquire about the children's backgrounds, their
things we
from -that (PT3)
yment, their relrqio n and so on . You can learn 'I'I lo-t
parents' emplo
n.nVITlPnT their religion and so on. You Gin
lot (tom th<lt.
'I deep cut on her hand. she told me th'lt she came
nt 'In
In
In one
one incide
incident
an lndian
Indian child
child had
had a
cut on her hancl.
told me th'lt
Glme
I
hand.
her
cut
it
kniFe. She tried to block it and
father came
home late and her father
Glme to
to her with 'Ia knife. She triecl to block it
it cut her hand. I
her mother 'I hqrd time and
begged me not to because he gives her
she Deaaea
up but she
take itit up
to tq
wanted to
wantecl
mother 21 hqtd time and
(PT4)
lot.
up. Butshe told me 'I
don't open up.
Others don't
'Ill up. Others
them 'It!
beat them
would be'lt
But she told me a
(PT4)
would
For them it comes 'Is part of life . They 'Ire neglected
violence, For
to Violence,
so used to
are 50
Blacks <Ire
The BI2Icks
them it comes 2IS P2lrt !iFe. They 2Ire
<lnd hygiene. They 'Ire bright students. Thirty percent
education, dress, 'lnd
Food, education,
to food,
comesto
when itit comes
when
are bright students. Thirty percent
They lack qeneral knowledge. Their learning is
not interested. They
just not
'Ire just
Some are
very bright Some
'Ire very
qte
lack gener<ll
Theft learning is
(PTS)
very restricted because of restricted exposure. (PT5)
very
Black children have problems because of social
but Blqck
bright but
very bright
are very
kids are
Indian kids
Incli<m
children h2lve ptoblems
of
street
the
on
around
g
walkin
always
is
mum
Her
child.
Indiqn child.
another Inctian
know of another
problems. II know
problems.
mum is always w<l!king around on
whatever she can but she is a bit of 'I problem-ma ker.
'IIways tr iesto
[ob. Shealways
looking ForCl'Ijob.
looking
to sell wh<ltever
can but
is a bit
problem-maker.
an extrov ert and comes across as ~ h<lppy child. She
child isisan
thischild
yetthis
Her father is an alcoholic.yet
Her
extrovert and comes <lctosS as <I h<lPPY chilcl. She
problems <It home. (PT6)
knowabout theproblems
neverknow
wouldnever
Youwould
creative.You
veryartistlcqndrrp::lTI\!P
'It
(PT6)
isisvery
homework.
in
ted
interes
not
'Ire
they
homeworkas'Is they
or homework
assignments or
I don't give aSSignments
<lre not
in homework.
of drama. In my le<lrning area you can see their talent lotsof
We dolots
work.We
groupwork.
rather givegroup
t<lther
dt<lm<l. In my learning area you can see
t<llent
<lnd
music,
g,
dqncin
love
They
s.
learner
the
'Ill
about<lH the
t'llking<Ibout
amtqlking
andI I<lm
very talented,mcl
'Irevery
theyare
just come alive. OBE gives them a chance to show
theyiust
Sociqllythey
'Ire50so diFFerent.SOdally
Theyate
actinq .They
come alive. OBE
acting.
to show
(PP)
potential. (PT7)
Fullpotential.
theirfull
their
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Navin
Navfn
qt the present moment is to get learners into
m facing
t proble
The bigges
biggest
problem
facing our
outschool
school at the present moment is to get learners into
many reasons
to chase them into the class. There are
class on their own.
are m;:InY re<lsot]s
we"Ire
are Forced to chase them into
own. Often
Often we
to qo with parental discipline, discipline '1t home.
om. ItIt has
why
has to do with parentCli discipline, discipline at
whythe kids
kids are
are not in
in the classro
could be thllt
education, and the other reason
They '1re
that
reason cou Id
<md value
value education, ,md
<Ire not
not made
made to
to understand and
been
has
work
no
where
out,
kicked
been
where they have
g ftom
these
hGlve
kicked out, where no work
been
kids are
Clre comin
coming
trom school
schoolss
these kids
re'1lly
t
haven'
they
So
.
ing the same atmosphere in this school
om, expect
done in
it] the
the classro
classroom,
pVI'>PrI' I
they
reGllly
not
is
It
do.
to
them
want
ors
educat
the
whllt
do
to
ned to
been
to do. It is not
disciplined
to go
go to
to c!'1SS,
d<lss, to
to listen,
listen, to do wh<lt
been discipli
concept of education is like going into '1
ion. The whole
th'1t
.rAT."" is like going
Cl
that they
they llre
are not
not thirsty
thirsty For
for educat
e&ucation.
whole rf"lt,rpl'lt'
they
th'1t
ed
educat
don't believe th'1t if you '1te to get
d. They
shop
shop qnd
and buying
buying 'a1 10'1F
loaf oFbte'1
ofbreCld.
They don't
that if you are get educated th<lt they
have to get into the c!'1SS and Follow the instruction
have to
to do
do things
things qnd
and to
to do things
things they
they
to
the class <lnd follow the instruction
rs. I think they find th'1tthe moment the teacher isis less
by the
asked to
qte asked
thllt
that they
they are
to do
do by
the teache I think they find that the moment

(NT1)
to take advantaqe. (NT1)
seem to
strict, they
they seem
them '1 lot of work, they won't do the work and
to give them;:;
tend to
you tend
ifyou
issue is, if
The other issue
lot of work, they won't do the
;:;nd
The
line
fine
1
'
problem '1mong qll of them. So it's
common problem
It's <I'1 common
classes. It's
attend '-'q.;'-,,-.1.
won't attend
they won't
<lmong all of
line
So
they
strict in the sense th'1t these learners need to be
enough; strict
not strict enough;
but not
strict but
being strict
between being
between
in the sense that
learners
to
I
qoing.
enjoy
can
th'1t they can h'1ndle ;:md th'1t they
workthat
amounts of work
small amounts
with sm<lll
nurtured with
nuri:urec\
they can
<lnc\
can enjoy dOing. I
used to end up being frustt'1ted when I g'1ve them
lniti'1lly II used
experience. InitiGllly
own experience.
myown
with my
th'1t with
find th<lt
find
to
up being
when I g<lve them
couldn't make
they
;:md
ct
very high Fot their intelle
was very
th'1tW<lS
level th<rt
operatinq '1t Cl'1 level
was opet<lting
work. II WClS
work.
high tor their intellect <lnd they couldn't make
now I realise. I have to givethem the same '1 mount of
But now
happeninq. But
WClS happening.
whllt W<lS
ofwh,rf:
tllil of
ortail
head or
head
I
[se, I have to give them the SClme amount ot
very simple work. and you ptogressively Increa se the
with the very
You stClrt with
doses. You
small doses.
workininsmall
work
Simple work, Clnd you progressively increase the
e. (ND)
oFtim
periodof
longerperiod
overa'1 longer
intensity, butover
intensity,
time. (NU)
we seem to gClin Cl lot of knowledge about
enrolment, we
ofenrolment,
time of
the time
from the
VsuCllly trom
VsuGllly
seem to gain <I lot of knowledge about
sinqle-parerrt homes, probably living with their
from Single-parent
cometram
of these learners come
Mostof
learners.Most
homes, probClbly living with their
fathers are. Few oFthose learners actuallv live with
their realfathers
whotheir
knowwho
oFthem
Fewof
mothers, Few
mothers.
them know
'Ire. Few
learners actuCllly live with
llfter school and to see
work
theit
ise
superv
to
able
aren't
rs
mothe 'lren't able to supervise their work after
their mothers
qndtheir
mothers,ClOc\
theit mothers,
their
school ::md to see
rs are wotking as
mothe
these
of
Mqny
basis.
on<I 21 regulClrbasiS. Many
to schoolon
comingto
qtecoming
they'Ire
whethetthey
whether
mothers <Ire working 'Is
them are living fat llWqy from the school where
ofthem
someof
qndsome
maids01"orinin factotiesand
domesticmaids
<ire living far <lWilY trom the school where
living with their relatives and, From my
are
s
these learner 'Ire jiving
attendinq.SoSothese
areGli:tending.
clnldrenare
theirchildren
their
with their reliltives Clnd,
my
,---,,.,..,,pC1'!r
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and girls
girls are
are highly
highlyabused .
discussions
with them,
them, I've
I've come
cometoto realise th(lt these boys ;md
ions with
discuss
(NT3)
(NT3)

someof
ofthem
themgetting
gettingup
upasaseqrly
earlyas<isfour
Fourininthe,
the,
Wehave
haveh(ld
hadgirls
girlsininGrade Eleven, some
We
g to
untilseven
seven(lnd
andonly
onlydressing-up and
andcomin
coming
toschool
school'1fter
ete house-work until
thecompl
complete
doing the
l<;;p_.IA1r>rv

s, cook
haveto wash
washthe
theclothe
clothes,
cookthe meals,
meals,and
and
Whenthey
theyreturn home '1fter school. they have
th'1t. When
d they
theyare
arefinishe
Hnished
theydon't have
havetime
timeto
tostudy.
study. So ifif
haveeveryth
everything
ready, and by the time they
ing ready,
have
ation. Theteacher can
high degree of
ofexploit
exploitation.
can
you look
look'1t itit critically.
iy, '1mong
amongthem,
them, there isis'1ahigh
you
s
gUide and
and do
do '1acertain amoun
amountt of
ofwork,
work, then they have to work on their own. These learner
gUide
l. Then also there are living
don't have
have the t ime (It
at their
their disposa
disposal.
cannot cope because they don't
er
ions in
conditions,
many of
of them
them '1re
are living
living under terrible, P<lthetic condit
conditions
in the squatt
ions, many
condit
<;;P1i-lpt"l,pnt<;
and they
they don't
don/t even
even bave
have aa chairto
to sit
sit on.
on. (NTLi-)
(NT4)
ents, <lnd
settlem
ed. She
know of aa girl,
girl, Thandi
Thandi,, in my
my class who
who isis depress
depressed.
she lives with
with her
her brothe
brotherr and
and
II know
to
s. For
ly died ofAid
sister. Her
Het parents
patents are late, probab
probably
of Aids.
For her to
to come
come to
to school
school,, she isis forced to

'1t
gh they
an, becaus
her sister, <llthou
nd who is a policem
boyfriend
policem::m,
becausee her
her brothe
brotherr and her
although
they are
are
have a boyfrie
the
work, they don't give her
het any money. When
When her brother comes home from work, all
boyfriend
tely difficult to study. 50 her boyfi-iend
lights must be
Hnds it absolu
absolutely
be off with the result she finds
to
come to
to come
money to
as have money
well as
as well
study, as
can study,
buy candles so th<lt she can
money to buy
her money
gives her
drunk
gets drunk
sister gets
that her sister
me that
She also told me
school,
cloth herself, and have pocket-money. She
school , to cloth
strap), and she
(leather strap),
with aa sjambok (leather
hits her with
even hits
she even
to the level that she
,md
'1nd abuses her, to
becomes a'1
involved itit becomes
romantically involved
be romantically
to be
inclined to
not inclined
are not
they are
ifthey
marks. Even if
showed
me the marks.
showed me

(NT5)
question
ofsurvival. (NTS)
questionofsutvivaL
to
cameto
Agnes, came
in Grade Ten, Agnes,
girl in
where aa girl
week, where
had thisweek,
that II h'ld
case that
another case
There
was another
There was
her.
at her.
throwititat
to throw
wanted to
ofwat
pot of
boiled aapot
actually boilecl
mother actually
hermother
me.
WCltererand
and wanted
me that her
told me
Shetold
me.She
drunk and
mother getsdrunk
Themother
remember. The
can remember.
shecan
time she
the time
fromthe
everyday from
She
been abused everyday
has been
She has
she
poor that she
sopOol'
areso
they 'Ire
str<light th'1tthey
herstraight
told her
mothertold
and the mother
frustration and
herfrustration
'111 her
outall
takesout
words,
otherwords,
rich, ininother
berich,
canbe
theycan
so th<ltthey
Point Road,50
toPoint
and goto
should
should get fat and leave school'lnd
(NT6)
educated. (NT6)
sheisisvery
Butshe
toto becomea
a prostitute.But
very interested in beingeducatecl.
and
educatorsand
cases ofabuse, becauseasaseduQtors
reportcases
yourepon
whenyou
utiouswhen
We
Qutious
have to be veryca
Wehave
situationinin
<ltthesituation
look'lUhe
community.IfIfyou
brunt ofthecommunity.
wanttoto get thebrunt
notwant
do not
you look
wedo
school,we
theerh",,,,'
'1ttqck the educators.
andattack
come<1nd
erstotocome
ofabus
communityof
thiScommunity
forthis
which
<1busers
schoolisissituated,(or
ourschool
whichour
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hours.
qs, can [ust be clone in a matter of a<l few
as
few hours.
buildings,
cqn just
in a
as well
well asasto
to bum
burn clown
down our
ourschool butldin
CN17)
(NT7)

the Principal, I have asked these learners to
tation with
What
wh'lt I've been c\oing,
doing, ininconsul
consultation
with
Principal, I h'lve
these
to
given
have
also
often
them of clinic dates, anc\
contact the
thewelfqre
welfqreauthorities. We
Wealso inform
inform them of clinic dates,
often
works through their
it
if
e
becaus
,
welfare
of
ment
rs of
one numbe
s teleph
learner
learners
telephone
numbers
ofthe
the depart
dep'lrtment of
if it works through
of another race taking the onus onto us.
people, itit isis much
much safer than
th'ln we
we as
as aa person
person of 'Inother race taking the onus
us.
very
be
to
we are being racist. So you've got
iately they
Immed
Immec\iately
they would
would look
look at
at itit as
as though
though we are being racist. So you've got to
very
,
success
some
founc\
have
to
seem
we
with that
cautious when
when you
you hanc\le
handle issues
issues like
like this.
this. So
So with th<lt we seem to have found some success,
ntly the social work department has contacted her
because II c\ic\
c\ic\ speak
speak to
to Thanc\i
Thandl and
and appare
"pparently
work department has contacted her
ed to a place of safety. The same
relocat
her
get
to
parent
patentss anc\
,md they
they are
ate already
alteadY making
making means
means to
her reiocated to a place of safety. The same
toic\ them that what ever happens to them that they
with
with Agnes, she isis very
very keen, and
and II have
h"ve told them that what ever h'lppens to
that
but
ined.
determ
ion. These are two learners who are
give up
should
shoulq not give
up their
theit quest
quest for educat
education.
are two
who are determined, but
but who c\on/t have the minc\ to do it.
determined, but
[ust as
who are
are other [earner
there ate
who qon't
mind to do it.
learnerss who
are
'lS
CNTB)
(NTB)

their parents, they are c\isloya I/ so they prefer to
that if they report their
them feel thatitthey
ofthem
Ma ny of
(Ire disloyal, so they prefer to
Many
. We tend to lose a lot of
school
of them are forcec\ to leave
many of
result many
With the result
abused. With
be abused.
We tend to
a lot of
be
them are forced to
We as
tand,
unders
tend not to
this isis what many educatorstend
and this
abuseand
this abuse
ofthis
chilc\ren because of
children
not to understand. We as
that if a learner is not dotnq his or her work, that the
feel that
we fee!
where we
minc\set, where
have aa mindset,
educatorshave
educators
if a learner is not doing his or
work, that the
must be a
there
that
say
to look beyond that, ancl
willing to
not willing
are not
We are
lazy. We
damn lazy.
learner isis damn
learner
look beyond that, and say th'lt there must
'l
(NT9)
problem. (NT9)
problem.
problems. Boys are much more lazier than the girls.
similarproblems.
havesimilar
not have
do not
and boysdo
Girlsand
Girls
Boys £Ire much more laZier
gitls.
street
around
g
boys tend to stray, hangin
parental guic\ance, these boys
lack ofparental
Because of the lack
to stray, hanging around street
involved in petty thefts and also
get
ofthem
m,my
<mc\ many
c\rinking'lnd
c\rugging, drinking
smoking,drugging,
corners,smoking,
corners,
ot them
involved in petty thefts '1nci qlso
[earners who have been involved in car-theft anc\ hijacking. So
ofour
someof
schoolsome
haveatatschool
wehwe
we
out learners
who have been involved in cqr-theft <md hqacking.
got to C\O more with the siblings, when they go
boys hasgot
the boys
withthe
problem with
theproblem
that the
thinkthat
I Ithink
to qo mote with the siblings, when they go
(NTi0 )
chores. eNTi0)
have setchores.
girlshave
thegirls
homeallallthe
home
no mother, the mother is at work, anc\ often
theyaare
boys,they
theboys,
Withthe
With
re left tree, there'sno mother,
mother is at work, anq often
have left the mothers when the children were
fathershave
thefqthers
around, becausethe
notaround,
arenot
the fathersare
left the mothers when the chilqten were
the
there is no quidance. I think any learner
want,
they
whatthey
c\oingwhat
justqoing
arejust
the boysare
young . Sothe
young.
want, there is no guiqance. I think any learner
school until the time that they are about
boys go toschool
timeboys
trom thetime
formative years,{tom
from theFormative
From
until the time that
ate
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happens is these boys resort to all
discipline. So what
1616oror17,
boys resort
what happens is
17,they
they need
need to
to have very
verystrict discipline.
them than their
to
g
excitin
more
es
becom
that
result th<lt becomes more
ted habits
sorts of
to
th'ln
ofunwan
unwanted
h<lbitsanci
<lnd with
withthe
work. (NT11)
school
schoolwork.
(NT11)
you can turn them around. For example, one
m isis mainly
The
The proble
problem
mainly with
with boys
boys but
but you C'ln turn them 'l/'ounq. For ex4mple, one
r, I have been able to turn him around in the
nci aa car
chap who
who has
h'ls been aCl car
C'lt thieFa
thief qnd
car hijacke
hijacker, I have been able to turn him arounq in
money the easy way is not the best way, anc\
last three years. And
And now
now he realises
realises that
that getting
getting money the easy Wqy is not
way, and
he has
and
that
cioing
also
was
who
Fellow
r
anothe
is
he
he isis c\oing
doing Grade
Gr'Icle Eleven this
this year.
year. There is <lnother fellow who wqs <llso cloing th'lt ancl has
they could conhde in me. Anc\ they knew that iF
chanqed as
'IS well.
well. They
They openly
openly discussed itit and
,lOd they could confide in me.
they knew that if
me I wouldn't go anci report them, but my goal
e in me that itit will
they conhd
rnnnrrp
wit! rema in with
with me I wouldn't
and
them, but my goal
intentions were to
my
d,
arreste
been
have
gh they
was
w<ls not
not to
to get them arrested. II mean
mean althou
<llthough
h<lve
my h"-,,''''"1"'''''' were to
anc\ being dishonest. (NTI2 )
etabout stealing things
change
change their
their minds
minciset
things
(NT12)
in me, because ( believe
trust
can
they
that
know
they
II know
know all
all the
the thugs
thugs here,
here, but
but
know that they C'ln trust in me,
Founc\ that works miracles with the boys, anc\
have found
thqt II have
thing that
them. One thing
beftienc\ them.
can befriend
you can
you
that works miracles with the
and
like
words
your own space. Like the boys, iF you usesimple
into your
them into
girls, isis getting them
the girls,
even the
even
own space.
the boys, if you use simple words like
there. They know that you qre
automatically the respect isis there.
you?", automatiC'llty
are you?",
How ate
my ftienci. How
"Hello my
"Hello
They know that you 'Ire
endearment, and you
an
with no intention, as
darlinq", with
my d<ltling·,
"Hello my
girls, "Hello
the girls,
even the
ca ring, even
no intention, '15 an
;;md
to. They
med
accusto
not
are
they
terms
are
these
e
becaus
up beC'luse
open up
to open
tend to
they tend
realise that they
they <Ire
accustomed to. They
own society. In their own society they are bulliec\ .
their own
in their
human beings in
like human
are not treated like
are
50CI'etV In their own
people, you can get a lot of work clone.
hanc\le these people,
to handle
howto
know how
you know
that ififyou
th ink that
So II think
you C'ln
done.
(NT13)
(NT13)
and one thing that the learners of
our teachers shout at them <md
lot ofout
know <Ia lot
You know
You
one thing
or nagging them. Teachers say
ntly
consta
them
at
ng
shouti <It them const;:mtly or
areshouting
when youate
don't like isis when
todaydon't
say
lesson
nute
55-mi
q
have
you
iF
g,
new system of teachin if you have a
the new
with the
butwith
time but
have time
they don't h,we
they
lesson
20-25
for
qnci
s
minute
30
You teach For about
minutes.You
For 55minutes.
can teachfor
period, no teachercan
,md
20-25
gives you enough time to supervise their work as well
their work <lS well
mminutes you set them work. And thatgives you enough time to
you would have
and
week
a
times
four
that
to counsel one or two of them at a time. Dothat
as'1Sto
four
4
you would
(NT14)
eight learners in [ust one week. (NT14)
anc\eight
Fourand
betweenfour
helpedn""'IAlP""'"
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. They 'Ire with quardians or family . They
Most
kids'Ire
Clre not
notwith
withtheir
their parents They are with gu<!rdi<!ns or fumily.
Mostof the kids
From outside this area . Only the Incli'ln kids have
'Ire
'Ire<!, Only
Indi<!n kich
'Ire not
noteven
even from
fwm around
around here.
here. They
Theycome
come from
'I parent the
see
to
want
Ifyou
.
parents
their
with
their
If you
to see 'I parent
theirparents. Most
Mostof the Black
Blackklds
kids'Ire
are not
not with
"My mother can't come From the farm" .
g", or,
kids
kids will
will tell
tell you,
you, "My
"My mother isis workin
wotking
at, "My
can't come from the ful'-m" ,
Western Cape. He is living with gU'lrcli'lns
ly we
Recent
are from
from the
He is living with guardians
Recently
we h'lcl
had 'Ia chilcl
child whose parents'Ire
'1ncl get on the bus but
books
and
lunch
take his
here.
here. Wh'lt
What he
he does isis get dressed For school,
lunch and
on
bus but
s.
parent
his
t
contac
ere. I clicln't know how to
he
I didn't know how to
his pClrents.
he doesn'
doesn'tt come
come to
to school
school.. He
He W'lS
was going
going elsewh
them iFhe W'lS ill because he hClcln't
ss and
d to
ately they
Fortun
..~......~,.
and II asked
asked them jfhe was ill because he hCldn't
FortunClteiy
they phone
phoned
to check
check his progre
over '1nd made some excuse th'lt he finds it very
been
been to
to school
school For three
three weeks.
weeks. They
They came
came over and made some excuse that
finch it very
ted
oblivious th'lt he is not interes in school.
lt to
difficu
difficult
to find
find his
his wCly
way to
to school
school.. His parent
parentss'Ire
are oblivious that he is not interested in schooL
H

,

'1ns can't h'lndle
His
His gUClrd[
guardians
handle him.
him. CTT1)
(TIn
is nothing you can do. You Clre blocked by
which there
'IReI' which
point after
you reach
Found you
II found
reach a'I point
there is nothing you can
You 'Ire
by
rs.
teache
the
or
'l/
Princip
the
by
even
imes
Somet
child. Sometimes even by the Principal or
the child.
or the
gUClrdi'lns or
or guardians
or family, or
parents or
your business because once you get involved you
of your
none of
th'lt itit isis none
some indication th<!t
There isis some
once you
involved
How can I tell parents th'lt they 'Ire 'It fault?
some repercussions. How
'Ire some
committed . There ate
are comm
can I tell n:::U',>nf"<: that they Clte fuult?
'Ire
hose thClt these kids take drugs; they
knowt
We
excuse. We
psychologicql excuse.
some psychological
oFFer some
'1!WClys after
They Cllways
know
kids tqke drugs; they
know th'lt IncliCln
kids
even smell alcohol. The
can even
you can
and you
bloodshot, and
'Ire bloodshot,
their eyesare
smell, their
kicls know
IndiCln
are in
lives
Our
d.
involve
getting
from
me
s
restrict
that
'1nd
am terrifieq ,md
are scared. II am
teachers Cite
restricts me from
involved. Our lives are in
and ch'lnge the culture of this school" - it
come and
"Don't come
me, "Don't
told me,
Clctu'lllytold
danqer. Someoneactually
change the culture of this school" - it
Inadequate to prepare For South AFricqn
r tr'lining has been inadequate
advice . Teache
likeadvice.
oFFered like
W'lS oftered
f"::.rhpl- training has
was
to prepare for South African
(TU)
schools. (Tf2)
schools.
were fighting over Cl pair of scissors . When the
students were
two students
InIn another instance two
fighting over a pair of scissors. When the
her. Fortunately, some students prevented the
teacher tried to intervene, they attacked her.
Fortunately, some students prevented the
we deal with on 'I d'lily basis. Some kids are
things
'Irethings we
From getting stabbed. Sotheseare
teacherfrom
with on a daily
Some kids 'ire
ce counsellors.
guid'ln
need
we
why
Th'lt's
havetoto get to knowth'lt.That's
wehqve
violenceandwe
pronetotoViolence
why we
guidance counsellors.
they need help with social '1nd cultural
thClt they do well academically- - they
importantthat
notimportant
It'snot
It's
need help with
cultural
aspects . (Tl3)
'1cqdemicqlly inclined but they are [ust not
our besttoto make them aca~emica![y
can tryour
Wecan
We
indined
they ate just not:
ted in clrugs Clnq
interes
more
'Ire
They
.
failure
own
theirown fuilure. They qre more interesteq
fortheir
blamefor
'Iretotoblame
Theyate
interested.They
interesteq.
in drugs <mq
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is wrong or right. They are
e telling what
ces. They
roman
romances.
They have
have no
no gUidelines: no-on
no-one
wh<lt is wrong er
They Clre
in this
young
Being
Follow their own minds.
ns and
ndent: they
indepe
independent:
theymaketheir
theirown
owndecisio
decisions
and follow their own minds.
young in this
friend. That is okay but then you find they
matic. They
place isis proble
problem;:;tic.
They want
w<lnt you
you toto be
betheir
their
is
but
find
ne
discipli
om
classro
but
g,
teachin
subject when
ge you
challen
challenge
you all
ClII the
the time.
time. They
They enjoy
enjoy the
the subject when teaching,
classroom discipline
and they have to work on their own.
ng ends
nt the
m the
becomes aCl proble
problem
the mome
moment
the teachi
te'lching
ends Clnd they have to work on their own.
(TT4)
(TT4)

we sifted out the riff raRS. There was a time
It am
for eight
eight years.
years. Over the
the years we sifted out the rift raftS. There was Cl time
am here For
. Now only a handFul is ill-mannered. Their
able. Nowth
when itit was
W2!5 unbear
unbearable.
Now e pupils
pupils are
are decent Now only q hClndful is ill-mannered.
subjects
t is lacking in schoolwork. They ~il simple subjects. You knowthere are some
interes
h"!''''lr",tt is lacking in schoolwork. They ~il simple subjects. You know there Clre some subjects
still they ~il. They disrupt the entire class,
you can
(Cln learn
lecjtt') From
from the notebook and
and pass,
PClSS, but
but still
~iI. They disrupt the
clClSS,
peer
the
sense
can
you
But
l.
contro
under
that
they Feel they want attention, but
but iI can
C'ln get
get that
you can sense
g. Over time peer pressure gets to them .
pressure to
to behave
behClve badly,
badly, to
to fit
fit in
in with
with not
not studyin
studying.
time
Eleven they start ~iling due to romantic
pertorrn well in Grade Ten,
They "",,.!'r.!-'I"n
Ten, but
but in
in Grade
GrClde Eleven
to romantic
Sometimes I
teach.
you
when
~ces
blank
with blank
you with
They look
interest. They
They lose interest.
liaisons. They
look at you
liaisons.
Sometimes I
me upthe wall. (Tr5)
are arrogant. That drives me
taught . Someare
iF II taught.
wonder if
up
wonc!er
wall.
ed, we were not trained For
deskill
e
becam
we
order we became deskilled,
new order
the new
into the
came into
we came
When we
When
we were not trained For
have the time. How do
don't
We
this gap?
fill inin this
you fill
do you
How cio
baggage. How
apartheid N<:lIClaCle
with apartheid
copingwith
gapl We cion't have
time. How do
coping
For the first time in Grade Eleven - never did it
subjects for
doing subjects
are doing
kids <Ire
them? Some kids
help them?
we help
we
the first time in
Eleven never did it
syllabus suffers . At
the
and
gap
the
fill
to
have to fill
we have
Nowwe
school. Now
primary school.
even inin primary
not even
before, not
before,
syllabus sufters. At
results . Its not that we weren't working but
bad t'esults.
the bad
For the
answer for
to answer
have to
wehave
yearwe
the year
ofthe
endof
the end
Its not th,rt we
working but
the
some people will rehearse the exam papers .
school some
thtsschool
At this
speed. At
to speed.
upto
them up
gettingthem
were getting
we were
we
people wilt
exam pClpers.
(TT6)
r.
teache
bad
a
am
I
Now
praised .Now
will bepr;Msed.
and the teacherswill
welland
dowell
will do
kidswill
The kids
I <lm <l b<ld "!''''::lr·h", ..
and I was held up and had q kniFe held up
Saturday,mcit
onaa5qturd<lY
tuition on
dotuition
to do
cameto
Last yearI Icame
W<lS held up anci haci <i knife he/ci up
my gold chain was yanked from my
and
purse,
my
and
cell-phoneanci my purse, ,mci my
mycell-phone
tookmy
Theytook
neck.They
myneck.
tomy
to
gold ch<iin was yqnkecl trom my
g. My life was in danger and the
meetin
staff
thestqft
mentionititatatthe
evenmention
noteven
didnot
Principaldid
neck. ThePrincip<ll
meeting. My life was in danger anq the
For our lives. He sits in the office with the door
value fot
no vq!ue
nothing. There isis no
didnothing.
Principal qid
Principal
our liVes. He sits in the office with
qoer
no-win situation. The system makes you hard,
TblsisisGI ano-win
danger.This
exposedtotoc1G1nget.
notexposed
Heisisnot
locked .He
!ockec1.
situGltion. The system makes you harq,
beyond the call of duty but that incident has
muchbeyonq
dososomuch
humanity.I I usedtotodo
yourhumanity.
toto loseyour
the cqll of duty but that incident has
school. You want to help the learners but you
jewellerytotoschool.
wearjewellery
can'tWe'll"
Youcan't
everything.You
stoppedeverything.
stopped
You W<ir)t to help the
but you
did not
office
the
that
is
part
sad
The
time.
danqerallall thetime.
alerttoto q;,:mger
andalert
Wqryand
havetoto bewary
helVe
sqq part is that the office dic1 not
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. I think, th<lt the incident made up my
main reason
ledqe my
acknow
reason, I think that
up my
Clcknowledge
myextra efforts. Th<lt's the
ne needs a P<lt <lnd it is 50 dishearteninq not
mind
You know,
know, everyo
P\lP,.""
not
Cl pClt ,md it is so
mind not
notto
todo
dothe extra bit. You
(TT7)
ised . All
to
(n7)
somepraise.
tobe recogn
recognised.
At!of us need some
them, but I don't teach them, which is such a
This
them, which is
This isis aa new
new lot.
lot. I'm
I'm getting
getting toto know
know them,
best. Even for school
the
be
to
them
inspire
to
tition. IIlike
lge compe
lly, IIencour<
pity.
pity. Genera
Generally,
encourage
competition.
like to
them to
I know their problems, but the school Fees <lre
ly. II tell
fees IJ h<lndle
h;:mdle them
them t<lcttul
tactfully.
tell them
them th<lt
thClt I know
problems, but the school
Glre
make
I
.
fees
offho m school if everyone p<lys their
due.
due. And
And IItell
tet! them
them about
about getting
getting <lCl Frid<lY oft from school
pays their
( speak to them 'IS
out;
them
single
don't
I
hop
them aware
aware like when
when IIsee
see them
them 'It
Clt the tuck-s
tuck-shop I don't single them out; [
to them <is
fees. I
school
p<lid
t
buying, but they haven'
d people
n th<lt
a<i unit
unit and
<inct just
just mentio
mention
th'1t II notice
noticed
people buying, but they hqven't paid school
d fees . (ITS)
don't
don't dem<ln
demand
ounds. I know of one child who has 50 many
They come trom very diverse backqr
b'1ckgrouncis, I know of one child who h'1s so m'1ny
is drinking <lnd abuse in the home. The parents'
ed <lnd
problems. The parents are
'1re separat
sepClrqted
<ind there is drinking '1nd abuse in
home. The parents'
eeism and she
absent
heavy
her
about
r
mothe
her
separation qfFeets her pertorrnance. II cqlled
called her mother about
<ind
back them
wants
father
th'lt did not happen , The
to school, but to'1t
her to
promised she will send het
did not h<ippen. The
qre pawns of their parents . Some don't have d'lds.
Children are
drinking. Children
he promised to stop drinking.
p'1wns
d<iqs.
is
there
imes
Somet
s.
parent
their
my class <lre not living with
in my
children in
twenty-nine chilciren
About 'rtAl~>nT'\'_
there is
ct, or chanqed, or the
have 'Ire either incorre
with parents, The contact numbers II have
no contact with
nrr' ....""-r or
Clre
or
no
ency.
emerg
<In
in
parents
the
t
contac
even
t
we canno
Sometimes we
given. Sometimes
'Iregiven.
numbersClre
wrong numbers
wrong
even
the patents in "m emergency.
We could not contact the parents - we have to
h<ld a<l very b'ld nose bleed. We
child had
one child
This one
could not
the parents - we have to
This
medical <lttention. I did my bit but you never
contactinq parents for meclical
about contCIcting
law about
the law
follow
fol
low the
attention. I did my bit but you never
ableto makecontact . (IT9)
being
of not
not becauseof
or not
actionor
to takeaction
hetherto
knoww
know
whether
not being Glble to mGlke contact. (m)
I get to know
50 short. How do I find time to get inform<ltion?
dayisisso
schoolday
Theschool
The
short. How do I find time to
inFormation? I get to know
th<lt they can confide in me. But everyone does
always tell themth<1t
to them .I Ialways
t<llkingto
them bytalking
them
they can confide in me.
children. Sometimes someone else will tell you.
homchildren.
directlyfrom
getititdirectly
SometimesI Iget
respond.Sometimes
notrespond.
not
someone else witl tell you.
lives in a
l everything comes across as hunky-dory. Shelives
Nit<lsh<
talktoto NitCIsh
youtCllk
whenyou
examplewhen
Forex<lmple
q everything comes across as hunky-dory.
For
in <I
me
asked
r
mothe
her
st'ly
to
place
no
h'ld
she
time
onetime she had no
Atone
aunt.At
herClunt.
withhet
housewith
one-roomhouse
one-room
- het mother
me
couldn't keep her, her father qiqn't want her, but
mothercouldn't
me. Hermother
withme.
ififI I couldletlet her staywith
keep
father didn't w;:mt her, but
how will we know? Okay. in this case the
neatly.so50 extrovert,so50 intelligentso50how
she dressesso50neatly,
will we know? OkCIy, in this case the
feel you have to be 'I mind-reader.
you
imes
Somet
others?Sometimes
about"'",,""""ff'C'
wh'lt;qbout
butwhat
me,but
toldme,
mothertold
you
you have to be q mind-reader.
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- because other
want anyone elseto know
s confide ininme,
Somet
knowSome imes learner
le<lrners
me,but they
theydon't
don't
that . (lT10)
ntly. I Ihave
rs read
teache
teClchers
reactdiffere
e!ifferently.
haveto
torespect
~P"r,p,......that.
(TT10)
om. There was a time when we felt we
imes we
Somet
Sometimes
weshare experiences ininthe
thestaftto
stamoom.
was a time when we felt we
e ofthe divisions in the
becaus
lately,
om, but
the staftto
s in
were
were gossiping about the
the learner
le<lrners
ill
stamoom,
but l<ltely,
divisions in the
e ofteachinq is so much and now we
ed by
staFF,
stafF,they
theyare
are more
moteconsum
consumee!
bystaff issues. The pressur
pressure teqching is so much ane! now we
work in. This context is very frustrating.
have
h<lve to
to watch
wl.ltch our
out backs.
backs. The
The place
pl<lce isis not
not good
gooe! to
to work in.
context is very rrushClting.
lot, neutral lot who are not, they [ust
om lot,
There
There are
are so
so many
m<lny cliques
cliques here. 5taffi..o
Stamoom
lot, library
library lot, neutrl.ll lot who l.lre not, they just
the anti-Principal lot, and the 1incipal lot,
rt. We
don't
don't declare their
their suppo
support.
We have
have the
the pro-Pr
pro-Principal
lot, the anti-Principal lot, anq
1to
n
missio
their
it
make
people
and
ng
t-part -of-this-stafflot. There
am-no
Clm-not-pClrt-of-this-stafflot.
There isis so
so much
much bickeri
bickering and people make it their mission to
not because of the learners, because of
hounc!
hound anc!
and make others
others miserable. It's
It's terribl
terriblee here, not

or

poor rnanaqernent and start drviston. (Tril)

d
GerqlId
with good quality results. I'm equipped
was well organised with
that was
school that
aa erh,..,,..,1
I'm
good quality
g, and good
trainin
ic
academ
experience, academic training,
practical P,.Opl""lpl,rp
best possible skills, gre<lt ideas from ni"::lrTl,-::l
withthe best
and
with
ther
altoge
school was another ball game
camettoo realise that thiS school
but II came
management exposure but
m;:magement
was another ball
altogether
profiles. 50 all my strengths iUst fell away. I
and learner profiles.
structure and
satlonal structure
terms of orqant
inin terms
l1isational
50 all my
lust fell Cl way. I
(GT1)
from scratch again. (GT1)
learning hom
start !eatlJing
to start
hac! to
had
just walked in and out, smoked and drank
People just
school. People
like aa school.
wasn'tlike
thls wasn't
2000 this
InIn2000
w<llked in and out, smokeq and drank
try to do something, you were tarqeted.
wouldtry
managers woulcl
When managers
liked. When
they liked.
whatthey
dic! what
and did
<md
to clo something, you were targeted.
you. They c!ic\ it mainly as a warning.
thrown atat you.
bethrown
would be
somethingwoulcl
andsomething
walking ancl
You'c\ bewCllking
You'd
They clid it mainly as Cl warning.
threqt of injury <lnd
is
There
floors. There is aa constant thteqt
upperfloors.
the upper
fl-om the
you hom
aim at<It you
would aim
They woulcl
They
of injury
ng learners.
hcmd[i
in
are
aries
your bound
wh<ltyour
learnwh;:r!:
to learn
You haveto
aimed at teachers. You
Violenceaimecl
Violence
bounciaries are in hanclling le<lrners.
back is turned, they throw things <It you.
yourback
when your
butwhen
directlybut
youdirectly
confrontyou
don'tconh-ont
Theydon't
They
is turnecl, they throw things at you.
from
came hom
1I came

(GT2)

my vislbllity. They stop whenever
monitorbybymy
teach,I I iUstmonitor
don'tteach,
To dlscipline thoseI Idon't
To
visibility. They stop whenever
we just approach them and they run
smoking,we
aresmoking,
see learnersare
seeus.us. For example. if wesee
theysee
they
just approach them anci they run
disappear into the community
they
e
becaus
rse,because they ciisappear
ofcou
followof
We can'tfollow
banks.We
thebanks.
clownthe
<lwayciown
awCly
course,
into the community
ted within the
promo
is
and smoking
stealing, anci
drinking, stealing,
drugs, drinking,
takingcirug5,
this-tCiking
because'Illall thissmoking is promoteci within
L/C:\..QU:,C:

1
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the science lessons, doinq it academically a.nd
ch ititisisdurinq
un ity. The wa.y
comm
community.
way I Iapproa
Clpproach
during the science
doing it qQciemiQlly and
howto control thiS type of behaviour. Perhaps
giving them scientific facts.
facts. Butwe
But wedon't
don'tknow
know how to control this type of behClviour. PerhClps
danqer is a.lwqys there. (GT3)
ms. The element of
only
onlythe
thepolice can
Qnha.ndle
handlethese proble
problems.
of danger is ClIWClYS there.
one place where I can tqke control. I demand
n. the
The
The classroom isis my
my domai
domain,
the one
I Qn
controL I demanq
ine doesn' t need strength or special tra.ining
rn disclpl
discipl
qi5cipiine a.nd I am consistent. To
To mainta
maintain
qiscipline qoesn't neeq strength or
training
rs a.nd
learne
specific
y
iclentiF
I
,
use threats
-- be
thClt you
you uphold
upho!q,, don't use
I identitY
learners anq
be consistent, set rules tha.t
ba.cl behaviour. Because when you speak to the
ually and ask reasons
speak to them individ
individuallyanq
reasons for
for baq behClviour. BeQuse when you speak the
and not to them. (GT4)
reetqlking
whole
theythink
think you
whole class they
you a.Clt'
king to
to others
ooHo them. (GT4)
of backqrounds. They have no role-models,
rs come
Learne
Le.'Imers
come hom
f1.om cHfFerent kinds
no
look to teachers For gUicla.nce. I know of two
d. They
ically incline
parent
parentss a.re
are not
not academ
aQqemiQlly
inclined.
They look to
1 know of two
around a. H:er
ha.ng
They
qa.y.
ofthe
end
lly a.t the
ay especia
learner
learnerss who
who smoke
smoke da.gga.
dagg<l everyd
everyqClY
especially
h<lng <lrouoq aH:er
someone to chat. The Ia.ngua.ge barrier is there
school
school then
then II realised
re<lliseq they
they were
were lookin
lookingg for
for someone to chat. The IClnguClge barrier is there
y reach out and you have to respond. Give them
ng- so
we spoke
but we
but
spoke about
about smoki
smokingso you
you seethe
see they
out anq you have to respond.
them
d.
involve
too
get
to
not
do
but
someone for them
tomorrow. Be
hope For
or hope
thought or
for tomorrow.
Be someone for them - but qo not to get too invo!veq.
aa. thought
(GTS)

do get confused with names very easily. I
well -- II do
know learners very well
to know
get to
don't get
II qon't
confuseq with names very easily. [
going on in their homes I don't get Invo lved
wha.t isis going
child. WhClt
with the chilq.
name with
associateaa. name
cannot ClSS<::Jcl<lte
on in
homes I don't
involved
I keep
on,
hom outside the class needs attenti
a.nything f1.om
if ,mything
[ob a.ncl if
the iob
do the
in tha.t. In the class II do
ciClSS
<lnention, I keep
how people can grow up and do better tha.n
about how
genera.l ;qbout
in gener<ll
speak in
do speClk
trom it, but II c\o
a.wa.y ftom
awCly
people Qn grow up <lnc\ do
th<ln
think
iately
immed
voice to reprimand. Learners
your voice
hom oYou can't raise your
come f1.om.
they come
where they
where
think
e of
becaus
them
at
inq
screarn
you
Are
outl
them
race dimension. Are you singling
the r<lce
ofthe
of
you
at them
with learners. (GT6)
become verycomplicated to dealwith
hashprr>f"n
the ir race? 50itithas
learners. (GT6)

Bernice
Bern
professional I have a piece of work to do a.nq
a.nqasasaaprc)teisio
ionaland
kids.I 1 have enqaqedinin<I a. lot ofqisciplinary enrichment. I furtherecl my
thClt is to educate thesekids.
workshops, seminars Clnd stqfF development progra.mmes. I
numerousworkshops,
a.ttenqednumerous
studies, I've::ltt;,'tlt1,"t1
developed educator. I can tell, quite honestly, my lessons
a.ndt1p",>Ir>tl,<>t1
skillecland
highlyskillec\
rega.rcl myselF asa Clhighly
profess
fasaaprofessional
myselas
reqardmyself
I 1reg;qrc\

(BT1)
with precision.(BT!)
assessedwith
a.nqClS5eSsect
planned, executed,,lOd
arepbmned,
are

1
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with the lesson .
they know what I expect. I get on
When
on with the
walkinto my
myclass they know what I
Whenthe kids walk
expect each 'lnq every one to
the standards Clnq
There isis no
and 1[ >,>vr"o,.,one to
no unnecessary chit-chat. I set the
to be
has
ne
Everyo
ipline.
Ill-disc
and
ect
ne disresp
s, I Idon't condo
achieve . I accept no
'c ..",ch&>,r+ ;:md ill-discipline,
conqone
noexcuse
excuses,
Clny nonsense. In c!ClSS, te<lching isisofthe highest
t. 1Idon't
al Clnq
punctu
punctual
and show
show interes
interest.
don'ttolerate any nonsense. In
",y;-',>"rT

y. (BD)
priorit
priority.
(BD)
s. I know rnyseltand they haveto conform,
You
You see,
see, IIdon't
don't have
haveto
to know
know my
my learner
learners.
I know myself and they h<lve to r,..., •..,i-r.... ..,..,
help me to know them personally/ I'm not
itit isis the
the only
only WCly
way to
to achieve. whClt
What does itit help me to know them
I'm not
I can't
triClls?
life
and
ms
proble
their
hem,
ted. And
interes
interested.
And ififII were,
were, where isthe
is the time
time to
to knowt
know them, their problems and life trials? I can't
listen to their problems. (BB)
bout their
ng Clabout
do
life. My
My job
job is
is not
not to
to listen to their problems. (BB)
do Clnythi
anything
their life.
ne is equ'll 'lnq I treat them equ'llly. In Clny case they always use
I am Cl teacher. Everyo
\/p,"""r,p is equal ;::md I treat them equally. In any case they always use
their stories. Ail of us have hqcj some cjifficulties in life.
ail. II don't
nal blackm
ernotto
emoi:ionai
blackmail.
don/t (qll
~iI For
for their stories. All of us h<lve had some diffiCUlties in liFe.
to Hnd their own paths otherwise we are
They
They must
must learn
learn thClt
th,rt thClt
that is
is life.
life. They
They will
will have to Hnd their own p'lths otherwise we are
problems My job isto providethem with
others to solve
creatinq aCl culture
culture ofdependence on
on others
solve problems My job is to provide them with
to accept lifeas it comes. (BT4)
Hnd jobs, to become independent, and to
to find
think, to
to think,
skills to
life as it comes. (BT4.)
hours and hours Clfter school to get my paper
spend hours
seriously. II spend
very seriously.
job very
my job
I take my
hours after
my paper
definitely
am
I
ion.
educat
good
Cl
work done. I sClcriHce my personal time to give these kids a good
work
I am definitely
to knowthem. In Clny casethey will only allow
not going to sacrihce teachlnq time to getting to
know them. In any case
will only
, or why they
school
to
late
come
they
why
like
to know thClt which will beneHtthem
me to
me
why they come
to school, or why
can't do homework. (BTS)
my homework, they come on time to class and
do my
Theydo
works. They
Somehow my Clttitude works.
to
sClys Cl lot. I
thClt
M'lybe
c!ClSS.
my
in
low
very
will note ftom my register, absenteeism isis
asClS you will
low in my
Maybe that says a
know the kids but the kids don 't perform. I
Others know
well. Others
do well.
they do
and they
kids ,md
my kids
knowmy
don't know
the kiqs but
kids qon't perform. I
don't
(BT6)
everything. (BT6)
thClt Sqyseverything.
thinkthat
think

Conc lusio n
Conclusion
represent teachers ' knowing about students in this
storiesrepresent
re-presentedstories
eightre-presented
Theseeight
These
teachers' knowing about students in this
ption of how teachers come to an
descri
of analysis, aa description
stage of
the first stage
study. ItIt isis the
of how teachers come to an
study.
work, at Amethyst.
andwork,
functions,and
roles,functions,
theirroles,
oftheir
tandingof
unders
at Amethyst.
deI'stand]mg
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ted, is situated knowing: driven by the
uction sugges
g, the
ers knowin
Teach
Teachers
knowing,
theintrod
introduction
sU~!,ge;ste:a is .;>n"........'.... knowing: driven
people and personal experiences. From their
tions with
schoo l's context, teachers interac
interactions
with people and personal experiences. From their
the challenges they face at Amethyst. The
e of
ptions, the
descri
descriptions,
the reader
reader gets
gets aa glimps
glimpse
of the challenges they face at Amethyst. The
ions in the country have complicated their
al, social,
t politic
presen
present
political,
social, and
and economic condit
conditions in the country have complicated their
ent student performances. Now it is a site of
ced excell
work
work in
in aa school
school that
that once
once produ
produced
excellent student perfonnances. Now it is a
The teachers are also situated in social networks
ications, and
tensions , compl
complications,
and frustrations.
teachers are also
in social networks
management,
school
ts, their fellow-colleagues,
that
that bring
bring them
them into
into contac
contactt with
with studen
students, their fellow-colleagues, school management,
networks they discover that the students who
gh these
s. Throu
imes, with
and
and somet
sometimes,
with parent
parents.
Through
these networks they discover that the students who
rounds that are brought to school. Based on their
matic backg
yst have
attend
attend Ameth
Amethyst
have proble
problematic
backgrounds that are brought to schooL Based on their
working at Amethyst has complicated their
ences, the
al experi
person
personal
eXI)en:em;es,
the stories
stories reveal
reveal that
that working at Amethyst has complicated their
ble, and depriving them of professional
lace untena
g the
ns, makin
roles
roles and
and functio
functions,
making
the workp
workplace
untenable, and depriving them of professional
deal with a multiplicity of challenges without
ver, they
ction. Moreo
satisfa
satisfaction.
Moreover,
they have
have to
to deal with a mUltiplicity of
without
might
stories
rs'
, a reading of teache
nment Indeed
ral suppor
structu
structural
supportt from
from the
the gover
government.
Indeed, a reading of teachers' stories might
to government-bashing, but that is not the focus
leading to
response leading
sympathetic response
compel aa sympathetic
compel
government-bashing, but that is not
focus
deepen
to
a
agend
l
critica
a
by
driven
is
,
instead is driven by a critical agenda to
analysis, instead,
study. The analysis,
the study.
of the
of
LVU...U V ' U " .

knowing.
teachers' knowing.
of teachers'
nature of
the nature
about the
understandings about
understandings
the stories are unpacked in terms of firstly , how
critical perspective, the
from aa critical
Read from
Read
are unpacked in tenns of fIrstly, how
to be students, teachers, parents, and school
appear to
sources appear
Their sources
know. Their
to know.
come to
teachers come
teachers
be students, teachers,
and school
ued as
constr
be
from these sources can
know from
teachers know
what teachers
Secondly, what
managers. Secondly,
managers.
these sources can be construed as
knowing. There is, undoubtedly, but
cultural, and professional knowing.
classed, cultural,
gendered, raced, "Ul;);)I;;'lL,
There is, undoubtedly, but
ting from differences in
emana
,
taught
the
and
rs
teache and the taught, emanating
between teachers
divide between
unexpected, aa divide
not unexpected,
not
from differences in
peculiarities and
The
ion.
educat
of
values
the values
and the
culture, and
gender, culture,
class, gender,
race, class,
race,
of education. The peculiarities and
the impact of political transformation on
attributed toto the
divide may be attributed
the divide
ofthe
complexities of
complexities
impact of political
on
work.
teachers ' work.
andteachers'
schoolingand
schooling
can derive through analysis, an understanding of
one can
accounts, one
teachers' accounts,
From teachers'
derive through analysis, an understanding of
counsel, and observe students, and through
r,
monito
t,
interac
teach, interact, monitor, counsel,
means toto teach,
what itit means
what
and observe students, and through
important to remember that it is a
is
It
ts.
studen
their
know
they know
how they
these processeshow
these
It
important to remember that it is a
being mediated by stories from students .
withoutbeing
perspectives,without
teachers'perspectives,
fromteachers'
knowingfrom
knowing
mediated by stories from "......."'.......
interpretation of these stories, and in
and
is
analys
ananalysis
next chapterI I presentan
thenext
InInthe
interpretation of these stories, and in
critical analysis.
knowingtotocritical
teachers'knowing
upteachers'
openup
doing,open
sosodoing,
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CHA
CHAPTER

ut Stud ents
wing Abo
hers ' Kno
Teac
Teachers'
Knowing
About
Students
ducti on
Intro
Introduction
the agenda of part three to explore teachers '
uation of
This
This chapter isis aa contin
continuation
of the agenda of part three to explore teachers'
ation, I introduced the study aims and
r in
g. Earlie
knowin
of this
this dissert
dissertation, I introduced the study aims and
knowing.
Earlier
in part
part one
one of
re underpinning this study, data production
ives, and
object
objectives,
and in
in part
part two,
two, the
the literatu
literature underpinning this study, data production
ng context, details about teacher participants,
ption of
ches, aa thick
approa
ofthe
the teachi
teaching context, details about teacher participants,
approaches,
thick descri
description
derived from
and presented their stories. This chapter, the analysis of the stories

and presented their stories. This chapter, the analysis of the stories derived from
ts of how they come to know and what
sive accoun
es teachers' discur
ews, explor
intervi
interviews,
explores
discursive
accounts of how they come to know and what
contents of the interviews were not necessarily
they
they come
come to
to know
know about
about students. The
The
of
were not ne(~es;;an
s, drawn from the
theme
ching
overar
two
These
ed with
prefac
prefaced
with how
how and
and what
what they
they know.
know. These two overarching themes, drawn from the
uence of reading the data to answer the
own construction: aa conseq
my own
are my
stories, are
consequence of reading the data to answer the
the analysis I present is one meaning-making
Hence, the
study. Hence,
this study.
of this
questions of
research questions
re~:eaJrcn
analysis I present is one meaning-making
knowing about students from the data. My
teachers' knowing
of teachers'
possibilities of
all possibilities
of all
endeavour of
about students from the data. My
endeavour
as one subset of the universal set,
theory
set
to
ing
accord
regarded, according to set theory,, as
be regarded,
can be
interpretation can
one subset of the universal
interpretation

considered.
not considered.
possibilities not
many possibilities
one amongst many
one
of teachers' knowing: how teachers know and
analysis of
the analysis
themes frame the
Two themes
Two
teachers' knowing: how teachers know and
equal weighting. There is far more data about
ofequal
not of
are not
themes are
know. The themes
teachers know.
what teachers
what
weighting.
is
more data about
hence theme two is substantially lengthier than
students, hence
about students,
know about
teachers' know
what teachers'
what
theme two is substantially lengthier than
of knowing and theme two, five kinds of
ways
three
of
comprises of three ways of
one comprises
Theme one
one. Theme
theme one.
theme
knowing and theme two,
kinds of
from
quotes
d
adapte
are
or
y,
directl
d
derive
are
knowing are derived directly, or are adapted quotes from
ofknowing
kinds of
and kinds
Ways and
knowing. Ways
knowing.
stories are in italics. In some cases, direct
from teachers' stories
quotedfrom
Wordsquoted
stories. Words
teachers' stories.
teachers'
are in italics. In some cases,
es, for example, small caps to
purpos
grammatical
for grammatical
manipulated for
been manipulated
have been
quotes have
quotes
for
small caps to
ed. Each
occurr
has
this
where
te
brackets indica
instances brackets
those instances
and ininthose
capitals, and
replace capitals,
replace
indicate where this has occurred. Each
from teachers' perspectives, followed by a critical
describedfrom
knowingisisdescribed
kind ofknowing
andkind
wayand
way
perspectives, followed by a critical
of these ways of knowing and kinds of knowing are
Eachof
perspective.Each
thatperspective.
ofthat
commentaryof
commentary
these ways of knowing and kinds of knowing are
from teachers' stories referenced in brackets.
data
with
ted
depth, suppor with data from
explored inin depth,
explored
teachers' stories referenced in brackets.
figures to obviate readers returning to the
by
panied
accom
areaccompanied
sectionsare
somesections
Moreover,some
Moreover,
by
to obviate
to the
the
ing
clutter
t
withou
data
the
of
etation
interpr
aninterpretation
enablean
andtotoenable
data,and
readdata,
storiestotoread
of the data without cluttering the
stories
line after the interpretative commentary, similar
shortline
quotes. AAshort
listofofquotes.
witha alist
discussionwith
discussion
after the interpretative commentary, similar
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sion of the discussion of that
tes the
aph, indica
totothe
thisparagr
paragraph,
indicates
theconclu
conclusion of the discussion of that
theline
lineatatthe
theend ofofthis
ed, the reference codes indicate
. Where
nt of
segme
se!::m~ant
ofthe theme
theme.
Wheredirect
directquotes
quotesare
arenot
notinclud
included, the reference codes indicate
d to.
es'5Jallude
the
alluded
to.
thedata
datasourc
sources
is follows the explanation
tation of
The
and presen
presentation
of the
the analys
analysis follows the explanation
The organisation and
provid ed in the introduction to part three (see also
8).
alsoFig. 8).

provided in the introduction to part three

WING
S OF
E ONE:
THEM
THEME
ONE:WAY
WAYS
OFKNO
KNOWING
which teachers reveal how they are
ned with
This
This theme
theme isis concer
concerned
with the
the ways
ways in
in which teachers reveal bow they are
the research questi on uppermost in
g the
ts. Readin
ed about
inform
with the research question uppermost in
informed
about studen
students.
Reading
the stories with
ts, which are labelled solicit ed
ng about
d three
mind
mind yielde
yielded
three main
main ways
ways of
of knowi
knowing
about studen
stuaeIlts, which are labelled solicited
g, followed by their analysis in this
on knowin
g, and
cited knowin
ng, unsoli
knowi
knowing.
unsolicited
knowing,
and comm
common
knowing, followed by their analysis in

section
section..

know iDg
Solic ited knowing
Solicited
which
in which
ways in
the ways
of the
One of
in
done in
is done
Soliciting is
information. Soliciting
information.

to know about studen t is by soliciting
get to
teachers get
teachers
know about student
by soliciting
ts, talking to
studen
asking
as
such
ways such as asking students,
of ways
numbe r of
aa nUInD€~r
talking to
s and
parent
from
ation
sourcing inform
and sourcing
information, and
biographical information,
seeking biographical
students, see:Kll1lg
students,
information
hereunder:
analysed hereunder:
are analysed
modes are
these modes
ofthese
Each of
colleagues. Each
coHeagues.
get to know about students by
PT3). Teachers get
(VTl, PT3).
studen ts (VTl,
asked students
have asked
t::> II have
~
to know about students by
students for the reasons they come to
asks students
she asks
Veronica, she
by Veronica,
example given by
an example
In an
asking. In
a"~,,"Hj"".
for the reasons
come to
es
provid
ion,
educat
to
related
inquiry
benign inquiry related to education, provides
seemingly, aa benign
question, seemingly,
This question,
school. This
schooL
spaces because the personal canno t be
out-of-school spa.ces
into "studen
access into
unintentional access
unintentional
..............ll'"ts' out-of-school
lJv....·auo:'.... the personal cannot be
are linked to the socio-cultural and the
turn are
in turn
which in
educational, which
the educational,
from the
separated from
separated
linked to the socio-cultural and the
aware of the values students have for'
becomeaware
teachersbecome
responsesteachers
studen ts'responses
political. Fromstudents'
of the values students have for
politicaL
teachers expected to hear.
whatteachers
notwhat
some instances,not
are,ininsome
whichare,
education,which
education,
expected to
teachers know students from
(TTIO ). Sometimesteachers
children (TTlO).
from children
directlyfrom
t::> II getitit directly
~
know students from
not shared with all teachers,
Informationisisnot
them.Information
communicatedtotothem.
directlycommunicated
informationdirectly
information
shared with all tea.ch(~rs,
symbols. As explained in chapter five, the first indicating the
comprises three alphanumericsymbols.
As explained in chapter five, the first indicating
the g
indicatin
letter of the teacher's name. The second is a capital letter 'T'
initialletter
theinitial
representedbybythe
teacher,isisrepresented
of the teacher's name. Theofsecond
is
a
capital
letter
'T'
indicating
teacher,
the paragraph and source data in the text
indicatingthe
numeral,indicating
third.a anumeral,
thethird,
andthe
teacherand
paragraph and source of data in the text.
teacher
codecomprises three
referencecode
Thereference
5151The
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makes time during his teaching
, who
le, Navin
rs, for
but
but with
with some
some teache
teachers,
for examp
example,
Navin,
who
his teaching
d from
gleane
is
students ' lives
ation about
). Inform
ts (NTl4
l studen
mme totocounse
progra
prc)gnnnme
counsel
students
(NTl4).
Infonnation
about students' lives is gleaned from
students does not mean that it is
y from
ation directl
ences. Getting inform
these confid
confidences.
information
directly
from students does not mean that it is
ne else will tell you (TTlO),
mes someo
e someti
ant, becaus
always
always about
about the inform
informant,
because
sometimes
someone
will tell you (TTlO),
ation.
y inform
ng isisbased
ng that some
meani
knowing
basedon
onhearsa
hearsay
infonnation.
meamng
someknowi
ica and Pranitha get to know
). Veron
g to
IJ get
c:>
q
get to
to know
know by
by talkin
talking
to them
them (TTlO
(fTIO).
Veronica and Pranitha
to know
it is a
ica,
Veron
to
ding
students. Accor
unication with
ng comm
h initiati
ts throug
studen
students
through
initiating
communication
with students. According to Veronica, it is a
, in other words, not only as
ally (YTS)
nts) person
g) to
way of
of get(tin
get(ting)
to know
know (stude
(students)
personally
(VTS), in other words, not only as
unities. By talking to students, teachers
s and
ers of
rs, but
learne
learners,
but as
as memb
members
of familie
families
and comm
communities.
By talking to students, teachers
functions of students' families,
and
ts,
pursui
,
ations
ation about
gather
and functions of students' families,
gather inform
information
about the
the occup
occupations,
and peers.

rounds (PT3). Teachers get to know
en's backg
e about
We
We ..•
..• enquir
enquire
about the
the childr
children's
hackgrounds (PT3). Teachers
to know
ts'
studen
about
ing
about it. Enquir
rounds by
ts backg
about studen
students
backgrounds
by asking
asking them
them about it. Enquiring about students'
the beginning of each year, Amethyst
ol. At
school protoc
by school
warranted by
is warranted
backgrounds is
backgrounds
protocoL
At the """'f"...
of each
ooks. Student profiles
mark-b
their
in
kept
are
which are kept in their mark-books.
students, which
of students,
profiles of
develop profIles
teachers develop
Student
teachers
s, contact
addres
home
tes,
birthda
ge,
langua
home language, birthdates, home address,
religion, home
race, religion,
gender, race,
names, gender,
include names,
include
contact
ts,
studen
from
ed
solicit
is
ation
inform
employment details. This information is solicited from students,
parents' employment
and parents'
numbers and
numbers
as documentary evidence. Soliciting
deployed as
finally deployed
and fmally
text and
written text
as written
captured as
captured
documentary evidence. Soliciting
employment status is a legitimate
parents' employment
and parents'
affiliation and
religious affiliation
about religious
information about
information
status is a legitimate
c:>
q

.l.jlA.tij'O

worlds.
private worlds.
students' private
into students'
route into
route
the source of knowing comes VIa
Sometimes the
(TTl) . Sometimes
(paren ts) (fTl).
them (parents)
asked them
qc:>
JI asked
source of knowing comes
parents to explain their son's
child's
a
asked a child's parents
she asked
Tara, she
by Tara,
relatedby
instance, related
one instance,
In one
parents. In
parents.
to explain their son's
e about their son's
enquir
to
oned
teleph
they telephoned
when they
school when
from school
absences from
prolonged absences
prolonged
to
about their son's
ce hundreds of
provin
r
reside in anothe
who reside
parents, who
The parents,
performance. The
academic performance.
ID another province hundreds of
academic
difficulty adjusting to his new
was having difficulty
son was
their son
that their
explained that
away, explained
kilometres away,
KllI)m,etrl:!s
adjusting to his new
parents does not always justify
that asking parents
indicates that
experience indicates
Tarn's experience
surroundings. Tara's
surroundings.
does not always justifY
because parents protect their children by
satisfaction because
behavior toto teachers' satisfaction
student behavior
student
parents protect their children by
telephoned a parent (TI9) to ask
Tarn
case,
r
anothe
In
.
(TIt) In another case, Tara telephoned
excuse(TTl).
some excuse
mak(ing) some
mak(ing)
a
(TT9) to
mother, she
t's
studen
the
with
rsation
conve
theconversation with the student's mother,
Fromthe
absenteeism.From
heavyabsenteeism.
girl'sheavy
aboutaagirl's
she
about
their
of
pawns
are
en
childr
which
wayininwhich children are pawns of their
theway
andthe
separationand
parent 'sseparation
theparent's
aboutthe
learnsabout
learns
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Teachers'

rs not only glean information
strate that
les demon
ts (TT9).
paren
demonstrate
thatteache
teachers not only glean information
parents
(TT9).These
Thesetwo
twoexamp
...,n..""",,,.,,,
s asaswell.
ts, but
about
aboutstuden
students,
butabout
abouttheir
theirparent
parents
welL
g students is by asking peers for
er way
. Anoth
I1speak
qc>
speaktotomy
myHoD
HoD(PT3)
(PT3).
Another
wayof
ofknowin
knowing
is by
for
t, she consults her head of
ms with
ha faces proble
advice. When
When Pranit
Pranitha
problems
with aa studen
student, she consults her head of
about students' home backgrounds
tions, she
. From
ment (HoD)
depart
department
(HoD).
Fromthese
theseinterac
interactions,
shelearns
learns about
home backgrounds
s.
and
and about
abouttheir
theirparent
parents.

ing
ited know
entar y: solic
cal comm
Criti
Critical
commentary:
solicited
knowing
ation about students
to elicit inform
ive stance
g isis aa proact
ed knowin
Solicit
Solicited
knowing
proactive
stance to
information about students
who teachers feel may be able to
ned studen
directly from
from the concer
concerned
studentt or
or from
from others
others who teachers
may be able to
ts specific
studen
asking
e
includ
g
knowin
ed knowing include asking students
s of
ten them.
enligh
enlighten
them. Rich
Rich source
sources
of solicit
solicited
specific
ts.
studen
from
ation
inform
phical
ols which
ns and
questio
questions
and school
school protoc
protocols
which generate biogra
biographical information
students.
then generalised as knowledge of
d and
ation elicite
The forme
formerr source
sourcess of
of inform
information
elicited
and then generalised as knowledge of
who is asked for information. Since
ts, depend
about studen
g about
as knowin
or as
students, or
students,
knowing
students,
dependss on
on who is asked for information. Since
do, in a sense, speak for all. Not
who do,
those who
questions, those
answer questions,
to answer
not to
all students choose not
in a
for all. Not
are consulted, appear to represent all
who are
those who
and those
teachers, and
by teachers,
consulted by
are consulted
parents are
all parents
consulted, appear to represent all
rs are consulted, and thus the
teache
and
HoDs and teachers
all HoDs
not all
token, not
same token,
the same
By the
parents. By
parents.
are consulted, and thus the
of the latter, personal,
case
the
In
incomplete.
and incomplete.
is partial and
information received IS
information
the case of the latter,
students have to provide information
as students
possible as
is possible
students is
about students
knowing about
individualised knowing
individualised
have to provide information
written format and becomes official
in aa written
captured in
information isis captured
This information
themselves. This
about themselves.
about
format and becomes official
gathering information, students and
ofgathering
mechanism of
the mechanism
Through the
about students. Through
knowing about
knowing
students and
That this knowing may be
volunteer. That
information they volunteer.
the information
filter the
can filter
parents/guardians can
parents/guardians
this knowing may be
ts constituting the
subjec
the
are
who
s
source
from sources who are the subjects
"truths" from
on "truths"
dependenton
as itit isis dependent
suspect, as
suspect,
constituting the
ents. There
docum
into
ces
utteran
turningutterances
ofturning
the process of
as isthe
document, escapes teachers, as
document,
documents. There
kosher, e.g. the contact numbers I
givenisiskosher,
informationgiven
allinformation
notall
thatnot
though, that
awareness, though,
isisawareness,
e.g. the contact numbers J
rs
numbe are given (TT9), yet the
wrong numbers
the wrong
or the
changedor
or changed
either incorrect or
are either
have are
have
are
(TT9), yet the
more, is a
further
and,
on hand
informationon
onlyinformation
theonly
becauseititisisthe
onbecause
reliedon
informationisisrelied
information
hand and, furthermore, is a
can surmise, depends on writing it
onecan
Knowing,one
school practice.Knowing,
establishedschool
historicallyestablished
historically
depends on writing it
perhaps, not known.
yet,perhaps,
andyet,
knownand
areknown
studentsare
waysstudents
theways
ofthe
oneof
down.ItItisisone
down.
not known.
questioning is a
practic
onic
hegem
entrenchedhegemonic practiceses asasquestioning
onentrenched
restson
knowingrests
Solicitedknowing
is a
Solicited
the
ing
includ
y
strateg
ng
teachi
ate
legitim teaching strategy including the
alsoa alegitimate
Questioningisisalso
prerogative. Questioning
teacher'sprerogative.
teacher's
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re, that solicited
ing, therefo
ts. ItIt ISis not
ses from
ation of
expect
expectation
ofrespon
responses
from studen
students.
not surpris
surprising,
therefore, that solicited
g.
rs' knowin
s teache
ng source
knowi
knowing
sources
teachers'
knowing.

ing
ei~ed know
Unso6
UnsoUeited
knowing
is an unsolicited means
s or
ts, parent
eered by
ation volunt
Inform
Information
volunteered
by studen
students,
parents
ortheir
theirpeers
peers is an unsolicited means
der.
ted hereun
ts, as
g studen
of
ofknowin
knowing
students,
asillustra
illustrated
hereunder.
Veronica gleans
s tell
nts' peers
II have
q9
haveheard
heardfrom
from stude
students'
peers (VT2)
(VT2).. Friend
Friends
tellus
us (ST5).
(STS). Veronica gleans
other students i.e.
d by
unication initiate
h comm
ts throug
ation about
inform
information
about studen
students
through
communication
initiated
by other students i.e.
Via this unsolicited
ation about
poraries give
ates, friends
classm
classmates,
friends or
or contem
contemporaries
give inform
information
about peers.
peers. Via this unsolicited
information given
mation of
ies. Confir
ts' illicit
ica learns
mode
of information given
mode Veron
Veronica
learns about
about studen
students'
illicit activit
activities.
Conflrmation
evidence; for example ,
ation or
h direct
rs comes
to
of evidence; for example,
to teache
teachers
comes throug
through
direct observ
observation
or other
other forms
forms of
it on students as smoking
ica can
e Veron
nt becaus
ana abuse
mariju
marijuana
abuse (VT2)
(VT2) is
is appare
apparent
because
Veronica
can smell
smell it on students as smoking
deed has been committed.
le long
g and
ate clothin
smells
smells penetr
penetrate
clothing
and hair
hair and
and is
is palpab
palpable
long after
after the
the deed has been committed.
their peers and blood
nships with
ts' relatio
ers also get to
Teach
Teachers
to know
know about
about studen
students'
relationships
with their peers and blood
Friends sometimes provide
and out
ies they
relatives and about activit
of school
schooL. Friends sometimes provide
relatives
activities
they pursue
pursue in
in and
out of
It is through this source
behaviours. It
or behaviours.
lives or
personal lives
students' personal
teachers with details about students'
is through this source
teachers
have father ed kids
yst
Ameth
at
schoolboys at Amethyst have
that schoolboys
example, that
for example,
teachers get to know, for
fathered kids
that teachers
(ST5).
(STS).
confide in teachers
students conflde
instances, students
other instances,
In other
(NT12). In
me (NT12).
in me
confide in
They confide
They
in teachers
else to turn to. Students
one else
no one
have no
they have
and they
serious and
are serious
face are
they face
problems they
the problems
because the
because
to turn to. Students
student who confided in
The student
require. The
they require.
interventions they
of interventions
kind of
the kind
to the
as to
teachers as
guide teachers
who conflded in
guide
officials, whilst
e
welfar
or
s
parent
ting
contac
like contacting
actions like
not actions
empathy, not
expected empathy,
Pranitha expected
Pranitha
parents or welfare officials, whilst
social agency to assist her.
to aa social
girl to
the girl
direct the
to direct
able to
was able
he was
Navin he
to Navin
related to
case related
the case
in the
agency to assist her.
in
families and how
ken
y-stric
povert
of poverty-stricken
dynamics of
the dynamics
into the
insight into
provide insight
cases provide
These cases
These
families and how
q
Q

income.
family income.
contributetotofamily
to contribute
expectedto
areexpected
girlsare
younggirls
young
sometimes becomes
Information sometimes
(ST5). Information
school (STS).
to school
gun to
with aagun
came with
father came
Herfather
9q
Her
becomes
of a girl
rape
about the
learnabout
teacherslearn
example,teachers
Forexample,
fathers. For
offathers.
actionsof
theactions
throughthe
knownthrough
known
the rape of a girl
armed with a gun. The
school armed
into school
stormed into
father stormed
her father
when her
happened when
after itit happened
day after
aa day
with a gun. The
not to report the incident
optednot
victimopted
thevictim
becausethe
incidentbecause
theincident
ofthe
awareof
notaware
werenot
teacherswere
to report the incident
teachers
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nt becaus e her father chose to
e aware
totoschool
schoolpersonnel. They
Theyonly
onlybecom
become
awareof
ofthe
theincide
incident because her father chose to
deal
dealwith
withthe
thematter
matterininthe
theway
waythat
thathe
hedid.
did.
a mothe r exemplifies another
rsation with
). AA conve
r told
~
e::> The
The mothe
mother
toldme
me (TTIO
(TTIO).
conversation
with a mother exemplifies another
quotes, she refers to a student,
le that
ation. In
al source
parent
pa:renltal
source of
ofinform
information.
In the
the examp
example
that Tara
Tarn quotes, she refers to a student,
ms (ITlO ). It is only when Nitash a's
a, who
Nitash
Nitasha,
whocomes
comesacross
acrossas
asnot
nothaving
havingany
anyproble
problems
(TTIO). It is only when Nitasha's
that Nitash a has been made
know
to
ched Tara
r approa
mothe
Nitasha has been made
mother
approached
Tarn for
for help
help that
that she
she came
came to know
not due to lack of
could
who
r
ess by
homel
homeless
by aa father who
who would
would not
not keep
keep her
her and
and aa mothe
mother who could not due to lack of
her home circumstances challenges
a's silence
conomic means
socioe
socioeconomic
means.. Nitash
Nitasha's
silence about
about her home circumstances challenges
ations are what they seem, and in this
ed evidence because not
rs' observ
teache
teachers'
observed
not all
all observ
observations
are
they
e of school.
ns outsid
case,
case, observations in
in school
school do
do not
not reveal
reveal what
what happe
happens
outside of school.

iDg
lieited know
entar y: UDSO
cal comm
Criti
Critical
co:maaeatary:
unsoDeited
knowing
gaps in teachers ' knowing about
tageous for
ng is
icited knowi
Unsol
Unsolicited
knowing
is advan
advantageous
for filling
filling
teachers' knowing about
ding to Veronica,
understanding. Accor
compromises understanding.
also compromises
at times,
students but, at
students
times, it
it also
According to Veronica,
students because we tend to know
know students
to know
means to
not aa reliable means
is not
knowing is
unsolicited knowing
unsolicited
we
to know
background. Understanding the
their background
understand their
really understand
not really
do not
we do
but we
background but
their background
Understanding the
tion between
distinc
a
g
drawin
y
thereb
,
(YT5)
easier (VTS), thereby drawing a distinction
teaching easier
make teaching
will make
background will
background
between
ts and
studen
e
becaus
tand
unders
to
h
not enoug to
is not
know is
To know
understanding. To
and understanding.
knowing and
knowing
because
and
unity.
comm
and
ood
childh
,
of family
conceptions offaJrnily,
and conceptions
experiences and
different experiences
have different
teachers have
teachers
childhood and community.
teaching easier for Veronica as she
make teaching
not make
does not
understanding does
be understanding
to be
attempting to
Even attempting
Even
easier for Veronica as she
to kindness (YT5). Understanding
respond to
don'1't respond
and don
arrogant and
are arrogant
some are
that some
discovers that
rn"",.,.r".''''''''''
kindness (VTS).
responses to unearth deep
symptomatic responses
beyond symptomatic
look beyond
must look
teachers must
that teachers
too, that
means, too,
means,
to unearth deep
to conceptual
ng
knowi
ptive
descri
from
causes. ItIt requires aa shift
socioeconomic causes.
descriptive knowing to conceptual
socioeconomic
awareness that unsolicited
times itit requires awareness
At times
and society. At
school and
of school
understanding of
understanding
that unsolicited
by Nitash a's
strated
demon
is
as
ive
decept
and deceptive
incomplete, and
biased, incomplete,
be biased,
can be
knowing can
knowing
as IS demonstrated by Nitasha's
and without problems when her
happyand
hersel fasashappy
portrayherself
wouldaa girlportray
Whywould
stances.Why
circum
cwnstan(~es.
without problems when her
she not? For one, Nitash a may not
shouldshe
whyshould
counter:why
Thecounter:
otherwise?The
indicatesotherwise?
mothe rindicates
mother
not? For one, Nitasha may not
she may feel is of no concern to
which she
volunteer information about hersel fwhich
want toto volunteer
want
is of no concern to
her personal dignity. Three, she does
preserveher
wantstotopreserve
shewants
thatshe
bethat
maybe
Two,ititmay
others.Two,
personal dignity. Three, she does
others.
that proble ms at home do not trouble
Four,that
issues.Four,
familyissues.
revealfamily
propertotoreveal
deemititproper
notdeem
not
problems at home do not trouble
she is optimistic. Seven, that she
Six,
.
option Six, she
betteroption.
auntisisa abetter
heraunt
withher
livingwith
Five,living
her.Five,
her.
is optimistic. Seven, that she
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problems at home as "normal".
m. Eight, she
on asasaaproble
does
doesnot
notview
viewher
hersituati
situation
problem.
sheviews
views problems at home as "normal".
of unsolicited knowing, its
y nature
tes the
le, itit indica
ver her
Whate
Whatever
her rationa
rationale,
indicates
the slipper
slippery
nature
unsolicited knowing,
versions and reasons given by
e on
rs relianc
pleteness and
ity and incom
partial
partiality
incompleteness
and teache
teachers
reliance
on versions
reasons given by
s or
parent
parents
orothers
others..

ing
mon know
Com
Common
knowiDg
believed to be widely known by
ation that
ng refers
on knowi
Comm
Common
knowing
refers to
to inform
information
that isis believed to be widely known by
yst. Teachers express common knowing
unity of
ts and
rs, studen
teache
"'"'W"""""'.
students
and the
the comm
community
of Ameth
Amethyst. Teachers express common knowing
in
in aa variety
variety of
ofways.
ways.
about the many challenges
ers know
ms (FT7)
on proble
There
qq
There are
are comm
common
problems
(FT7).. Teach
\Ju.",.u......
know about the
challenges
by Farida,
ted
intima
as
sal
univer
be
to
nges appear
ter. These
ts encoun
that studen
students
encounter.
These challe
challenges
appear to be universal as intimated by Farida,
ms emanating from home and
ts' proble
Saras
Saras and Navin
Navin (FT7, ST5,
ST5, NTI).
NT2). Studen
Students'
problems emanating from home and
. Based on students' negative
and habits
iours and
ve behav
unity result
comm
community
result in
m negati
negative
behaviours
habits. Based on students'
family life, cultures, and the things
backgrounds, family
their backgrounds,
know their
to know
come to
teachers come
behaviours, teachers
behaviours,
cultures, and the things
.:>

school.
of school.
out of
and out
they do in and
know about students because
Teachers know
(ST3). Teachers
happening (ST3).
what's happening
knows what's
Everyone knows
qq
Everyone
about students because
students and teachers.
means
she
ne,
everyo
says everyone, she means students
Saras says
When Saras
knowledge. When
comm on knowledge.
is common
and teachers.
itit is
is happening,
what
(PT3)
see
can
they can see (PT3) what is
because they
know because
to know
comes to
students comes
and students
Teachers and
Teachers
happening,
ts. In a
pursui
ts'
studen
(VTI) about
hear (VT2)
they hear
and they
happening and
is happening
what is
about what
talk about
they talk
they
about
pursuits. In a
individuals because everyone knows
know individuals
to know
necessary to
be necessary
not be
may not
implies itit may
she implies
sense, she
sense,
because everyone knows
through knowing some students
consequently, through
and consequently,
indulge in, and
students indulge
Amethyst students
what Amethyst
knowing some students
what
through a process akin to
students. Furthermore, through
all students.
know all
to know
position to
one ISis in aa position
a process akin to
one
New incumbents
ed.
ionalis
operat
is
menon
pheno
"everyone-knows" phenomenon
the "everyone-knows"
mentoring, the
mentoring,
IS operationalised. New incumbents
and informed by their peers about
advised and
are advised
as teachers atat Amethyst are
ted as
appoin
<UIIJ...,<
. . .'-''''
informed by their peers about
as
well the schoo l's culture of practice
aswen
backgroundsas
andbackgrounds
attitudesand
behaviours,attitudes
students'behaviours,
as the school's culture of practice
(TT2).
(TT2).
ers know about students from
PT3). Teach
ST3,PT3).
(GT3,ST3,
do(GT3,
studen tsdo
whatstudents
seewhat
Wesee
We
ea(~beJrs know about students from
activities during lessons and outside
and activities
actions and
studen ts' actions
of students'
observation of
direct observation
during lessons and outside
direct
students choose to act - in areas
wherestudents
conce rntoto teachersisiswhere
particularconcern
Ofparticular
classrooms.Of
choose to act areas
classr,omns.
and
rules
school
for
ard
disreg
g
stratin
demon
fields - - demonstrating
within teachers' visual fields
clearlywithin
for school rules and
clearly
q
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n what teachers have come
ces confm
nel. These
ect for
disresp
disrespect
forschool
schoolperson
personnel.
Thesevisual
visualeviden
evidences
confinn what teachers have come
faced with evidence that
ts. When
ts from
toto know
know about studen
students
from their
theirpeers and
and studen
students.
When faced with evidence that
it becomes difficult for teachers to
ticates what
authen
authenticates
what they
they have
have been
been told
told by
by others, it becomes difficult for
to
ise.
ts otherw
know
knowstuden
students
otherwise.

ing
on know
entar y: comm
cal comm
Criti
Critical
eommentarrcommon
knowing
h seeing and hearing. Knowing
ily throug
d primar
ng isis asserte
on knowi
Comm
Common
knowing
asserted
primarily
through "........u>'. and hearing. Knowing
ed of school-going adolescents
r expect
ies that
ed in
ts are
studen
students
are involv
involved
in activit
activities
that are
are neithe
neither
expected of school-going adolescents
troubling is not being
certing for teachers. More
nor
nor should
should occur
occur in
in aa school
school is
is discon
disconcerting
More troubling is not
the upper floors
ts' "shenanigans" from
e studen
ally when
able
able to
to act,
act, especi
especially
when they
they observ
observe
students'
from the upper floors
nded and by the time they
oms unatte
while
while they
they teach,
teach, as
as they
they are
are unable
unable to
to leave
leave classro
classrooms
unattended and by the time they
students involved have
quent" activities, the
ts' "delin
gate studen
are free to
to investi
investigate
students'
"delinquent"
the students involved have
eared.
disapp
disappeared.
of universality and peculiarity.
tood in
be unders
may be
knowing may
Common knowing
Common
understood
in terms
terms
universality and peculiarity.
apply to all students and the
individuals apply
particular individuals
of particular
that problems of
implies that
The former implies
to all students and
is unknown in other communities
students is
by students
experienced by
problems experienced
of problems
cluster of
latter that a cluster
unknown in other cOlrnnlurUtlleS
Teachers' ideas of common
yst.
Ameth
of Amethyst.
community of
student community
the student
to the
endemic to
but endemic
Teachers' ideas of common
and peculiarity.
universality and
both universality
to both
related to
are related
NT2) are
ST5, NU)
(FT7, STS,
problems (FT7,
problems
peculiarity.
students to specific problems
Eight students
specific Grade Eight
match specific
to match
Teachers unable to
Teachers
to
problems
. It
grades
upper
of students in the
are of
examples are
All examples
noticeably. All
universality noticeably.
express universality
express
students in the upper grades. It
Eleven and Twelve speaks to Grade
Ten, Eleven
Nine, Ten,
Grades Nine,
of Grades
speaking of
that speaking
than that
appears than
appears
and Twelve speaks to Grade
sed in two ways. The first
expres
is
hand,
other
ts as well. Peculiarity, on the
Eight "'studen
....,.....u .., as welL Peculiarity, on the other hand, is ext:lressed
two ways. The first
and challenges of
ms
proble
the
and
unique and the problems and
are unique
students are
Amethyst students
believing Amethyst
to believing
relates to
relates
challenges of
s. Teachers
school
other
in
nges
challe
and challenges
problems and
unlike problems
are unlike
Amethyst are
g atat Amethyst
teachin
.""
..."'J.J.J:U/5
in other schools. Teachers
students' value for education and
GTl) students'
NTl , GTl)
STl ,NTl,
(FTl PTl,
school (FTl
this school
that atat this
know that
, STl.
value for edtlcatlon
know
ions to students in
condit
and home
values and
compared toto values
when compared
differ when
conditions differ
home conditions
home
home conditions to students in
know all students merely by
teachers toto know
enables teachers
knowing enables
Universal knowing
schools. Universal
other schools.
other
all
merely by
gender ,
how
of
into operation in terms
comeinto
universalscome
Multipleuniversals
students.Multiple
somestudents.
knowingsome
knowing
operation in terms of how gender,
students.
knowstudents.
meanstotoknow
themeans
becomethe
abilitybecome
andability
class,and
race,class,
race,
management of students' common
relatestotomanagement
peculiarityrelates
ofpeculiarity
expressionof
secondexpression
Thesecond
The
of students' common
and the school
(FT6)
stand
under
don't understand
teachers don't
Farida, teachers
According toto Farida,
problems. According
problems.
(FT6) and the school
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Amethyst is a special case
saying that
. InIneffect,
emenrt'52isisweak
manag
that Amethyst is a
case
management
weak:(FT7,
(FT7,TT11)
TTll).
effect,
r
teache
larly
school , particu
unity and
ms ininthe
because of aacombination
'~.vuof
ofproble
problems
thecomm
community
and school, particularly
similar
in other schools faced with
s that
ship. She
rence and
indiffe
with similar
indifference
and weak
weak leader
leadership.
She implie
implies
that in other schools
leadership and teacher sensitivity
l forces, strong
olitical and
sociop
sociopolitical
and cultura
cultural
strong school
school leadership
sensitivity
and
nt
consta
the
is
t
contex
g, context is the constant and school
on. To
rate
amelio
<.Uu,'"'u'"
........, the
the situati
situation.
To her way
way of
of thinkin
thinking,
school
not
rs'
teache
g,
knowin
on
gh comm
ce. Throu
les of influen
ement/teachers variab
manag
management/teachers
variables
influence.
Through common knowing, teachers' not
about their own vulnerabilities,
ts, they
e to
only
only presum
presume
to know
know studen
students,
they also
also learn
learn about their own vulnerabilities,
nges of context, and how
nduct, challe
ions to
sional limitat
profes
professional
limitations
to act
act on
on studen
studentt misco
misconduct,
challenges of context, and how
yst.
es at
ement operat
manag
management
operates
at Ameth
Amethyst.
A case in point is Farida 's
matic too.
ng can
on knowi
But
But comm
common
knowing
can be proble
problematic
too.
case ID point IS Farida's
(FT3/4/5). Teachers, she
knows
she
les to
example. Farida strugg
of all
all she knows (FT3/4/5).
stnlggJes
to make
make sense
sense of
be excused when they are not. She
tanding but
believes, need
need to
to be
be unders
understanding
but also
also need
need to
to be excused when they are not. She
is compassionately supportive and
e of
does not approv
of students' "shenanigans" but
but is compassionately supportive and
approve
ts do as they please and display a
iches for
provides sandw
sandwiches
for the
the hungry
hungry.. She
She knows
knows studen
students do as they please and display a
authorities yet insists that school
school authorities
action from
to action
immune to
be immune
to be
appearing to
o appearing
bravad
bravado
from school
yet
that school
face the
and
takes
it
ver
whate
do
ng,
strongly, meani
respond strongly,
should respond
management should
do whatever it takes and face the
management
be brought in, implying that agency
professionals be
She suggests professionals
(FT7). She
on (FT7).
head on
problems head
problems
brought
implying that agency
tency. Knowing
compe
t's
cohor
teacher cohort's
Amethyst teacher
the Amethyst
outside the
lie outside
students lie
to deal with students
to
competency. Knowing
of professional competency as is
limits of
the limits
knowing the
into knowing
translates into
students translates
about students
about
professional competency as is
been inadequate to prepare for South
teacher training has been
remark; teacher
the remark;
in the
captured in
captured
inadequate to prepare for South
problems are common, teachers
ts'
studen
that
knowing that students' problems
Whilst knowing
(TI2). Whilst
schools (TT2).
African schools
African
are common, teachers
strated in the next
demon
be
will
as
ways
uncommon ways as will be demonstrated
and uncommon
common and
in common
ne in
can interve
nTP'nU'n""
in the next
can
convoluted,
ex,
compl
as
ng
knowi
common knowing
represents common
example represents
Farida 's example
theme . Farida's
theme.
as complex, convoluted,
school like Amethyst.
working inaaschool
when working
challengingwhen
andchallenging
contradictory,and
contradictory,
like Amethyst.
common ways of knowing are
unsolicited, and common
solicited, unsolicited,
section, solicited,
next section,
the next
In the
In
of knowing are
chapter two.
surveyedininchapter
literaturesurveyed
theliterature
connectedtotothe
andconnected
openedand
opened
two.
'-'V"HVU .....
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THEME ONE:
ONE: CRITICAL
CRITICAL CONNECTIONS
CONNECTIONS TO
TO KNOWING
KNOWING
THEME
Notions of
of teachers' knowing
knowing can
can be linked
linked to
to soHcited
solicited knowing.
knowing. This
This way
way of
of
Notions
knowing can
can be
be seen
seen to
to be
be aa deliberate mental
mental activity
activity as
as defmed
defmed by
by Dooyeweerd
Dooyeweerd (1997).
(1997).
knowing
Knowing is cornmodified
commodified through
through generalisation,
generalisation, and,
and, following
following Dooyeweerd's
Dooyeweerd's (1997)
(1997)
Knowing
how aa process
process in
in the
the minds
minds of
of
definition is,
is, therefore,
therefore, knowledge.
knowledge. This
This demonstrates
demonstrates how
definition
teachers gets translated
translated as
as knowledge,
knowledge, confmning
confmning Centore's
Centore's (2005)
(2005) and
and Locke's
Locke's (2003)
(2003)
teachers
contentions that
that knowledge
knowledge is built
built on
on knowing
knowing derived
derived through
through the
the senses.
senses. In
In other
contentions
words, teachers'
teachers' knowing
knowing is
is conflated
conflated with
with knowledge
knowledge (Cunli£fe
(Cunliffe 2005)
2005) and
and how
how teachers
teachers
get information
information becomes
becomes the
the basis
basis of
of their
their knowledge
knowledge about
about students.
students. As
As aa truth
truth claim,
claim,
get
teachers' knowledge
knowledge is
is similar
similar to
to Foucault's perspectivist notion
notion of
of truth
truth (prado
(prado 2000).
2000).
teachers'
Teachers
' knowing is based on experiential reality
reality (truth)
(truth) (Foucault
(Foucault 1984a).
1984a), as
as the
pnf·npl~.\,,' knOWing is based on
of all
all
personal intimations
intimations provided
provided by
by some
some students
students are
are regarded
regarded as
as the
the experiences of
personal
knowing. Due
Due to
to the way
way knowing
knowing is
is '''""
sourced,
students, resulting
resulting in
in partial
partial and
and incomplete knowing.
...........1"1
students,

teachers' knowing
knowing may
may be
be characterised as
as uncertain
uncertain and
and tentative.
tentative. Moreover,
Moreover, teachers'
teachers '
teachers'
knowing has
has limited
limited currency,
currency, as
as the
the information
information is
is incomplete
incomplete with
with many
many blind
blind spots,
spots,
knowing
reminiscent of
of one
one of
of the
the quadrant's
quadrant's of
of Luft
Luft and
and Ingham's
Ingbam's (1955)
(1955) Johari
Johari Window.
Window.
reminiscent
Despite the
the uncertain
uncertain quality
quality of information,
information, it
it is, ne'verthe~les.s.
nevertheless, circulated
circulated as
as truths
truths about
about
students.
students.
Teachers' knowing
knowing is
is tentative
tentative and
and uncertain.
uncertain. Although
Although Cunliffe (2005)
(2005) and
and
Teachers'
Dooyeweerd (1997)
(1997) draw
draw sharp
sharp distinctions
distinctions between
between knowing
knowing and
and knowledge,
knowledge, the
the critical
critical
Dooyeweerd
analysis of
of unsolicited
unsolicited
analysis
understanding. To
To put
put
understanding.

ways of
of knowing
knowing demonstrates
demonstrates that
that knOWing
knowing is
is also
also different
different to
to
ways
differently, knowing
knowing does
does not
not necessarily
necessarily mean
mean that
that teachers
teachers
itit differently,

understand their
their students.
students. Furthermore,
Furthermore, unsolicited
unsolicited means
means deliver
deliver descriptions
descriptions (biased,
(biased,
understand
incomplete, and
and deceptive)
deceptive) that challenge
challenge the
the literature
literature on
on knowing.
knowing.
Common knowing,
knowing, information
information about
about students
students that
that teachers
teachers posit
posit is
is widely
widely
Common
known, is
is strongly
strongly linked
linked to
to visual
visual knowing
knowing mooted
mooted by
by Edward's
Edward's (1987).
(1987). This
This category
category
known,
of knowing
knowing
of
value, such
such

about students
students is
is steeped
steeped in evaluating
evaluating them
them against
against norms
norms that
that teachers
teachers
about
as, behaviour,
behaviour, attitudes,
attitudes, and
and their conduct
conduct in classrooms.
classrooms. There
There is
is also
also aa
as,
dominating view
view (Kincheloe
(Kincheloe 1991)
1991) that
that all
all the
the students
students at
at Amethyst
Amethyst are
are alike
alike and
and thus
dominating
sweeping generalisations
generalisations are
are deployed
deployed to
to describe
describe and
and to
to know
know students,
students, which
which can
can be
be
sweeping
likened to
to Rurnsfeld's
Rumsfeld's "known
"known knowns"
knowns" (Noms
(Norris 2004).
2004). Teachers,
Teachers, in
in other
other words,
words, know
know
likened
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s" work in conjunction with "Othering", as by
n known
what
what they
they must
must know.
know. "Know
"Known
knowns" work in conjunction with "Othering", as by
, class, and ability, teachers purport to know
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of the
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whilst teachers
teachers disapprove
disapprove and
and look
look
as
down on
on violations,
violations, they
they concede
concede there
there is
is nothing
nothing that
that they
they can
can do
do for
for victims
victims of sosodown
called cultural
cultural practices.
practices.
caned
There appears
appears to
to be
be two
two reasons
reasons to
to account
account for
for teachers'
teachers' reluctance
reluctance to
to get
There
involved in
in students'
students' problems:
problems: one
one is
is based
based on
on fear
fear of
of retaliation
retaliation and
and two,
two, aa belief
belief that
that
involved
students' activities
activities are
are part
part of
of their
their culture
culture (ST3)
(ST3) an
an opinion
opinion expressed
expressed by
by the
the school
school
students'
Principal. Saras
Saras struggles
struggles to
to make sense
sense of
of the
the Principal's
Principal's reasoning
reasoning and
and links
links culture
culture to
to
PrincipaL
race. She
She knows,
knows, from
from her
her own
own observations,
observations, that
that Blacks
Blacks are
are brazen
brazen (ST3)
(ST3) and
and are
are drug
drug
race.
Indians, by
by contrast,
contrast, support
support the
the sale of
ofdrugs
drugs and
and do
do so
so covertly
covertly (ST3).
(ST3). Black
Black
dealers. Indians,
dealers.
culture is
is deemed
deemed to
to promote
promote violence.
violence. It
It does
does not
not explain,
explain, however,
however, violence
violence in
in Indian
Indian
culture
households. It seems than that
that at
at times Amethyst teachers conflate
conflate culture
culture with
with race
race and
and
u'-',....,.... u""" ......,. It seems
at other
other times,
times, students
students actions
actions are
are received
received as
as cultural
cultural expressions
expressions by
by teachers.
teachers. Based
Based on
on
at
Saras' realSOlllng,
reasoning, students'
students' audacity
audacity and secrecy
secrecy are
are sociocultural
sociocultural // racial
racial expressions.
expressions.
Teachers regard
regard rape, abuse,
abuse, and
and bullying
bullying as
as cultural
cultural values
values of
of the
the poor.
poor. Yet Saras
Teachers
who is
is privy
privy to
to students
students sexual
sexual and
and physical
physical abuse
abuse (ST2),
(ST2), concedes
concedes that
that nothing
nothing has
has been
been
who
(ST2). What
What then
then could
could be
be the
the value of
of knowing?
knowing? Could
Could itit be
be that
that the
the information
information
done (ST2).
done
takes on
on aa spectacular
spectacular quality,
quality, not
not out
out on
on display
display in
in the
the .......
public
arena, but perhaps as a
' u ¥ arena, but perhaps as a
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g
yst, fuellin
g corps
st the
shocking
eventshared
sharedininhushed
hushedtones
tonesamong
amongst
theteachin
teaching
corpsatatAmeth
Amethyst,
fuelling
ng event
shocki
ers reveal
problematic
school(ST3)?
(ST3)?Teach
Teachers
revealtwo
twoways of
despair
havingtototeach
teachatataaproble
matic school
r atathaving
despai
te that
dealing
withsuch
such seriou
serious
situations:
theyadvoca
advocate
thatschool
school management deal with
with
ons: they
s situati
g with
dealin
ng ininthe
t in.
or,that
thatprofes
professionals
bebrough
brought
in.Bringi
Bringing
thelaw
lawtotodeal
dealwith
withrape
rape
sionals be
students' issues or,
/s, though
wn reason
appears
nottotobe
bean
anoption
optionfor
forsome
someunkno
unknown
reason/s,
thoughthe
thepolice
policeare
arean
anoption
option
s not
appear
rs who
whenschool
schoolperson
personnel
andproper
property
arethreatened (ST4).
(ST4). Saras
Sarasrepresents teache
teachers
who
ty are
nel and
when
llor atat
ts that
of rape and
and lamen
laments
that there
there is no
no counse
counsellor
are overw
overwhelmed
by disclosures of
helmed by
are
tencies for
ing that
Amethyst
to deal
deal with
with sexual
sexual abuse/
abuse/indulgence
(STS), signall
signalling
that compe
competencies
for
indulgence (ST5),
yst to
Ameth
t
lists. In
lling specia
pastoral
care for
for some
some studen
students
should come
come from
from counse
counselling
specialists.
In aa contex
context
ts should
al care
pastor
le for
t isis availab
without
counsellors,
like Ameth
Amethyst,
one can
can surmise that
that little
little suppor
support
available
for
yst, one
llors, like
t counse
withou
nal,
al, emotio
read person
ofteache
teachers'
reports of
ofwidesp
widespread
personal,
emotional,
students,
particularly,
in the
the light
light of
rs' reports
larly, in
ts, particu
studen
and educat
educational
challenges
faced by
by studen
students.
ts.
ges faced
ional challen
and
sions. Teachers know
Gambling
and smoki
smoking
are also
also viewed
viewed as
as cultural expres
expressions.
know
ng are
ling and
Gamb
rs
s that
ing. It is obviou
obvious
that if
if teache
teachers
about gambl
gambling
and smoki
smoking
because
happening.
e they see itit happen
ng becaus
ing and
about
antly,
ences and more
can spot
spot studen
students
their peers
peers can also see these indulg
indulgences
more import
importantly,
ts then their
can
ions
tual condit
s. Whilst these contex
that actions
taken to deal with culprit
culprits.
contextual
conditions
actions are not taken
know that
school
break school
emboldens students who
<1elllolral1ses
who break
Amethyst, it emboldens
fraternity of Amethyst,
the teaching fraternity
demoralises the
are
observations are
Amethyst, observations
teachers of Amethyst,
rules
behaviour. For teachers
perpetrators behaviour.
model perpetrators
and model
rules and
an
also an
is also
There is
negotiate daily. There
students negotiate
powerful
challenges students
confirmations of the challenges
powerful confirmations
limitations.
and limitations.
awareness
challenges and
professional challenges
own professional
their own
oftheir
awareness of
with
conflated with
is conflated
Impoverishment is
The
pathologised. Impoverishment
is pathologised.
families is
poor families
of poor
culture of
The culture
the
change the
cannot change
students cannot
that students
rationalise that
uncultur(ed)
not rationalise
does not
Pranitha does
(PT1). Pranitha
uncultur(ed) (PTl).

to
access to
of access
lack of
the lack
for the
responsible for
not responsible
are not
economic
family. Students are
their family.
status of their
economic status
achievement.
school performance and achievement.
cultural
influences school
that influences
factor that
importantfactor
an important
capital, an
cultural capital,
curriculum.
school 's curriculum.
the school's
with the
associate with
to associate
unable to
being unable
for being
faulted for
cannot be faulted
Students cannot
with
of sync with
out of
worldviews out
emphasise worldviews
that emphasise
Amethyst
teaching that
and teaching
curricula and
advocates curricula
Amethyst advocates
recast asas
poor isis recast
the poor
of the
world of
the world
the
Culture inin the
students. Culture
Amethyst students.
of Amethyst
world of
the real world
capital.
culturalcapital.
accesstotocultural
andaccess
uncultured
educationand
ofeducation
controlof
withcontrol
teacherswith
byteachers
unculturedby
accompanied
which accompanied
reconciliation, which
andreconciliation,
The
understanding and
harmony,understanding
ofharmony,
promiseof
The promise
of
the realitiesof
bythe
shatteredby
beenshattered
hasbeen
1994,has
the
orderinin1994,
democraticorder
newdemocratic
ofaanew
ushering inof
theushering
changes.
undergonechanges.
haveundergone
of fearhave
the politicsof
co-existence
this instance,the
Amethyst.InInthis
co-existenceatatAmethyst.
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A Paradox a/Knowing
.4 Paradox of Knowing

Fear of
of
Fear
gevaar"
gevaar"

state brutality,
brutality, policing
policing mechanisms
mechanisms and
and
state
(Black danger)
danger) continues
continues to
to fester
fester in
in
(Black

Amethyst had
had not
not quite
quite
Amethyst
the ways
ways it
it has.
has. They
They
the

processes has
has receded,
receded, whilst
whilst "swart
"swart
processes
the post-apartheid
post-apartheid era.
era. Teachers
Teachers of
of
the

expected that
that deracialisation
deracialisation would
would impact
impact at
at the
the school
school level
level in
in
expected
of Indian
Indian students
students out
out of
of
had not
not anticipated
anticipated the
the movement
movement of
had

Amethyst and
and the
the influx
influx of
of Black
Black students
students to
to Amethyst.
Amethyst. They
They had
had neither
neither expected
expected poor
poor
Amethyst
of Nirvana,
Nirvana, nor
nor the
the setting
setting up
up of
of informal
informal homes
homes so
so
families to
to move
move into
into the
the suburb
suburb of
families
close to
to the
the
close
constrained,
constrained,

school's premises.
premises. They
They had
had
school's
resulting in
in fewer
fewer teachers
teachers
resulting

not predicted
predicted
not
employed to
to
employed

that schools
schools would
would be
be fiscally
fiscally
that
of
teach increasing
increasing numbers
numbers of
teach

students. What
What is
is expressed
expressed as
as difference
difference and
and culture
culture shock
shock is
is actually
actually an
an accumulation
accumulation
students.
of stressors
stressors and
and changes
changes attributed
attributed to
to student
student behaviour/values.
behaviour/values. At
At Amethyst
Amethyst differences
differences
of
in worIdviews,
worldviews, between
between teachers
teachers and
and students,
students, biases
biases teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing about
about students.
students.
in
Differences depend
depend on
on how
how students
students are
are constructed
constructed in
in relation
relation to
to teachers.
teachers. As
As the
the
Differences
analyses heretofore
heretofore indicate,
indicate, students
students are
are constructed
constructed negatively.
negatively. First,
First, there
there
analyses
supposition that
that in
in the
the communities
communities that
that teachers
teachers come
come from
from there
there are
are no
no persons
persons
supposition

is aa
is
with
with

criminal intent;
intent; that
that no-one
no-one consumes
consumes alcohol,
alcohol, takes
takes drugs
drugs or
or smokes;
smokes; that
that the
the children
children
criminal
from these
these communities
communities excel
excel at
at school
school and
and value
value education
education for
for the
the opportunities
opportunities they
they
from
provide; that
that parents
parents are
are exemplary;
exemplary; that
that members
members are
are moral
moral stalwarts.
stalwarts. The
The implication
implication is
is
provide;
of teachers
teachers operates
operates differently
differently from
from the
the world
world of
of students,
students, not
not in
in terms
terms of
of
that the
the world
world of
that
geography, as
as three
three teachers
teachers do
do live
live in
in close
close proximity
proximity of
of the
the school:
school: it
it is
is in
in terms
terms of
of
geography,
personal values
values and
and actions
actions that
that set
set teachers
teachers apart
apart from
from students.
students.
personal

Knowing students
students -- who
who they
they are,
are, where
where they
they come
come from
from and
and which
which worldviews
worldviews
Knowing
of teaching
teaching as
as affecting
affecting teachers
teachers
they promote
promote -- translates
translates into
into understanding
understanding the
the context
context of
they
and teaching.
teaching. When
When compared
compared to
to who
who Amethyst
Amethyst teachers
teachers are,
are, where
where they
they come
come from
from and
and
and
of teaching
teaching at
at Amethyst
Amethyst is
is fraught
fraught with
with
which worldviews
worldviews they
they promote
promote than
than the
the context
context of
which
challenges, conflicts
conflicts and
and frustrations.
frustrations. Figure
Figure 12
12 illustrates
illustrates the
the point:
point:
challenges,
Rg.12 Context of Difference

Teachers
Teachers

Fig. 12 Context of Difference

Students
Students
Adults
.'
Adolescents ....
Adults
Adolescents
Poor ' "
Middle-class
.'
Poor ·
Middle·dass
Indian
•.
. Indian and BlaCk!African
Indian
Indian and Black/African
LegaVeducational constraints for dealing Freedom to act irresponsibly without fear of
LegaVeducational constraints for dealing Freedom to act irresponsibly without fear of
punitive measures '
with students
.'
.'
with students
punitiVe measures
School is valued as an educational site
School is valued for reasons other than
School is valued as an educational site
School
is valued
for reasons other than
education
.:
education
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ries of commonly shared worldviews between
ve memo
red totothe
When
Whencompa
compared
thepast
past(positi
(positive
memories of commonly shared worldviews between
t (divisive and negative) are amplified and
nces ininthe presen
ts) differe
rs and
teache
teachers
andstuden
students)
differences
present (divisive and negative) are amplified and
teachers and students at Amethyst. Under
en the
serve
serve toto widen
widen the
the divide betwe
between
the teachers and students at Amethyst. Under
was cocooned with few opportunities for
led race
eid, each so-cal
aparth
apartheid,
so-called
race group
group was cocooned with
opportunities for
of cultural
sites
ls, in particular, were
tion. Schoo
unication and
comm
communication
and interac
interaction.
Schools, in
were
of cultural
ved as
percei
,
Indian
,
culture
on
comm
a
sharing
ts
studen
and
rs and
eneity, with
homog
homogeneity,
with teache
teachers
sharing a common culture, Indian, perceived as
Indian is a multiplicity of cultures, languages,
iews. But
on worldv
being alike
alike with
with comm
common
worldviews.
But Indian is a multiplicity of cultures, languages,
eid, differences are now heightened in
e of
and
and beliefs
beliefs.. With
With the
the demis
demise
of aparth
apartheid, differences are now heightened in
d on conceptions of culture (in addition to race,
rs depen
cipated ways
unanti
unanticipated
ways and
and teache
teachers
depend
on conceptions of culture (in au,.uLILVl1 to race,
nces.
lise differe
gende
gellGt::rr and
and class)
class) to
to rationa
rationalise
differences.

Know ing
Class ed Knowing
Classed
knowing about students by recognising them
demonstrate knowing
teachers demonstrate
section teachers
this section
In this
In
about students by recognising them
through descriptions of homes (property), parents
to aa particular class through
belonging to
as belonging
as
descriptions of
(property),
es.
attitud
and
,
culture
),
family
tion,
(educa
values (education, family), culture, and attitudes.
activities), values
and activities),
(occupations and
(occupations
The background of the underclass is a key lens
(VTS). The
background (VT5).
their background
know their
We know
c>
c:::>
We
background of the underclass is a key
Fig. 13). Students from poor backgrounds are
(see Fig.
occurs (see
knowing occurs
which knowing
through which
through
1
Students from poor backgrounds are
lacking skills, wealth, and property)
(unemployed, lacking
of aa society (unemployed,
as constituents of
regarded as
rel!.:rrG(~G
skills, wealth, and property)
different from middle-class Amethyst
markedly different
markedly
from middle-class Amethyst
Student s
KnowingStudents
13 Knowing
Fig.13
educated, skilled). From the
yed,
(emplo
rs
teache
Circumstances
HomeCircumstances
teachers (employed, educated, skilled). From the
..•
Home
FT3. PT2/3)
(GT5.FT3,
role-models (GT5.
Lackrole-models
lack
PT2j3)
vantage point of middle-class affluence, Amethyst
(VT2. FT3/4.
moral guidance (VT2.
given moral
Notgiven
vrulta£~e point of middle-class affluence,
Not
FT3/4,
TI4)
NT1/11 ,TI4)
NT1/11,
imagine life and living conditions of
teachers imagine
(ST2)
own(ST2)
their
on
Live
teachers
and
conditions of
Uve on their Own
(PTl)
terrible backgrounds(PT1)
Haveterrible
rary abodes of
Have
tempo
the
be
Teachers descri
students. Teachers
(PT1.)
uncultur ed(PT::!.)
Areuncultured
students.
describe the temporary abodes of
Are
problems(PT2)
familyproblems
manyfamily
Havemany
Have
(PT2)
which are clearly visible from Amethyst, as
students, which
yed (PT2)
unemplo
are
parents
Their
students,
are clearly visible from Amethyst, as
Their parents are unemployed (PT2)
fathers (NT3)
theirfathers
knowtheir
notknow
Donot
Do
(NT3)
(VTI) , squatter settlement (ST2, NT4), bad
shacks (VTl),
(NT3/5 /6/9. TT9.
home(NT3/5/6/9,
abusedatathome
Areabused
shacks
squatter settlement (ST2, NT4), bad
Are
ITS,
PT4)
PT4)
(VT2) and terrible, pathetic living
s
nment
enviro
GT5.
(NT2.
activities(NT2,
illicitactivities
Engageinin illicit
environments (VT2) and terrible, pathetic living
Engage
GT5,
VT2, FT1. ST2/4/5 . PT2)
VT2,FT1,ST2/4/5,PT2)
(NT4). Students' homes are indicators of
conditions(NT4).
conditions
Students' homes are indicators of
ucted oftin, board, wood, and
constr
are
homes
shift
makepoverty . Thesemake-shift
andpoverty.
deprivationand
deprivation
homes are constructed of tin, board, wood, and
cold in winter, and unsafe in windy and
summer,cold
hot ininsummer,
extremelyhot
sheeting - -extremely
plastic sheeting
plastic
in winter, and unsafe in windy and
of modem homes, electrified, plumbed, and
conveniences of
The conveniences
conditions. The
stormy conditions.
modem homes, electrified, plumbed, and
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ng the homes of teachers, is
re typifyi
nces and
ed with
equipp
equipped
with applia
appliances
and furnitu
furniture
typifying the homes of teachers, is
ers know from discussions with students
teads. Teach
al homes
racteristic of
uncha
uncharacteristic
ofinform
informal
homesteads.
Teachers know from discussions with students
toilet facilities (VTl) and the wider
city, and
't have
that
they don
don't
have water,
water, electri
electricity,
and toilet facilities (VTl) and the wider
that they
unity ofabusers (NT7), a society
, isisaacomm
ts are
unity inin which
comm
community of abusers (NT7), a society
community
which studen
students
are located
located,
g, stealing, and smoking (GT3).
aking, drinkin
ting drug-t
) promo
of
of bullies
bullies (NT13
(NT13)
promoting
drug-taking,
drinking, stealing, and smoking (GT3).
be bad environments (VT2) for children
ered to
rounds are
ts home
Studen
Students
home backg
backgrounds
are consid
considered
to be bad environments (VT2) for children
(FT4, PT5), negligence (TT4),
), abuse
g (NT13
ence bullyin
e they
becaus
because
they experi
experience
bullying
(NT13),
abuse (FT4, PT5), negligence (TT4),
violence (TT3) . Additionally, students
onment (ST2),
tation (NT4)
exploi
exploitation
(NT4),, aband
abandonment
(ST2), and
and violence (IT3). Additionally, students
given household chores to do (TT4) whilst
s are
living
living with
with parent
parents
are beaten
beaten (NT5,
(NT5, FT4)
FT4) and
and given household chores to do (TT4) whilst
are, in the words of Saras, many sad
those
those living
living on
on their
their own
own do
do as
as they
they please
please.. There
There are, in the words of Saras, many sad
ions (NT4).
ic condit
ting from
cases
cases (ST2)
(ST2) emana
emanating
from such
such pathet
pathetic
conditions (NT4).
odels (FT3) . Teachers know that the
ts who
They
~
q
They don't
don't have
have paren
parents
who are
are role-m
role-models (FT3). Teachers know that the
Fig. 14). Students, they infer, behave in the
odels (see
ts are
parent
of studen
students
are poor
poor role-m
role-models
(see Fig. 14). Students, they infer, behave in the
parentss of
parents to misbehave and from directly
active suppor
of active
because of
they do
way they
supportt by
by parents to misbehave and from directly
do because
observing their parents attitudes and
observing their parents attitudes and
Fig. 14 Knowing Patents
activities. Mothers drink and fathers
activities. Mothers drink and fathers
•
Fathers
Few students know real fathers (NT2)
abdicate their responsibilities. Parents
abdicate their responsibilities. Parents
. Are alcoholics (PT6)
•
Mothers
are not able to steer students away from
are not able to steer students away from
Get drunk (NT6)
Want daughter to be a prostitute (NT6)
petty thieving, car theft and hi-jacking
petty thieving, car theft and hi-jacking
. Trouble-maker (PT6) .
.
Are employed as domestic maids. factory workers
and hanging around street corners. They
and hanging around street corners. They
(NT3)
Few live with their children (NT3) .
make poor role-models because they
make poor role-models because they
Cannot supervise or control sons (NT11.)
Parents .
are not academically inclined (GT5)
are not academically inclined (GT5)
Do not'instill manners (FT4) .
Do not give students guidance / discipline (VT2, FT3.
and do not instill manners (FT4). The
and do not instill manners (FT4). The
NT1j10/11, TI4)
Take drugs and alcohol (PT3/6. TI9)
absence of role-models results in
Are violent in the home (PT3/4/5, TI9) ·
absence of role-models results III
Are not role-models (FT3, GT5)
negative attitudes (FT4) at school.
Abuse their children (NT3/4/5/6)
negative attitudes (FT4) at school.
Promote drugs, stealing, drinking and smoking (GT3)
Teachers claim that students are not
Cannot be contacted <TI1/9)
Teachers claim that students are not
Grandparents abuse social grants (5T2)
able to differentiate right from wrong
able to differentiate right from wrong
specify good conduct, or regulate their
restraint,specify
moralrestraint,
practicemoral
notpractice
donot
parentsdo
becauseparents
because
good conduct, or regulate their
insubordination.
children'sinsubordination.
children's
interested in their children's welfare when
notinterested
arenot
parentsare
thatparents
knowthat
alsoknow
Teachersalso
Teachers
in their children's welfare when
them when students fall ill in
contac
cannot
theycannot contact tthem
becausethey
, FT7)because
(TT1I9FT7)
school(TT1/9,
areatatschool
theyare
they
when students fall ill in
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. And, when contact is made, they
ts are
school
schoolororwish
wishtotoknow
knowwhy
whystuden
students
arenot
notatatschool
school.
And, when contact is made, they
children's misconduct. These
logical excuse
always
always offer
offer some
some psycho
psychological
excuse (TT2)
(TT2) for
for their
their children's misconduct. These
. Constituting students as
teristic of
s are
al stance
parent
ofpoor
poor classes
classes. Constituting students as
parental
stances
are viewed
viewed as
as charac
characteristic
g of students' parents and
ve framin
d inin aa negati
ers of
memb
members
of aa poor
poor class
class has
has resulte
resulted
negative
framing of students' parents and
lly upheld as a moral unit of
, the
rs. Family
yst teache
s by
familie
families
by Ameth
Amethyst
teachers.
Family,
the social
social unit
unit genera
generally upheld as a moral unit of
students' lives.
ying poor
ion, destro
, isisviewed
culture
cultureand
and society
society,
viewed as
as aacontag
contagion,
destroying
poor students' lives.
n, are immoral formations for a number of
rs' opinio
s, in
Poor
Poor familie
families,
in teache
teachers'
opinio~ are immoral formations for a number of
ng that students' mothers
s (NT3)
ts do
s. One,
reason
reasons.
One, studen
students
do not
not know
know their
theirfather
fathers
(NT3),, implyi
implying that students' mothers
s who fathered their children
y of
scuous and
are
are promi
promiscuous
and do
do not
not know
know the
the identit
identity
of the
the person
persons who fathered their children
sibility for paternity and do not
unities men
or
or that
that in
in poor
poor comm
communities
men do
do not
not take
take respon
responsibility for paternity and do not
is incomplete without a male.
rs imply,
pate in family
partici
participate
family life.
life. The
The family
family unit,
unit, teache
teachers
imply, is incomplete without a male.
student problems. Living with
ng ground
rs, the
Two, for teache
teachers,
the home
home is
is the
the breedi
breeding
ground of
of student problems. Living with
taking and stealing. Three, teachers
g, drug
ng, drinkin
re to
parent
parentss means exposu
exposure
to smoki
smoking,
drinking,
drug taking and stealing. Three, teachers
but drinking, smoking,
ptable habits,
to unacce
exposed to
ts exposed
only are
e that not only
believ
believe
are studen
students
unacceptable
habits, but drinking, smoking,
are victimised and exploited by
students are
Four, students
home. Four,
at home.
promoted at
are promoted
activities are
and illicit activities
victimised and exploited by
(PT4).
students (PT4).
for students
unsafe for
life unsafe
family life
making family
members making
family members
(VTl) . Teachers discussions with
itself (VTl).
education melf
for education
come for
don't come
really don't
They really
Teachers discussions with
teachers aware that students do not
made teachers
have made
particular, have
in particular,
asked, in
questions asked,
and questions
students and
students
aware that students do not
Furthermore,
FTI). Furthermore,
(VT2, FT2).
education (VT2,
for education
school for
to school
come to
come
q~

15).
Fig. 15).
(see Fig.
completed (see
not completed
are not
tasks are
educational tasks
educational
needs
social needs
satisfy social
to satisfy
be to
to be
appear to
priorities appear
Students' priorities
Students'
place for
School isis aa place
(VT2). School
time (VT2).
good time
having aa good
and having
and
for
sit,
place toto sit,
like aa place
home like
at home
available at
not available
are not
that are
things that
things
provides
also provides
on. ItIt also
so on.
and so
facilities and
toilet facilities
of toilet
use of
use
cell-phones,
like cell-phones,
desirables like
accumulate desirables
opportunities toto accumulate
opportunities
money.
andmoney.
afford,and
cannotafford,
theycannot
whichthey
textbookswhich
bags,textbooks
bags,

Rg.15 KnowlngStudents
Rg.15
Knowing
Students
not do
s do
What student
What students do not do
Homew ork (FT2; PT7)
Homework
(FT2; PT7)
Attend class (FT7, STl, NT1/2)
Attend class
(FT7. STl, NTl/2)
Attend school regularly (FT7. ST1;
Attend
school regularly (FT7, ST1;
TT1/9)
TTl/9)
Respond to kindness (VT15)
Respond
to kindness
(VT15)
eanours (FTi.
misdem
Report peers'
Report peers' misdemeanours (FT1,
NT9) .
NT9)
Work (NT2/10 ) Study (IT5)
Work (NT2/10) they
Study cannot
(IT5)
afford
Ad~it that
Admit
that
they
cannot
afford
stationery (FT6)
stationery (FT6)
T=l~)~~==~~--!
_en....;(;...,N
"==-Ust
Usten
(NT1)

living, to escape their deprived
ofliving,
hardships of
the hardships
from the
haven from
also aa haven
School isis also
School
to escape their deprived
conditions they are still
home
ng
troubli home conditions
abouttroubling
knowabout
teachersknow
Thoughteachers
conditions.Though
livingconditions.
living
they are still
lifestyles are
better
to
lead
would
which,would
educatedwhich,
be educated
opportunities totobe
howopportunities
shockedatathow
lead to better lifestyles are
shocked
shock (VTl) that students do not
Veronica'sshock
point isisVeronica's
case inin point
school. AAcase
squandered ininschool.
squandered
(VTl) that students do not
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fees at Amethyst to be low when
s the
ion asasshe
come
cometotoschool
schoolfor
foreducat
education
sheregard
regards
theschool
school fees at Amethyst to be low when
s.
d atatother
red totorates
compa
compared
ratescharge
charged
otherschool
schools.
by observing and interacting with them
ts do
ers know
Teach
Teachers
knowwhat
whatstuden
students
doin school
school by observing and interacting with them
, gamble, consume alcohol, sell and
, steal,
ts do
(see
(seeFig. 16).
16). Studen
Students
doas
asthey
theyplease
please,
steal, smoke
smoke, gamble, consume alcohol, sell and
violent confrontations with students
use
use drugs.
drugs. Tara
Tara and
and Gerald
Gerald have
have also
also experienced violent confrontations with students
stolen by students. Teachers are
one was
r whose
(TT?,
(TT7, GT2)
GT2) and
and know
knowof
ofaa teache
teacher
whosecell-ph
cell-phone
was stolen by students.
are
ts
Studen
ements and expectations.
mpliance with
ned by
also
also concer
concerned
by non-co
non-compliance
with school
school requir
requirements and expectations. Students
easily distracted and attend classes
ork, rarely
ete homew
do
do not
not compl
complete
homework,
rarely study,
study, are
are easily distracted and attend classes
education. The repercussions are
ard for
ts disreg
tors of
arly - all
irregul
irregularly
all indica
indicators
of studen
students
disregard
for education. The repercussions are
es challenging under these
g becom
rs as
particularly severe
severe for
for teache
teachers
as teachin
teaching
becomes
under
ity and
author
'
rs
teache
g is the loss of
licating the
stances. Comp
circum
circumstances.
Complicating
the task
task of
of teachin
teaching
is the loss of teachers' authority and
fear teachers and do as they please.
ts do
ts (see
contro
17). Studen
Students
do not
not
controll over
over studen
students
(see Fig. 17).
teachers and do as they please.
to search for absconding and missing
rs have
ted becaus
Teaching is often
often disrup
disrupted
becausee teache
teachers
have to
for absconding and missing
they face challenges daily
know
yst
Ameth
at
Teachers at Amethyst know they
begin. Teachers
can begin.
classes can
before classes
students before
students
face challenges daily
other I ·.·
reasons other
for reasons
school for
at school
are at
students are
school: students
at school:
shady
involved in shady
are involved
Students are
education. Students
than education.
tasks given.
complete tasks
not complete
do not
they do
and they
activities and
activities
at
teaching at
Consequently, teaching
Consequently,
teachers.
many teachers.
for many
burdensome for
burdensome

Amethyst
Amethyst

IS

is

Fig. 17 Knowing Student s
Fig. e,
17Control
Knowing
Authority
and Students
Disciplin
•
..Challeng
Discipline.
Control
andtime
Authority
(IT4)
s all the
e teacher
Challenge
the
timeteacher
(IT4) s (NT1)
strict
less
taken ofall
Advantageteachers
Advantage
taken
of less
(IT5)strict teachers (NT1)
class
Disrupt entire
Oisruptentlre
(IT5)
ity (GT3)
the commun
Disappear intoclass
Disappear
intom
theunbeara
community
(GT3)
ble (IT5)
Make classroo
Make
classroom
unbearable
(IT5)
given
s arise when
e problem
Disciplin
Discipline
problems
f4) when given
work(Tarise
dent
indepen
independent
workdisciplin
(IT4) e (GTB)
Teachers cannot
Teachers
discipline
(GT6)
class (GT3)
to get into
Reluctantcannot
Reluctant to get into class (GT3)

them
get them
to get
just to
effortjust
huge effort
it's aa huge
Here it's
Here
to
have to
Amethyst have
at Amethyst
Teachers at
(STl) . Teachers
pass (ST!).
to pass
to
Working with academically disinclined
students for examinations. Working
prepare students
to nrp'nJ'\l'p
hard to
work hard
work
with academically disinclined
of teaching particularly
little interest in education, makes the task of
show little
who show
ts, who
studen
.... ~..,.u"',
teaching particularly
e students lack
becaus
work,
their
in
red
hampe
are
ers
Teach are hampered
18). Teachers
Fig. 18).
(See Fig.
challenging (See
challenging
their work, because students
cope with educational requirements.
cannotcope
andcannot
distractedand
are easilydistracted
knowledge,are
generalknowledge,
gerler::ll
with educational requirements.
c>
c>

vA"lJ.J.UHU • ..tV>l'<l>.
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Fig. 18 Knowing Students
Fig. 18 Knowing Students
•..
Academic
Abilities
Academic Abilities
Not academically inclined (PU)
Not academically inclined (PTl)
Very weak (ST1)
Very weak (STi)
Fail simple subjects (TI5)
Fail simple subjects (TT5)
Do well in Grade 10 but fail in Grade 11
Do well in Grade 10 but fail in Grade 11
(TI5)
(TT5)
Lack general knowledge (PT5)
lack general knowledge (PTS)
Cannot cope (NT4)
Cannot cope (NT4)
Interest
..•
Interest
Not interested in curriculum/homework
Not interested in curriculum/homework
(PT1j5 TT4)
(PTUSIT4)
Lose interest (TI5)
Lose interest (TT5)

It appears
appears to
to teachers
teachers that
that students
students cannot
cannot even
even pass
pass
It
subjects considered
considered to
to be
be easy.
easy. They
They identifY
identify
subjects
attitudes (not
(not caring for
for
behaviour (passing
(passing Grade
Grade
behaviour
Grade Eleven)
Eleven) and
and
Grade
poor performance.
poor

education), change
change in
in
education),
Ten and
and then
then failing
failing
Ten

being weak,
being
The factors
factors
lbe

as key
key factors for
for
as
are personal
personal and
and
are

of teachers
teachers
internal to
to students.
students. The
The culpability
culpability of
internal
(external factors)
factors) is, therefore,
therefore, not
not considered.
considered.
(external
q

You can
can notice
notice from
from their
their attitude
attitude (PT2).
(PT2).
You

Teachers
at Amethyst
Amethyst explain
explain students'
students' ",tt,hul
attitude
as being very naughty, talkative and
and they
they
eac:helrs at
.. as being very naughty,
do something
something wrong
wrong (PT2),
(PTI), they
they look
look at
at you
you with
with blank
blank faces
faces when
when you
you teach
teach (TT5).
(ITS).
do
From students'
students' attitudes,
attitudes, teachers
teachers surmise
sunruse that
that
From
education is
is not
not important
important to
to them (see Fig. 19). These
education
are also ways of affronting the teacher and undermining
teacher authority.
authority. Traditionally,
Traditionally, school
school is
is aa space in
teacher
of behaviour,
behaviour, they
they
which teachers dictate
dictate the norms
norms of

Fig. 19 Knowing Students
19 Knowing Students
•
Attitudes
•
Attitudes
Naughty, talkative. indifferent (PH)
Naughty. talkative. indifferent (PT7)
Arrogant (TI5)
Arrogant (TT5)
To blame for own failure (TI4)
To blame for own failure (TT4)
Don't fear anything (TI8)
Don't fear anything (ITS)
Follow own minds (TT4)
Follow own minds

of
react against
against acts
acts of
react
teacher prerogatives
prerogatives are
are exercised,
exercised, for
for reasons
reasons outlined
outlined
teacher
they don
don't'1 fear
fear
in the
the previous section.
section. Teachers
know that
that students
students do
do as
as they
they V''''<~':>'''.
please, they
ea(:nelrs know
anything (FT2),
(FTI), and
and more
more importantly,
importantly, deduce
deduce that
that the
the appropriation
appropriation of
of teachers'
teachers' rights
rights
anything
regulate student
student activities
activities and
and
wrongdoings. At
At Amethyst,
Amethyst, few
WTongdoings.

of family
family interest
interest and
and values.
values. As
As willful
willful individuals,
individuals,
by students
students is
is aa consequence
consequence of
by
students ignore teachers andfollow their own minds (TT4). Consequently, it is extremely
"~""U""LJ,~':> ignore teachers and/ollow their own minds (TT4). Consequently, it is extremely
can influence
influence students
students and
and provide
provide F,.,'",
guidance.
In view
difficult for
for teachers
teachers to
to believe
believe they
they can
difficult
.........u"'.... In view
of students' attitudes
attitudes to
to teachers
teachers and
and schoolwork,
schoolwork, teachers
teachers expect
expect them
them to
to perform
perform poorly
poorly
of
and hence, students
students are
are blamed
blamed for
for poor
poor academic
academic pel1:olrrmmce.
performance.
and

Critical commentary:
commentary: classed
classed knowiDg
knowing
Critical
To teachers,
teachers, the
the home
home appears
appears to
to be
be the
the breeding
breeding ground
ground of
of students'
students' problems
problems
To
of one
one or
or both
both parents.
parents.
especially because
because their
their families
families are
are incomplete
incomplete due
due to
to an
an aosenc:e
absence of
especially
Those students
students living
living with
with parents
parents are
are ext:los(~d
exposed to
to smoking,
smoking, drinking,
drinking, drug
drug """",cUE,,
taking, and
and
Those
stealing. The knowing is paradoxical because students without parents-as-role-models
"LvUH.LA;;. The knowing is paradoxical because students without parents-as-role-models
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that parents do not make a difference
s than,
e these
also
also acquir
acquire
these bad
badhabits.
habits. ItItappear
appears
than, that parents do not make a difference
ts living without parents (orphaned or
s and
e students living
becaus
because
living with
withparent
parents
and studen
living without
(orphaned or
respect to role-models. How can
ms with
r proble
oned) seem
aband
abandoned)
seem toto share
share simila
similar
problems
with respect to role-models. How can
be aware that their knowing is
dictions and not
rs know
teache
knowing is
teachers
know of such
such contra
contradictions
not
aware that
taking
that
knows
he
a:
dilemm
n the
es aa clue
dictory? Gerald provid
contra
contradictory?
provides
clue toto explai
explain
the
he knows that taking
the community (GT3). It seems,
ted within
ng isispromo
g and
g, stealin
drugs,
drugs, drinkin
drinking,
stealing
andsmoki
smoking
promoted
within the community (OT3). It seems,
is more potent than the family or school
ce of
thus,
thus, that
that the
the influen
influence
ofthe
the wider
wider social
social milieu
milieu is more potent than the family or school
good role-models? And, if they
teachers not
n than
for
for that
that matter
matter as
as aa questio
question
than arises: are
are
not
role-models? And, if they
ce students. It transpires
influen
to
s
s/peer
parent
tition with
are,
means they
they are
are in compe
competition
with parents/peers to influence students. It transpires
are, itit means
to resist the codes of conduct
odels and
than
than that
that studen
studentt agency
agency to
to choose
choose role-m
role-models
and to resist the codes of conduct
rs.
ered by
ted by
promo
promoted
by the
the school
school is
is not
not consid
considered
by teache
tealch,ers
extreme cases of hardship and survival
ts are
rs learn about
What
What teache
teachers
about studen
students
are the
the extreme cases of hardship and survival
a single teacher recalls positive aspects of
ber as
rs remem
s, it
or perhap
perhaps,
it is
is what
what teache
teachers
remember
as not
not a single teacher recalls positive aspects of
only students with problems approach
ing. Or
lives or
ts' lives
studen
students'
or school
schooling.
Or it
it could
could be that
that only students with problems approach
of their lives. Could it be that students do
of revealing aspects of
the intention of
with the
teachers with
tea,cners
lives. Could it be that students do
incomplete work? In effect, the
and
performance and incomplete
academic performance
poor academic
justify poor
to justify
order to
so in order
work? In effect, the
students ' lives. It is
of
pieces
other
provide other
not provide
does not
as itit does
uni-dimensional as
is urn-dimensional
knowing is
knowing
pieces of students' lives. It is
experiences.
and experiences.
events and
direction of sad events
in the direction
lopsided in
lopsided
they do so from their own perspectives
choices they
students' choices
interpret students'
teachers interpret
When teachers
When
do so from their own "'''''...,....''''''1r'''''''''
One example is the practice by
oints.
standp
t
studen standpoints. One
from student
so from
do so
to do
able to
not able
thus not
are thus
and are
and
example is the practice by
(FTI). Confidentiality or
rators
perpet
of perpetrators
identities of
the identities
protect the
to protect
peers to
students' peers
students'
(FT!). Confidentiality or
are other explanations not
Farida. There are
by Farida.
deplored by
instance, isis deplored
this instance,
solidarity, in this
solidarity,
other
not
of
ies
identit
the
know
not all students
that not
for example, that
Farida, for
by Farida,
entertained by
entertained
all students know the identities of
personal safety if they implicate peers; that
informants may endanger personal
that informants
perpetrators; that
safety they implicate peers; that
stance one can infer that a code
Farida
From
ct.
condu
of
code of conduct From Farida's'sstance
owncode
theirown
havetheir
studentshave
one can infer that a code
students
as is apparent from her
sound
y
morall
not
is
peers
to
loyalty to
and loyalty
friendship and
honouringfriendship
honouring
is not morally sound as is apparent from her
manners (FT4). In this instance, manners
instill manners
parents toto instill
noparents
have no
they have
reasoning, they
reaSOl1111:g,
(FT4). In this
manners
student
of
nature
s
seriou
the
to
Due
ity.
author Due to the serious nature of student
school authority.
means obeisance toto school
possibly means
possibly
students are imputed with negative
all students
silence ofof peers, all
of silence
code of
and code
misconduct and
are imputed with negative
misconduct
that the challenges faced by teachers at
perhaps, that
deduce, perhaps,
can deduce,
One can
characteristics. One
characteristics.
the challenges faced by teachers at
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Amethyst are
are so
so widespread
widespread as
as to
to result
result in
in such
such generalisations.
generalisations. These
These activities
activities are
are of
Amethyst
concern to
to teachers
teachers because
because they
they undermine
undermine teachers'
teachers' authority,
authority, rendering
rendering them
them impotent.
impotent.
concern
Whilst wanting
wanting to
to understand students, it
it is difficult
difficult for
for teachers to
to understand
understand
Whilst
how children
children can
can be
be abused
abused and
and deprived
deprived by
by their
their families.
families. Amethyst
Amethyst teachers'
teachers'
how
understandings are
are limited
limited because
because they
they take
take ahistoricist
ahistoricist (ignoring
(ignoring political,
political, cultural
cultural and
and
understandings
social dimensions)
dimensions) and
and essentialist
essentialist (inflexible
(inflexible and
and defInitive)
definitive) positions
positions about
about family.
social
family unit is more
more than
than biological
biological parents
parents and
and children.
children. It
It is
is preceded
preceded by
by aa history
history
family

A
A
of
of

how the
the family
family emerged. It
It ranges from
from biological
biological parents
parents to
to single
single parent
parent families
families to
to
how
adopted parents
parents and
and living
living alone.
alone. There
There are
are numerous
numerous explanations
explanations for
for the
the absence
absence of
of aa
adopted
father/mother, pregnancy, guardianship
guardianship and
and the
the choice to
to live
live in
in informal
informal homes.
homes. There
There
father/mother,
are reasons
reasons why
why parents
parents cannot
cannot be
be contacted
contacted or
or are
are reluctant
reluctant to
to come
come to
to school.
school. There
There are
are
are
reasons why
why students
students tell
tell teachers
teachers
reasons
many gaps that
that source
source teachers'
teachers'

the things
things they
they do
do about
about their
their family
family life.
life. There
There
the
knowing based
based on
on knowing
knowing class. As
As teachers
teachers
knowing

are
are
are
are

unaware that
that their
their knowing
knowing about
about students
students is
is incomplete
incomplete they
they believe
believe that
that they
they know
know
unaware
students.
students.
From the
the perspective
perspective that
that education
education is
is ne,~essary
necessary, desirable,
desirable, and
and valuable,
valuable,
From
teachers pass
pass judgements
judgements about
about students'
students' lives.
lives. From
From middle-class
middle-class perspectives,
perspectives, children
children
teachers
are known
known as
as vulnerable
vulnerable and
and valuable,
valuable, helpless
helpless and
and dependent,
dependent, in
in need
need of
of protection.
protection. The
The
are
role of parents is
is to
to meet
meet these needs and to
to hone
hone their children's potential
potential by
by investing
investing in
in
role
education. For poor
poor communities,
communities,
education.
affordability -- vulnerable,
vulnerable, needy
needy and
and
affordability

conceptions of
of childhood
childhood are
are influenced
influenced by
by
conceptions
helpless children
children are
are luxuries
luxuries that
that are
are not
not viable.
viable.
helpless

Children have
have to
to be resilient,
resilient, self-sufficient,
self-sufficient, street-wise
street-wise and
and contribute
contribute financially
fmancially
Children
labour or
or income-earners. Teachers, as
as proponents
proponents of
of the
the former conception
labour

as
as
of
of

childhood/adolescence are
are poised
poised diametrically
diametrically to
to latter
latter understandings
understandings of
of childhood.
childhood.
childhood/adolescence
of parenting
parenting change.
change. When
When
However, when survival is
is at
at stake
stake the
the rules
rules and
and norms
norms of
parents/guardians cannot
cannot provide
provide then
then children
children have
have to
to help.
help. What
What may
may be
be unpalatable
unpalatable
parents/guardians
for Amethyst
Amethyst teachers are
are the
the options exercised I/ promoted:
promoted: dependency
dependency on
on aa boyfriend
boyfriend
for
(NT5), prostitution
prostitution (NT6)
(NT6) or
or housework
housework (NT4).
(NT4). The
The picture
picture is
is far
far more
more complicated
complicated
(NT5),
when students'
students' involvement
involvement in buying
buying and
and selling
selling drugs
drugs is
is viewed
viewed as
as criminal
criminal rather
rather than
than
when
as economic
economic activities. Consequently,
Consequently, teachers'
teachers ' knowing
knowing eXI)QS(~S
exposes their
their worldviews
worldviews and
and
as
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assumptions rather
rather than
than real
real understanding
understanding of
of .students,
their lives and the world
world as
as they
they
assumptions
,. ................., their
experience it.

pV1r'\pr',pr'f>p

Teachers purport
purport to
to know
know students
students family
family life and
and family
family values based on
on students
students
Teachers
home visits,
visits,
negative attitudes
attitudes at
at school
school as
as outlined
outlined in Figure
Figure 18.
18. In
In the
the abs:em;e
absence of home
negative
teachers construct
construct aa direct,
direct, linear
linear relationship
relationship between
between students'
students' behaviour
behaviour on
on the
the one
one
teachers
hand, and
and family
family lifestyle
lifestyle and
and values
values on
on the
the other
other hand.
hand. This
This means
means that
that teachers
teachers make
make aa
hand,
number of
of suppositions.
suppositions. First, that
that parents are
are the
the primary,
primary, most
most important,
important, and
and most
most
number
enduring influence
influence on
on students'
students' attitude.
attitude. Two,
Two, that
that students
students displaying
displaying undesirable
undesirable
behaviours and
and characteristics
characteristics are
are actively
actively influenced
influenced to
to do
do so
so by
by their
their families.
families. Three,
Three,
behaviours
values and
and characteristics
characteristics acquired from home are
are impervious
impervious to
to influences from
values
teachers. Four,
Four, poor
poor parents
parents make
make poor
poor
teachers.
culture of
of violence,
violence, abuse,
abuse, immoral
immoral and
and
culture

role-models. Five, poor
poor communities
communities support
support aa
role-models.
illegal activities.
activities. Based
Based on
on the
the abovementioned
abovementioned
illegal

suppositions, one
one can
can infer that
that for teachers at
at Amethyst, education cannot
cannot make
make aa
suppositions,
difference to
to students
students who
who school
school there.
there.
difference
As an
an educator,
educator, Veronica
Veronica believes
believes that
that education
education is
is important
important for
for their
their future,
future, for
for
As
career choices
choices allowing
allowing students to
to better
better their
their lives (VT3).
(VT3). As aa middle-class
middle-class person
person she
she
career
considers school
school fees
fees at
at Amethyst
Amethyst to
to be
be low
low and
and it
it is
is from
from this
this
corlSH:lters
fathom why
why students
students choose
choose to
to come
come to
to school
school for
for reasons
reasons
fathom

standpoint that
that she cannot
cannot
standpoint
other than
than wanting
wanting to
to be
be
other

educated. Further,
Further, her
her perspectives
perspectives of
of education
education preclude
preclude understanding
understanding that
that the
the reason
reason
educated.
for attending
attending school
school is
is predetermined. Schooling in South
South Africa
Africa is
is compulsory
compulsory for
for
students and
and they
they come
come to
to school
school to
to fulfIl
fulfil aa legal
legal obligation.
obligation.
students
of educatio~
education, how
how education
education operates
operates
political nature
nature of
political
normalising tendency.
tendency. In
normalising
included into
into aa society
society
included

Students also
also understand the
Students
hegemonically and
and has
has aa
hegemonically

other
other
that
that

words, students know
know that they require
require schooling
schooling to
to be
be
words,
values educated
educated persons,
persons, as
as uneducated
uneducated persons
persons are
are
values
constituted as
as insignificant others.
others. Going
Going to
to school
school may be
be significantly
significantly different
different from
from
constituted
being educated.
educated. The
The latter
latter and
and former
former may
may appear
appear to
to be
be the
the same
same for
for some
some students,
students,
being
hence the
the response that
that they do
do not
not come
come to
to school
school for
for education.
education. This explains
explains
hence
Veronica's shock
shock at
at student
student responses
responses as
as she
she is
is not
not in
in aa position
position to
to consider
consider that
that legal and
and
Veronica's
social obligations
obligations can
can be
be viewed
viewed as
as opportunities
opportunities (or
(or burdens)
burdens) of
of different
different sorts
sorts as
as she
she
social
believes it
it to
to be
be the
the opinion
opinion of
of all
all students.
students. It
It is
is from classed
classed knowing
knowing of
of some
some students
students
that Veronica
Veronica knows
knows all
all students.
students. (VTl).
(VTl).
that
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Veronica uses
uses the
the lens
lens of
of middle-class
middle-class values
values to
to judge
judge students'
students' preferences
preferences and
and
Veronica
choices regarding
regarding the
the time
time they
they spend
spend in schooL
school. She
She has
has difficulty
difficulty accepting
accepting "students
choices
........ "'H.•" '
immediate physical
physical needs which
which includes
includes escaping
escaping from
from harsh
harsh living
living conditions.
conditions. In
In aa
immediate
sense the
the information
information is
is solicited
solicited and
and then
then rejected.
rejected. To know
know students
students socioeconomic
socioeconomic
sense
status is
is to
to not
not know
know students
students choices
choices and
and preferences
preferences because
because Veronica's
Veronica's middle-class
middle-class
status
knowing the
the reasons
reasons students'
students' value
value school
school from the standpoint
standpoint of
of
values interfere
interfere with
with knowing
values
impoverished persons: that
that school
school is
is aa place
place of
of refuge,
refuge, not
not just
just education.
education.
impoverished
From teachers
teachers perspectives
perspectives it
it appears
appears that
that conditions
conditions at
at Amethyst
Amethyst (see also
also
From
chapter 4)
4) are
are new
new experiences.
experiences. Past
Past history
history of
of the
the school,
school, however,
however, reveals
reveals that
that students
students
chapter
from informal
informal settlements
settlements at
at Amethyst are
are not
not aa new
new phenomenon. So
So how
how are
are latter-day
from
experiences different? It is different because in the past the students, all Indian, were
PVI"p..,IPn,,..,,.,,, different? It is different because in the past the students, all Indian, were
identified as
as same,
same,
identified
political categories
political

not other.
other. Under
Under apartheid,
apartheid, institutions
institutions were
were stratified
stratified according
according to
to
not
of race.
race. As
As such,
such, only
only so-called Indians
Indians could
could enrol
enrol at
at Amethyst.
Amethyst.
of

of race
race
Sameness was
was thus
thus an
an effect of
differentiation, has been
been replaced
replaced with
with
differentiation,

stratification. In
In the
the post-apartheid
post-apartheid era,
era, race
race
stratification.
of the
the
class differentiation
differentiation at
at Amethyst.
Amethyst. Part of
class

problem is
is that
that teachers'
teachers ' major
major focus
focus is
is on
on perpetrators,
perpetrators, because
because student
student shenanigans
shenanigans are
are
problem
so widespread.
widespread. They
They barely
barely mention
mention good
good students
students and
and perhaps
perhaps fail
fail to
to realise
realise that
that their
their
so
professional identity
identity can
can be reclaimed
reclaimed by
by acknowledging
acknowledging the
the presence
presence of
of students
students who
who do
do
orcltes:Slonal
not engage
engage in
in the
the activities
activities mentioned
mentioned heretofore.
heretofore.
not
At present,
present, for
for some
some teachers
teachers of
of Amethyst,
Amethyst, knowing
knowing about
about students
students classed
classed
At
positioning is aa vital frame
frame for
for knowing
knowing abut
abut the
the kinds of
of families they belong
belong to
to and
and the
the
kinds of
of problems
problems they
they face.
face. It
It also
also allows
allows teachers
teachers to
to rescue
rescue their
their professional
professional identity
identity as
as
kinds
inability to
to deal
deal with
with the
the complexity
complexity of
of students
students issues
issues can
can be
be justified
justified as
as aa class, rather
rather
inability
than an
an educational,
educational, issue.
issue.
than

Professional kDo'Wiag
knowing
Professional
Professional knowing
knowing is
is linked
linked to
to how
how tea.cm~rs
teachers' conceptions
conceptions of
of teaching,
teaching, their
their
Professional
roles and
and functions,
functions, and
and academic
academic training
training and
and practices
practices enables
enables them
them to
to know
know students.
students.
roles
It relates to
to how
how they
they are
are able
able to
to control
control students,
students, evaluate
evaluate their
their performances,
performances, exercise
exercise
It
professional judgement,
judgement, and
and execute
execute their
their responsibilities
responsibilities ethically.
ethically.
professional
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It has become very complicated to deal with learners (GT6). Teachers know that
working in an environment like Amethyst is complex. Not only do students bring their
(VT2), but
but teachers are
expected to
to be understanding
understanding and
and sensitive
lifestyle into school (VTI),
are expected
sensitive
despite disapproving their lifestyle. Disciplining students is complicated as well.
wen. Gerald's
experience is that he can
can't'( raise (his) voice to reprimand (GT6) students and singling

them
out can
be interpreted
interpreted as
as racism (GT6,
(GT6, NT8).
Furthermore, students
do not
not come
come for
them out
can be
NT8). Furthermore,
students do
for
education
and have
have needs beyond
beyond skills
skills acquired
acquired through
(VTI, FT?,
~.V<H,AVU and
through teacher
teacher training
training (VTl,

" ' ....

ST5, TT6).
TI6). Sometimes students' activities are so serious they warrant bringing in the
police. Police
Police intervention appears to
be unsuccessful
unsuccessful because it
continues (ST3,
(ST3, VT2).
it continues
VT2).
police.
to be
At other
other times when
when teachers
teachers are
attacked by
by students, teachers
teachers cannot
cannot retaliate
retaliate (VT3),
in
At
are attacked
(VT3), in
effect stripping teachers of their authority to act. Additionally, teachers cannot report or
confer with
with parents,
parents, as
as they
they cannot
cannot be
contacted (TIl/9).
result is
is aa paralysis
paralysis
be contacted
(TT 119). The result
exemplified by an inability to act against students' agj;rreSSllon.
aggression, ill-discipline, and negative
attitudes.
q~

assignments or
or homework
homework (pT7).
(pT7). Teachers
Teachers know
that students
students are
are
I don't give assignments
know that
challenged by
by the
the demands
demands of
of education
education and
and their
their personal
personal circumstances.
circumstances. In
view of
of
In view
challenged
these
challenges, Amethyst
Amethyst teachers
teachers know
know their
their teaching
to be
be adapted
adapted to
to
these challenges,
teaching practices have
have to
students needs. Farida,
Farida, for
for example,
example, advocates
advocates aa two-pronged
approach of
of caring
students
two-pronged approach
caring
tempered with
with discipline
discipline towards
towards students
students (FT4)
(FT4) and
and development
tempered
development programmes for
teachers (FT7).
(FT?). This
This approach
approach advocates
advocates balancing
balancing students
students need for
for emotional
emotional care
care with
with
teachers
teachers
needs to
to set
set boundaries
boundaries and
and limits
limits with recognising students
students as
as victims
of
tea'~hers needs
victims of
circumstances. This
This could
could require
require specialist skills
skills to
to deal
deal with
with students
students problems. Unlike
circumstances.
Unlike
Farida's approach
approach to
to look
look to
to herself
herself to
to assist
assist students,
students, Saras
Saras looks
looks outwards:
outwards: the
the police
police to
to
Farida's
deal with
with criminal activities
activities and
and counsellors
counsellors for
for social,
social, emotional,
emotional, and
and economic
economic
deal
problems. If followed through, this approach would demarcate teaching roles and
functions from care-giving. The focus would be on supporting learning.
Pranitha does
does not
not give
give homework
homework or
or assignments
assignments (PT7).
(PT?). She
She also
also adapts
adapts the
the
Pranitha
curriculum so
so that
that students'
students' preferences
preferences for
for dancing, music, and acting
acting are
are built
built into
into
curriculum
teaching programmes.
programmes. This
This approach
approach requires
requires that
that all
all teaching
teaching and
and learning be
be confined
confined
teaching
to school
school hours.
hours. For
For aa life-skills
life-skills teacher
teacher this
this approach
approach is
is ideal
ideal but
but it
it would
would pose
pose aa
to
challenge to
to infuse
infuse song
song and
and dance
dance into
into mathematics
mathematics and
and science
science programmes.
programmes. Pranitha's
Pranitha's
challenge
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, further
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thatcould
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further
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study,and
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making
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study,
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small
Navin'
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waterdown
downthe
thecurricu
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byprovid
providing
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'ssapproa
Navin
's
). Based
ts (NT14
l studen
(NT2)asaswell
wellasasusing
usingteachin
teaching
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counsel
students
(NTI4).
Basedon
onNavin
Navin's
doses(NT2)
g time
doses
mmed toto
le has
ng time
approach
appears
thatalmost
almosthalf
halfthe
theteachi
teaching
timeavailab
available
hastotobe
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programmed
s that
ch ititappear
approa
l
ed toto counse
). This
allow studen
students
complete
work in
inclass
class (NT14
(NTI4).
Tbistime
time isis also
also deploy
deployed
counsel
ete work
ts toto compl
allow
ed by
ts' needs
g studen
g and
students.
Herethe
thetension
tensions
between
teaching
andmeetin
meeting
students'
needsare
areresolv
resolved
by
en teachin
s betwe
ts. Here
studen
t.
gical conten
e of
taking on
on aacounse
counselling
role atatthe
the expens
expense
ofpedago
pedagogical
content.
lling role
taking
ned itit after
ay but
Tara used
used to
to offer
offer extra
extra classes
classes on
on aa Saturd
Saturday
but abando
abandoned
after she
she was
was
Tara
ous space.
yst isis aa danger
tions that
attacked
by studen
students
(TT7), confirm
confinning
perceptions
that Ameth
Amethyst
dangerous
space.
ing percep
ts (TT?),
d by
attacke
ted
unities exploi
rs are
This examp
example
demonstrates
that suppor
supportt and
and care
care by
by teache
teachers
are opport
opportunities
exploited
strates that
le demon
This
by some
some studen
students
to steal
steal from teache
teachers
or to
to attack
attack them.
them.
rs or
ts to
by
matic schoo
). This is a proble
~
This contex
contextt is very frustr
frustrating
(TT11).
problematic
schooll (ST3).
(ST3). The
The
ating (TT11
This
~
rs
ting for
alising and frustra
ies is demor
frequency
students'
activities
demoralising
frustrating
for teache
teachers
ts' activit
ncy and extent of studen
freque
e is
rs' believ
ity, which teache
(ST1). Studen
Students
authority,
teachers'
believe
is linked
linked to
to the
the
ts are not afraid of author
(ST1).
problematic
is aa problematic
yst is
According to Saras, Ameth
leadersbip
Amethyst
managers. According
Amethyst managers.
leadership style of Amethyst
impunity
with impunity
want with
anything they want
school
students know they can do anything
because students
(ST3) because
school (ST3)
the
into the
escape into
they escape
students, they
apprehend students,
(ST3).
attempts are made to apprehend
In cases when attempts
(ST3). In
student
supports student
community supports
the community
beliefs that the
community
teachers ' beliefs
to teachers'
credence to
lending credence
community lending
and
smoking and
curtailing smoking
in curtailing
success in
some success
delinquency
experienced some
has experienced
Gerald has
(GT3). Gerald
delinquency (GT3).
however,
presence, however,
visible presence,
A visible
grounds. A
school grounds.
on school
gambling
visible on
himse lf visible
making himself
by making
gambling by
presence
because presence
prevent itit because
not prevent
does not
but does
period but
interrupts
short period
for aa short
activities for
students' activities
interrupts students'
important.
equally important.
Proximity isis equally
"shenanigans". Proximity
by
student "shenanigans".
stop student
to stop
enough to
not enough
itself isis not
by itself
hence,
students; hence,
chase students;
or chase
follow or
act, follow
to act,
position to
in aa position
Teachers
not in
are not
levels are
upper levels
the upper
on the
Teachers on
upon,
act upon,
not act
does not
but does
(ST3) but
sees (ST3)
she sees
what she
ofwhat
the
accounts of
Saras' accounts
between Saras'
discrepancy between
the discrepancy
the
into the
disappear into
they disappear
until they
students until
chases students
and
reportedly chases
he reportedly
as he
can as
who can
Gerald who
and Gerald
there
them there
follow them
cannot follow
he cannot
know he
they know
infonnal
school asas they
the school
by the
close by
settlements close
informal settlements
(GT3).
(GT3).
commitmenttoto
andcommitment
interestininand
ofinterest
lackof
students'lack
Another
teachersisisstudents'
forteachers
frustrationfor
Anotherfrustration
what
knowwhat
Theyknow
classes.They
bunkclasses.
awayororbunk
stayaway
education.
studentsstay
done,students
notdone,
Homeworkisisnot
education.Homework
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, oror
ts ororfamily
d bybyparen
e they
students
do and
and can
cando
do nothin
nothing
because
they are
are blocke
blocked
parents
family,
g becaus
ts do
studen
rs (TT2).
pal ororteache
guardians
thechild
childSomet
Sometimes
evenbybythe
thePrinci
Principal
teachers
(TT2).
imes even
ians ororthe
guard
t like
ers know
. Teach
We need
need toto be
be compa
compassionate
(FT3).
Teachers
know that
that inin aa contex
context
like
ssionate (FT3)
qc:> We
, they
ms atat home
Amethyst,
with many
many studen
students
facing proble
problems
home and
and school
school,
they need
need toto be
be
ts facing
yst, with
Ameth
vity by
s toto be
sympathetic
and unders
understanding.
On the
the one
one hand,
hand, there
there appear
appears
be sensiti
sensitivity
by
tanding. On
thetic and
sympa
ions, and
teachers
students'
backgrounds,
homecondit
conditions,
andneeds
needs(YT5,
(yT5,FT3),
FT3),whilst
whilston
onthe
the
rounds, home
ts' backg
rs totostuden
teache
thetic
s sympa
d toward
rs are
other hand,
hand, aa realisa
realisation
that all
all teache
teachers
are not
not incline
inclined
towards
sympathetic
tion that
other
itivity but
e of
rence (FT5)
of insens
insensitivity
but
approaches.
They seem
seem to
to cope
cope by
by indiffe
indifforence
(FT5) not
not becaus
because
ches. They
approa
ng
nally draini
because
their compa
compassionate
approaches
have failed,
failed, or
orthey
they fmd
fmd itit emotio
emotionally
draining
ches have
ssionate approa
e their
becaus
(FT5).
(FT5).
rately
r delibe
e is
regard mysel
myselff as
as aa profes
professional
(HTl).. Bernic
Bernice
is the
the only
only teache
teacher
deliberately
sional (BTl)
II regard
qc:>
s
ences. She
ts about
choosing
not to
to know
know or
or talk
talk to
to studen
students
about their
their lives
lives and
and experi
experiences.
She focuse
focuses
ng not
choosi
g
h she
ise to
instead
on her
her profes
professional
training
and expert
expertise
to teach.
teach. Thoug
Though
she avers
avers that
that knowin
knowing
g and
sional trainin
d on
instea
ying
ts, the
ng about
tant than
knOWing
about studen
students,
the underl
underlying
herselff as
as a profes
professional
more impor
important
than knowi
sional is more
hersel
ts are
ts, i.e.
ceived idea
reason may
may have to do with a precon
preconceived
idea of studen
students,
i.e. that
that studen
students
are
reason

ts come up with
dishonest.
example,
students
with excuse
excusess (BT2)
(BT2),,
le, that studen
knows , for examp
est. She knows,
dishon
them
benefit them
will benefit
which will
manufacture
(BT3), and only allow (her) to know that which
manufacture stories (BT3),
essentially
is, essentially
that is,
construct, that
theoretical construct,
(BT5).
students as a theoretical
Hence, she prefers to know students
(BT5). Hence,
and
roles and
her roles
about her
single-minded about
as
teacher means to be single-minded
proceed as a teacher
learners. To proceed
as learners.
consequently ,
and consequently,
concept and
narrow concept
is aa narrow
instance is
this instance
functions
in this
Educator, in
educator. Educator,
an educator.
as an
functions as
what II
know what
(t)hey know
her, (t)hey
for her,
works for
that works
recipe that
she
to aa recipe
according to
teaching according
approaches teaching
she approaches
and
standards and
the standards
set the
chit-chat. II set
unnecessary chit-chat.
no unnecessary
expect.
There isis no
lesson. There
the lesson.
with the
on with
get on
exp ect. II get
illand illdisrespect and
condone disrespect
don't condone
excuses. II don't
no excuses.
II expect
accept no
achieve. II accept
to achieve.
everyone to
expect everyone
discipline
(BT2).
discipline (BT2).
Bemice's
Tara, Bernice's
and Tara,
Navin, and
Pranitha, Navin,
Saras, Pranitha,
Compared
Farida, Saras,
Veronica, Farida,
to Veronica,
Compared to
succeed inin
to succeed
training to
professionaltraining
herprofessional
onher
relies on
approach
she relies
that she
differentininthat
radically different
approachisisradically
impotence,
anger, impotence,
frustration, anger,
experience frustration,
aachallenging
reportedly,experience
not,reportedly,
doesnot,
Shedoes
context. She
challengingcontext.
punctual,
arepunctual,
tasks,are
homeworktasks,
completehomework
studentscomplete
and
class,students
herclass,
becauseininher
demoralisationbecause
anddemoralisation
too
Gerald too
Bemice, Gerald
Like Bernice,
(BT6). Like
academically (BT6).
attend
perform academically
and perfonn
regularly, and
classes regularly,
attend classes
keeps
Hekeeps
Bemice.He
extreme asasBernice.
notasasextreme
stanceisisnot
Hisstance
signals
teaching. His
onteaching.
focuson
needtotofocus
signalsaaneed
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does address it, albeit, in a generalised and
al issues
ts person
away
away from
from studen
students
personal
issues but
but does address it, albeit, in a {JPMIP1"!'l
and
.
(GT5)
ed
involv
too
get
not
do
but
them
ne for
onalised way:
depers
besomeo
someone
for them - but do not get too involved (GTS).
depersonalised
way:be
. Teachers at Amethyst have endured physical
r (TT2)
c>c::> Our
Our lives
lives are
are inin dange
danger
(TT2).
at Amethyst have endured physical
/7, GT2).
, loss of personal property and threats by students (FTl , NT7, TT2/5
attacks
au,.:t........", loss of personal property and threats by students (FTl,
GT2).
d
situate
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school
the
able for a number of reasons:
rs they
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to teache
teachers
they are
are vulner
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for a number of reasons: the school is situated
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which
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know
they
and
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ne
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trying to
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n is that the Principal does not take
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are
(TT2). The
The most
most preval
prevalent
opinion is that the Principal does not take
are scared
scared (TT2).
reports of students' wrongdoings in full view of
s despite
tive action
ptive or
preem
or correc
corrective
actions
despite reports of students' wrongdoings full view of
preemptive
TT7). They believe the Principal's fears fuels
ts (YT2,
teachers and
and studen
students
(VTI, FT7,
FT7, ST3,
ST3, TT7). They believe the
that Indian teachers are scared (TT2). Navin ,
e the
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studen
students'
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because
the kids
kids know
know that Indian teachers are scared (TT2). Navin,
al. He consults the Principal for advice (NT8)
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howev
of the
the Princip
Principal. He consults the Principal for advice (NTS)
however,
revealss anothe
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side of
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ts with
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from social
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much
to prepare for South African schools
inadequate to
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Teacher
prepare for South African schools
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confid
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express lack confidence
Amethyst express
at Amethyst
Teachers at
(TT2). Teachers
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to teach in a post-apartheid
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when
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trained to
were trained
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because they
context because
context
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apartheid ideology.
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They express
time. They
deal with the challenges they face, for
time.
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drug taking , AIDS,
(yTS) , drug
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example,
(FT7. ST5)
childhood
nce is
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feel
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theirteaching
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required
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diminishedregard
anddiminished
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authorityand
authority
for her own personal and professional
ssness of teachers as they struggle to
helple
the
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Amethyst. She exemp
experiencesatatAmethyst.
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the helplessness of
as they struggle to
teach.
theyteach.
understand thosethey
andunderstand
knowand
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binary oppos
opposition
(Derrida 1974), teachers tend to deploy this "us"
ts' race, class, culture, and subject position as
tise studen
tion to
" separa
and
and "them
"them"
separation
to stigma
stigmatise
students' race, class, culture, and subject position as
ts, values, and culture are perceived as
es, interes
ours, attitud
ts' behavi
rs. Studen
learne
learners.
Students'
behaviours,
attitudes,
interests, values, and culture are perceived as
supported by teache rs' normative values .
ring" is
r. "Othe
nt, and
nt, aberra
differe
different,
aberrant,
and inferio
inferior.
"Othering"
is supported by teachers' normative values.
boys are often judge d more harshly than girls, are
iour, that
red behav
The
The norms
nonns for
for gende
gendered
behaviour,
that boys are often judged more harshly than girls, are
n (1995), and Zucker, Wilson-Smith, Kurita, and
ted by
as
as indica
indicated
by Levy,
Levy, Taylor
Taylor,, and
and Gelma
Gelman (1995), and Zucker, Wilson-Smith, Kurita, and
es Fouca ult's (1984b) notion of "disciplined
g also
red knowin
Stem
Stem (1995)
(1995).. Gende
Gendered
knowing
also produc
produces Foucault's (1984b) notion of "disciplined
girls simultaneously makes them blind to
llance of
larly of
", particu
bodies
bodies",
particularly
of girls.
girls. Survei
Surveillance
of girls simultaneously makes them blind to
r norms .
ting gende
icity in
(teachers) compl
their
their (teachers)
complicity
in promo
promoting
gender norms.
be construed as unpredictable . As trained
also be
can also
knowing can
Teachers ' knowing
Teachers'
construed as unpredictable. As trained
prepare them sufficiently to deal with
would
training would prepare
their training
that their
expects that
one expects
professionals one
professionals
them sufficiently to deal with
explicitly that they do not
state
case here. They
the case
not the
is not
that is
but that
profession, but
the profession,
of the
issues of
issues
here. They state explicitly that they do not
with students who are raped; problematic students;
following: with
the following:
with the
deal with
to deal
how to
know how
know
students who are raped; problematic students;
knowing not linked to specific theories
paradigmatic knowing
is aa paradigmatic
Unpredictability is
advice . Unpredictability
giving advice.
giving
not linked to specific theories
, they represent what
Ingham
&
(Luft
spots
blind spots (Luft & Ingham''1955)
as blind
articulated as
if articulated
But if
knowing. But
of knowing.
of
1955), they represent what
It can also be interpreted as "due epistemic
(teachers). It
self(teachers).
to self
not to
but not
others, but
to others,
known to
isis known
can also be interpreted as "due epistemic
as confessions and recognition of their
differently, as
state itit differently,
to state
2004:783), to
(Norris 2004:783),
humility" (Norris
humility"
confessions and recognition of their
they know students face.
challengesthey
the challenges
withthe
deal with
to deal
limitationsto
limitations
know students face.
(Gramsci 1977), arises in a numbe r of ways. It
hegemony(Gramsci
as aahegemony
knowing as
Teachers 'knowing
Teachers'
1977), arises in a number of ways. It
person s to violence and social
Black
links
that
g
thinkin
eid
aparth thinking that links Black persons
support apartheid
to support
continues to
continues
to violence and social
and social problems
ce
violen
of
ce
eviden
e
despit
1999)
Dalam ba 1999) despite evidence of violence and
(Vally && Dalamba
problems (Vally
social problems
problems
are the known
which
norms
-class
middle
of
terms
in
family in tenns of middle-class nonns which are
construesfamily
Indians.ItItconstrues
among stIndians.
amongst
the known
Studen ts'
ing.
school
l
contro
who
ities
author
prevailing authorities who control schooling. Students'
the prevailing
ofthe
2004) of
(Norris 2004)
knowns (Norris
knowns
capital (Bourdieu & Passeron 1977) is recast as
culturalcapital
middle-classcultural
inaccessibilitytotomiddle-class
(Bourdieu & Passeron 1977) is recast as
inaccessibility
teachers.
byteachers.
"uncu ltured "by
"uncultured"
of different kinds of truth: by conflating their
productiveof
knowingisisproductive
Teachers'knowing
Teachers'
different kinds of truth: by conflating their
justify their reluctance to get involved
teache
2005),
ffe
(Cunli 2005), teachersrsjustify
knowledge(Cunliffe
andknowledge
knowingand
knowing
their reluctance to get involved
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tic violence, and gambling are
ng, domes
g, smoki
ms; rape,
ts ' proble
inin studen
students'
problems;
rape, bullyin
bullying,
smoking,
domestic violence, and gambling are
nts); and they perceive middle-class
ral" values
ed asas the
regard
regarded
the "cultu
"cultural"
values of
of"them" (stude
and they
middle-class
s.
s, and
ts, parent
lary studen
s as
person
persons
asexemp
exemplary
students,
parents,
andcitizen
citizens.
t: contradictions of so-called raceted elemen
ng has
ers ' knowi
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
has aa contes
contested
element: contradictions of so-called racetions" , not as contesting their knowing.
ned by
ours are
based behavi
behaviours
are explai
explained
by way
way of
of"excep
"exceptions", not as contesting their knowing.
ts who are guilty violators are rationalised
s and
nt victim
ts who
Studen
Students
who are
are innoce
innocent
victims
and studen
students who are guilty violators are rationalised
akin to Rumsfeld 's interpretation of
ations are
sions. These
l expres
as
as cultura
cultural
expressions.
These explan
explanations
are akin to Rumsfeld's interpretation of
important to know what is not known.
s 2004):
wns" (Nom
n unkno
"know
"known
unknowns"
(Norris
2004): that
that itit isis not
not important to know what is not known.
who they are as professionals. Their
e to
g is
rs ' knowin
Finally
Finally,, teache
teachers'
knowing
is relativ
relative
to who they are as professionals. Their
s 2004:781) that they exercise their roles in
e" (Nom
s" is
n known
"know
"known
knowns"
is "a
"a will
will to
to believ
believe"
(Norris
2004:781) that they exercise their
in
sional ways.
profes
professional
ways.
strate that teachers' knowing can be
g demon
arise, kinds
To
To summ
summarise,
kinds of
of knowin
knOWing
demonstrate that teachers' knowing can be
produces different kinds of truth, hegemonic
e. It
ictable, contested, and
unpred
unpredictable,
and relativ
relative.
It produces different kinds of truth,
" Othering".
thinking, and
thinking,
and "Othering".

Conc lusio n
Conclusion
two research questions: 1. How do
answering two
of answering
aim of
the aim
with the
began with
chapter began
This chapter
This
research questions: 1. How do
do teachers know about the
What
they teach? 2. What do
the students they
know the
to know
come to
teachers come
teal:;ners
teachers know about the
of knowing and five
ways
there are three
that there
indicates that
analysis indicates
The analysis
teach? The
they teach?
students they
students
are three ways of knOWing and
of knowing includes solicited, unsolicited and
ways of
The ways
students. The
about students.
knowing about
ofknOWing
kinds of
kinds
knowing includes solicited, unsolicited and
by teachers actively seeking
knowing isis generated by
Solicited knowing
knowing. Solicited
common knowing.
common
actively
h information
throug
about
comes
g
knowin
cited
Unsoli
students. Unsolicited
about students.
information about
information
knowing comes about through information
information about students known to
knowing isis information
common knowing
and common
teachers and
to teachers
volunteered to
volunteered
about students
to
seeing
h
throug
ily
primar
d
asserte
are
which are
and which
community, and
school community,
the school
"everyone" inin the
"everyone"
primarily through "'.......,.UI".
to know compromises
come
rs'
how teache
ofhow
ways of
three ways
these three
ofthese
Each of
hearing. Each
and hearing.
and
teachers' come to know compromises
incomplete, and deceptive. Teachers
partial, incomplete,
oftenpartial,
gleaned isisoften
informationgleaned
theinformation
knowingasasthe
knowing
does not allow for understanding, and is
reliable,does
notreliable,
thatisisnot
informationthat
oninformation
dependenton
aredependent
are
not allow for understanding, and is
individuals, knowledge of some parents and
someindividuals,
ofsome
opinionsof
theopinions
Throughthe
generalised.Through
generalised.
knowledge of some parents and
their families, and their lived
ts,
studen
all
know
to
t
purpor to know all students, their
teachers purport
students, teachers
some students,
some
families, and their lived
experiences.
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r, race, class, culture and profession frame teachers ' ways of
The
Thelenses
lensesof
ofgende
geIldc;~r, race, class, culture and profession fraDle teachers' ways of
and female students are seen to experience life
ts, male
ed subjec
ng. As gender
knowi
knowing.
gendered
subjects,
male and female students are seen to experience life
, a result of social constructions and norms of
e school
ntly inin school
differe
differently
school and
and outsid
outside
school, a
of
constructions and norms of
always known as individuals but as "boys" or
ts are
male
Students
are not
not always known as individuals but as "boys" or
male and
and female
..............,."" roles. Studen
eid ideology continue to inform teachers with
types based
"girls"
"girls".. Racial
Racial stereo
stereotypes
based on
on aparth
apartheid ideology continue to inform teachers with
Black students than they are to Indian
be imputed to
ours more
ve behavi
negati
to be
to Black students than they are to Indian
negative
behaviours
more likely
likely to
serves as a benchmark for evaluating Black
ry Indian
ts because the
studen
students
the racial
racial catego
category
Indian serves as a benchmark for evaluating Black
ts, teachers purport to know Black students.
ng Indian
gh knowi
ts. Throu
studen
students.
Through
knowing
Indian studen
students, teachers purport to know Black students.
students seems to influence teachers '
en teachers and
The
The class
class divide
divide betwe
between
and
seems to influence teachers'
educat ion, family constructions, interests, attitudes,
ts ' values
ents about
judgem
judgements
about studen
students'
values for
for education, faDlily constructions,
uals , teachers at Ameth yst are unable to
-class individ
ours. As middle
and
and behavi
behaviours.
middle-class
individuals, teachers at Amethyst are unable to
of poorer classes. Poor families do not share
ences and
tand the
unders
understand
the lived
lived experi
experiences
and values
values of poorer classes. Poor families do not share
school , education and child-rearing practices rs' values
teache
teachers'
values and views
views about
about school, education and child-rearing practices of living of poor students.
ways of
the ways
influences the
hardships influences
economic hardships
economic
living of poor students.
linked to race and class, and teachers deduce that
closely linked
be closely
to be
appears to
Culture appears
Culture
to race and class, and teachers deduce that
by their cultural practices. Finally ,
is
ing
school
to schooling is framed by
attitude to
"cavalier" attitude
students "cavalier"
students
their cultural
Finally,
ies,
activit
'
ts
studen
by
shaped
are
ies
identit
professional identities are shaped by students'
their professional
that their
imply that
teachers imply
teachers
context. They feel ill-equipped to teach at
pedagogical context.
the pedagogical
and the
interests, and
and interests,
attitudes and
attitudes
They feel ill-equipped to teach at
Amethyst.
Amethyst.
based on teacher stories. In the next
interpretations based
are interpretations
above-mentioned are
The above-mentioned
The
on teacher stories. In the next
They narrate their stories about
study.
this
of
pants
partici
t
studen participants of this study_ They
the student
introduce the
chapter II introduce
chapter
narrate their stories about
their perspectives and
from
living
and
life
of
es
glimps oflife and living
We get glimpses
school. We
outside school.
and outside
inand
life in
life
their perspectives and
knowing based on teachers' stories .
teachers 'knowing
disruptteachers'
glimpsesdisrupt
these glimpses
howthese
how
based on teachers' stories.
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Teac
Teachers'
NotKno
Knowing:
S1:Udenu' Stories
ducti on
Intro
introduction
y point of part three of the exploration of
r marks the halfwa
This chapte
halfWay
of part three of the exploration
chapter
r five, and analysed in chapter six,
chapte
in
d
narrate
,
stories
Their
g.
knowin
'
rs
teache
teachers' knowing. Their
in chapter five,
analysed chapter
they know about the
what
and
be drawn about how
sions to
d for
allowe
allowed
for conclu
conclusions
to be drawn about how and what they know about the
ssion towards synthesising the analyses of teachers'
ts they teach.
studen
students
teach. A
A progre
progression towards synthesising the
of tealCners
knowing to
rs'
teache
of
tanding
unders
the
limit
er, would
stories
"fr.,",.,." at
at this
this point,
point, howev
however,
would Hmit
understanding of teachers' knowing to
rs, influenced by professional knowledge and networks,
edness" as
their
their "situat
"situatedness"
as teache
teachers, influenced by professional knowledge and
contextual complexities of Amethyst. Furthermore, the
phy, and
al biogra
person
personal
biography,
and the
the contextual complexities of Amethyst. Furthermore, the
knowing derived from their narratives (three ways of
rs' knowing
understanding of
understanding
of teache
teachers'
derived from their narratives (three ways
critical theorisation possibilities. Therefore,
limits
g)
knowin
of
kinds
five kinds of knowing) limits critical
and five
knowing and
knowing
theorisation possibilities. Therefore,
to further the understanding of
unity
opport
an
is
there
three,
part
of
half
second half of part three, there is an opportunity to
in the second
in
further the understanding
to reveal how knowing
stories
ts'
studen
with
them
osing
juxtap
by
g
knowin
rs'
teache knowing by juxtaposing them with students' stories to
teachers'
reveal how knOWing
stories. Students'
rs'
teache
contradicts, or affirms
challenges, contradicts,
digresses, challenges,
concurs, digresses,
concurs,
or affirms teachers' stories. Students'
understand the nuances and nature of how and what
to understand
possible to
make itit possible
stories make
stories
the nuances and nature of how and what
points.
vantage
students' vantage
from students'
know from
teachers' know
teachers'
points.
lives, or at least those aspects they chose to share, are
students' lives,
chapter, students'
this chapter,
In this
or at least those aspects they chose to
are
and
,
school
in
home,
at
nces
experie
their
reveal
They
stories. They reveal their
their stories.
through their
unfurled through
unfurled
at
in school, and
and teachers. They expose their family arrangements,
peers, and
parents, peers,
their parents,
with their
with
teachers. They expose their family
s, members of their extended families, peers, and
sibling
and
parents
with
relationshipswith
relationships
and siblings, members of their extended families,
and
,
culture
chy,
patriar
and
gender
n,
religio
race,
how
of
es
glimps
e
provid
Theyprovide glimpses of how race,
teachers.They
teac:ners
gender and patriarchy, culture,
woven into tapestries of life. Furthermore, the stories
intricately woven
are intricately
language are
and language
and
into tapestries of life. Furthermore, the stories
confounding how and disrupting what teachers' know
complicityininconfounding
students' complicity
revealstudents'
reveal
how and disrupting what teachers' know
students.
themasasstudents.
aboutthem
about
presented here are re-presentations (typed) of their
students' stories presented
The students'
are re-presentations (typed) of their
has taken place. Incorrect spelling was
data
the
of
ng
cleansi
Some
ts.
accoun
writtenaccounts.
written
cleansing of the data has taken place. Incorrect spelling was
into paragraphs and local idiom is explained in brackets.
dividedinto
weredivided
textswere
corrected,texts
corrected,
paragraphs and local idiom is explained in brackets.
five, about the problematics of narrative construction and
chapterfive,
raisedininchapter
Issuesraised
about the problematics of narrative construction and
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ts' stories as well. One story, by Akhona, was orally
tation, applies
presen
presentation,
applies toto studen
students' stories as well. One story, by Akhona, was orally
ted from IsiZulu to English, all other stories were written by
d and
recorde
recorded
andthen
thentransla
translated from IsiZulu to English, all other stories were written by
made up of students' original words and sentences.
ts. The
studen
students.
Thestories
storiesare
are made up of students' original words and sentences.
s
nts' storie
Stude
Students'
stories

to my parents Clfter 13 yeCl rs, It WClS Cl stranqe surprise to them ClS they
ClS born
II W
WClS
born to my pCl~ents ClH:e~ 13 yeCltS. It WClS Cl strqnge surprise to them ClS they
Because I WClS Cl
never quessed that they would have anothe r child Clfter so mClny years.
never guessed thClt they would h<lve <lnother child <lH:er so mClny ye<ltS. Becquse I W<lS <l

I WClS kept in Cln incubator. I WClS <I very hClPPY Clnd contented child. I must
ure baby
premat
prem<ltu~e
b<lby I WClS kept in <In incub<ltor. I WClS <l very h<lPPY Clnd contented child . I must
. (1<51 ) 55
S'l y th'lt as I grew up Iturned into Cl spoilt brat who got whatever she wanted
S<ly thClt <lS I grew up I turned into <l spoilt br<lt who got wh<ltever she w<lnted. (K,51)55

siblings Clnd I are extremely close and cannot think of even being sepa rated.
lnd I reCllly hCld our ups and downs. We lauqh remembering the
sisterC
my sister
yeqrs my
the yeCltS
During the
Du~ing
Clnd I reCllly h<ld our ups <lnd downs. We IClugh remembering the
used t o be our
silly arquments thClt took place and how my rnom, qCld Clnq brother
My siblings <lnd I Clre extremely close Clnd cqnnot think of even being sepCl r<lted.
My

silly <lrguments thClt took plClce <lnd how my mom, dCld <lnd brother usec\ to be our

referees..
referees

(KS2)
(KS2)

yeClr 1995 I Clttended pre-school <lnd the follOWing year went on to Grade
year ClS that is when I met one of my best Frienqs. My
unforgettClble yeClr
Cln unforgettClble
1996 isis <In
One. 1996
One.
ClS th<lt is when I met one of my best friends . My
y, to tell the
teacher W<lS very stem but I liked her Cl lot <IS I was one of her pets. Actuall
the yeClr 1995 I <lttenc\ed pre-school Clnd the following yeClr went on to Grqc\e
In the
In

teClcher W<lS very stem but I liked her <l lot ClS I WClS one of her pets. ActuClliy, to tell the

on
teachers liked me Clnd treated me ClS if I were their own chilq. I realised this
school years when they reqlly expressed their grCltituqe to me
primary school
my primClry
ofmy
day of
last d<lY
the l<lst
the
yeqtS when they l"eCllly expl"e5sed theil" gl"Cltituc\e to me

myteClchetS liked me <lnd treClted me <lS if I were their own child. I re<llised this on
all my
truth.ClII
truth,

(1<53)
Cl good pupil. (KS3)
2001 I became Cl prefect. From the time I WClS in junior primaryschool I wClnteq
InIn2001 I becqme Cl prefect. From the time I WClS in juniOl" primClry schoo l I wClnted
she h'lq power and respect. It seemed t o be a title I wanted
though tshe
girlClSClS I Ithought
headgil"l
be<lClhe<ld
tobe
to
h<lq power <lnd respect. It seemeq to be <l title I wClnted
I succeeded. Later thClt ye'lr I won ten awards. It W'lS a
ity
capabil
and
(qith
my
h
and throug
such<l gooc\ pupil.
beingsuch
for being
for

<lnd through my (qith <lnd CClP<lbility I succeeded. lqter thClt ye<lr I won ten <lw<ll"ds. It W<lS <l

(KS4)
ment and 1am very proud. (1(54)
for me
This year 1started t o attend Amethyst Secondary, which is <l huge challenqe

achieve
greClt<lchievement
greClt
<lnd I Clm very Pl"ouc\.

This ye<lr I stql"tec\ to <lttenc\ Amethyst Seconc\Clry, which is Cl huge ch;:dlenge for me

work is tough. High school. though . is another experience 'lltogether. In
Clttitwks, and
high school there are students who use common. vulqar l<lngu<lge. have b<ld

schoolwork is tough. High school. though, is Clnother expel"ience <lltogether. In
highschool
<lSashigh
high school there Clre students who use common, vu[gClr [<lngu<lge, hClve b<ld Clttitudes, Clnd

55

coding deployed here is explained in chapter five.
The
The
coding deployed here is explained in chapter five.
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use drugs. They have boyfriends and girlfriends - these are
they even
evensmoke
smokeand
<lOcidrink
drinkand use drugs. They hwe boyfriends ,lOd girlfriends 'lre
a
have
I
them.
like
not
,
unique
t,
differen
be
to
want
I
with.
deal
things
things I'm
I'm not
not able toto c\e'll with. I w'lnt to be different, unique, not like them. I h'lve 'l
standa rds of behaviour for myselF. (1<55)
ing and
good
good upbring
upbringing
and IIset
sethigh
high standards of behWiout fot myself. (K55)
. They like me for myself for being the person I am.
II do
C\O have two
two best
best friends
friends. They like me fot myself; fot being the person I 'Im.
the others, but the good thing is that they don't expect
ced by
r, influen
They are,
are, howeve
however,
influenced
by
others, but
thing is that they don't expect
lots of bad stories about this
heard
We
n.
y qood childre
me
me to
to chanqe
ch;':lnge.. They
They are
are basicall
b'lsically good children. We hearc\ lots of b;':ld stories qbout this
they set standards for
school, it is the st udents' behaviour. If
school
school but itit isis not
not the school, it is
[f
set standqtds
are dedicated,
here
s
teacher
The
have a good reputation.
lves this
themse
themselves
this school
school can
QO h;we 'l good reputqtion. The rl"::Irh",,,,
ate
with them. (1<56)
the learners
lly iftfthe
especta
especiqlly
le'lrners cooperate
them. (K56)
ent, spontaneous 'lnd very short-tempered. I get annoyed
ally, II am
Person
Persol1;':1lly,
'lm intellig
intelligent,
spontqneous <met very
cmnoyed
'lnd we
alike
exactly
are
I
'lnd
r
brothe
my
but
alonq
get
I
'lnd
sister
My
things.
wit
withh Silly
silly things. My sister ;':Ind I
qlong but my btother anc\ I ;':Ire exqctly 'llike 'llld we
close. My brother got married three months 'lgo so this is
have £.al special bond.
months
is
bond. We
We are
'Ire very
50
h'lve
less
speak
to
have
we
e
marrtaq
r's
brothe
my
to
adapt
to
had
have
We have had to ;':Iciapt to my brother's
me. We
for me.
era fot
new era
''I1 new
- we have to spe;':lk
has ch'lnge d to
lifestyle
entire
fumily's
Our
time.
any
'lt
r
brothe 'It <my time. Out f'lmily's entire
my brother
to my
go to
jUst go
and I can't iust
h;':l5 ch;:lOged to
are very proud of me even if they don't speak about it
My parents <Jte
wife. My
his wife.
accommodate his
very proud of me even if they don't spe<Jk
it
of my life.
highlights of
the highlights
arethe
often. Theseare
my life.

(KS7)
(KS7)

Mohl.lmed
Mohqmed
Addinqton Hospital. I have very loving parents and '1 brother
1990;':at
borninin1990
was
IIW;'
:l5 born
It Addington
Hospitql. I h<Jve very loving
and a brother
when we are
but
often
fight
I
and
r
for '1 [ob. My brothe
'lnd looking fot
out of school and
whoisisout
who
a
My twr'rh"~
but when we £.lte

me gifts. Recently he bought me a cell-phone. (MS1)
buysme
hebuys
termshe
friendlyterms
onfrienqly
on
gifts. Recently he bought me £.l cell-phone. (MS1)
thing in my life is the breakup of my fqmily. My early lifewas
importantthing
mostimportant
Themost
in my life is
breakup of my fumily. My
WClS
om
t
and
old
were
clothes
My
sleep.
food to eat or a place to
nofood
hadno
wehad
Sometimeswe
hard .Sometimes
hard.
to eat or a place to
My
wete
,104 torn
'lnd chase us out of the
W'lS an alcoholic. He used to swear my mother
d'ldwas
myd<Jq
becausemy
an £.llcoholic. He
to swear my mother £.lnt:! ch<lse us out of the
and th'lt is why he treated my mom so badly, Also I W'l S sickly
girlfriend<lnq
hadCl 'lgirlfrienq
Hehad
house.He
house.
that is why he treateq my mom so b<Jc\ly. Also I was sickly
. This really affected me because 1 felt neglected. (MS2)
asthma This
beca use I suffered fromasthma.
really
me
I felt neglected. (MS2)
about my d'ld because he
lot
a
aunt 'lnd we should worry
with myaunt
livewith
h'ldtotolive
Weh<Jd
We
and we should worry a lot
my
he
We
.
parents
her
with
live
to
my mother took us aw'ly
Laterononmy
woman.Later
otherwoman.
thisother
likedthis
liked
rn,.rn,'", took us qWqy to live with her
We
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because my grandparents were separated, My grandfqther
lived
livedwith
with my mother 's tJther
~ther
my grandparents were
My
was born'!
mother
My
T'Imils.
were
They
him.
left
gr'lnny
my
so
r woman
also h'ld
hadanothe
;:mother
wom;.Jn 50 my granny left him. They were T'lmils. My mother W'lS born a
girlft-iend converted him. My dad's
Jther became'!'lChristian because his
Tamil.
Tqmil. My
Mygr'lndt
grand~ther
his girlfriend converted him. My dad's
and so the Imam (Muslim cleric) iacked him up. He
parents 'Ire
are Muslim
Muslim.. He
He isis 'ICl Muslim
Muslim ,me! so the ImClm (Muslim cleric) jClcked him up.
took us back. After we went back my mother converted to
g'lve up
up all
ClII his
his bad
b'1d w'lys
wClys and
clOd took us bClck. After we went b'1ck my
converted to
m. (M53)
Isla
Islam.
(M53)
. It is very important to us 'IS it made my tJther a better
We
We love our
our religion
religion. It is very important to us as it
a better
times'!
five
e
mosqu
go
to
have
we
'I Christian - because
person.
person. But
But II would
would prefer
prefer to
to be '1 Christian we h'1ve to go rnr.~""f'"
times '1
tJsting
the
during
water
drink
a whole month. We cannot even
day
day and we
we haveto
hClveto tJst for
for a
month. We
even drink
fasting
because
,
Musiim
am
I
easier.
is
T'Imil
being'!
Even
an.
Christl
a
be
o
easiert
is
month
month.. 50
So itit is easier to a Christi;:m.
being a Tamil is easier. I am Musiim, because
(M54)
pr(ly.
'1nd
e
mosqu
to
wego
every Frid'lY
Fridqy we go to mos'1ue Clnd p!"Cly. (MS4)
r most ofthe time by going to the casino even though it is
We
We spend time togethe
together
of the time by going to the Qsino even though it is
s we went fifteen times. My dad likes gambling.
holiday
the
In
.
not '1l1owed
allowed by
by our
our religion
religion. In
holid<lYS we went fifteen times. My d'1d
was six-years-old we were suffering and my mum only h'ld
When II was
g'lmbling. When
enjoy gambling.
'11s0 enjoy
II '1lso
we were suffering and my mum only h'1q
into the slots machine at 'I shop. I hit the
it
put
I
'1nd
r'lnd
lastten !"Clod and I put it into
the Iqst
took the
left. II took
rand left.
ten tClnq
ten
the
m'1chine Clt a shop. I hit
my mother could buy
because
us
saved
re'llly
000. That
R1 000.
ne'lrly R1
won nearly
and won
jackpot and
ThClt really
U5
my
could buy
but my
Lotto
the
take
to
wanted
I
and
R15
other time I had
One other
everything. One
and everything.
groceries Clod
time I hac! R15 and I w;mted to ta ke the Lotto but my
groceries
night the six numbers were the winning numbers. It W'lS for six
That night
me. That
stopped me.
brother 51:0ppc:q
six numbers were
winning numbers. It was for six
been so rich. We go very often
have
much because we would
so much
cried 50
mothe r cried
Mymother
million . My
mi[iiot').
beQuse we would have been 50 rich. We go very
time my parents
only entertainment my parents like. Most ofthe time
casino. Th'lt's the only
to the Qsino.
to
my
my
(M55)
e.
roulett
the
likes
'Ilso
mother
my
but
es
machin
the
lay
Theyp
.
money They P/;'lY the machines but my mother <llso
winmoney.
the tou lette. (M55)
win
good money. He does not
earns
and
works
dad
My
home.
at
peace
is
there is
Nowthere
Now
My dad works and e<ltns good money.
not
and
visit
to
tJmily
's
mother
my
allows
even
He
.
mother
my
to
good
very
is
drink and heis very good to my mother. He even allows my mother's family to visit ;md
drink
works with my tJther. There is good income. We have food
mother works
Mymother
us. My
wit h us.
staywith
st,lY
with my ~ther. Thet"e is good income. We h,We Food
er I need. My parents have not h'ld 'I fight for eight ye'lrs
whatev
me
get
they
everyday andthey
evetyday
me wh'ltever I
My
have not h'ld a fight for eight
(M56)
happy fqmily. (MS6)

veryhappy family.
are'!
Weate
now.We
now.
<l very
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'lt home. My parents were very poor and my mother would Sqy
I IW'lS
My p<lrents were
<lnd my
would 5<1y
WClS born inin1989
1989
used
They
baby.
he'llthy
a
W'lS
I
house.
rs'
ancesto
the
in
n must be born
th'lt
born in the
house. I was a healthy baby. They
thatall
ail her
herchildre
child~en must
born my futher died. It W'lS very hard for my
months 'lfter IIW'lS
to
W<l5 born my futhet dieq. It was vety h;::ml for
to call
call me
me Fatboy. AA few months
h'ld no money. I h'ld to go to Durban town to st'ly with my
mother
motherto
to look
look 'lfter
Clfter us.
us. We
We h<lq no money. I had to
to Durban town to stay with my
(JS1)
.
on the furm with my mother
fumily.
fumily. My
My brother myed
stayed on
farm with my
(51)
Primary. I could not speak
Amber
'lt
ears-old I started school
When
When II W'lS
was seven-y
Primaty. I could not
oxto school. Inside I
lunchb
small
good. I used to carry my
English
English well
well but
but I'lter
later II became good. I used to catry my small lunchbox to school. Inside I
maize meal resembling cous-cous) 'lnd sometimes meat and
always
.=dw<lYs h'ld
had putu
putu (cooked
(cooked maize meal resembling
sometimes
Clnd
I hqd no lunch.
th'lt
anyone
old
nevert
I
lunch.
no
h'ld
I
mes
Someti
.
chicken
mes chicken.
someti
sometimes
no lu
I never told ,myone th<lt I h21d no lunch.
have a futher. I must tell everybody I
don't
I
anyone
tell
not
must
I
s'lid
My
My mother also s<lid I must not tell <loyone I don't h<lve a
I must
everybody I
'lnd a big
taxis
three
have
we
and
rich,
were
we
told
also
I
.
mother
a
have a futher and a mother. I also told we were dch, and we h<lve
aod a big
()S2)
house. ()S2)
ButCurtis is my best h-iend. Now we are in the same school
made three h-iends. But
II maqe
rtis is my
Now we Cite in
same
50 we
nobody
told
never
He
story.
true
my
Curtis
told
I
d'ly
One day I told (urtis my true story. He neVer told nobody so
class. One
same d<lss.
the 5<1me
in the
and in
and
we
()S3)
friend.
my
is
he
because
you
tell
can't
I
but
also
have a secret. Hetells me his secrets

have a sectet. He tells me his secrets
tell you
is my ftiend. (53)
'lnd sometimes I
lunch
me
gives
he
mes
Someti
gs.
lot ofthin
and I( share aa lot
Curtis anq
(urtis
of things. Sometimes he
me lunch and sometimes I
to also copy from each other. Butone d'ly when we were in
useto
We use
lunch. We
my lunch.
him my
give him
copy from e¥h
But one Q<ly when we were in
teacher) cqught us. We
(male
Sir
the
when
h-om a book
copying ham
were copying
we were
Five we
Grade Five
a book when
Sit (male teacher) caught us. We
was open and the Sircould see it. After that day we learnt a
book was
the book
butthe
liebut
to lie
wantedto
wanted
<lnd the 5ir could see it. After
day we le<lrnt <I
't copy anyrnore. ()S4)
wedon
d'lywe
h-om th'ltday
lesson 'lndfrom
don't
(JS4)
to be in standard six (Grade Eight). J am the first one in my house
h'lppyto
veryhappy
amvery
I Iam
in stand<lrd six (Grade Eight). I am
first one in my house
s I must have many
Shesay
Boy.
Big
a
wants me to be
My mother shewants
school.My
highschool.
toto gototohigh
me to be a Big Boy. She
I must have m,my
they drive nice
'lnd
rich
are
drivers
want to be q taxi driver. Taxi
doctor .I Iwant
businessesoror bea'ldoctor.
to be a
qriver.
ate
Clnd
drive nice
passengers
the
all
50
music
loud
will be clean qnd I will play
taxiwill
Myt;~xi
(mini-buses).My
hi-aces(mini-buses).
be clean Clnd I will pl<lY loud music 50 all
with me. ()S5)
my taxiwith
driveininmy
fightto
willfight
me.
will
to drive
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Curl:is
Cu
W4S born in 1990. I used to live in Newlands E4St. where
My
My name
n'lme isisCurtis
Curi:is4nc\ II was born in 1990. I useq to live in Newlands
eds because we have twisted hair. My gr4nny is
all the Coloured people live.
live. We
Weare
ateColour
Coloureds ...,........qu" .... we have twisted hair. My granny is
school the childrenshould tease me about my hair. 1
eds. In
Indian
Inelian but
butwe
we look
looklike
likeColour
Caloureds.
In school the
shoulel
me about my
me my hair. God
g4ve
h4ir like that. she said God
asked my mother why she g4ve
g<.lve me
me hair
like that. she
God gave me my h<.lir. Goel
rude people want God to chanqe them . So now
knows
knows how
how we
we shoulel
should look
look like.
like. Only
Only rude
want
to change
50 now
((Si)
hair.
ul
be4utif
me
g4ve
God
IS4Y
me
n tease
when
when the childre
children
God gave me beautiful hair. ((51)
we moved [ust near this school. My fqther elicl not
rs-olel,
When
When II W4S
was five-ye4
we movecl just neat
school. My (qther elid not
ds they drink 4ncl fight
weeken
the
In
friencls.
his
near
be
to
come
with us
us because he
he likes
likes to be neat his ftienqs. In
weekenqs they drink and fight
come with
h4ppen . Theyshould bust windows. My mother
mes big, bad fights
withev
with erybody. Someti
Sometimes
fights happen. They shoulel bust
My mother
poor but
are
We
here.
live
people
poor
Only
place,
olel
sald we
we better go.
go. We
We live
live in
in 4a very
very aiel
Only poor people live here. We are poor but
no home and they sleep in the streets. I have one
not like
we
we are
are not
like begg4rs . Begg4rs
Beggars have
have no
and
in the streets. I have one
in 4 fqctory . (C52)
work
to
used
sm411 my mother
was small
When I was
sisters. When!
three sisters.
4nc\ three
brother and
my mother useq to work in a (qctory. (C52)
brother
seven years. I W4S very shy. up to now I am very shy.
Primary for seven
Amber Primary
in Amber
W4S in
II was
years. I was very shy. vp to now I am very shy.
me and we go everywhere. In the weekends we play
near me
He st4YS near
Jabu, He
frienc\ isis)qbu.
best friend
My best
My
and we go everywhere. In the weekenels we play
we get into 4 lot oftrouble . My mother says I
of mischief. Sometimeswe
4ncl do lot of
together and
into a
My mother
must be honest
we
To be 4 Christian the pastor S4YS
boy. To
Christian boy.
proper Christian
likeq4 proper
don't be like
a Christian
pastor says we must be honest
qon't
take druqs and things likethat. The people in this school
we mustn'tt<.lke
and we
behaved and
well behaved
4nc\ well
and
dwgs anq things like that. The
in
on the
smoke
boys
The
toilets.
the
in
smoke
girls
The
.
smoke
and they smoke. The girls
drugs and
take drugs
in
on
Lucky I don't Qrry money because they [ust take it
guys. lucky
sm411 guys.
ussmall
bullyus
Theybully
qrounds,They
I don't
money
grounds.
lUst ta it
4W4Y.

(C53)

very sick so he came to st4y with us. My mother was
got very
fqthergot
my (qther
yearmy
Last year
Last
sick so he came to stay with us, My mother W<.lS
But I cliel not tell the teachers. When they finel out
month.
lastmonth. But
c\iec\l<.lst
Hedied
him.He
looking 4fterhim.
looking
I dicl not
When
find out
you live
.
"Shame
S4Y
will
they
school
in
Then
house.
our
see
andsee out house. Then in
funer41<.lnq
thefuner(ll
tothe
cometo
theycome
they will say
you live
they
fqther". I don't like them to know where I live. Jabu
don't havea4father".
youdon't
andyou
shacksand
thesh<.lcks
ininthe
I don't like them to know
I live. Jabu
teachers.
the
tell
don't
they
but
lie
we
know
n
childre
the
ofthe children know we lie but they c\on't tell
Someof
lie.Some
likelie.
havetoto like
anel I Ih<lve
anq
halr like the Hindu boys otherwise the teachers will know
myhqir
sbavemy
havetotosh;we
don'th<.lve
Lucky,I Idon't
Lucky,
like the Hindu boys otherwise
will know
(C54)
l.
yschoo
primar
my
from
h-ienc\s
many
have
I
schoolI. h<.lve
fqther died. I likethisschool.
my(qther
my
many friends from my primary schooL (C54)
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Leela
Leel q
y my liFe story before. I'm telling you because I noticed you
II never
nevertold
told 'lnyboq
qnybody my life story
I'm
you
you
myselF
by
lk
wa
I
.
school
the
near
live
We
g.
copyin
were
they
didn't
didn't spy
spy on
onthe boys
boys when
when they were copying. We live neat the school. I walk by myself
n 'lnd I am the
because I don't like Friends. Th'lt's why I come l'lte. We are Four childre
I qon't like

That's why I come

We <lte

children and I am the

mother W'lS twelve ye'lrs when I W'lS born. My {qther
irteen-vears-old . My
oldest.
oldest. II arn
am th
thirfeen-years-old.
My mother was
years when I was born. My f<lther
they look like friends and
{qthers,
'lnd
s
W'lS Fifteen years. They don't look like mother

was fifteen
brother
brotherss and
and sisters.
sisters.

don't

like mothers <lOd f<lthers, they look

(LSD

(L51)

{qther is always shouting 'lnd now they are fighting everyd'lY
We
We are
are very
very poor.
poor. My
My f<lthet is always shouting
now they are fighting everyday
says she is good For m'lking
other
h'lving anothe r baby. My gr'lndm
because my mother
is having another b<lby. My
mother is
is good for making
of the tim e he is
Most
time.
the
of
most
sleeps
He
work.
to
go
doesn't
{qther
babies.
most of the time. Most of the time he is
babies. My
My f<lthet doesn't go to work. He
he hits us 'lnd
drunk. When he gets some work he does it. When he doesn' t get work

drunk. When he

some work

it. When

he hits us and

Even the next-door neighbours hear everything because they can
d'lY. Even
whole d<lY.
the whole
us the
swears us
swe;;u's
next-door neighbours hear everything because they can
(L52)
scream. (L52)
him scream.
hear him

sick, sick, sick. 1 do things like cleaninq the house, w<lshing
sick,
I do things
cleaning the house, washing
the n<lughty, nauqhty
Feeding
'ln
Food
the
d
g
cookin
and
dishes
the dishes ;md cooking the fooq <lnd feeqing the
w<lshing the
the clothes, washing
the
naughty, naughty
does not like my
He
d.
ears-ol
three-y
is
He
baby.
st
smalle
w<lsh the
night II wash
At night
childre n. At
baby. He is Tnr,pf"-Vp;!
He
not like my
children.
I get tired
him.
to
Food
my
give
I
lunch.
have
don't
we
Sometimes
him. Sometimes
b'lth him.
to bath
mother to
mother
we don't have lunch. I
my food to him. I get tired
<llw<lYS
mother isis always
My mother
My

(L53)
go to the doctor. It is expensive. (LS3)
don 't go
but Ifdon't
<lnd sickbut
to the doctor. It is
is not done. f st<lY
I arn not h<lppy <It school. The teachers shout me when my work

shout me when my work is not
mother. The teachers <llw<lYS ask me For a letter but my mothe r does
mymother.
to helpmy
lotto
awaya
always ask me for a
but my mother
<lwily
il lot
y school I wrote a
primar
in
d<ly
One
.
read
write letters. she cannot
to write
howto
know how
not know
cannot read.
dilY in primary
I wrote a
not
I am not h<lPPY

school.

so <lngry <lnd s<lid I mustn' t think she is stupid because she knows
got so
teachergot
Theteacher
letter.The
qogry <md said I mustn't think
is stupid because
knows
Funny
P<lSS
would
s
te<lcher
other
the
and
that I wrote the letter. She told everybody

that I wrote

letter.

told everybody and the
would pass funny
ethere is so much
becaus
away
stay
haveto
did th<lt aqain. But I still
neverdid
me.I Inever
remarks <Itme.
But I still hqve to sttly
is so much
boys don 't
the
iF
okay
It's
you.
worry
high school they don't
Hereinin thehigh
home.Here
toto doClt<Ithome.
school they qon't worry you. It's oktly if the boys don't
still m<ln<lge to P<lSS all my subjects. (L54)
leastI Istill
AtleClst
you.At
worryyou.
worry
m;:m<lge to P<lSS <Ill my
(L54)

too t ired to go to Church. My gr<lnny S<lYS we are h<lIF-breed
My mother getstoo
My
tired to
to Chutch. My gt;:mny
we are half-breed

Hindu but my {qther's side is Chnstian. I like the Church. They
my
is Christiiln. I
Church. They
My mothe r
th<lt.
like
things
<lnd
and bad. We don 't worship statues
things'lnd
teachusus goodthings
teach
bGld. We don't worship stqtues 'lnd things like thClt. My
gr'lnnyisis'I aHindu
MygtClnny
converts.My
converts.
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our luck will chanqe.
isa good thing because now
yrnore, which
does not
now our luck will change.
notlight
lightthe
thelampan
lamp anymore
which is a good thing
(rom the Devil. Christians can save the
ur - he saved my mother
My
mother from
Devil.
cqn save
is asavio
sqviom
Myfut her says he isa
(LS5)
sins.
my
(or
y
whole
wholeworld.
world. IIprGly,
pray, prGly,
pray, prGly
prayeveryda
everyday
(or
sins. (l55)
is hGlving another baby. I will have to WGlsh, wash.
IIam
am not
not hGlppy
happythGlt
that my
my mother
mother is having another baby. I will have to wash, wash,
don 't want to be a mother . No, no, no. I will work
wGlsh
wash more
more clothes
clothes.. When
When II grow
grow up
up II don't want to a mother. No, no, no. I will work
my boss. I will cook good (ood (or my brothers and
in
in Gla nice
nice office.
office. JIwill
will type
type letters (or
(or my
I will
food fot my brothers and
sisters
sisters when
when they
they visit
visit me.
me. (LS6)
Cl56)
f

iel
DClll
D2miel
we lived in Entshongwen i. My futher is Gl
ThGlt time
II WGlS
was born
born in
in October 1990.
1990.
time we
in
My father is a
(Infant
Nestum
buy
to
hard
in Gl fuctory . It WGlS not
al. My
school Princip
school
PrindpClI.
My mothe
motherr works
works in
q factory. It was not hqI'd to buy Nestum (Infant
WGlS crawlinq and walking and running. My futher
milk. II was
bGlby milk.
the baby
to give the
formula) to
food formula)
food
crqwling and walking an4
My
(DS1)
everyday. (D51)
me everyday.
th me
plGlYwi
play
with
my futher and mother took me in a train. They leave
Mve-yeGl rs-o ld my
WGlS five-years-old
w hen II was
When
father and mother took me in Cl
WGlS Miss Gumede. She love me very much. If
teacher
My
school.
Primary
Junior PrimClry
in the Junior
me in
me
My
was Miss
much. If
to
FridGlY
every
come
mother
My
her.
love
I
too
me
and
OK
said OK and me too I love her. My mother come
outside she said
go outside
to go
I need to
to
kind I am. She said it right, I was a good boy. My
what kind
Miss Gumede whClt
and ask Miss
school and
school
I Clm.
it right, I was a good boy. My
(DS2)
was
I
l
yschoo
primar
In
home. I n primary school I WClS clever. (D52)
me home.
and take me
meqnd
hug me
motherhug
mother
We have a nice house in Mashu. We have
Kwa-Mashu. We
stay inin Kwa-Mashu.
to stay
went to
wewent
Thenwe
have 'I nice
in Mashu. We
I like to play soccer
Mashu.
in
play
to
things
many
I've got many
and water.I've
homeand
electricityCltGlt home
""Pf-r~I(-,t"
to play in Mashu. I like to plClY soccer
can't do the bad things like being a criminal
peoplecqn't
nice people
so nice
th is isisso
So this
table-tennis. 50
andtable-tennis.
and
do the b<ld things like being a ctiminql
(DS3)
much sport. (D53)
because thereisisso
so much
not right. The boys are danqerous, The teachers Gl re
are not
Kwa-MGlshu <Ire
Schoolsinin KW<l-Mashu
boys <Ire dClngerous.
<Ire
and
you
from
steal
They
l.
schoo
high
in
lly
are dangerous especia in high school. They steal (tom you and
the children'Ire
butthe
goodbut
good
(DS4)
you. (D54)
hityou.
theyhit
someti mesthey
sometimes
Glnd my small brother is 10. My brother came
brotherisis23
bigbrother
mybig
sisterisis18,
Mysister
18, my
23 and my small brother is 10. My brother came
nice school. Not much fighting
Varsity College. Thisisisqanice
sisterisisatatVqrsity
mysister
andmy
t his schooland
totothis
Not much Fighting
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nicely. The lndtan chilc\ren are nice.
right <lnc\ they treat me
and stealinq. The
are nice,
Theteachers are
~re right and they
me
(DS5)
o.
The girls
girlsare
"Irevery
veryniceto
nice too.
(055)
Kwa-Masbu station I get off at the st at io n and it
I Icome
cometo
toschool by
bytrain.
trqin. From
From Kwa-Mqshu
stqtion al1d it
at seven ' 0
home
leave
I
early.
very
up
get
I
.
s to
kes me
tat'lkes
me thirty
thirty minute
minutes
to w<llk
wq[k to
to school
school. I get up very eqr!y. I
seven 'a
ride is
train
The
clock.
'0
eight
by
school
to
clock
clock <lnc\
and get to
to the
the station <It 7.30 and
,mq II get to school by eight '0 clock.
trqin ride is
n on the train. My happiest years were in JP (junior
safe because there
there are
are lots
lots of
ofchildre
children
on
My
were in JP (junior
school. I do <lll
this
in
well
dolnq
am
I
very much.
y) because the
primar
primary)
the teachers loved
loved me
me very much. I am qoing well in this school. I do "Ill
everyday. When I am big I want to be a school
my
must re<lc\
read everyday. When I am
I want to
a school
my work
work and
qnd my
my futher
Fcither S<lY II must
al. (DS6)
Pnnctp
Principal.
(056)

Zinhl
Zinh e
Hospital in Durban. My mother g<lve birth to me
in Victoria Hospital
in 1989 in
W<lS
in Durb'ln. My rnr,+h" .. g'lve birth to me
II W'
lS born in
and still in school 50 her mother didn't <lpprove of
sixteen-years-old '1nd
only ",yt-ppn
was only
when she Wq5
when
still in
50 her mother didn't approve of
th is
with my futher. My fumily moved to
anc\ go stay with
the house anq
[eave the
to leave
had to
We h'lq
chilc\. We
chilq.
my Fcither. My Fcimily mn\!prt to
go
(ZS1)
years.
nine
for
there
lived
we
and
born and we [iveq there fot nine years. (ZS1)
WqS bom
<lfter IIwas
M<lnc\ini after
M'Inqini
whole fumily. It W<lS <l wealthy fumily but the place we
my whole
withmy
Mqnc\ini II lived with
InIn M'Indini
Fcimily. It was a wealthy Fcimily
the place we
Whites and
<lre
fumily
futher's
my
of
rs
membe
Some
.
clowns Some
<lnd downs.
ups qnd
full ofups
WqS full
lived inin WqS
of
Fcimily are Whites qnd
us. My grqnc\mother owned q shebeen (tavern) <lnd my
withus.
contact with
<lnycontact
want;:my
not wqnt
they do not
My grqndmother owned a
(tavern) ,md my
night <lnd day
worked
futher
My
there.
hotels
ofthe
one of the hotels there. My
chefininone
worked asas"I<l chef
granc\futherwotkeq
~nd day
<lncl my
orchard
orqnge
an
W<lS
there
yard
our
In
want. In out yqtd
wewant.
thingswe
the things
allthe
we had(J1l
th<lt we
sothat
so
W(JS an orqnge orchard ':lOd my
sell the vegetables
50 when everything WqS ripe we used to go ancl
g<lrc\en50
biggarden
h<lc\<l'I big
grqnnyh<lq
grqnny
when everything WClS ripe we
to go and sell the
white side of the fumily took away the furm ancl
frUit inin the green market, Then the white
andfruit
and
side
Fcimily took aWqy
Fcirm and
(ZS2)
there.
ftom
movefrom there.
tomove
hqclto
wehqd
andwe
the orchardand
Stqnger in 1996. I changec\ schools three t imes as
WqSininStClnger
qttenc\ec\WqS
schoolI Iqttenqec\
firstschool
Thefirst
The
in 1996. I chqnged schools
times "IS
my
2002
In
.
Durban
to
back
then
and
i
Manclin
to
Durbanto Mandini Clnd then back to DUl'bqn. In 2002 my
Mqnc\initotoDurban
moved fromM<lndini
wemoved
we
WqS two months olcl died. Now I stay with my futher and
whowas
sisterwho
smallsister
mysmall
<lnclmy
motherand
two months old qieq. Now I stqy with my Fcither 'Jn~
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year. It's not where I want to be but I have an
arents. I Icame
qrandp
grandparents.
Cilmetotothis
thisschool
schoolthis
this year. It's not
I want to
I have ,m
unity totoget educated. (ZS3)
opport
opportunity
(ZS3)
in ancestors until my aunty became very sick. We
In
We
In my
my 6lmily
family we
we didn't
didn't believe
believe in nce''i1:O'ts until my
did
we
So
arm.
our
on
it
put
and
skin
its
off
were
and buy
buy aaqoat
goatand
anq cut
cut oft its skin ,lOci put it on OUt arm. So we c\id
were expected to
to go and
believes in Christ so we are '111 expected to be
and
and my
my qunty
au reqained her
her life. My
My 6lmily
family
in
50 we are ail expect(~ct
want to talk about because
don't
I
. My life story has a lot that
ns like
Christia
Christians
like our
our parents
h",y",.,k My life story has Cl lot that I don't want to talk about v,-,-.qu;,,hope one dqy my children would be proud to talk
of the mista kes my
my parents
parents made
m<lde and
and II hope one day my children would
proud to talk
bout the ir life
'Iqbout
life story.
story. (ZS4)
(ZS4.)

Em ily
ily
in 1990. When I was one-year-old my
qS born
hood. II W
normal child
hqd
had aa normal
childhood.
was
bom in 1990. When I was nnl~_",PA
him very much and we are very close. I hqte it
r. I love him
my brothe
to my
birth to
gave birth
mother gave
I""lt"r"h"r
it
and we <Ire
sister.
older
an
have
also
I
ds.
girlfrien
for
young
istoo
He
him.
chuff
to chufthim. He is too young fot girlfriends. I also have an olqer sister.
try to
girls try
when the girls
me around. She is very [ealous because I have more
to boss me
likes to
fight a'1 lot because she likes
We fight
We
around.
is
mote
even have '1 boyfriend. (ES1)
not even
does not
She does
boyfrienqs than her. She
have <I boyfriend. (ES1)
in 1995. In Grade Three I met my best friend .
time
first
the
for the first time in
school for
attended school
I ";;~'nt1I~t1
In Grade
I met my
es for me and when
orqanis
She
nqs.
boyfrie
my
11
1
'
about
tell her about all my boyfriencls. She
secrets. IItell
mqnysecrets.
share many
Weshare
We
me and when
a boy called
on
crush
a
hqq
I
1998
In
her.
for
e
orqanls
I
boyfriend I organise for
her boyfriend
meet het
to meet
wantsto
she wants
In 1998 I had a crush on a boy calleq
very shy. After about '1 year he asked me out . I felt like
alsovery
cute but also
very cute
WqSvery
Hewas
Naresh . He
Naresh.
he askecl me out. I felt like

world.
the wotM.
happiestgirl
mosthappiest
the most
girl ininthe

(ES2)

Her name was Ms Tulsi. She hated my
had the most horrid teacher,Her
FiveI Ihad
InIn Grade Five
name was Ms Tulsi. she hateq my
One day she Qught me kissing
boys.
in
ed
were only interest in boys. One
wewere
said we
friends and me. Shes<lid
qqy
caught me kissing
they sqid I WqSa
and
school
to
parents
my
called
l
Principa called my
ThePrincipal
big fuss.The
Naresh. She madea
Naresh.
Cl big
to
said I was a
Mysister
m.
proble
a
not
's
it
said
dad
my
but
crying
andcrying
upand
fussequp
wasfussed
motherwas
Mymother
cheapy.My
cheapy.
but my dacl said
not a problem. My sister
the boys. The boys are the princes but the girls
who kissthe
girlswho
happenstotogirls
whathappens
that 'swhat
saidthat's
saic1
boys. The boys are the
but
girls
frogs. (ES3)
become thefI,.ogs.
some of my friends as they were going to other
goodbyetotosome
saygoodbye
hadtotoS<lY
2002I Ihad
InIn2002
of my friends <IS
were going to other
Reuben . Ms Jeeva
named
boy
a
with
. When I came to this school I fellinin lovewith q
schools
highcrh'
high
.... r.lc When I came to
namecl Reuben. Ms
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primary school stories. She 'llw'lYs thinks b'ld
e she heard of my
isisvery cruel
my primary school stories. She
crueltotome
mebecaus
bequse
thinks bad
t chase
mustn'
I
built
big
W'lS
I
because
said
and
me to her room
of me. One d'ly
room and s<lid
I was big
I mustn't chClse
dayshe called
are 'llw'lYS askinq me out. Sometimes I go
boys. The boys
boys.
boys 'Ire <llw<lYS <lsking me out. Sometimes I
boys. I Itold
told her I don't chase the
cheek. (ES4)
em . she said I have a'I lot
out
lotof
of cheek.
with them.
outwithth
clap when he saw me with a boy. I don't like love
One d'lY
d'lY Reuben
Reuben g'lve me
me a'I clap when
S<lW me with a boy. I don't
fight. After th'lt Ms Jeeva hit a
huge
a
We had
them
We should
should like [ust hold
hold h'lnds.
h<lnds. We had £1 huge fight
Ms
hit Cl
them.. We
I
class.
the
of
front
in
me
d
shoute
Reuben . she really
moan
really shouted me in front of the
mOCln when
when she
she S'lW
S2!W me
me t'llking
t2!lking to
to
s I made. I wanted to break oFF with Reuben but
Felt very
I wanted to
off with Reu ben
very bad
bad because
because of
of all
£1/1 the
the mistake
me. I think I will
marry
to
she is iealous . He wants
Reuben
Reuben says II must
must not
not worry
worry because she is jealous. He wants to marry me. I think I will
parents. (ES5)
m'lrry
marry him
him and we
we will
will be
be h'lPPY
h2!?py like
like my
my p2!tents. (E55)
VCC,.q",:I<.;;

Welc ome
Welcome
flm ily of four. I am the first child and I have a
are aa flmily
We are
1989. We
in 1989.
born in
was born
WqS
four. I ilm the first child and I hClve Cl
's flmily. In 1993 we started living
mother
my
with
flrm
the
on
lived
We
younger brother. We livec! on
younger
flrm with my
flmily. In
we
living
my
both
for
happy
ry
W'lSve
I
1994.
in
married
got
r
mothe
and
My flther
flther. My
my flther.
with my
with
got m£1ttieq in 1994. I was very h2!ppy for both my
the ring For my flthe r. My flther kissed my mother
wedding. II carried the
nicewedding.
W'lS aa nice
pa rents. ItItwas
parents.
ring for my flther. My father kissed
mother
(WSn
wedding. (W51)
'It the wedding.
at
to 'In Indi'ln school in phoenix. My best Friend W'lS
wentto
1995. IIwent
school inin1995.
I startedschool
;:m IndiCln school in phoenix. My
friend WqS
to
on
excursi
'In
For
went
we
Three
Grade
In
er.
togeth In Grade Three we went for qn excursion to Mitehell
thing 'tr>r1o"'f"h.oy
our thing
clid our
We,Hd
Curtis. We
Curbs.
II

(WS2)
and h'ld lunch in the garden. (WS2)
zooand
animalsinin the zoo
S'lW<lnim<lls
Wesaw
Park. We
pqrk.
had lunch in the
Richards B'lY because my flther Found a [ob there.
st'lYininRichClrds
tostqy
wentto
wewent
Fivewe
Grade Five
InInGrade
Bqy because my father found a job there.
to be in Grade five but they sent me to
ed
suppos
was
fferent.I IWCjS
verydi
wasvery
The schoo l thereW'ls
c\ifferent.
to be in
five but they sent me to
ns school. I W'lS very
Afrikaa
'In
was
It
work.
l
my schoo
knowmy
didn't know
Grade Four becauseIIdidn't
work. It was ,m Aftikaans
I Wq5 very
I W'lSsad , I
.
0
0
20
in
died
she
kand
verysic
W'lS
r
my mothe
timemy
embarrassed, During th'lttime
mother was
sick ;:lOd she died in 2000. I WqS sad. I
with my gr'lndmother and grqndflther. They
metoto staywith
sent me
Theysent
couldn't talk or eat.They
my gr2!ndmother
gr;:mdflther.
years. Then I saw
two
neqrly
for
flther
my
see
not
did
sad becauseI Iclid not see my father for nearly two years.
W'lSsac!
me.I Iwas
goodtotome.
weregood
were
I saw
two
are
There
ily.
flm
new
a
has
He
nice.
is
stepmother
Mystepmother
married.My
now he15ismarried.
Butnow
him.But
him.
is nice. He has a new flmily. There 'lre two
brother and sister. (WS3)
newbrother
mynew
seenmy
children.I I have notseen
and sister. (W53)
children.
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after me. When my mother died the bank she
So
So now
now my
my grandparents look
look after me. When my mother died the bank she
my mother saved her money. Now me and my
worked
g<lve us
us money
money and
;:lOd also
also my mother
her money. Now me and my
worked for gave
he gives us money, but most
mes
someti
father
My
t.
brother are living from that suppor
support. My futher sometimes he
us money, but most
the school fees and
pays
She
starve.
us
let
won't
she
imes he don't
ttfmes
the school
;:lOd
don't.. But
But my
my granny
granny says she won't let us st<lrve. She
water.
and
ity
electric
have
we
and
house
We live in
buys
in aa nice
nice house <lnd we h;we ,01,0,-;-""-,;-,,
buys us
us nice
nice clothes
dothes 'lOd
and shoes.
I saw my father again . I was so happy. I don't know
ing. Last year
We
year I S<1W my futher ag<1in. I was so happy. I don't know
We have aaTV
TVand
and everyth
everything.
sad about my mother . My brother doesn't feel the
when
when II will
will see
see him
him again.
again. II am
am very
very sad about my mother. My brother qoesn't feel the
I am Cl big boy and he don't have to look Clfter me.
same
way. My
My father isis happy
happy because I am a big boy and
qon't have to look <lfie!' me.
same way.
and my brother. (WS4)
father
my
ofthree, me,
mes II dream
Someti
Sometimes
ch'eam we
we will
will be Cl<I family
fumily ofthree, me, my
my brother. (WS4)

old. I live in Newlands East, I was born in
am 13 years old.
Yolanda. II am
name isis Yolanda.
My name
Hi! My
I live in Newlands
Hi!
13
I was
in
Town and my mother was born in Johannesburg. My
Cape Town
in Cape
born in
was bom
father was
My futher
Durban . My
Durb<ln.
and my mother was bom in Johannesburg. My
But weare Christians. (YS1)
Muslim
a
is
mother
my
and
ed
father isis aa Colour and my mother is a Muslim.. But
futher
we are Christians. (YS1)
school without lunch. When I was
nursery
to
go
to
used
never
I
small
was
I
When I was small I never
When
to go to nursery
without lunch, When I W<15
ime I used to write untidy
everyt
because
r
teache
my
like
to
used
never
school 1I never used to
nurseryschool
inin nursery
my
every time I useq to write untidy
She always used to pick on me never the other
about it.it. She
comment about
hCld <1Cl comment
always had
she alw<1YS
she
always used to pick on me never
came to sort her out.
my
told
I
day
one day I told my mother and my mother came
Until one
me. Until
only me.
children, only
children,
to sort her out.
a comment
haVing
always
was
she
why
is
that
m
proble
a
hCld a problem that is why
she had
that she
said that
mother said
My mother
My
was always having a comment
so scared that she left me alone after my mother 's
other teachers. she got50
theother
to the
meto
about me
she left me
my
visit. (YS2)
visit.
poor, like in primary school I never used to bring lunch
verypoor,
arevery
we'lre
homewe
our home
InInout
I never
to bring lunch
used to go and
I
break
every
so
kitchen
soup
a
was
there
Lucky
One).Lucky
(GradeOne).
One(Grade
inin ClassOne
W'lS a
50 every break I
to
<md
(YS3)
there. (YS3)
eatthere.
important to get clever then you can sort out all the
school.ItItisisimport<Jnt
goingtotoschool.
enjoygoing
I Ienjoy
to get
then you c'ln sort out all
some teachers used to
bad.
are
some
and
nice
arenice <:mq some 'lre bad. Likesome
Some teachersare
troublemakers. Some
troublemakers.
to
e is
"Wher
y,
everyda
n
questio
same
the
ask
like
They
children.They
samechildren,
on thesame
always pickon
"Where is
sClme
always
. Someteachers
wills<lY the same thing like, "1 forgot"
childrenwill
thechildren
Clndthe
homework?"Clod
yourhomework?"
your
the S'lme thing like, "I forgot n • Some
T,o:l.rn,o,,",,
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li ke we can't
s are very cheeky. We have to sit quiet . It's
upid. And
are
It's
we
'Ire just
justststupid.
And some
someteacher 'Ire very cheeky. We
to sit
ilnd I
nicely
smile
and
mind
my
se
likeclo
I
class.
in
't learn
mes I Idon
speak or
orstand. Someti
Sometimes
don't
le<lrn in
(like close my mind
smile
and I
(YS4)
s.
teacher
the
fool
easyto
is
It
nt.
know
know when
whento
to like make
mClke'lacomme
comment. It is
to fool the TP:>rn",'>..:: (YS4)
and my family. Like the last t ime when we
me
to
cruel
My
the last time when we
My father's
~ther'5 sisters
sisters are
CIte very
very cruel to me and my ~mily.
to chase us o ut ilt
used
othet
gtilndm
my
s
ber holidilY
went
went to
to Cape Town
Town fot
for the
the Decem
December
holidays my grandmother used to
us out at
sleep ilt
go
to
used
We
.
4.30pm
ilt
inside
came
0 clock in the morning, ilnd we only
seven
seven ' '0
clock in the morning,
we only came
'It
We
'It
shout
and
scream
would
aunties
my
e
one word becaus
6.o0pm
My mother
mother could
could not sCly
S<lY one word because my aunties would scream and shout
6.o0pm.. My
are spoilt) . My mothe r says they don 't
bedetf" (They
ilY fot everything, "Hulle
nd Ssay
il;:md
"Hulle is
is
(They are spoilt). My mother
they don't
why t ill
Thilt's
.
respect
about
much
pastor preaches so
know
know about
'lbout tespect
respect.. In
In church
church the
preaches so much
That's why till
my aunties at il il. And t odilY I thiln k God t nClt i
other and
today
today II do
qo not
not like my
my qrandm
grandmother
,md my qunties 'It 'lB.
today I
God that i
I want to
up
grow
(
When
brought me up the tight way.
ul, good
have beautif
beautiful,
good parents th'lt
that brought me up
W<ly. When I
up I want to
are in pain. (YS5)
people who
to help
one d'lY to
nu rse one
be qCl nurse
help people
who are in pqin. (YS5)

IsiZul u)
f!"om IsiZulu)
Akhona (Translated from
AkhOf1Cl
inq. I was
in writing so I will tell you my lifestory . It is not interest
very slow in
am very
II <lm
writing 50 I will tell you my
story. It is not
I Wq5
(old
madala
Cl
am
I
silY
class
this
in
n
childre
The
.
old
-yearsen
sevente
am seventeen-years-old. The children in this class 5<lY I <lm <l madala (old
so II Clm
in 198550
born in
bom
when they cal] me like that. Yes, I have to go to the office
them when
hit them
sometimes II hit
so sometimes
man) 50
man)
call me like that.
to
to
't listen to
don
people
those
office
the
At
.
(boys)
ouens
the
knock
every week because II knock
every
ouens (boys). At the
people don't
to
of
tired
Clnd
sick
am
I
na,
"Akho
says
she
and
scream
to
start
they start to scream <lnd
me they
seeme
When they see
me. When
me.
says "Akhol1<l, I <lm
<lnd tired
het I am sick Clnd tired of het. But they don 't listen. In th is
tell her
to tell
wantto
dCly I Iwant
you ".
you
. One d<lY
I qm
and
of
But they
In this
wClsn 't
I
Me,
bild?
me
made
who
But
boy.
bCld
Cl
are always
you ate
boyyou
badboy
are'ICl bad
you'Ire
schoolififyou
school
always a bqd boy. But who made me ba(V Me, I
to me. (AS1)
happento
thingshqppen
Badthings
bad.B'lq
bo rnbad.
bom
me. (AS1)
to love him Clnd when she got preqnant he ran away.
my motherto
forcedmy
My fathetforced
My
him and when she got pregnant he tan qW<lY.
no place to go. Every night we slept in
We
bush.
meinin the bush. We hCldno
tome
birthto
gilvebirth
moth ergave
Mymother
My
to
Every night we
in
she
nd
il
cousin
il
saw
she
day
One
.
money
and
food
fot
beggingtor food ;;md money. One dqy she saw a cousin and
gobegging
togo
usedto
Weused
bush.We
the bush.
the
(AS2)
home. (AS2)
comehome.
fotusustotocome
was cryingfor
was
my mothe r's family. My qrandmother gives me het evil eye.
withmy
livewith
wenttotolive
Wewent
We
~mify. My gt<lndmothet
me
eye.
't
don
I
fathet?
my
is
Who
fathet.
my
like
iUst
am
she saysI Iam
timeshe
everytime
butevery
mebut
She lovesme
She
just like my ~ther. Who is my ~thet? I don't
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't know. MClybe he died. I don't know. I(he came
know
knowhim.
him. WhClt
Wh<itdoes
c\oeshe
helook
looklike? I I~on
don't
MClybe he
I cton't know.
came
don't
I
but
(girls)
babes
be Cl f"<lther like that. I like
totosee
see usus I Iwill
will kill
kill him.
him. He
He can't [ust
just be <l fqther like that. I like babes (girls) but I don't
one dClY that I have bad blood and I
other told me
(orce
force them
them toto love
love me.
me. My
My grandm
grandmother
me one day that I
bad blood ,md I
money to buy
have
don't
I
But
spirits.
bad
the
ClWClY
take
to
rs
must
must pray (or
for my
my ancesto to take
bad spirits. But I don't
money to buy
a lot of
wants
He
.
healer)
onal
(traditi
l
InyClngC
the
see
to
like
the
the cows
cows and
and goats. IIdon't
don't
to see
Inyanga (traditional healer). He wants a lot of
a broken car which they can fix up. The InyClnga is
money
money to
to fix
fix me
me up.
up. They
They think
think II am
Clm a broken Qt which they Qn fix up. The Inyanga is
will get fixed up an~ bad things will not happen to
the mechanic. When
When II have
h<lve money
money II will
lixect up
bClct things will not happen to
me.
me. (AS3)
ing. The teachers are always cross because I
Even
things are
'Ire happen
hClppening. The +~",~h~'" 'Ire <llw<lYs cross
Even in
in school bad things
live in the push so that's
ery and things like that. I can't tell them we
don't
don't have station
stCltionery
we
in
big boys catch you
the
grClss
the
h
throug
home
why II dicln't
didn't do
do my
my work.
work. When
When you
you walk
wqlk home through the grass the big boys
you
[ust
were
s
teacher
The
bad.
was
years
primary
your school
away your
and
and take ClwCly
school things.
things. That primary years was bact.
were just
have. My mother couldn't go to school
kind parents II have.
what kind
me what
me. They ask me
f"<l iling me.
niling
My
couldn't
to school
and
school
the
near
came
she
wear. Sometimes
to wear.
nice dress to
didn't have aa nice
because she didn't
Sometimes she Qme near the school and
because
When I go to the office I see I have Cl new
mother. When
my mother.
to say she isis my
lady to
another lady
asked another
I go to
I see I have Cl new
asked
so 1 just listen
plan"
r's
mothe
"This must be my
mysel("This
stupid. II sayto
not stupid.
I'm not
But I'm
mother . But
mother,
to myself
must be my mother's pl<ln" 50 I just listen
know me and when the school people said I
don't know
lady, she don't
This [<lqy,
my mother. This
like she isis my
like
me ,md when the school
office. The Principal WClS very happy. ( was unhappy
the office.
me inin the
hit me
work she hit
my work
do my
don't C\O
Principal was very hClPPY, I Wq5 unhappy
c\on't
(AS4)
lady.
bad
this
sending
(or
my motherfor
withmy
this bqd !Cldy. (AS4)
with
buys me stationery and the school uniform .
grClndf"<lther buys
Mygranclfqther
bad.
so b<ld. My
not so
Nowitit isis not
Now
me st'ltionery ,lOci
school uniForm.
bigger boys are
the
Now
.
money
own
my
have
I
so
d
weeken so I have my own
the weekend
gardening inin the
I do gardening
Now
bigger boys are
say I have money to buy zoll. I don't like the
They Sqy
(dagga). They
to smoke zoll(dagga).
meto
worryingme
worrying
I
money to buy zolL I don't like
Cl big sjambo k (leather whip). He
keeps
he
lther
granclf"<
my
andmy gtandfqther
redarJ(~
eyes red
makes theeyes
zoll. ItItmakes
zolt.
a big siambok (leather whip). He

eyesar
myeyes
meifi(my
hitsme
hits
'ltee red. (ASS)
my babe when she f"<llls preqnant, I will be a
not leavemy
will not
olderI Iwill
amolder
WhenI Iam
When
when
nlls pregnant. I will be q
with the sky 'Is 'I roo f
bush
the
in
up
grow
should
y
Nobod
willbebe there.Nobody should grow up in the bush with
f"<lther.I Iwilt
presentnther.
""",,<.pnT
sky as a roof
him .
not
will
ants
qncl
chil~
my
over
walk
not
will
walls. Snakeswill not walk over my chilti ;:md 'lnts will not bitehim.
grassasaswalls.
thegrass
Cl n~ the
;:lI1d
(AS6)
(AS6)
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in the morning in St Aidan 's
y at 66'0'0 clock
I IWas
WaS born
born on
on 23
23 July
July on
on aaSaturda
Sqtutdqy
clock in the morning in St Aic!;;m's
and the second child was my brother. I have
l. I Iwas
hospita
hospital.
was the First child
child inin our
our family
family
the
was my
I helVe
of
age
the
at
school
started
I
side.
r's side
'lrents ftom
grandpn::H','n-r<;
from my
my mothe
mother's
siqe and
and my
my father's
father's
school at
of
'1
was
She
o.
Moolo
Mrs
was
tanding teacher whose name
seven.
seven. 1I had
had aa nice,
nice, unders
unclerstanding
r)<lme was Mrs
W<lS <I
school were wonderful. Last year I WClS
ful person.
wonder
wonderful
person. All
All the teachers II had
had in
in primary
primqty school were wonderful. Llst year I was
very
vety happy
h<lPPY to
to leave Amber
Amber Primary
Primqty.. osn
(151)
daughter because at that time I was the only
Mypar
My ents were
were very
vety happy
h'lppy to
to have
hqve aa
time I was
only
very
was
ne
Everyo
on.
give me attenti
ody used to
od Road
baby
b'lby girl
girl in
in Fernwo
Fernwooc\
Road 'lnd
and everyb
evetybody
to give me i:!ttention.
Wi:!5 vety
(152)
endly
fond
was aa veryfri
very friend
Iy child. (152)
fonc! of
of me
me because II was
1 hCld mClny friends. Most of them have
In
In my
my ptimClry
pHmaty school
school II was
was very
vety happy.
h<lppy, I hqd mqny friends. Most of them h<lve
a prefect. It WClS fun because
Grade Seven Ii WClS
to anothe
gone to
WqS a hl-pl'pri' It was fun because
'lnotherr high
high school
school in
in Durban
Durbqn.. In
In Gr'lde
could be in the blocks but the other children
as aCl teacher. You
good as
as good
were 'IS
you were
like you
was like
itit w'ls
You could in the blocks but the other children
He looks up to me. This year he
Grade One. He
in Grqc\e
was in
little "'brothe
My little
there. My
not be there,
could not
..r,1'h,'"r WqS
looks up to me, This year

primary school.
in primaty
me in
misses me
misses

(153)
(153)

Rowena
Rowena

of how 1 live my life. I am the fourth child. 1
Rowena and this isis aa storyof
nameisis Rowenaqnc\
Myname
My
how I live my life, I qm
Fourth
My sisters are
rotten.
spoilt
is
r
brothe
My
r.
brothe My
younger brother.
andaayounger
sisters and
three oldersisters
have three
have
is spoilt rotten. My sisters 'lte
do anything wrong I get beaten up by my
one.IfIfI Iqo
nClughtyone.
the naughty
arn the
always seen as anqels. I[am
anything
up by my
in the
early
leaves
He
driver.
taxi
a
as
MyfatherisisaCl softy but he works long hoursas a taxi
mother.My
mother,
early in the
to tell him Clnything because he has so many
don't liketo
night.I 1don't
late atnight.
comeslate
andcomes
morning,md
morning
tell him 'loything J::>e(:au:;e has 50
like my mother and my aunties always
doesn't like
grandmotherdoesn't
Mygrandmother
family. My
worries inin the family.
worries
my mother
my
alwClys
She
lot.
Cl
cries
r
mothe
My
plClce.
hClPPY
notqClhappy
Homeisisnot
my mother.Home
withmy
showdownswith
haveshowclowns
plqce. My mother cries a lot.
my fathergets fed up with my mother he stays at
Whenmy
and aunties.When
granny<lncl
mygrarmy
hatesmy
justhates
feci up with my mother he stays
. She doesn' t let us visit my father.
revenge
mother gets her
mymother
Thenmy
house.Then
grClnny'shouse.
mygranny's
my
cloesn't
us visit my
be Cl bCld mistake
to
out
turned
that
dad but
mydClcl
seemy
gosee
schooltotogo
fromschool
Once I bunkedfrom
but
tu mec\ out to
a
mlsta ke
bunk
even
we
that
boasted
mother she
mytnr,1'h,'"
withmy
fightingwith
WClSfighting
grannywas
mygrqnny
whenmy
becausewhen
DO,;51:t::q that we even bunk
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from school
schoolto
come to
to her
her house.
house. My
Mymother
me be<\fing.
be'1ting. My
My granny
gr'1nny ha5
bas <I'1 very big
big
from
to come
mother g'1ve me

mouth .
mouth.

(R$1)
(R51)

My primary
primary school
school life
life was
W'1S very exciting and I1 never
never used
used to
to get into
into trouble
trouble at
at
My
school. When
When II was
W'1S in
in standard five (Grade
(Grade Seven)
Seven) II h'1d a'1 best friend named Pravin.
Pravin. He
He was
W'1S
one of
of the
the best things
things that
that h<lppeneci
happened to
to my
my life.
life. When
When II Felt
felt down
down he was
W'1S alw<lYs
always there to
to
one
pick me
me up
up <lnci
and he made me feel happy.
h'1ppy. II told him
him aH
'1/1 about our
our lamily
fqmily problems.
problems. He
He also
pick
h'1d problems
problems so
50 he
he understood how
how II felt.
felt, Then
Then his
his lam
fqmily
to move
move out
out of the
h'ld
ily decided to
area and
and 50
so II lost my
my best friend.
h-iend. The
The clay
day II lost
lost my
my best
best friend
h-iend itit felt like
like the encl
end oF
of my
my
area
life. Fortunately
Fortunately II made
made ,mother
another friend,
friend, Emily.
Emily. We
We beQme
became best friends
friends until
until we
we both
both fell
in love with
with the
the Sqme
sameguy.
guy. Eventuqlly
Eventually we
we haq
had 'I'1 fight.
fighi:. Later on
on ii teq[isee!
realised 'Ia boy
boy wasn't
wasn 't worth
worth
In
fight ing for
for so
so we
we put everything
everything behind
behind us
usand
'1nd we
we are
are still
still best friends today.
tod'1Y' (R52)
(RS2)
fighting
ThiS isis the
the first year of
of my high
high school
school years.
years. II really
really hated coming
coming to
to this
this school
school
until II met
met a'1 boy
boy called
called Conrad, I1 fell
fell hopelessly
hopelessly in
in love
love with
with him.
him. But
But from the day
d'1y II
unfil
turned thirteen,
thirteen, my
my nightmares
nightm<1res 'It
'1t school
school beg;m.
beqan. II have
have had
had many
many problems
problems with
with Ms
Ms Jeeva.
turned
She isis a<1 busybociy
busybody and
and likes
likes watching
watching the
the girls like
like aa fox.
fox. She
she does not
not eVen
even w,mt
want us
usto
talk
to talk
tO'1a boy.
boy. ItIt isis so
so hard
hard to
to be in
in aa classroom
classroom with
with boys
boys and
and not
not talk
talk to
to them
them after
'1fter school.
school.
to
to behave like
like nuns.
nuns. The
The trouble
trouble beg<Jn
beqan with
with a'1 girl
girl called S'lloshna.
S'1loshn'1 ' She '1150 likeci
liked
We have to
We
Conrad and tried
tried to
to break
breakus
up many
m<1ny times.
times. When
When she couldn't break us
us up
up she started
started to
to
us up
tell stories
stories i:\bout
about me
me to
to Contad's
Conrad's teachers. She told
told Ms
Ms Jeeva
Jeeva that
th<1t II was
was drinking
drinking in
in school
school
tell
onwards Ms
Ms Jeeva is'llw''lYS
is always after me.
me. she watches me
me all
'1/1 the
the time.
time. But
But
and from th'1t d'1y onwards
,me!
the worst
worstthing
of <1/1 isis th'ltshe
that she told
told my
my mother
mother about
about this
this anci
and II Wi:\S
W'1S beaten very bGldly.
badlv.
the
thing of'lll
There were
were many
many times
times when
when II wanteq
w<1nted to
to run
run 'lway
away from
from home. she mi:\kes
makes me
me cry
cry in
in
There
school and
and II felt so
50embarrassed.
Till toclay
tod'1y she
she watches me
me verycqrefully.
Qrefully.
school
embartGlsseq. Till

( RS3)

Ouarisha
Quarisha
come from
from aa mixed
mixed background.
backqround. My
My lather
fqther isis Muslim
Muslim anq
and my
my mother
mother isis 'Ia Hindu.
Hindu.
II come
From the
the day
d<ly thGlt
th<lt II WGl5
W<lS born there
there were
were problems.
problems. Mother
Mother wGloted
wanted me
me to
to be
be Hindu
Hindu but
From
fqther sqid
sald no.
no. His
His lamily
fqmily isis very
very powerful
powerful 'lhd
and they
they gave
g<lve me
me a'1 Muslim
Muslim n'lme.
name. We
We have
my lather
my
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problems everyclay.
everyday. I also have
have two
two bothers
bothers and
and aa younger sister.
sister. My
My big brother is
problems
seventeen-years-old . My
My second
seco nd brother isis Fifteen.
Fifteen. The
The youngest
youngest sister
sister isis ten
ten years anq
and II
am thirteen. My
My brothers
brothers do
do what
what they
they like. My
My father has no
no control
control over
over them.
them. They
They
Clm
to my
my mother
mother but
but my
my father
father says
says th<lt
thqt isis her
her fault.
fault. One
One time
time he
he Qught
cqught them
them
qon't listen
listen to
qon't
smoking, but
but my
my dad
dad coulq
could not
not hit
hit them
them because they
they are
are so
so big.
big. In
In the fasting month
month
they don't
don 't fast
fast but
but II have
have to
to fast.
fast. (051)
(051)
they
Now the big problem
problem isisthqt
my big
big brother
brother made
made aa girl
girl pregn;:mt.
preqnant. She isis thirteenthirteenthat my
Now
as me.
me. The biggestproblem
Christian girl.
girl. She
Shealso comes
comes
years-old. the same qge as
problem isisshe isis aa Christi<ln
from <Ia mixed-up
mixed-up

family. They
They are
are half
hqlf Coloured,
Coloured, half
hqlf Hindu
Hindu and
and half
half White.
White. But
But she isis
family.
qqrk. She isis stqying in
in out
our house. LAst week there was
WqS <I4 big
big bust-up
bust- up because her
her pClrents
parents
came to
to Fight
Fight with
with us.
us. The
The police
police had
hqq to
to come
come and
qnq sort
sort itit out.
out. But
But the
the problem
problem isis not
not
Qme
out. II think
think she
she must
must go
go to
to her house. Her
Her parents must
must help
help her
her with
with the b'lby
baby so
so
sorted out.
sorted

can Finish
Finish school.
my brother
brother cao
my
My father works
works as
as aq
My

(052)
(052)

warter in
in aq hotel.
hotel. My
My rnr.rn1>r
mother isis aa housewife.
housewife. Both
Both my
my
waiter
are good
good learners. We
We go every day
dqy to
to school. II like
like
brot
hers dodge school. My sister and II are
e,-.,.rt,pK doqge school. My sister

are very
very good
good and
and understancling.
understandinq. Sometimes
Sometimes I1 get
get annoyed
school. The teachers here are
school.
they make
make me
me sit
sit next to
to aa stupid
stupid learner. EspeCially
Especially the
the boys.
boys. II don't
don't like
like boys,
boys.
because they

to bully
bully the
the girls.
girls. They
They must
must have
have their
the ir ways.
ways. Some
Some of
of the
the girls
girls in
in my
my class have
have
They like
like to
They
boyfriends. The boyfriends
boyfriends are
are bqd to
to them . They
They go
go out
out with
with m<lny
many other
other girls. They
gitlFriends. When
When the girl
gitl falls
falls pregnantthey
preqnantthey c!is<lppe<lr.
disappea r. They still
still come
come to
to
don't resped
respect the
the girlfriends.
don't
disappear h-om
From the
the girls'
girls' lives.
lives. The gitls have
have to
to manage
mqnqge by
by themselves
themselves and
qnd
school but
but they
they c!is<lppear
have to
to face all
all the problems
problems alone.
alone. If
IF II or
or my
my sister
sister fans
falls prego<lnt
preqnant my
my qac!
dad will
will kill
kill us.
us.
they have
(OS3)
(053)
love reaqing.
readinq, It
It isis my
my favourite
favourite hobby. Some
Some stories
stories ;;;re
are very interestinq.
When 1
ntpypg'jnc1 When I
II love
read II forget
Fotget who
who II am.
am. IJ get into
into aa new
new workl
world without any
any problems.
problems. Even
Even the schools in
in
But this
this school
school isis not
not so
so b<lq.
bad, Some
Some teachers
teachers are
are nice
nice ;;;nd
qnd <Iq few
Few are
are
books are
are different.
qi((erent. But
books
But one
one or
or two
two ate
are really
really rude.
rude. At
At least at
qt school
schoo l the
the work
work keeps me
me busy
busy <lOd
and II
excellent. But
excellent.
don 't have to
to think
think <lbout
about the problems
problems qt home.
home. I1 think
think when
when II grow
gtow up
up II don't
don't w<lnt
want aq
don't
fami ly. ItIt isis <Ia big problem
problem to
to have
havea
family. (054)
(054)
family.
a family.
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really want
want to
to helve ael clog as
as Clel pet but
but because we
we are
are Muslims
Muslims we
we cannot keep qa
II really
dog. I helve pictures of
of dogs
clogs which
which II keep
in my
my 5choolbag.
schoolbaq. II wish
wish II had
held my
my own
own bedroom
bedroom
keep in
then II could
could put
put itit up
up on
on the
the walls.
walls. (055)
(055)

Conclusion
Conclusion
These stories,
stories, recounted
recounted by
by students,
students, invite
invite us
us into
into their personal
personal spaces,
spaces,
These
allowing us
us to
to peek
peek at
at slices
slices of
of their
their lives,
lives, revealing
revealing the
the angst,
angst, joys,
joys, thoughts,
thoughts, and
and
allowing
feelings of
of young
young boys
boys and
and girls
girls as
as they
they experience
experience them.
them. While
While some
some stories
stories are
are
feelings
of family
family dynamics,
dynamics, romantic
romantic liaisons,
liaisons, friendship,
friendship, or
or
detailed, others
others focus
focus on
on issues
issues of
detailed,
schooling. Grandparents,
Grandparents, it
it appears,
appears, play
play significant
significant roles
roles in
in some
some lives, and
and religion
religion
schooling.
features strongly
strongly in
in their
their understanding
understanding of
of school,
school, family
family life, and
and gender
gender roles.
roles. One
One
features
can "Vi
conclude
that students' lives are complex, and the dynamics of family life are not
• ..,"......... that students' lives are complex, and the dynamics of family Hfe are not
can
visible and cannot
cannot be
be inferred
inferred by
by teachers
teachers from
from knowing
knowing their
their socioeconomic
socioeconomic .:>La
statuses,
visible
. .",.... .:>,
or the
the location
location of
of their
their homes.
homes. Students'
Students' stories,
stories, in
in aa sense,
sense, provide
provide details
details of
of what
what it
it
or
is not
not possible
possible for teachers to
to know.
know.
is
It is
is important
important to
to remember that
that students'
students' stories
stories are
are
It
dissertation primarily
primarily for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of understanding
understanding teachers'
teachers '
dissertation

included
included
knowing
knowing

in this
this
in
because
because

teachers ' knowing
knowing can
can only
only be explored
explored critically
critically by
by including
including students'
students' accounts.
accounts. To
To
teachers'
that extent,
extent, in
in the
the next
next chapter,
chapter, students'
students' stories
stories will
will be
be subjected
subjected to
to the
the analytical
analytical
that
framework deployed
deployed for teachers'
teachers' stories
stories to
to deepen
deepen and
and mediate
mediate our
our understanding
understanding of
of
framework
teachers ' knowing.
knowing.
teachers'
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PTE RS
CHA
CHAPTERS
ents
ut Stud
wing Abo
hers ' Kno
upti ng Teac
Disr
Disrupting
Teachers'
Knowing
About
Students
ducti on
Intro
Introduction
the exploration of teachers'
nt of
r marks
This
This chapte
chapter
marks the
the fmal
flnal segme
segment
ofpart
part three,
three, the exploration of teachers'
students and the worlds of teachers
stances, the
r circum
g. Under
knowin
knowing.
Underregula
regular
cir1curnstam;es,
the worlds
worlds of
of students and the worlds of teachers
power, experience, and values, to
s sorts:
ntials of
scribed by
are
ofvariou
various
sorts: age,
age, power,
and values, to
are circum
circumscribed
by differe
differentials
ostensibly,
s,
reason
nt
differe
for
albeit
,
p at
name
name aa few.
few. These
These worlds
worlds overla
overlap
at school
school, albeit for different reasons, ostensibly,
rituals of schooling leave scant
ds and
ts to
rs to
teache
tealchlers
to teach
teach and
and studen
students
to learn.
learn. The
The deman
demands
and rituals of schooling leave scant
self, school, and family life,
ts to
time for all
all teachers and
and all
all studen
students
to share
share stories
stories about
about self, school,
family life,
unities and motivations to know
and living in paralle
boLl]. opport
opportunities
to
parallell universes circumscribe both
sive worlds together through
each
each other.
other. To that
that extent
extent,, this
this segment brings
brings their
their discur
discursive worlds together through
throug h synthesis.
analysis, and later on,
on,through
analysed in chapte r six
chapter five and
as re-presented in
The stories by
by teachers as
in chapter
and analysed in Ch::tpt€~r
We know now how teachers come
their perspectives. We
from their
knowing from
teachers' knowing
account for teachers'
account
know now how teachers come
stories, there are three ways
teachers' stories,
From teachers'
know. From
they know.
what they
and what
students and
to know about students
there are
ways
about students. But teacher
knowing about
of knowing
and five kinds of
students, and
about students,
knowing about
of knowing
of
students. But teacher
themselves. We can
about
written
have
ts
studen have written about themselves.
stories students
against stories
read against
be read
to be
has to
knowing has
knowing
We can
some
whilst
rs,
teache
to
known
s
aspect known to teachers, whilst some
some aspects
with some
cohere with
will cohere
stories will
these stories
that these
anticipate that
anticipate
keep in mind, furthermore, that
must keep
One must
knowing. One
teachers' knowing.
with teachers'
conflict with
will conflict
aspects wil1
in mind, furthermore, that
aspects
are autobiographical accounts.
seven, are
chapter seven,
in chapter
studen ts' stories, represented in
the students'
the
autobiographical accounts.
what teachers said. Thus students'
on what
comm enton
to comment
asked to
example, asked
for example,
not, for
were not,
Students were
Students
teachers said. Thus students'
ics of teachers' knowing
dynam
the
understand the dynamics
to understand
opportunity to
provide aa unique opportunity
stories provide
stories
of teachers' knowing
by point comparison.
point
a
for
allow
not
by students. ItIt does not allow
providedby
on insightsprovided
basedon
based
a point by point comparison.
by the themes and sub-themes
framed by
reading framed
critical reading
for aa critical
allow for
however, allow
does, however,
ItIt does,
the themes and sub-themes
chapter six.
npo,,\,,,r,,,f:,,,·rt
generatedininchapter
framework deployed in chapter
analytical framework
the analytical
using the
stories using
students' stories
analyse students'
I I analyse
deployed in chapter
framed by two themes. Each theme is
analysis isframed
similar strategy, theanalysis
Followingaasimilar
Six56. .Following
by two themes. Each theme is
followed by a critical commentary for
one,followed
themeone,
discussion ofmeme
steps:discussion
discussed in threesteps:
by a critical COltnnlel1ltaI'Y for
data
anddata
dataand
referencingofofdata
. thereferencing
Similarlythe
5656Similarly.

figures follow the trend set in chapter six.
follow the trend set in
six.
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as a whole to literature (see also
tions of
g connec
ction, and makin
each
eachsub-se
sub-sectio~
making
connections
ofthe
thetheme as a whole to
possible by mediating teachers'
nal step made
r has one
Fig.
8). This
This chapte
chapter
one additio
additional
made possible by mediating teachers'
Fig. 8).
rs do not know.
tand what
ts, totounders
ts' accoun
g with
knowin
knowing
withstuden
students'
accounts,
understand
whatteache do not know.
WING
S OF
E ONE:
THEM
THEME
ONE:WAY
WAYS
OFKNO
KNOWING
view, the three ways of knowing
ts' points
s, from
, II discus
In
In this
this theme
theme,
discuss,
from studen
students'
points of
of view, the three ways of knowing
cited information, and common
ation, unsoli
ed inform
r six: solicit
ied in
identif
identified
in chapte
chapter
solicited
information,
unsolicited information, and common

information.

mati on
ited infor
Solic
Soliei-ted
mformatioD
information elicited from students,
ts is
g about
ers' knowin
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
about studen
students
is based
based on
on information elicited
, speaking, and enquiring. In this
h modes
s, throug
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of the
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to the
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about
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knowing,
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hand, how
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understand,on
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friend Curtis do everything
ni and
The
The Sir
Sir could
couldsee
see itit (J84).
(J84). Jabula
Jabulani
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best friend Curtis do everything
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ing sharin
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together,
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Leela
a teacher asked her to bring a
This request for a letter,
eeism.
absent
ent
persist alt:>se:nt(~el~;m. This
her pelrsi~;tellt
explain her
to explain
mother to
letter from her mother
request for a
illiterate, a fact
mothe
s
Leela'
as
orderas Leela's motherr isis illiterate,
ominousorder
an ominous
schools,isis an
for schools,
proceduresfor
standard procedures
standard
a
satisfy
to
tries
Leela
young
instance, young Leela
this instance,
In this
know. In
to know.
school to
the school
want the
not want
does not
that she does
that
to satisfy
cy by
illitera
r's
mothe
her
shame of
the shame
hide the
and toto hide
letter and
foraaletter
request for
schoo l'srequest
the school's
both the
of her mother's illiteracy by
both
recognises the handwriting and
course, easily recognises
ofcourse,
teacher, of
The teacher,
herself. The
letter herself.
the letter
writing the
writing
the handwriting and
members of staff were told about
othermembers
there asasother
endthere
notend
didnot
incidentdid
confronts her. ThemCIOelnt
of staff were told about
Leela confirms that the sharing of
(LS4).Leela
remarks(LS4).
funnyremarks
endurefunny
hadtotoendure
shehad
andshe
ployand
herploy
her
confirms that the sharing of
ng about students despite
knowi
inating
dissem
ofdisseminating knowing
wayof
teachersisisaaway
amongstteachers
informationU.ujlVU;;"~
information
about students despite
.
andv biased
incompleteand
knowing beingincomplete
theknowing
the
......, ...., ...
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l (KS6). Students know about the
We
Weheard
heardlots
lotsof
ofbad
badstories
storiesabout
aboutthis
thisschoo
school (KS6).
L"'Y',","'" know about the
an exemplary student,
of
ctive
perspe
the
From
it.
attend
school
school before
before they
they decide
decide toto
it. From the perspective of an exemplary student,
yst. In her opinion, it is not the
ve things
Kamla
Kamla has
has heard
heard many
many negati
negative
things about
about Ameth
Amethyst. In her opinion, it is not the
bad. The schoo l's bad reputation,
iour (KS6)
ts' behav
l, itit isis the
schoo
the studen
students'
behaviour
(KS6) which
which isis bad. The
bad reputation,
school,
ge, have bad
langua
vulgar
n,
commo
, has
ing to
accord
aC()Orarnlg
to Kamla
Kamla,
hastotodo
dowith
withstudents who
whouse
use common, vulgar language, have bad
q

(KS5). Students' bad behaviour,
es and
attitud
attitudes
andthey
they even
even smoke
smoke and
anddrink
drink and
anduse
use drugs
drugs (KS5). Students' bad behaviour,
tion. She sees it as a problem
l's reputa
es the
she
she avers,
avers, isis well
weB known
known and
and itittarnish
tarnishes
the schoo
school's
reputation. She sees it as a problem
the informants are, it is probable
h itit isis not
ts, not
of
of studen
students,
not of
ofteachers. Thoug
Though
not clear who
who the informants
it probable
's accounts
Kamla
s.
source
r
simila
from
stories
rs hear
ts and
that
that studen
students
and teache
teachers
hear about
about bad
bad stories from similar sources. Kamla's accounts
g about students.
rs' knowin
ies concu
ts' activit
of
of studen
students'
activities
concurr with
with teache
teachers'
knowing about students.
Students know that the things they
ry schoo
She
qq.
She heard
heard ofmy
of my prima
primary
schooll stories
stories (ES4).
(ES4). Students know that the things they
as teachers get to know about their
y school
did in primar
primary
school haunt
haunt them
them in
in high
high school
school,, as teachers get to know about their
boys during her primary school days
hips with
's friends
y school
ies in
activit
activities
in primar
primary
schooL. Emily
Emily's
friendships
with boys during her primary schooldays
n of
at Amethyst, resulting in her negative opinio
to Ms
conveyed to
are conveyed
Ms Jeeva, aa teacher at
opInIOn
to be involved in romantic
expected to
not expected
Emily is not
girl, Emily
young girl,
Emily (ES4). As aa young
involved in romantic
Emily talking to boys
espies
she
when
particularly when she espies Emily
her teacher, particularly
this irks her
and this
relationships, and
relationships,
talking to boys
of Ms Jeeva
e
outcom
The
girl.
"bad" girL
is aa "bad"
Emily is
that Emily
opinion that
her opinion
(ESS), confirming her
(ES5),
The outcome of Ms
in the present makes matters worse
behaviour in
her behaviour
witnessing her
and witnessing
past and
her past
about her
hearing about
the present makes matters worse
peers. Emily expresses her emotional
her peers.
ofher
presence of
the presence
in the
insulted in
is insulted
she is
as she
Emily, as
for Emily,
for
Emily expresses
emotional
bad because of all the mistakes I
felt very bad
words, II felt
with the words,
anguish with
psychological anguish
and psychological
because of all the mistakes I
and
contact with primary school
in
are
yst
Ameth are in contact
at Amethyst
that teachers at
appears that
(ES5). ItIt appears
made (ES5).
with
school
made
d to
relaye
is
ts
studen
about
ation
inform
ways information
the ways
one of the
and, hence, itit isis one
teachers and,
teachers
about students is relayed to
HV<C'",...,.

teachers.
school teachers.
secondary school
secondary
to the other teachers (YS2). Students
meto
aboutme
comm entabout
havin gaacomment
alwayshaving
wasalways
Shewas
q
q.
She
the other teachers (yS2). '-'"........,~ .."
In one instance, Yolanda recalls a
other teachers. In
them totoother
about them
talk about
that teachers talk
know that
one instance, Yolanda recalls a
know
(preschool/kindergarten). She felt she
school (preschoolikindergarten).
her inin nursery school
"persecuted" her
who "persecuted"
teacher who
teacher
She felt she
class and spoken about to other
commentsininclass
negative comments
fornegative
selectedfor
studentselected
onlystudent
theonly
wasthe
was
and
about to other
(teacher)
sort
to
school
to
come
did
r
mothe
Yolanda'smother did come to school to sort her(teacher)
Eventually,Yolanda's
members of staff.Eventually,
members
possible when considering
the teacher.ItIt ispossible
threatenedthe
effect,threatened
parent,inineffect,
Theparent,
(YS2).The
out(YS2).
out
when considering
that an incident
yst
Ameth
at
rs
teache
conveyedtototeachers
areconveyed
how Emily 's past experiencesare
how
at Amethyst that an incident
the school as well.
conveyedtotothe
teacher getsconveyed
outa ateacher
abouta a parent
about
'.,...-.1: sortingout
school as well.
1"'\", ..
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Even the
the next-door
next-door neighbours
neighbours heal'
hear everything
everything (LS2).
(LS2). Home
Home for
for Leela is
is aa chore
chore
Even
schedule,
cleaning the
the house,
house, washing
washing the
the clothes,
clothes, washing
washing the
the dishes
dishes and
and cooking
cooking the
the
"''''Ul'''
......'''-, cleaning
qq

food and
and feeding
feeding the
the naughty,
naughty, naughty
naughty children
children (LS3).
(LS3). It
It is
is also
also
food
arguments
between her parents. The fights between parents can be
rcrl1l"'-''''nT''' between her parents. The fights between parents can be

an arena
arena of
of constant
constant
an
heard by
by neighbours,
neighbours,
heard

and thus
thus all
all that
that transpires
transpires in
in the household
household is
is known
known to
to neighbours,
neighbours, including
including Leela's
Leela's
and
peers. It
It is
is probable
probable that
that Leela is
is not
not an
an informant
informant because
because she is loath
loath to
to have friends
peers.
(LS1),
but neighbours
neighbours listening-in
may be
be implicated
implicated in
in dispersing
dispersing information.
information. Problems
Problems
stel11l1lg-1ln may
(LS
1), but
of families,
families, resultantly,
resultantly, become
become known
known and
and are
are relayed
relayed within
within the
the community
community and
and to
to
of
school personnel,
personnel, creating aa notion
notion that
that family
family strife occurs
occurs often
often in students'
students' homes.
homes.
school

Critical commentary:
commentary: common
common information
information
Critical
The chief modes of
of common
common information
information dissemination are
are through
through the
the senses
senses of
of
The
listening and
and seeing.
seeing. Teachers
Teachers receive
receive information
information and
and they
they witness
witness incidents
incidents taking
taking
listening
place in
in school
school as
as well.
well. Often
Often teachers
teachers are
are not
not given
given explanations
explanations of
of the
the rationale
rationale behind
behind
place
students' actions
actions and, consequently,
consequently, interpret
interpret students'
students' experiences
experiences in and
and out
out of
of school
school
from aa teaching
teaching perspective.
perspective. Why
Why do
do students
students enl~afl~e
engage in
in activities
activities that
that give
give them
them aa bad
bad
reputation? One
One way
way to
to understand
understand this
this conundrum
conundrum is
is to
to interrogate
interrogate students'
students ' activities
activities
reputation?
from two
two perspectives,
perspectives, viz. students
students and teachers.
from
Curtis and
and Jabulani
Jabulani are
are firm
firm friends
friends and
and ertioy
enjoy working
working and
and playing together. They
They
Curtis
share all
all activities
activities as
as an
an expression
expression of
of their
their close
close friendship.
friendship. In
In class,
class, however,
however,
share
friendships are
are not
not allowed
allowed to
to dominate
dominate the learning agenda On
On the
the contrary,
contrary, teachers'
teachers'
friendships
agendas dominate,
dominate, articulate, and
and decide
decide classroom
classroom practices. Jabulani
Jabulani and
and Curtis
Curtis may
may
age:na~iS
have been
been copying
copying from aa teacher's
teacher's point
point of
of view
view because
because an
an independent
independent work
work ethic
ethic is
is
have
valued and
and promoted
promoted in
in schools.
schools. As
As such, independent
independent work
work is the hallmark
hallmark of
of "good"
"good"
students. Working
Working together
together takes
takes place
place on
on particular
particular occasions
occasions when
when teachers
teachers specifically
specifically
students.
instruct students
students to
to do
do so.
so. It
It is
is
cooperative activities
activities take
take place.
place.
cooperative

the teacher's prerogative to
to decide
decide when
when and
and how
how
the
From this
this perspective, students
students who
who decide to
to work
work
From
together are
are copying,
copying, in
in other
other words,
words, infracting
infracting aa school
school rule.
rule. That Jabulani
Jabulani and
and Curtis
Curtis
together
were not
not intending
intending to
to contradict
contradict aa school
school practice
practice is
is immaterial.
immaterial. The power
power differential
were
favours teachers'
teachers ' and
and marginalises
marginalises students'
students ' points
points of
of view.
view. Furthermore,
Furthermore, Jabulani
Jabulani and
and
favours
Curtis acquiesce
acquiesce to
to the
the school's
school's point
point of
of view,
view, resolving
resolving not
not to
to copy
copyanymore
(JS4). It
It is
is
anymore (JS4).
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g, isis
t of
ni's views about
ofcopyin
copying,
aboutright
rightand
andwrong
wrongininrespec
respect
apparent
thatCurtis
Curtisand
andJabula
Jabulani's
nt that
appare
ct toto bebe
agreement
with teachers' views, and
and hence
hence they consider their
their condu
conduct
ent with
inin agreem
ent
ting from
strates that
le demon
This examp
example
demonstrates
that when
when values
values emana
emanating
from diverg
divergent
inappropriate. This

rs is more
tion, then
positions
are inin opposi
opposition,
thenthe
the value
value touted
touted by
byteache
teachers
more likely
likelytoto inform
inform
ns are
positio
ts.
theirknowi
knowing
aboutstuden
students.
ng about
their
ts.
ng about
rs' knowi
ife and
nts have
teachers'
knowing
aboutstuden
students.
"Bad"incide
incidents
haveaalong
longshelf-l
shelf-life
andfuels teache
"Bad"
ng
ated in the
rs are
nt too
From studen
students'
stories itit isis appare
apparent
too that
thatteache
teachers
are implic
implicated
the way
way knowi
knowing
ts' stories
From
ts, that
ing studen
on. Discrete incidents involv
about studen
students
made comm
common.
involving
students,
that are
are heard
heard of
of
ts isis made
about
on
comm
as
lised as common
gues and
Wlltnesse:Q
by teachers are
are shared
shared with
with collea
colleagues
and genera
generalised
sed by
and witnes
y school
rs from
es via teache
ts migrat
ng about
knowing.
Some knowi
knowing
about studen
students
migrates
teachers
from primar
primary
school to
to
g. Some
knowin
g. A case
on knowin
ded as
es embed
high school
school and
and becom
becomes
embedded
as comm
common
knowing.
case in
in point
point isis Emily 's
high
rs
yst. Both
y school
experiences
with Ms
Ms Tulsi
Tulsi in
in primar
primary
school and
and Ms
Ms Jeeva
Jeeva at
at Ameth
Amethyst.
Both teache
teachers
ences with
experi
nships.
tic relatio
ised above
ion be
ing educat
er that
probably
consider
that acquir
acquiring
education
be priorit
prioritised
above roman
romantic
relationships.
ly consid
probab
y married like
y mapping her
Emily,, howev
however,
already
her life out.
out. She
She wants
wants to
to be
be happil
happily
like
er, is alread
Emily
who
rs
teache
ions with
parents
able to
to share
share such
such aspirat
aspirations
with teachers who
ts (ESS). Would Emily be able
(her) paren
s?
sional career
g for
on and
ts to be driven by ambiti
would like studen
students
ambition
and strivin
striving
for profes
professional
careers?
description
pejorative description
(ES3), aa pejorative
cheapy (ES3),
already been labeled aa cheapy
Probably
Probably not, since she has already
She
promiscuous. She
to be promiscuous.
behaviour to
her behaviour
consider her
morals. Emily does not consider
implying lack of morals.
relationships
her relationships
opposing her
anyone opposing
and anyone
sex and
opposite sex
attractiveness to the opposite
is
is aware of her attractiveness
numbers
troubling numbers
the troubling
Considering the
(Es 1/5). Considering
jealous (ESlIS).
like
or teacher, is deemed jealous
her sister or
like her
by
not driven by
probably not
are probably
Jeeva are
Ms Jeeva
like Ms
teachers like
Amethyst, teachers
at Amethyst,
of
pregnancies at
schoolgirl pregnancies
of schoolgirl
Ms
However, Ms
sexualisation. However,
early sexualisation.
of early
consequences of
the consequences
for the
concern for
by aa concern
jealousy,
but by
jealousy, but
Just
intentions. Just
good intentions.
her good
despite her
Emily despite
by Emily
harassment by
as hru:as::;mlent
constituted as
Jeeva's
approach isis constiMed
Jeeva' s approach
not
may not
students likewise may
actions, students
students' actions,
for students'
rationale for
the rationale
know the
not know
as
do not
teachers do
as teachers
about
and about
students, and
with students,
communicate with
they communicate
ways they
the ways
in the
rationale in
understand
teachers' rationale
understand teachers'

students.
students.
common
in common
much in
has much
She has
teachers. She
with teachers.
concurwith
who concur
students who
Kamla
represents students
Kamlarepresents
an
As an
values . As
background, interests, and values.
home background,
worldviews, home
ofworldviews,
terms of
with
teachers inin terms
with teachers
child
own child
their own
were their
if(she )were
asif(she)
heras
treather
andtreat
herand
likeher
teacherslike
herteachers
allher
academic
achiever, all
academicachiever,
and,
school and,
acceptance atat school
love and acceptance
has experienced love
and has
(KS3).
She isis loved atat home and
(KS3). She
are
experiencesare
schoolexperiences
Kamla 'sschool
(KS4).Kamla's
achievement(s)(KS4).
greatachievement(s)
ofgreat
therefore,
schoolisis placeof
therefore,school
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untidy handwriting. Yolanda's
isation for
da's victim
red toto Yolan
e when
positiv
positive
whencompa
compared
Yolanda's
victimisation
for untidy handwriting.
child from harassment. Whether
t her
r toto protec
n her
r has toto threate
mothe
mother
threaten
her teache
teacher
protect
her child from harassment. Whether
of students. It appears teachers'
rs' wary
ly make
ate orornot,
legitim
legitimate
not, threats
threats probab
probably
maketeache
teachers'
wary of students. It appears teachers'
nt and unlike Kamla. She is
ts who
ced by
ng isis largely
knowi
largely influen
influenced
by studen
students
who are
are differe
different and unlike Kamla. She is
knowing
e she sets high standards of behaviour (KS5) for
nt to
differe
uo;;;...,au.:>o;;; she sets high standards of behaviour (KS5) for
different
to most
most of
ofher peers becaus
tions of students if
teachers' concep
ts could
herself
conceptions of students if
herself.. From
From this perspective, studen
students
could change
change ....." •
lves (KS6)
rds for
nts) set
they
they (stude
(students)
setstanda
standards
for themse
themselves
(KS6)..
be known universally by the
ies are
ts activit
h studen
Thoug
Though
students
activities
are presumed to
to
known
by the
and
ES5)
(RS3,
pain
of
s
feeling
their
yst, what
unity of
comm
community
of Ameth
Amethyst,
what is
is not
not known
known are
are their feelings of pain (RS3,
and
e
becaus
ns
emotio
these
to
access
ers do
rassment (LS4,
embar
embarrassment
(LS4, AS4).
AS4). Teach
Teachers
do not
not have
have access to these emotions because
noted that common information
ns. Finally
ts concea
studen
students
conceall their
their emotio
emotions.
Finally,, itit has to
to be
be noted that common information
primary school sources and
inantly from
tes predom
ts emana
about
about Grade Eight
Eight studen
students
emanates
predominantly
from
school sources
and Eleven. One can deduce ,
ng Grade
from teachers ' experiences of teachi
teaching
Gradess Ten and
One can deduce,
from their past
known
are
t
presen
at
yst
of Ameth
ts of
Eight studen
Grade Eight
re, that Grade
therefo
therefore,
students
Amethyst at present are known from their past
."U. .,Li>

activities.
future activities.
presumed future
and presumed
activities and
activities

KNO WING
TO KNOWING
CON NECT IONS TO
CRITICAL CONNECTIONS
ONE: CRITICAL
THEME ONE:
THEME
allows for the nature of teachers'
chapter allows
in chapter
surveyed in
literature surveyed
the literature
to the
Connections to
Co!nne:ctl~~ms
for the nature of teachers'
entaries. Thus far the
comm
l
critica
the critical
from the
as itit merges from
interrogated as
be interrogated
to be
knowing to
knowing
Thus
the
that:
reveals that:
analysis reveals
analysis
and incomplete. An interpretation of
as uncertain and
seen as
can be seen
knowing can
Teachers' knowing
Teachers'
incomplete. An interpretation of
details that are supplied to teachers
inaccurate details
the inaccurate
into the
provides insight into
accounts provides
solicitedaccounts
solicited
that are supplied to tea,Chlers
tes that teachers are not
indica
this
,
(1977)
Ingham (1977), this indicates
and Ingham
Luft and
According toto Luft
students. According
by students.
by
that
are not
ents
repres
2004)
s
(Norri
Creed
feld's
Rums
of
terms
or in terms
privy toto private knowing, or
Creed (Noms 2004) TPTITP"pnt<1
teachers to know.
wantteachers
notwant
donot
studentsdo
thingsstudents
thethings
unknowns":the
"unknownunknowns":
"unknown
to know.
1984a) because teachers
uIt
(Fouca
dimension(Foucault 1984a)
hasaa normativedimension
knowinghas
Teachers'knowing
Teachers'
because teachers
parameters for
the
up
set
to
s
power
withpowers
themwith
veststhem
whichvests
authoritywhich
ofauthority
positionsof
occupypositions
occupy
to set up the parameters
that allows teachers to determine
dimensionthat
thisdimension
acceptable.ItItisisthis
notac(x:ptatlle.
acceptableorornot
whatisisacceptable
allows teachers to determine
lives inside and outside school.
students'lives
abnormality of aspects ofstudents'
normalityororabnormality
thenormality
inside
outside school.
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Knowing

(Foucault 1984a) through
es truth
ng isis partial
ers' knowi
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
partial and
and produc
produces
truth (Foucault 1984a) through
authority and status, teachers' are
sionals with
sci 1977).
ony (Grarn
hegem
hegemony
(Gramsci
1977). As
As profes
professionals
with authority and status, teachers' are
untruths and incomplete accounts are
nce what
ned toto pronou
positio
positioned
pronounce
what isis truth.
truth. Thus
Thus untruths and incomplete accounts are
to suggestions that what they witness
rs' are
e teache
ed as
receiv
received
as truths
truths becaus
because
teachers'
are not
not open
open to suggestions that what they witness
t.
(and which confmns parts of what students tell them) is a partial accoun
(and which confinns parts of what students tell them) is a partial account.
& Ingharn 1955) because they do
ises blind
ng compr
ers' knowi
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
comprises
blind spots
spots (Luft
(Luft & Ingham 1955) because they do
s 2004) "unknown unknowns".
feld's (Nom
not
not know
knowthat
thatthey
they do
do not
not know,
know, Rums
Rurnsfeld's
(Norris 2004) "unknown unknowns".
are as professionals (Kincheloe 1991).
e to
ng isis relativ
ers ' knowi
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
relative
to who
who they
they are as professionals (Kincheloe 1991).

ate the
rs, they
As
As teache
teachers,
they domin
dominate
the
ers '
ng. Teach
ts ' knowi
studen
Teachers'
students'
knowing.

rse
discou
discourse
ng
knowi
knowing

ng, and
on
on knowi
knowing, and
a sense,
is,
is, in
in a sense,

subjugate and marginalise
subjugate and marginalise
one-dimensional, partial ,
one-dimensional, partial,

plete, and
incom
incomplete,
and flawed
flawed..
ENTS AS SUBJ ECTS
WING -- STUD
S OF
E TWO
THEM
THEME
TWO:: KIND
KINDS
OF KNO
KNOWING
STUDENTS
AS SUBJECTS
kinds of knowing, namely,
five
r six,
ng in
rs' knowi
is of
In
In the
the analys
analysis
of teache
teachers'
knowing
in chapte
chapter six, five kinds of knowing, namely,

discussion. The same kinds of
framed the
profession framed
and profession
culture, and
class, culture,
race, class,
gender, race,
gender,
the discussion. The same kinds of
stories disrupt their knowing in
students' stories
which students'
in which
ways in
the ways
analyse the
to analyse
used to
are used
knowing are
knowing
disrupt their knowing in
section.
this section.

subje cts
Gend ered subjects
Gendered
and other persons as male or female
themselves and
identify themselves
Amethyst identify
at Amethyst
Students at
Students
other persons as male or female
performances deemed gender
particular perfonnances
into particular
socialised into
are socialised
Students are
21). Students
Fig. 21).
(see Fig.
(see
deemed gender
channelling them into a prescribed
as channelling
well as
as well
identity as
gendered identity
creating aa gendered
appropriate, creating
appropriate,
them into a prescribed
gendered practices
how
into
t
insigh
es
provid insight into how gendered
segment provides
this segment
ofthis
analysis of
The analysis
order. The
social order.
practices
social
ations.
expect
ed
gender
to
d
respon
studentsrespond
howstudents
andhow
schooland
andatatschool
homeand
enactedatathome
areenacted
to gendered expectations.
are

Reference
GenderReference
Gender

Brother/s
Brother/s

Sister/s
Sister/s
Oaughter
Daughter
Mom
Mother/Mom
Mother/

Rg. 21 Gendere d Articulations
Fig. 21 Gendered Articulations Sources
Data
Data Sources
KS2/7; MS1/4; JS1.; CS2; LS1I6; OS5; ES1.; WS1/3/4 ; , IS1/3;
KS2/7; MS1/4; JS1; CS2; LS1/6; DS5; ES1; WS1/3/4; 151/3;
RS~ 051/2
QSl/2
RS1;
KS2f7; CS2; l51/6; 055; ZS3; ES1/3; WS3; RS1.; Q51/2
KS2/7; CS2; L51/6; DS5; ZS3; ES1/3; WS3; RS1; QS1/2
152
152
KS2; MS2j3/4 /5; " J51/2j5 ; CS1/2j3 /4; LS1/2j3 /4/5/6;
KS2; MS2/3/4/5;
JS1/2/5; CS 1/2/3/4; LS1/2/3/4/5/6;
051/2; ZS1/3; E51/3; WS1/3/4 ; YS1/2/5 ; AS2/4 ; 15~ R51/3;
DS1/2; ZS1/3; ES1/3; WS1/3/4; YS1/2/5; AS2/4; IS1; RS1/3;
051/2
QS1/2
KS2; M52j3/4 /5; J51/2; CS2j4; l51/2/5 ; 051/2/6; ZS1/2;
KS2; MS2/3/4j5;
JS1/2; CS2j4; LS1/2/5; OS1/2/6; ZS1/2;
ES3; WS1/4; YS~ AS2/3/6 ; ' 15~ R5~ 051/2
ES3; WS1/4; YS1; AS2/3/6; 151; RS1; QS1/2
KS7
KS7
' "

"

"

Dad
Father/Dad
Father/
Wife
Wife
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WS3
her
Stepmot
WS3
Stepmother
-.
MS3; ZS4; YS5; IS1
..
Aunt/s
MS3; ZS4; YS5; 151
Aunt/s/ /Father's
Father'ssister/a
sister/s
AS1
Madala
AS1
Madala(old
(oldman)
man)
MS3; AS4
/lady
Woman
MS3; AS4
Woman/lady
MS2; CS1; LS2/5; ZS2; WS3/4; YS5; AS3; 1S1
ther / /Granny
Grandmo
M52; CSl; LS2/5; ZS2; WS3/4; YS5; AS3; IS1
Grandmother
Granny
ZS2; WS3; AS5
her
Grandfat
ZS2; WS3; AS5
Grandfather
.
CS3; DS5; ES1j2 A$3/6; RS3; QS2j3
bes
Girls/Ba
CS3; DS5; ES1j2 AS3/6; RS3; QS2/3
Girls / Babes
QS3
RS2j3;
;
CS3/4 ; LS1j4; 05214; ES2/3/4 /5; AS1j4/5
Boys/
CS3/4; LS1j4; 052/4; ES2/3/4/5; AS1j4/5; RS2/3; QS3
Boys /Guy/s
Guy/s/ / Ouens
Ouens
KS2; ES1j2; QS3
s
Boyfriend
KS2; ES1j2; QS3
Boyfriends
KS2; MS2; ES1
s
Girlfriend
KS2; MS2;ES1
Girlfriends
AS3
l healer)
Inyanga
Inyanga(male
(maletraditiona
traditional
healer)
AS3
RS3
)
Nuns
Nuns(women
(womencelibates
cetibates)
RS3
MS3
Imam
lmam(male
(maleMuslim
Muslimcleric)
cleric)
MS3
CS3; YS5
n)
Pastor
CS3; YS5
Pastor(male
(maleChristian
Christianclergyma
clergyman)
YS5
Nurse
Nurse(female
(femalemedic)
medic)
YS5
',

the grounds (CS3). Curtis notes
Girls
Girls smoke
smoke in
in the
the toilets
toilets ...
... the
the boys
boys smoke
smoke on
on the grounds (CS3). Curtis notes
ying smoki ng patterns. Boys ' smoke
s by
en males
nces betwe
the
the differe
differences
between
males and
and female
females
by identif
identifying
smoking patterns. Boys' smoke
do so in the girls ' toilets away from
ts, whilst
rs and
in
in spaces
spaces visible
visible to
to teache
teachers
and studen
students,
wrulst girls
girls do so in the girls' toilets away from
ng is still not deemed appropriate
ts, as
rs and
the prying eyes
eyes of
of teache
teachers
and male
male studen
students,
as smoki
smoking is still not deemed appropriate
for forbidden activities allowing girls
for girls. The
The school
school toilets
toilets presen
presentt aa private
private space
space for forbidden activities allowing girls
of discovery and retaliation. There
without fear
mores without
social mores
and social
rules and
school rules
to breach school
fear of discovery and retaliation. There
what girls do in the toilets. Firstly ,
about what
knowing about
Curtis ' knowing
for Curtis'
possibilities for
are two possibilities
girls do in the toilets. Firstly,
doings in school toilets and secondly,
girls' doings
betray girls'
air betray
the air
throug h the
wafting through
smells wafting
tobacco smells
tobacco
in school toilets and secondly,
inside school toilets. It is probable that
activities inside
girls' activities
to girls'
him to
alerted rum
have alerted
peers have
female peers
school toilets. It is probable that
Q
q

informed.
similarly informed.
are similarly
teachers are
teachers
that at school , boys are more likely
indicates that
data indicates
The data
(DS4). The
dangerous (DS4).
are dangerous
Boys are
qQ
Boys
at school, boys are more likely
ns
explai why Daniel attends school in
which explains
peers, wruch
with peers,
violently with
engage violently
to engage
girls to
than girls
than
why Daniel attends school in
boys are dangerous. According to him ,
experience, boys
his experience,
In rus
ashu. In
KwaM
not K
and not
Nirvana and
Nirvana
waMashu.
are dangerous. According to rum,
in towns hip'" schools. They steal
place in
take place
students take
male students
by male
bullying by
ofbullying
forms of
vicious forms
vicious
townsrup57 schools. They steal
of masculine behaviour confirming
expressions of
typical expressions
them, typical
hit them,
and rut
students aild
from students
from
masculine behaviour confirming
yst.
Ameth
at
boysat Amethyst
withboys
experienceswith
teachersexperiences
teachers
or my sister fall pregnant, my
IfII or
(QSl) .If
pregnant(QSl).
girlpregnant
madeaagirt
brothermade
bigbrother
My big
qQ
My
my sister fall pregnant, my
the home. Their
ntiatio
differe
r
gende
experience gender differentiationn inin the
Girls experience
(QS3). Girls
us (QS3).
kill us
will kill
dad will
dad
home. Their
than are
closely
more
lled
survei
and
regulatedand surveilled more closely than
areregulated
activitiesare
andactivities
behaviourand
movements,behaviour
movements,
are
more
are
codes
moral
and
es
famili
differentlyininfamilies and moral codes are more
treateddifferently
aretreated
girlsare
andgirls
Boysand
children.Boys
malecruldren.
male
whilst girls are controlled. Due to
pleasewrulst
theyplease
doasasthey
cando
Boyscan
girls.Boys
thangirls.
boysthan
forboys
flexiblefor
girls are controlled. Due to
flexible
for Blacks dur ing apartheid.
Blacks during apartheid.

created
suburbscreated
sprawling
refertotosprawling
Townshipsrefer
5757
Townships
suburbs
for
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1). When it comes to cultural
lled (QS
t be
th boys
al streng
their
their physic
physical
strength
boys canno
cannot
be contro
controlled
(QSl). When it comes to cultural
like fasting whilst boys are
l norms
ioned toto exercise cultura
es, girls
practic
cultural
norms like fasting whilst boys are
practices,
girls are
are condit
conditioned
.
t (QSl)
exemp
exempt
(QSl).
of relationships and pregnancy.
nced with
nces are
The
The differe
differences
aremore
morepronou
pronounced
withissues
issues of relationships and pregnancy,
ced by gender in respect of
se isisinfluen
's respon
le reveals
ha's examp
Quaris
Quarisha's
example
revealshow
howaafamily
family's
response
influenced by gender in respect
made a thirteen-year-old girl
r has
ha's seventeen-year-old brothe
ncy. Quaris
pregna
pregnancy.
Quarisha's
brother
has made a thirteen-year-old girl
nt girl has been allowed to live
nces, the
us/racial differe
nt. Despite religio
pregna
pregnant.
religious/racial
differences,
the pregna
pregnant girl has been allowed to live
accepts his adolescent son's sexual
h the
ha's family
with
with Quaris
Quarisha's
family (QS2).
(QS2). Thoug
Though
the father
father accepts his adolescent son's sexual
ha and her sister are threatened
m. Quaris
r freedo
ters simila
ct he
condu
conduct
he denies
denies his
his daugh
daughters
similar
freedom.
Quarisha and her sister are threatened
nt (QS3).
with
with death
death should
should they
they fall
fall pregna
pregnant
(QS3).
abandon pregnant
ends often
ha notes,
Quaris
Quarisha
notes, too,
too, that
that boyfri
boyfriends
often abandon pregnant
they have
lves and
e by
s, have
girls, it
school
manage
by themse
themselves
and they have
schoolgirls,
it appear
appears,
have to
to manag

girls. Pregnant
girls. Pregnant
to face all the
to face all the

ms alone (QS3).
proble
(QS3),
problems
ends are
Boyfri
q
c::>
Boyfriends
are bad
bad ...
..• they
they don't
don 'I respec
respectt
it
When it
ways. When
of ways.
number of
in aa number
girls in
disrespect to girls
disrespect

ends (QS3). Boys display
the
the girlfri
girlfriends (QS3).
display
, boys
nships
relatio
tic
to roman
comes to
comes
romantic relationships, boys
boys make girls pregnant and then
Quarisha, boys
by Quarisha,
related by
As related
for girls. As
respect for
show scant respect
make
pregnant and then
many other girls (QS3). If a girl
with many
out with
going out
by going
girlfriends by
also cheat girlfriends
They also
abscond . They
other
(QS3). If a girl
abscond.
ed chatting and
observ
is
who
Emily
by
exemplified by Emily who is
as exemplified
practices as
similar practices
in similar
to engage in
has to
has
chatting and
violent
risks
she
than
end,
boyfri
her boyfriend,
by her
student by
male student
another male
with another
hands with
holding hands
holding
than she risks violent
boys ' abdicating their responsibility
regarding boys'
observations regarding
Quaris ha's observations
(ESS). Quarisha's
retaliation (ES5).
retaliation
abdicating their responsibility

teachers.
to teall;l1ers
well-known to
also well-known
to pregnant girls is also
to
clothes ... (LS3). Home is still
the clothes
washing the
house, washing
the house,
cleaningthe
like cleaning
things like
do things
q
c::>
II do
•.. (LS3).
IS
n, and
childre
bathe
,
clothes
wash
clean,
cook, clean, wash
to cook,
has to
Leelahas
chores . Leela
female chores.
offemale
domain of
the domain
bathe children~ and
he does not assist with household
unemployed,he
father isisunemployed,
herfather
Thoughher
clean. Though
homeclean.
thehome
keepthe
does not assist with household
work, thus Leela assists her
n's
wome
home ititisiswomen's
theirhome
Intheir
children.In
hischildren.
forhis
caringfor
orcaring
choresor
work, thus
her
chores
family
of
needs
The
home.
family home.
the family
run the
child, toto run
fifth child,
with aa fifth
pregnant with
mother, pregnant
The needs of family
activities that thirteen-yearengageininactivities
needtotoenli!a£~e
andneed
education,and
foreducation,
needfor
supersede Leela' sneed
that th11...tp~'n
enjoy.
oldsenjoy_
boys and girls receive different
school ,boys
Atschool,
(RS3). At
nuns(RS3).
likenuns
behavelike
havetotobehave
Wehave
We
and
over girls, and to keep
contro
se
exerci
to
likelyto exercise control lover
morelikely
aremore
Teachersare
attention.Teachers
ofattention.
kindsof
kinds
girls, and to
carefully and
over
ed
watch
are
Girls
boys. Girls
they dodototoboys.
thanthey
surveillancethan
undersurveillance
girlsunder
girls
are watched over carefully and
c::>q
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summonsed by
by teachers when
when they
they do
do not
not approve
approve of
of their
their relationships
relationships with
with male
male
summonsed
students (ES4.
(ES4, RS3).
RS3). Students like
like Emily
Emily feel
feel they
they cannot
cannot even
even speak
speak to
to boys
boys but
but she
she
SluaenllS
does know
know of
of aa way
way to
to subvert
subvert the
the taboos
taboos placed
placed by
by teachers by
by colluding
colluding with
with friends,
friends,
does
she organises
organises for
for me
me and
and when
when she wants
wants to
to meet
meet her
her boyfriend
boyfriend 1I organise
organise for
for her
her (ES2).
she
It appears boys
boys do
do not
not receive
receive such
such attentions
attentions from
from teachers
teachers and
and can,
can, presumably,
presumably,
It
associate with
with anyone
anyone they
they please.
please.
aSSocIate

Critical commentary:
commentary: gendered
gendered subjects
subjects
Critical
Students are
are gendered
gendered subjects
subjects fulfilling
fulfilling gendered
gendered roles
roles and
and expectations.
expectations. At
At
Students
home and
and at
at school
school they
they are
are channelled
channelled into
into aa preconceived
preconceived worIdview
worldview supporting
supporting the
home
ascendancy of males over
over females.
females. The main foci
foci regarding female gendered roles and
and
expectations are
are purity,
purity, morality,
morality, labour,
labour, and
and temperament.
temperament.
eX1pec:tatloIlS
Girls are
are expected
expected to
to behave
behave
honoured. The
The "good"
"good" reputation
reputation of
of
honoured.

according to
to gendered
gendered customs
customs that
that are
are timetimeaccording
girls, their
their circumspection
circumspection and
and modesty
modesty in all
all
girls,
situations, as
as well
well as
as virginal
virginal status,
status, signal
signal their
their good
good backgrounds
backgrounds and
and the
the exemplary
exemplary
situations,
parental guidance
guidance received.
received. To that
that end,
end, girls
girls at
at Amethyst
Amethyst "play
"play the
the game"
game" of
of projecting
projecting aa
parental
clean image
image by
by smoking
smoking in
in the
the school
school toilets.
toilets . Their reputations
reputations cannot
cannot be
be tarnished
tarnished if
if
clean
they can
can successfully
successfully conceal
conceal participation
participation in
in forbidden
forbidden activities.
activities. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, the
the care
care
they
they take to
to cloak their smoking habits
habits from
from teachers
teachers comes
comes to
to
they
inform teachers
teachers about
about their
their "goings-on"
"goings-on" in
in the
the toilets.
toilets. The
The above
above
inform

nought as
as their
their peers
nought
example provides
provides the
the
example

basis for
for teachers
teachers to
to associate
associate notions
notions of
of class
class with
with aa failure
failure of
of poor
poor parents
parents to
to oversee
oversee
basis
their daughters
daughters rather than
than viewing itit as
as an
an act
act of
of resistance
resistance to
to gendered
gendered norms.
norms.
The issue of pregnancy
pregnancy clarifies
clarifies the
the norms
norms that
that regulate
regulate girls
girls and
and boys'
boys' conduct
conduct
and the
the complicity
complicity of
of females in sustaining norms
norms that
that discharge
discharge males
males of
of responsibility
responsibility
In the
the case
case related
related by
by Quarisha,
Quarisha, her
her brother
brother attempts
attempts to
to respond
respond to
to
and burdens
burdens females.
females. In
and
his responsibility
responsibility to
to the
the thirteen-year-old
thirteen-year-old he
he has
has made
made pregnant
pregnant by
by bringing
bringing her
her home
home to
to
his

move in
in with
with his
his family.
family. This
This is
is aa shared
shared responsibility,
responsibility, as
as his
his parents
parents probably
probably provide
provide
move
of objections
objections to
to the
the status
status quo
quo in
in her
her home.
home.
financial assistance.
assistance. Quarisha
Quarisha raises
raises aa number
number of
financial
mixed and
and dark
dark
Firstly, she objects
objects to
to the
the girls' genetic make-up as
as she regards the
the girl as
as mixed
Firstly,
(QS2). Secondly,
Secondly, she
she objects
objects to
to the
the problems
problems the
the pregnancy
pregnancy has
has engendered
engendered between
between her
(QS2).

family and
and the
the pregnant
pregnant girl's
girl's family
family resulting
resulting in
in the
the police
police (having)
(having) to
to come
come to
to sort
sort itit out
out
family
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(QS2). Finally,
Finally, she
she objects
objects to
to the
the effects
effects of
of the
the pregnancy
pregnancy on
on her
her brother's
brother's education
education
(QS2).
in her
her opinion,
opinion, the
the pregnant
pregnant girl's
girl's parents
parents must
must help
help her
her with
with the
the baby
baby so
so my
my bother
bother
in

and
and
can
can

finish school
school (QS2).
(QS2). Quarisha'
Quarisha' objections
objections are
are ironical
ironical for
for the
the following
following reasons:
reasons: her
her own
own
finish
(QSl),
there has
has always
always been
been family
family strife
strife in
in her
her
background, in
in her
her opinion,
opinion, is
is mixed
mixed (QS
background,
1), there
family related
related
family
boys because
because
boys

to issues
issues of
of religious
religious faith
faith and
and most
most important,
important, she
she admits
admits to
to not
not liking
liking
to
they don
don't
respect the
the girlfriends.
girlfriends. When
When the
the girl
girl falls
falls pregnant
pregnant they
they
they
'( respect

disappear (QS3).
(QS3). She
She is
is not
not aware
aware of
of the
the inconsistencies
inconsistencies of
of her
her opinions.
opinions. Two
Two sets
sets of
of
disappear
norms operate,
operate, one
one for
for her
her family
family and
and another
another for
for others.
others. In
In this
this instance,
instance, Quarisha
Quarisha seems
seems
norms
to be
be ignorant
ignorant of
of her
her complicity
complicity in
in upholding
upholding male
male prerogative
prerogative and
and female
female disadvantage.
disadvantage .
to
Teachers are
are privy
privy to
to information
information about
about boys'
boys' reactions
reactions to
to pregnancy
pregnancy and
and girls'
girls'
Teachers
challenges in
in dealing
dealing with
with pregnancy.
pregnancy. They
They are
are not
not aware
aware of
of the
the forces
forces that
that produce
produce and
and
challenges
sustain gender
gender differences.
differences.
sustain
Teachers are
are also
also implicated
implicated in
in sustaining
sustaining and
and producing
producing gender
gender differences.
differences. Girls
Girls
Teachers
are targeted
targeted for
for surveillance.
surveillance. Female
Female teachers,
teachers, who
who convey
convey the
the norms
norms that
that shape
shape female
female
are
conduct, monitor
monitor their
their movements.
movements. "Good"
"Good" females,
females, they
they imply,
imply, do
do not
not consort
consort with
with boys
boys
conduct,
58
and should
should behave
behave like
.
like nuns
nuns (RS3),
(RS3), in
in other
other words,
words, they
they do
do not
not associate
associate with
with males
males58
.
and
Boys on
on the
the other
other hand
hand are
are
Boys
teachers transmit
transmit to
to female
female
teachers

not constrained
constrained
not
students is
is that
that
students

in similar
similar ways.
ways. Indirectly
Indirectly the
the message
message
in
of maintaining
maintaining purity
purity and
and
the burdens
burdens of
the

upholding aa moral
moral order
order lie
lie in
in girls'
girls' hands.
hands.
upholding
Messages at
at home
home and
and messages
messages at
at school
school intersect
intersect when
when itit comes
comes to
to gender
gender
Messages
norms, especially
especially discernible
discernible in
in bolstering
bolstering patriarchy.
patriarchy. Patriarchy
Patriarchy refers
refers to
to the
the dominance
dominance
norms,
of men
men over
over women.
women. From
From this
this perspective,
perspective, the
the authority
authority of
of the
the family
family is
is vested
vested in
in the
the
of
male as
as husband,
husband, as
as father,
father, and
and as
as head
head of
of the
the household.
household. Patriarchy
Patriarchy is
is constituted,
constituted, on
on the
the
male
one hand,
hand, as
as aa responsibility
responsibility and
and
one
thereby benefiting
benefiting females.
females. On
On
thereby

duty of
of males
males to
to
duty
the other
other hand,
hand,
the

exempts them
them from
from household
household chores
chores
exempts
provide fmancially
financially for
for their
their families,
families,
provide

care, maintain,
maintain, and
and protect
protect the
the family
family
care,
it benefits
benefits males
males as
as their
their authority
authority
it

and child-minding
child-minding duties
duties even
even when
when they
they do
do not
not
and
enjoying freedom
freedom of
of movement,
movement, expression
expression and
and
enjoying

indulgences of
of various
various kinds
kinds not
not available
available to
to females.
females.
indulgences
To understand
understand the
the above,
above, Leela's
Leela's story
story is
is instructive:
instructive: Her
Her father
father was
was fifteen-yearsfifteen-yearsTo
old when
when she
she was
was born
born and
and presently,
presently, he
he is
is aa twenty-eight-year-old
twenty-eight-year-old parent
parent to
to four,
four, with
with aa
old
58
58

The issue of same-sex relationships was not raised by teachers or students.
The issue of same-sex relationships was not raised by teachers or students.
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fifth child
child due.
due. He
He typifies young,
young, poorly
poorly educated,
educated, unemployed,
unemployed, and impoverished
impoverished males
fifth
(LS1/2).
As aa teeltlag,er
teenager, Leela's
Leela's father
father expressed his masculinity
masculinity through
through virility.
virility. His
His
(LS
112). As
early sexual
sexual exploits
exploits inducted
inducted him
him into
into parenting
parenting and
and spousal
spousal roles
roles without
without the
the financial
financial
early
means to
to provide for aa family.
family. As
As an
an unemployed
unemployed male
male with
with aa family, he
he PVYW'PC'CP"
expresses his
means
frustrations
frustrations
obligations.
obligations.

by being
being abusive
abusive and
and aggressive at
at home
home
by
It is
is left to
to Leela
Leela to
to assist
assist her mother
mother with
with
It

and disregarding
disregarding his
his
and
household chores
chores and
and
household

marital
marital
care of
of
care

children while
while he abdicates
abdicates family
family responsibility
responsibility by
by taking refuge III
in male prerogatives of
children
engaging in
in intemperate
intemperate activities
activities like
like drinking
drinking and
and lazing
lazing around
around (LS2).
(LS2). He fails to
to
notice the
the toll
toll of
of labour
labour on
on his
his thirteen-year-old
thirteen-year-old daughter
daughter (LS3)
(LS3) or
or that
that she has
has to
to stay
stay
notice
away from
from school
school to
to help
help her mother (LS4).
(LS4).
away
In this case,
case, family responsibility
responsibility is
is primarily
primarily aa female
female burden
burden despite the
the
In
negative effects on
on the
the health
health of
of Leela
Leela and
and her
her mother.
mother. Family
Family planning
planning IS
is also
also
constituted as
as aa female
female responsibility.
responsibility. From
From the
the remarks
remarks of
of her
her mother-in-law
mother-in-law and
and the
the
constituted
arguments with
with her
her husband,
husband, it
it is
is apparent
apparent that
that Leela's mother
mother has
has to
to bear
bear the
the blame
blame of
of
procreation whilst
whilst the
the culpability
culpability of
of the
the male
male progenitor
progenitor is
is ignored
ignored (LS2).
(LS2). One
One can
can infer
procreation

U-lE,YU''''U''''

that as
as aa young
young male,
male, Leela's father
father is
is conscious
conscious of
of the
the entitlements,
entitlements, liberties,
liberties,
that
exemptions, and
and umnU111tH~s
immunities intrinsic to
to patriarchy.
patriarchy.
Students are
are educated
educated about
about aa world
world articulated
articulated by
by gender differentiation.
Students
Practices at
at home,
home, particularly
particularly through
through observing
observing enactruents
enactments of
of "mother"
"mother" and
and "father",
"father",
Practices
are acquired
acquired and
and expected
expected to
to be
be replicated
replicated in the
the future. An
An example
example is
is the
the issue
issue of
of
are
marriage in
in aa patriarchal
patriarchal society.
society. When
When aa man
man and
and aa woman
woman of
of different faiths marry,
marry, the
the
wife is
is expected
expected to
to share
share her
her husband's
husband's identity
identity by
by assUIning
assuming his
his name,
name, religion
religion and
and by
by
wife
moving into
into his
his domicile.
domicile. After
After Mohamed's
Mohamed's father
father leaves
leaves his
his lover
lover and
and returns
returns to
to family
family
moving
life, his
his mother
mother adopts
adopts her
her husband's
husband's religion as
as an
an act
act of peace and
and reconciliation
reconciliation (MS3).
(MS3).
life,
In doing
doing so,
so, she provides
provides her
her husband
husband with
with an
an excuse
excuse for
for his
his behaviour
behaviour and
and assUInes
assumes the
the
In
role of the guilty
guilty party - the husband
husband strayed because of
of aa failing
failing on
on her part. The
The 1t'\1"n''''Ta.
private
of religious
religious conversion
conversion is
is simultaneously
simultaneously aa public
public confession
confession of
of her
her failings
failings as
as wife
wife
act of
act
and mother
mother for
for not
not complying
complying with
with socially
socially entrenched
entrenched mores.
mores. The
The return
return to
to family
family life
life of
of
and
the reformed
reformed alcoholic
alcoholic and
and philanderer
philanderer (Mohamed's
(Mohamed's father)
father) vindicates
vindicates patriarchal belief
belief
the
of the
the benefits
benefits of
of female
female acquiescence
acquiescence (the
(the mothers'
mothers ' religious
religious conversion)
conversion) to
to male
male
of
supremacy.
supremacy.
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The case
case of
of Curtis'
Curtis' family
family exposes
exposes how
how they
they suffer
suffer the
the indignities
indignities of
of aa father
father
The
and husband
husband who
who prefers
prefers the
the company
company of
of friends,
friends, carousing,
carousing, disturbing
disturbing the
the
and
neighbourhood and,
and, occasionally,
occasionally, shattering
shattering window-panes
window-panes (CS2).
(CS2). Though
Though opting
opting to
to
neighbourhood
leave the
the offending
offending spouse
spouse to
to care
care for
for her
her children
children in
in an
an impoverished
impoverished environment,
environment,
leave
Curtis' mother
mother does
does not
not escape
escape her
her pastoral
pastoral duty
duty to
to her
her husband.
husband. Unemployed
Unemployed and
and bereft
bereft
Curtis'
of marital
marital support,
support, she
she provides
provides refuge
refuge to
to the
the fatally
fatally ill
ill
of
dutiful wife
wife until
until he
he succumbs
succumbs to
to illness
illness (CS2).
(CS2). Wifely
Wifely
dutiful
constructions of
of the
the
constructions
patriarchy because
because itit
patriarchy

traditional role
role
traditional
depends on
on the
the
depends

Names are
are about
about
Names
example, gender,
gender, ethnicity,
ethnicity,
example,

of married
married
of
complicity
complicity

husband and
and nurses
nurses him
him like
like aa
husband
duty, aa notion
notion emanating
emanating from
from
duty,

females, is
is an
an insidious
insidious aspect
aspect of
of
females,
of women
women in
in their
their own
own oppression.
oppression.
of

identification of
of person
person and
and identity
identity giving
giving clues
clues to,
to, for
for
identification
religious affiliation.
affiliation. In
In this
this particular
particular instance,
instance, Quarisha's
Quarisha's
religious

parents are
are caught
caught up
up in
in the
the tussle
tussle over
over which
which religion
religion is
is symbolised
symbolised by
by the
the names
names given
given
parents
to their
their children.
children. In
In patriarchal
patriarchal formations,
formations, as
as is
is the
the case
case of
of Quarisha,
Quarisha, the
the children
children follow
follow
to
the father's
father 's name
name and
and are
are therefore,
therefore, universally
universally recognised
recognised as
as "Muslim
"Muslim children",
children",
the
clouding the
the fuzzy
fuzzy tensions
tensions that
that trouble
trouble Quarisha.
Quarisha.
clouding
The examples
examples discussed
discussed above
above illustrate
illustrate the
the ways
ways and
and means
means of
of acquiring
acquiring
The
notions of
of gender
gender roles
roles and
and functions.
functions. Curtis,
Curtis, Mohamed,
Mohamed, and
and his
his brother
brother are
are presumably
presumably
notions
being inducted
inducted into
into historical
historical patterns
patterns of
of male
male prerogative.
prerogative. Quarisha
Quarisha and
and Leela
Leela observe
observe
being
womanhood as
as "subalterns",
"subalterns", glimpsing
glimpsing their
their futures
futures as
as adult
adult females.
females. Teachers
Teachers
womanhood
culpability is
is expressed
expressed in
in their
their control
control of
of girls'
girls' moral
moral conduct,
conduct, perhaps
perhaps because
because girls
girls are
are
culpability
easier to
to rein
rein in
in (an
(an effect
effect of
of patriarchy).
patriarchy). Or
Or perhaps
perhaps not,
not, but
but rather
rather because
because teachers
teachers are
are
easier
also products
products of
of patriarchal
patriarchal households,
households, patronising
patronising an
an order
order that
that has
has been
been relayed
relayed
also
through the
the ages,
ages, that
that is
is so
so deeply
deeply embedded
embedded and
and submerged
submerged into
into the
the psyche,
psyche, that
that it
it is
is
through
almost difficult
difficult to
to recognise
recognise it
it as
as "man-made"
"man-made" fiction.
fiction .
almost

Racialised subjects
subjects
Racialised
Students identify
identify themselves
themselves as
as racialised
racialised subjects.
subjects. Their
Their stories
stories reveal
reveal how
how they
they
Students
understand and
and frame
frame race,
race, influenced
influenced by
by skin
skin colour,
colour, parentage,
parentage, religio~
religion, hair,
hair, and
and space.
space.
understand

My granny
granny is
is Indian
Indian but
but we
we look
look like
like Coloureds
Coloureds (CSt).
(CSt). Curtis
Curtis comes
comes
My
"mixed" parentage
parentage but
but he
he considers
considers himself
himself to
to be
be aa Coloured
Coloured person
person because
because he
he
"mixed"
qc:>

from
from
looks
looks
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like a Coloured person (CS 1). Coloured as a race group is peculiar to South Africa, being
like

of four
four recognised
recognised political
political markers of
of identity
identity during
during apartheid
apartheid and
and continuing
continuing its
its
one of
one
existence in the post-apartheid
post-apartheid era.
era. One
One of
of the main
main indicators
indicators of
of race
race during
during apartheid
apartheid
was hair texture,
texture, which
which Curtis
Curtis deduces
deduces makes
makes him
him aa Coloured:
Coloured: we
we are
are Coloured
Coloureds.. because
because
was
(CS 1).
1). The
The other
other reason
reason he
he mentions
mentions is
is his
his old
old residential
residential address,
we have
have twisted
twisted hair
hair (CS
we
Coloured people m
in
Newlands East, a township created by apartheid masters for Coloured

KwaZulu-Natal.
K
waZulu-NataL
Curtis understands
understands race
race as
as being
being linked
linked to
to hair texture
texture and
and place
place of
of residence.
residence.
Since moving
moving to
to Nirvana,
Nirvana, where aa diverse population
population resides, he
he has discovered
discovered that
that it
it is
is
Since
his hair
hair that
that is
is primarily
primarily used
used to
to as
as an
an indicator
indicator of
of race.
race.
his
q
My granny
granny says
says we
we are
are half-breed
half-breed converts
converts (LS5).
(LS5). Leela's mother
mother is
is of Hindu
Hindu
c:>
My
stock, whilst
whilst her
her father
father is
is aa Christian.
Christian. Due
Due to
to differences
differences in religious
religious beliefs,
her paternal
paternal
beliefs, her
grandmother labels
labels her
her grandchildren
grandchildren half-breed
half-breed converts,
converts, aa reference to
parents'
grandmother
to the parents'
of Leela's
Leela's mother
mother and
and her
her children
to
inter-faith marriage
marriage and
and the
the subsequent
subsequent conversion
conversion of
inter-faith
children to
Christianity. In this
this instance, religion is
is conflated
conflated with
with race,
race, and
and the
the marriage between
between
Christianity.
adherents of different
different faiths
faiths is
regarded as
as producing
producing half-breeds,
half-breeds, meaning
meaning the
the children
children
adherents
is regarded
are impure,
impure, not
not only
only genetically,
genetically, but
but spiritually
spiritually as
as wen
well because
because they
this
are
they are
are converts.
converts. In
In this
instance, the
the religious
religious orientations of
of parents determine
determine their
their children's
children's pedigree.
pedigree. Parents
Parents
instance,
of the same
same faith
faith produce "pure" specimens whilst
whilst parents
parents following
following diverse
diverse beliefs
beliefs
of
half-breed converts.
produce
produce half-breed
converts.
q
c:>

My father
is a
a Coloured
Coloured and
and my
my mother
mother is a
a Muslim.
Muslim. But
But we
are Christians
My
father is
we are
Christians

(VSl). Similar
Similar to
to Leela's example,
example, Yolanda's
Yolanda's parents
parents come
and
(VSl).
come from
from different
different religious and

racial
In both
both cases,
cases, religion
religion is
is strongly
strongly associated
with race.
race. Coloured
Coloured
racial backgrounds.
backgrounds. In
associated with
persons
follow Hinduism,
npr''''u"" are predominantly Christians whilst Indian persons could foHow
Islam, or
or Christianity
Christianity (dominant
Islam,
(dominant faiths
faiths -assume
their husbands
husbands religious
assume their
religious identities
identities

there
others). In
there are
are others).
In both
both cases,
cases, the
the mothers
mothers

by converting
converting to
because aa wife's
wife 's
to Christianity because
by
conversion
husband's faith
promoted in
conversion to
to her
her husband's
faith is
is promoted
in patriarchal
patriarchal societies.
societies. A male's
male's faith
faith
supersedes
...."" ..,,,,,,,rj,,,,, a female's faith.
q
c:>

II went
went to
to an
children are
an Indian
Indian school
school (WS2).
(WS2). Indian
Indian children
are nice
nice (DS5).
(DS5). Daniel and
and

Welcome
race when
is an
Welcome refer
refer to
to race
when describing
describing school
school choice
choice.. Amethyst
Amethyst is
an Indian
Indian school
school
(DS5,
Identifying schools
racialised entities is aa consequence
consequence of
(085, WS2).
W82). Identifying
schools as
as racialised
of apartheid
apartheid
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VIsrllDtl,l1£'

structuring of
of society,
society, as
as schools
schools were
were situated
situated in areas
areas specific to
to each race
race group, with
with
White schools
schools generously
generously funded
funded and
and Black
Black schools
schools severely
severely under-funded.
under-funded. The
The funding
funding
White
of Indian
Indian schools
schools fell
fell between
between these
these extremes.
extremes. In
In view of
of South
South Africa's history,
history,
of
Amethyst represents better
better quality
quality of
of education
education than
than Black
Black township
township schools
schools for
for Daniel.
Daniel.
Amethyst

Some members
members of
of my
my father's
father's family
family are
are Whites
Whites (ZS2).
(ZS2). Once
Once again
again aa student
student
Some
refers to
to her
her mixed
mixed parentage.
parentage. In this
this case,
case, it
it is
is an
an issue
issue of
of colour.
colour. Zinhle's father is
is the
refers
9Q

offspring of
of aa White/Black
White/Black relationship.
relationship. Her
Her father
father chose
chose to
to marry aa Black
Black woman
woman and
and it
it
offspring
appears that
that because
because they
they are
are not
not racially
racially "pure",
"pure", the
the White
White members
members of
of the
the family
family do
do not
not
appears
(ZS2). It
It appears
appears that
that marriage
marriage across
across colour
colour lines
lines are
are still
still
want any
any contact
contact with
with us
us (ZS2).
want
rejected by
by some
some persons in post-apartheid
post-apartheid South
South Africa
rejected

They are
are half
half Coloured,
Coloured.Jtalf.Hindu
and half
half White.
White. But
But she
she is
is dark
dark (QS2).
(QS2). In
In
They
half Hindu and
this example
example Quarisha
Quarisha conflates
conflates religion
religion with
with race.
race. She IS
is referring to
to the
the parentage
parentage of
of
this
brother's pregnant girlfriend.
girlfriend. Each "half'
"half' refers to
to the
the composition
composition of
of the
the girl's
girl's family
family
brother's
9Q

background, which
which does not
not meet
meet Qarisha's
Qarisha's approval
approval because
because she
she is
is so
so dark
dark (QS2).
(QS2). It
It
background,
appears the
the girlfriend
girlfriend might
might have
have been
been acceptable
acceptable had
had she been
been fair.
fair. It
It seems
seems that
that colour
colour
appears
is more
more important
important than
than pedigree.
pedigree. The
The dismissal
dismissal of
of pedigree
pedigree is
is understandable in view
view of
of
is
the fact that
that Quarisha
Quarisha also
also comes
comes from
from aa mixed
mixed background
background (QSl),
(QS 1), but
but her
her redeeming
redeeming
the
feature is
is her
her fair
fair skin
skin Once
Once again,
again, the
the "mixture
"mixture of
of races"
races" has
has to
to do
do with
with mixtures
mixtures of
of
feature
religion rather
rather than
than race.
race.
religion

Critical commentary:
commentary: raeiaJised
racialised subjects
subjects
Critical
During apartheid,
apartheid, only
only four
four race
race groups
groups existed:
existed: Black,
Black, Coloured,
Coloured,
During
White. All shades of
of skin tone
tone were
were contracted
contracted to
to match
match one
one of
of these
these four
four
White.

Indian and
and
Indian
exclusively
exclusively

without considering
considering plural
plural articulations
articulations tne:re<>t
thereof.
without
Amethyst students'
students' make
make reICerel!lCe
reference to
to religious
religious faith
faith in
in combination
combination with
with three
three
Amethyst
constructions of
of race
race linked
linked to
to apartheid
apartheid viz.
viz. White,
White, Coloured
Coloured and
and Indian,
Indian, adding
adding aa layer
layer
constructions
of complexity
complexity to
to the
the notion
notion of
of race.
race. Based
Based on
on smaellts
students' ct
stories,
a number of assertions
of
..... ,,..."",, a number of <>"'''''PrtH'U''I
of race
race can
can be
be made:
made: race
race has
has to
to do
do with
with colour;
colour; race
race and
about students'
students' understandings
understandings of
about
religion are
are intricately
intricately intertwined;
intertwined; physical
physical characteristics
characteristics are
are indicators
indicators of
of race;
race;
one's race;
race; and
and race
race can
can be
be
residential
area is an indicator of race; parents determine one's
'-.:>".. vu .... "" area is an indicator of race; .... "'.·"'.... 't'" ri,,,,.."'.......
either pure
pure or
or mixed.
mixed.
either
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The links
links between
between race
race and
and skin
skin colour
colour are
are well
well known,
known, ....particularly
in the
the context
context
The
",,..,.,,. ,,,
in
of South
South Africa's
Africa's apartheid
apartheid history.
history. Quarisha connects
connects skin colour
colour to
to genetic inheritance
of
and religion
religion to
to race.
race. A
A mixture
mixture of
of half
half Coloured,
Coloured, half
halfHindu
and half
half White
White has
has resulted
resulted
and
Hindu and
of thinking,
thinking, aa dark skin is unattractive
unattractive and
and undesirable.
in aa dark
dark skin
skin (QS2).
(QS2). To her
her way
way of
unolesllraOl
in
Moreover, it
it threatens
threatens
Moreover,
home. Her
Her mother,
mother, aa
home.

and complicates
complicates the
the issues
issues that
that are
are the
the frontlines
frontlines of
of battle
battle at
at
and
Hindu adherent,
adherent, has
has resisted
resisted changing her
her faith
faith to
to that
that of
of
Hindu

her
her
her
her

husband, aa Muslim.
Muslim. Since
Since the arrival of
of children,
children, conflict
conflict has emerged as
as each
each parent has
husband,
tried to
to impose
impose their religious
religious identity on
on the
the children.
children. The
The father
father is
is the
the winner
winner of
of the
the
tried
battle to
to impose
impose his
his will
will and
and faith
faith on
on his
his family,
family, due
due mainly
mainly to
to patriarchal
patriarchal support.
support. The
The
battle
combination of race
race and
and religion
religion is
is aa nodal
nodal point
point that
that
combination
race. Fair
Fair skin,
skin, the
the favoured skin colour, UVJlllJJ"Uo;;.;:o,
dominates,
race.
qualities and
and the
the 1"<>1"1"",
father's
religious
.. '", religious
qualities
ascendancy over
over the
the mother's
mother's faith.
faith.
ascendancy

exposes the
the power
power dimension
dimension of
of
exposes
as it
it is
is associated with
with positive
positive
as

orientation, gaining
gaining strength
strength from
from patriarchy,
patriarchy, has
has
orientation,
Given the
the family's
family's history
history of
of religious
religious intolerance,
intolerance,
Given

Quarisha's fears about
about the
the potential
potential for
for increased levels of family
family strife
strife as
as an
an outcome
outcome of
Quarisha's
her brother's
brother 's relationship
relationship with
with aa girl
girl from
from aa mixed-up
mixed-up family
family (QS2),
(QS2), are
are not
not t"'1"._Tpt"h~'rl
far-fetched.
her
Furthermore, the
the expected
expected baby
baby represents aa hybrid
hybrid of
of two
two mixed
mixed families,
families , in
in other
other
Furthermore,
words, aa "mixed,
"mixed, mixed-up" baby.
baby. This
This example
example demonstrates that
that apartheid
apartheid categories
categories
words,
of race
race are
are being
being challenged
challenged and
and neutralised
neutralised by
by aa proliferation
proliferation of
of hybrids.
hybrids.
of
The notion
notion of
of racial
racial purity
purity originating
originating from
from beliefs
about race as biologically
V"'~J''''L''' about race as biologically
The
determined and
and genetically
genetically traJnstlern:x1
transferred, binges
hinges on
on m(]lno·-ra'~lru
mono-racial relationships
relationships to
to preserve
preserve
determined
the distinctive
distinctive features
features associated
associated with
with aa race
race group,
group, for
for example,
example, language
language and
and religion.
the
half-breeds and
and mixed-up
mixed-up children
children as
as revealed
revealed by
by Leela
Leela
Procreation across
across races
races produces
produces half-breeds
Procreation
and Quarisha's
Quarisha's experiences. Their
Their genes, viewed
viewed as
as tainted
tainted by
by "mixed
"mixed marriages",
marriages", make
make
and
them vulnerable to
to ostracisation
ostracisation and
and ridicule
ridicule by,
by, for
for example,
example, members of
of the
the patriarchal
patriarchal
them
family as
as experienced
experienced by
by Leela
Leela (LS5)
(LS5) presumably
presumably because
because the
the father's
father 's blood
blood is
is seen
seen as
as
family
superior to
to the
the mother's
mother's blood.
blood.
superior
of apartheid
apartheid race
race ideology
ideology is
is emphasised
emphasised m
in Curtis'
Curtis' story.
story. He
The success
success of
The
Coloured by
by virtue
virtue of
of physical
physical characteristics, namely, twisted
twisted hair
hair
constitutes himself
himself as
as Coloured
constitutes
(CS 1),
I), reinforced
reinforced by
by residing,
residing, in his
his younger
younger days,
days, in
in aa suburb
suburb allocated
allocated for
for Coloured
Coloured
(CS
persons during
during the
the period
period of
of racial
racial segregation.
segregation. Teased
Teased by
by his peers,
peers, he
he fmds
fmds comfort
comfort in
in
persons
the explanation
explanation given
given by
by his
his mother
mother that
that God
God gave him
him .his
his hair
hair (CS1).
(CSI). The
The notion
notion of
of
the
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divine authority
authority is
is not
not aa new
new argument,
argument, as
as apartheid
apartheid masters
masters deployed
deployed passages
from the
IJru);:)a;~~;:) from the
of segregation.
segregation. For believers
believers of
of aa divine
divine being, like
like Curtis,
Curtis, the
the
Bible to
to justify
justify the
the policy
policy of
of god is
is impenetrable
impenetrable and
and race
race categories are
are immutable,
immutable, divine
divine ordinations.
ordinations.
power of

nr""PT

Students are
are subjected
subjected to
to racialised
racialised identities
identities and
and are
are knowledgeable
knowledgeable about
about race
race
Students
as markers
markers of
of identity,
identity, rather
rather than
than as
as aa social
social construction.
construction. Some
Some students
students acquiesce to
to
as
imposed racial
racial identities, some
some experience
experience race
race in
in nnanced
nuanced and
and complicated
complicated ways
ways and
and
imposed
others do
do not
not
others
understandings
understandings

consider
consider
could be
be
could

it an
an important
important dimension
dimension of
of their
their identities.
identities.
it
regarded as
as expressions
expressions of
of and
and against
against apartheid
apartheid
regarded

Students'
Students'
ideology.
ideology.

They are
are not
not aware
aware of
Teachers, by
by contrast, are
are still
still bound
bound to
to essentialist notions
notions of race. They
the subtleties
subtleties of
of difference
difference undermining
undermining notions
notions of racial
racial homogeneity,
homogeneity, which
which explains
explains
the
why they
they link
link students'
students' activities,
activities, attitudes,
attitudes, and
and behaviour
behaviour to
to race.
race.
why

Cultured subjects
subjects
Cultured
Culture in
in this section refers
refers to
to the
the influence
influence of
of belief systems
systems shaping
shaping "'~""'."
students'
Culture
..
of religion
religion in their
their lives.
lives.
social and
and moral
moral conduct,
conduct, particularly
particularly the
the primacy
primacy of
social
Uh'

q
We love
love our
our religion
religion (MS4).
(MS4). Religion
Religion appears
appears to
to be
be one
one of
of the most
most important
important
c:>
We
cultural expressions
expressions of
ofstudents'
students' lives.
lives. A
A number
number of
of students'
students' parents
parents come
come from different
cultural

religious backgrounds
backgrounds (see
(see Fig. 22)
22) and
and the
the central
central role
role of
of religion
religion is
is most
most conspicuous
conspicuous in
in
religious
these families. Mohamed
Mohamed expresses deep
deep affection
affection for his
his avowed
avowed religion
religion because
because itit
(MS4). His
His father's
father's diversions,
diversions, gambling, alcoholism,
alcoholism,
made my
my father
father aa better
better person
person (MS4).
made
and adultery,
adultery, leave the
the family
family destitute
destitute and
and dependent
dependent on
on maternal
maternal welfare
welfare and
and generosity
generosity
and
(MS2/3). Not
Not only
only is
is the mother left to
to fend
fend for
for the
the family's
family's survival
survival but
but her
her children
children
(MS2/3).
witness her
her humiliation,
humiliation, emotional
emotional and
and economic
economic hardships,
hardships, as
as well
well her
her abiding
abiding affection
witness
for an
an errant
errant husband
husband and
and father
father (MS2/3).
(MS2/3). The
The father's rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
and resumption
resumption of
of aa
peaceful family
family life comes
comes through
through the
the intervention
intervention of
of an
an Imam,
Imam, aa Muslim
Muslim cleric, and the
peaceful
mother's conversion
conversion to
to Islam.
Islam. Mohamed,
Mohamed, however,
however, faces aa dilemma
dilemma regarding
regarding the
the
mother's
religious faith
faith and
and his
his penchant
penchant for
for pleasure seeking. In his
his opinion, itit is
is
strictures of religious
strictures
easier to
to be
be aa Christian.
Christian. Even
Even being
being aa Tamil
Tamil is
is easier
easier (MS4),
(MS4), as
as Islam
Islam requires
requires going to
to
easier
mosque five times each
each day, fasting
fasting for aa month,
month, and
and refraining
refraining from
from gambling
gambling (MS5).
(MS5).
mosque
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ced Hinduism, "Othered" as
r has
s mothe
r, Leela'
med's mothe
Like Moha
Mohamed's
mother,
Leela's
mother
hasrenoun
renounced Hinduism, "Othered" as
(LS5). Religious differences are
d faith
nd's avowe
ced her
the
theDevil,
Devil,and
andhas
hasembra
embraced
herhusba
husband's
avowed
faith (LS5). Religious
are
to
ding
Accor
s.
familie
these
in
ed
tolerat
not
not tolerated in these families. According to
ships59
th relaUon
g the lamp, a practice of
Rg. 22.
22.Children
Childrenof
ofInter-fai
Inter-faith
relationshlps59
Leela,
Leela, not
not lightin
lighting the lamp, a practice of
d - - f.1.Muslim
Mohame
Muslim && m.
m.Tami!
Tami!(Hindu)
(Hindu)
Mohamed
n && m.
f.f.Christia
Curtis
thing because now our luck
ism, isisaagood
m.Indian
Indian
Curtis
Christian
Hindu
Hinduism,
good thing because now our luck
n && m.
f.f. Christia
Leela
leels
Christian
m.Hindu
Hindu
n && m.
f.f. Christia
Volanda
demonstrating the belief that
e (LS5),
Christian
m.Muslim
Muslim
will
willchang
change
(LS5), aenlorum
the belief that
&& m.
f.1. Muslim
Quarisha
Muslim
m.Hindu
Hindu .
al
Tradition
m.
&
n
Christia
f.1. Christian & m. Traditional
Zinhle
us practice can bring about
religio
Zinhle
"right"
the
the
"right"
religious
practice can bring about
faith
African
African faith
the "wrong" one can lead to
rity whilst
prospe
prosperity
whilst the "wrong" one can lead to
father.
d by
n isis the
y. The
povert
poverty.
The "right"
"right" religio
religion
the faith
faith pursue
pursued
by the
the father.
husba nd's faith and the consequence
ha's mothe
Quaris
Quarisha's
motherr resists conversion to
to her husband's faith and the cOIlseql
the mother would prefer them to
n are
is
is daily
daily conflic
conflictt in
in at
at home.
home. The
The childre
children
are aware
aware that
that
mother would prefer them to
t both husband and his family,
follow
follow her
her faith but
but she
she does
does not
not have
have the
the agency
agency to
to comba
combat both husband and his family,
husband. Paternal
1) support base for the
ful (QS
e aa very
which
(QSl)
the husband. Paternal
which provid
provide
very power
powerful
g that grandchildren follow their
cant role
grandmothers appear
appear to
to play
play aa signifi
significant
role in
in ensurin
ensuring that
follow
the family has amicably included
's case,
In Zinhle
QS1). In
RS1, QSl).
g (LS5,
son's biddin
bidding
(LS5, RSl,
Zinhle's
case, the family has amicably included
Christianity.
of Christianity.
the practic
in the
faith in
African faith
traditional African
elements of traditional
elements
practicee of
uncultured, students demonstrate the
conceptions of being uncultured,
teachers' conceptions
to teachers'
Contrary to
students demonstrate the
Contrary
ibe to religious ways of
subscr
do
they
and they do subscribe
on their families , and
culture on
religious culture
influence of religious
to
ways of
influence
living.
living.

honest and well behaved (CS3).
be honest
must be
we must
says, we
pastor says,
the pastor
Christian, the
be aa Christian,
To be
To
and well behaved (CS3).
(MS4, CS3, LS5, YS5). At these
institutions (MS4,
at religious institutions
do attend services at
ts do
'-Studen
" ...'... ..,n'..,
LS5, YS5). At
casino ... is not allowed by our
the casino
to the
going to
restrictions, going
about restrictions,
learn about
students ' learn
services , students'
... is not allowed
our
and
ed
behav
well
and
t
hones
be
must
we
says we must be honest and well behaved and
pastor says
the pastor
values , the
moral values,
(MS5); moral
religion (MS5);
religion
we don 't worship statues (LS5);
bad, we
and bad,
good and
about good
(CS3); about
drugs (CS3);
take drugs
mustn 't take
we mustn'l
we
don't worship statues (LS5);
our parents (ZS4). Religion
like
Christians like our
beChristians
expectedtoto be
allexpected
are all
weare
Christ, we
in Christ,
believingin
believing
parents (ZS4). Religion
provides guidance and
It
world.
the world.
their views of the
influence their
appears toto shape and influence
apt>ears
It provides guidance and
that students do get exposure to
concludethat
can conclude
one can
Consequently, one
conformity. Consequently,
promotesconformity.
students do
promotes
exposure to
home.
moral valuesatathome.
moral
(ASl) . Akhona renders insights
me(ASl).
happentotome
thingshappen
Badthings
bad.Bad
bornbad.
wasn'tborn
Me,I Iwasn't
9c:> Me,
Akhona renders insights
roof over his head.
withou
veld,
the
in
time in the veld, without taaroof
long time
foraalong
lived for
Helived
lifestyle. He
his lifestyle.
about his
about
over his head.
c:>
c?

m.=mother
f.=fatherm.=mother
5959f.=father
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Through his
his example,
example, it
it appears
appears that
that it
it is
is not
not aa cultural
cultural
Through
experience problems
problems at
at school.
school. However,
However, living
living in
in the
the
experience

practice to
to live
live in
in the
the veld
veld or
or to
to
practice
veld was
was the
the option
option his
his mother
mother
veld

chose to
to exercise
exercise when
when she
she became
became pregnant
pregnant and
and was
was abandoned
abandoned by
by the
the male
male responsible
responsible
chose
of
for her
her pregnancy.
pregnancy. He
He points
points out
out that
that he
he is
is not
not an
an innately
innately bad
bad person;
person; he
he is
is aa victim
victim of
for
circumstances. Born
Born into
into poverty,
poverty, he
he feels
feels he
he cannot
cannot reveal
reveal to
to teachers
teachers the
the reasons
reasons he
he
circumstances.
does not
not possess
possess stationery,
stationery, do
do homework,
homework, or
or why
why his
his mother
mother does
does not
not come
come to
to school
school
does
when teachers
teachers summon
summon her
her (AS4).
(AS4). Akhona
Akhona is
is acutely
acutely aware
aware that
that it
it is
is not
not his
his genetic
genetic
when
make-up, but
but the
the social
social set-up
set-up that
that confounds
confounds his
his life
life and
and creates
creates challenges
challenges at
at school
school that
that
make-up,
are difficult
difficult to
to overcome.
overcome.
are
He hits
hits me
me if
if my
my eyes
eyes are
are red
red (ASS).
(ASS). Contrary
Contrary to
to teachers'
teachers' opinions
opinions that
that smoking
smoking
qc:>
He
is aa cultural
cultural practice
practice promoted
promoted by
by the
the community,
community, Akhona
Akhona reveals
reveals that
that family
family members
members
is
do discipline
discipline children.
children. In
In his
his case,
case, since
since
do
boys harass
harass him
him to
to smoke
smoke zoll
zoll (AS5).
(AS5).
boys

his living
living arrangements
arrangements have
have improved,
improved, older
older
his
His grandfather
grandfather links
links red
red eyes
eyes to
to smoking
smoking
His

marijuana and
and beats
beats him
him with
with aa leather
leather whip
whip when
when he
he sees
sees that
that Akhona's
Akhona's eyes
eyes are
are red.
red.
marijuana
Akhona'ss dilemma
dilemma is
is about
about how
how to
to satisfy
satisfy his
his bullying
bullying peers
peers and
and his
his grandfather
grandfather without
without
Akhona'
getting aa beating.
beating. Teachers
Teachers are
are unaware
unaware of
of the
the pressures
pressures he
he faces
faces from
from peers
peers to
to smoke
smoke
getting
and from
from his
his grandfather
grandfather to
to refrain
refrain from
from smoking.
smoking.
and

don't have
have to
to shave
shave my
my hair
hair like
like the
the Hindu
Hindu boys
boys (CS4).
(CS4). Funeral
Funeral rites
rites and
and rituals
rituals
II don't
are cultural
cultural practices.
practices. According
According to
to Curtis,
Curtis, Christian
Christian mourners
mourners do
do not
not mark
mark their
their bodies
bodies
are
qc:>

in any
any way
way to
to symbolise
symbolise that
that aa member
member of
of aa family
family has
has passed
passed away.
away. By
By contrast,
contrast, he
he is
is
in
aware that
that in
in some
some Hindu
Hindu families
families boys
boys are
are expected
expected to
to remove
remove the
the hair
hair on
on their
their heads.
heads.
aware
The removal
removal of
of hair
hair is
is aa kind
kind of
of advertisement
advertisement about
about aa death
death in
in the
the family,
family, which
which teachers
teachers
The
can read.
read. Curtis
Curtis is
is glad
glad there
there are
are no
no such
such giveaways
giveaways in
in Christianity,
Christianity, as
as he
he does
does not
not want
want
can
of his
his father's
father's passing,
passing, as
as teachers
teachers making
making aa home
home visit
visit would
would discover
discover
teachers to
to know
know of
teachers
of his
his home
home environment.
environment. Despite
Despite not
not making
making home
home visits,
visits,
the unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory conditions
conditions of
the
of students'
students ' deprived
deprived home
home conditions.
conditions.
teachers do
do have
have some
some ideas
ideas of
teachers
Critical commentary:
commentary: cu1tured
cultured subjects
subjects
Critical
Deviating from
from teachers'
teachers' conceptions
conceptions of
of students
students as
as
Deviating
of being,
being,
acculturated into
into unacceptable
unacceptable behaviours
behaviours and
and modes
modes of
acculturated

"uncultured" or
or
''uncultured''
students' stories
stories
students'
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lives. Religious faith, strongly
ated inin their
n isis deeply
strate that
demon
demonstrate
that religio
religion
deeply implic
implicated
their lives. Religious faith, strongly
tandings of "right" and "wrong".
ts' unders
ces studen
chy, influen
ted with
correla
correlated
withpatriar
patriarchy,
influences
students'
understandings of "right" and "wrong".
experiences beginning with childhood in a
le, shares
ed, for
Moham
Mohamed,
for examp
example,
shares experiences beginning with childhood in a
amity. He is aware that Islam does
iliation and
ge and
ed marria
troubl
troubled
marriage
and ending
endingwith
withreconc
reconciliation
and amity. He is aware that Islam does
gh Mohamed's account, insight is
ct. Throu
istic condu
s hedon
n his
not
not sanctio
sanction
his father'
father's
hedonistic
conduct.
Through Mohamed's account, insight is
of authority and dominance, and the
chal abuse
gained
gained into
into the
the effects
effects of
of patriar
patriarchal
abuse of authority and dominance, and the
's ejection from home exemplifies how a
us faith.
tory effects
regula
ofreligio
religious
faith. The
The family
family'S ejection from home exemplifies how a
regulatory
effects of
self-indulgent, irresponsible and hedonistic,
ge, can
r privile
male,
of gende
gender
privilege,
can be
be self-indulgent, irresponsible and hedonistic,
male, by
by virtue
virtue of
litation of the husband/father is not a
ue family
and
and then
then return
return and
and contin
continue
family life.
life. The
The rehabi
rehabilitation of the husband/father is not a
his family, but is, instead, a reaction to
s from
se or
flective remor
result
result of
of self-re
self-reflective
remorse
or appeal
appeals
from his family, but is, instead, a reaction to
us leader (MS3). This example illustrates
ity and
the
the Imam,
Imam, aa higher
higher "male
"male"" author
authority
and religio
religious leader (MS3). 'This example illustrates
ion: whilst Mohamed's father enjoys
chal operat
hical mode
the hierarc
of patriar
patriarchal
operation: whilst Moharned's father enjoys
hierarchical
mode of
subject to religious authority and morality.
ignty over
red sovere
unfette
unfettered
sovereignty
over family
family,, he
he is
is subject to religious authority and morality.
authority in the home but is dependent on
to male
is not
Mohamed's mothe
Mohamed's
motherr is
not only
only subjec
subjectt to
male authority in the home but is dependent on
her husband. But, the taboos of religion are
in her
rein in
to rein
clergyman to
male clergyman
of aa male
authority of
the authority
husband. But, the taboos of religion are
from his father's example. Though
knows from
Mohamed knows
as Mohamed
perfectly as
followed perfectly
not followed
not
his father's example. Though
aware that his father contravenes Islamic
is aware
Mohamed is
life, Moharned
family life,
to family
rehabilitated to
rehabilitated
that his father contravenes Islamic
has himself acquired. Thus religion may set
he has
habit he
casinos, aa habit
in casinos,
gambling in
by gambling
teachings by
teachings
himself acquired. Thus religion may set
tee that adherents will subscribe fully.
guaran
no
is
but is no guarantee
conduct, but
of conduct,
parameters of
the parameters
down the
that adherents will subscribe fully.
down
is tom between his love for Islam
He
sity.
religio
ofreligiosity.
dilemmas of
the dilemmas
exemplifies the
Mohamed exemplifies
He is tom between his love for Islam
Mohamed
difficult.
are difficult.
tenetsare
its tenets
to its
adhering to
that adhering
knowingthat
andknowing
and
practices are not unproblematic. Students'
religious practices
culture, religious
ofculture,
expressions of
As expressions
are not unproblematic. Students'
As
adherents of different religions
when
e
emerg
ntials
differe
power differentials
that power
indicate that
stories indicate
stories
emerge when adherents of different religions
by the head of the family is deemed
followedby
religionfollowed
thereligion
previously,the
discussedpreviously,
Asdiscussed
marry.As
marry.
the head of the family is deemed
adopt the father's faith (LS5,
childre
the
result, the childrenn adopt
As aa result,
faith. As
spouse's faith.
his spouse's
superior toto his
the father's faith (LS5,
superior
with a damning of the
panied
accom
is
faith
father'sfaith is accompanied with
thefather's
ofthe
acceptance of
However,acceptance
MS3).However,
a damning of the
MS3).
says he is a
father
My
...
that.
like
things
andthings
statuesand
worshipstatues
don'tworship
wedon't
faith:we
mother'sfaith:
like that. ... My father says he is a
mother's
Devil (LS5), demonstrating that the espoused
theDevil
from the
motherfrom
mymother
savedmy
saviour- - hehesaved
saviour
(LS5), demonstrating that the espoused
another.
vilifyinganother.
onvilifying
dependson
religiondepends
onereligion
ofone
superiorityof
superiority
unfortunate and unacceptable rather than
bushveld isis unfortunate
the bushveld
life inin the
Akhona's life
Akhona's
and unacceptable rather than
reveals his struggles to
bush,
the
in
squat
to
circumstancesto squat in the bush, hehereveals
Forcedbybycircumstances
"uncultured".Forced
his struggles to
"uncultured".
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he and his mother feel about their
. The irony of the shame
ied facade
in aadignif
mainta
shame he and his mother
about their
maintain
~E,',LU,''''''''
f~ade. The irony of
d to
referre
skies
the
under
nights
pursue
s
-class person
ement, isisthat
living
an!~en[leIlLt,
thatmiddle
middle-class
persons
pursue nights under the skies referred to
livingarrang
outdoor adventure, is regarded as a
ticised asas an
ing out,
ing" . Camp
as
as "camp
"camping".
Camping
out, roman
romanticised
an outdoor adventure, is
as a
The
veld.
the
in
superior cultural expression in contrast to persons actually living

superior cultural
in contrast to persons actually living in the veld. The
negatively perceived "squatting" is
ing" over
ved "camp
ely percei
ony of positiv
hegem
hegemony
positively
perceived
"camping"
over negatively perceived
IS
rt,
comfo
as
such
living
n
moder
of
s
nience
conve
panied with
r isis accom
that
that the
the forme
fonner
accompanied
with the
the conveniences of modem living such as comfort,
exposes the stark reality of outdoor
ration, whilst
shelter, lighting, and refrige
refrigeration,
whilst the latter
the
of outdoor
ants.
by
bitten
being
ng over the body, and
living: sleeping in tall
tall grass,
grass, snakes
snakes crawli
crawling
over
body, and being bitten by ants.
er one is cultured or not, depends on who is
de then, that
One
One can
can conclu
conclude
that wheth
whether
one is cultured or not, depends on who is
power differential favours teachers'
Since
.
culture
n of
in
in aa positio
position
of power
power to
to define
define culture. Since the power differential nnl,"'......, t(~acheJrs
ed to be uncultured. Close inspection, however,
ts are
tions of culture, studen
concep
conceptions
students
are assum
assumed
to be uncultured. Close inspection, however,
ex, regulated, and morally bound.
living are
es of
ts' practic
reveal
revealss that
that studen
students'
practices
ofliving
are compl
complex, regulated, and morally bound.

subje cts
Class ed subjects
Classed
students, which distinguishes them as a
amongst students,
similarities amongst
the similarities
to the
Class refers to
Class
which distinguishes them as a
t
canno be clumped together as a type
how students cannot
shows how
data shows
The data
group , from teachers. The
group,
be clumped together as a type
of students informing this study .
cohort of
the cohort
amongst the
differences amongst
many differences
are many
there are
as there
as
students infomrling this
Opposing teachers' knowing, students' reveal
(MS6). Opposing
family (MS6).
happyfamily
very happy
are aa very
We are
qq
We
teachers' knowing, students' reveal
The family members of Kamla
stance
circum
py
unhap circumstances.s. The
in unhappy
living in
are living
them are
ofthem
all of
not all
that not
family members of Kamla
that
le relationships with
amicab
share
(1S2)
(ESS), and Ishara (lS2) share amicable
(MS6), Emily (ES5),
Moham ed (MS6),
(KS7) , Mohamed
(KS7),
relationships with
to do well at
raged
encou
and
ed,
loved, nurtur
are loved,
children are
families, children
these families,
In these
other. In
each other.
nurtured, and encouraged to do well at
each
factor in these homes presumably because
divisive factor
not aadivisive
religionisisnot
Additionally,religion
school. Additionally,
school.
in these homes presumably because
also no paternal grandmothers and
are
There
faiths.
r
simila
fathers share
and fathers
mothers and
mothers
faiths.
are
no
grandmothers and
es.
practic
and
les
lifesty
familylifestyles and practices.
withfamily
interferingwith
auntsinterfering
aunts
For Rowena, home is not a happy place. She is
(RSl) . For
place(RSl).
happyplace
notaahappy
Home isnot
q
4>
Home
home is not a happy
IS
is
she
,
family
her
in
n
childre
five
of
One
.
dience
disobe
fordisobedience.
motherfor
hermother
byher
beatenby
regularlybeaten
regularly
One
children in her family, she is
intrusion of her paternal
complicating factorisis theintrusion
(RS 1). Acomplicating
one(RSl).
naughtyone
thenaughty
regardedasasthe
of
s result in
parent
her
en
betwe
Arguments
matters. Arguments
family matters.
aunts inin family
and aunts
grandmother and
grandmother
between her parents result in
home. Vindictiveness by Rowe na's mother
mothe r'shome.
hismother's
intohis
movinginto
Rowe na's fathermoving
Rowena's
Vindictiveness by Rowena's mother
going to see her dad, despite being
Rowena,asasgoing
forRowena,
worsefor
mattersworse
and grandmother makematters
to see her dad, despite being
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e her granny has a big mouth (RS 1).
g becaus
r, results
den by
forbid
forbidden
byher
hermothe
mother,
resultsininaabeatin
beating
because her granny has a big mouth (RS 1).
r, Ms Jeeva, regarding her conduct in
bated by
Her woes
woesare
areexacer
exacerbated
byreports
reportsfrom
fromaateache Ms
her conduct
lar class
particu
any
to
ar
peculi
not
are
er,
, howev
a's home
ms atatRowen
. The
school
schooL
Theproble
problems
Rowena's
home,
however, are not peculiar to any particular
the socioeconomic continuum.
ere along
and
andcould
couldapply
applytotoany
anyfamily
familyanywh
anywhere
along the socioeconomic continuum.
Curtis draws a class distinction
rs (CS2).
We
c:>
Q
We are
arepoor,
poor, but
but we
we are
are not
notlike
like begga
beggars
(CS2).
draws a
can deduce that lower classes operate
ess. One
en being poor
betwe
between
poor and
and being homel
homeless.
One can deduce that lower
res with beggars and the homeless
hical structu
ved hierarc
ing to
accord
according
to their
their own
own concei
conceived
hierarchical
structures with beggars and the homeless
with many other poor families is, in his
ata of
g aa substr
formin
forming
substrata
ofthe
the poor.
poor. Living
Living in
in aa place
place with many other poor families
his
on
decisi
the
,
onally
Additi
.
g in the streets
n, better
opinio
opinion,
better than
than having
having no
no home
home and
and sleepin
the streets. Additionally, the decision
water, and physical comforts was
city, piped
al home,
to
to live
live in
in an
an inform
informal
home, withou
withoutt electri
electricity,
piped water, and physical comforts was
(CS2) in which his father was frequently
made
made by his mothe
motherr to
to escape
escape big,
big, bad
bad fights
fights (CS2) in which his father was frequently
moving into an informal structure, this
ed. In
involv
involved.
In view
view of
of the legitimate reason
reasonss for
for moving into an
this
n as superior to that of beggars.
ate its
ues to
family contin
continues
to articul
articulate
its classe
classedd positio
position
as superior to that of beggars.
the nuanced hierarchical differences amongst
aware of
not aware
are not
seems, are
it seems,
Teachers, it
Teachers,
of the
nuanced hierarchical differences amongst
than differe nt
alike than
more alike
unity, more
as aa unity,
students as
to students
they refer to
rtlt't&.-r,,,"nt
the poor as they
(WS4). When parents die or move away,
starve (WS4).
us starve
let us
won't let
she won't
says she
granny says
My granny
c:>
c:>
My
When
die or move away,
extended families ,
their
of
ers
Memb
lves.
themse
for themselves.
fend for
to fend
left to
always left
not always
are not
students are
students
Members of their extended families,
care of orphans and abandoned kids. For
take care
to take
in to
step in
grandparents, step
particularly grandparents,
particularly
of orphans and abandoned kids. For
and remarriage of his father, his
Welco me's mother and
of Welcome's
death of
the death
after the
example, after
of his father, his
his brother. The boys are safe, school fees
and his
Welcome and
for Welcome
caring for
began caring
grandparents began
grandparents
brother.
boys are
school
of Akbona
care
take
arents
grandp
le,
examp
r
anothe example, grandparents take care of
In another
comfo rt In
in comfort
live in
they live
and they
paid and
are paid
are
Akhona
thus
ers,
memb
its
for
care
does
unity
the comm
that the
demonstrating that
mother, demonstrating
his mother,
and his
and
care for its members, thus
encourages immoral activities.
communityencourages
the community
that the
notionsthat
teachers' notions
ngingteachers'
challe
VU,
..... "'U/,;J.,,/,;
immoral
Kamla represents students whose home
(KS5) . Kamla
upbringing (KS5).
good upbringing
have aa good
Qq
II have
students whose home
close-knit and members support each other
familyisisclose-knit
happy . Thefamily
andhappy.
stableand
backgroundisisstable
background
and
support
other
them
like
not
,
her wish to be diffirent, unique
wellasasher
upbringing,asaswen
goodupbringing,
Hergood
(KS2/7). Her
(KS217).
wish to be different, unique, not like them
and high standards of behaviour (KS5),
stance and
moral stance
firm moral
her fInn
influences her
(KS5), influences
(KS5),
high standards of behaviour (KS5),
endure problematic home lives.
studen
yst
Ameth
allAmethyst studentstsendure
thatall
notionsthat
teachers'notions
debunkingteachers'
debunking
problematic home lives.
story exemplifies the child
a's
Akbon
(AS3).
him(AS3). Akhona's story
knowhim
don'tknow
father?I Idon't
myfather?
Who ismy
Qc:>
Who
child
father,
his
by
oned
aband
and
ck
wedlo
out of
Conceivedout
circumstances.Conceived
victimofofcircumstances.
whoisisa avictim
who
of wedlock and abandoned by his father,
unwed, young mother. He has never
for beingananunwed,
censurefor
escapecensure
awaytotoesc:aoe
runsaway
motherruns
hismother
his
young mother.
has never
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tions of being just like (his)
other's accusa
met
grandmother's
accusations of
just like (his)
methis
his father,
father, but
buthas totoendure his grandm
to as bad blood, are presumed to
, his genes,
, ininother
father
father(AS3)
(AS3),
otherwords
words,
genes,which
whichshe
sherefers to as bad blood, are presumed to
social environment. Ominously, he
our, instead
ter and
ce his
influen
ofhis
his social environment. Ominously, he
influence
his charac
character
andbehavi
behaviour,
insteadof
never having met him. The
's actions despite
sible for
isis being
being held
held respon
responsible
for his
his father
father's
despite never
met him. The
known by teachers than homes
le of
examp
example
ofan
an absent
absent father
father is more
more likely
likely toto be
be widely
widely known by teachers than homes
pate in
where
where fathers
fathers do
dopartici
participate
infamily
family life.
her experiences at school with
She
~
q
She said
saidII have
have aa lot
lot of
ofcheek
cheek (ES4).
(ES4). Emily
Emily shares
shares
eX1Jertences at school with
teacher regards her as
The
.
haser"
"boy-c
scuous and
s her as
aa teacher who
as promi
promiscuous
and aa "boy-chaser". The teacher
as
who regard
reJ.l~ar(lS
her
of
,
s
notion
d
nceive
misco
r's
ying cheek
displa
tries to
to correc
correctt the
the teache
teacher's misconceived notions of her
displaying
cheek when
when she tries
contradict teachers' versions or
ed to
s are
ts, itit appear
scuity. Studen
promi
promiscuity.
Students,
appears
are not
not expect
expected
to contradict teachers' versions or
etations.
interpr
interpretations.
The cases of Emily and Rowena
ts to
pal called
The princi
principal
called my
my paren
parents
to schoo
schooll (ES3).
(ES3).
cases of Emily and Rowena
ted. In both instances , the
reques
the
when
(RS3) reveal that
that some
some parent
parentss do
do go to
to school
school when the requested. In both instances, the
students' version of events, indicating
support the
parents ' reactio
,.,....'"'~A" ns
...., support
the school
school and
and rejects
version
indicating
n, their
childre
their
concerns about
teachers' concerns
share teachers'
do share
poor, do
parents, despite being poor,
that parents,
about
children, their
~
q

attitudes.
and attitudes.
characters, and
characters,
poor, socioeconomic
Students from poor,
(YS4). Students
clever (YS4).
get clever
to get
important to
is important
It is
socioeconomic
rs' values. For
teache
with
rring
concu
always concurring with
not always
though not
education, though
value education,
do value
backgrounds do
backgrounds
values.
s that
reveal
also
story
Her
(YS4).
troublemakers (YS4).
the troublemakers
all the
out all
sort out
to sort
key to
the key
is the
da, itit is
Yolan
story also reveals that
Y
olanda,
For Kamla, school allows her to
interest. For
feigning interest.
by feigning
(YS4) by
teachers (YS4)
fool teachers
to fool
easy to
is ea5J'
itit is
Kamla, school allows her to
to win awards and accolades for
and to
goals and
to achieve her goals
ence,
express her intellig
win
and accolades for
tl2:tmc
'c. to achieve
Quarisha, schools
For
best.
her
do
to
her
inspire her to do her best. For Quarisha,
rewards inspire
These rewards
performance. These
academic performance.
academic
schools
me
keeps
work
the
life,
home
of
es
troubl of home life, the work keeps me
mentally from the troubles
to escape mentally
means to
provides aa means
provides
at home (QS4). For Leela, however,
problems at
theproblems
about the
think about
have toto think
don't
andII don
busy and
busy
'I have
home (QS4). For
however,
time to
little
leaves
home
at
workload at home leaves little time
Her workload
life. Her
her life.
complicate her
school complicate
ofschool
demands of
the demands
to
the
clean,
cook,
to
Leela
on
presently
demands presently
the demands
Consideringthe
requirements. Considering
school requirements.
meet school
meet
on
to
l well-being,
menta
on her physical and
effectson
and itseffects
siblings,and
forsiblings,
carefor
andcare
clothes,and
washclothes,
wash
her physical and mental weB-being,
education for the future . And in the
ofeducation
valuesof
thevalues
appreciatethe
positiontotoappreciate
notininaaposition
sheisisnot
she
for the future.
in the
position to understand students'
not inina aposition
are not
teachers are
information,teachers
crucial information,
absence ofofcrucial
to understand students'
absence
school.
attendingschooL
forattending
rationalefor
rationale
q~
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' indicate that though they are poor,
ts stories
. Studen
When
WhenI Igrow
growup
up•..••. (QS4)
(Q84).
Students
stories'
indicate that though they are poor,
tions are expressed in terms of
plate their
they
theydo
docontem
contemplate
theirfutures (see Fig.
Fig.23).
23).Their aspira
aspirations are
in terms
appear
ions
condit
home
and
s
Parent
be.
to
want
what
whatthey
theywant
wanttotodo
doororwhat
whatthey
theydo
donot
not want to be. Parents and home conditions appear
qc:>

plations of
ate contem
totodomin
dominate
contemplations
oftheir
theirfutures.
ons
ts' Aspirati
Fig.
Fig.23
23 Studen
Students'
Aspirations
Taxi
i
Jabulan
labulani
Taxidriver
driver(JS5)
(JS5)
l (DS6)
School
Daniel
Daniel
School principa
principal
(0S6)
Nurse
Yolanda
Yolanda
Nurse(YS5)
Marry
Emily
Emily
Marryand
and be
be happy
happy(ES5)
(ES5)
t"
"presen
a
Be
Akhona
Be a "present"father
father (AS6)
(AS6)
Akhona
Not
Quarisha
Notto
to have
haveaa family
family(QS4)
(QS4)
Not
Leela
leela
Notto
to be
beaa mother
mother(LS6)
(LS6)
Make
Zinhle
Zinhle
Make her
her children
children proud
proud (ZS4)
(ZS4)

ts aspirations can be categorised as
Studen
as
Students ""~JLHnnJLL;> can
s'
parent
their
in
follow
g to
s: wantin
follow
follows:
wanting to follow in their parents'
Daniel; wanting to be unlike
ps, Emily and
footste
unlike
and Daniel; .... u.u.F. to
footsteps,
;
Zinhle
s, Akhona, Quarisha, Leela, and
their
their parent
parents, Akhona, Quarisha, J...I"'_''''. and
ing their own desires , Jabulani and
and follow
following
their own
labulani and
concerned
are
ts
studen
that
is clear
da. It
Yolan
Yolanda.
It is clear that students are concerned
and that education is required for
about
about their
their futures
futures and that education required for

ed.
tions to
some
some aspira
aspirations
to be achiev
achieved.

cts
ed subje
entar y: class
cal comm
Criti
Critical
commentary:
classed
subjects
ce to family environment, the
with referen
discussed with
are discussed
standings are
social standings
Students' social
Students'
reference to family environment, the
aspirations.
future as}Jllra1ttOIllS.
their future
and their
education and
for eOtlcatlon
value for
role of parents, value
from "bad" to "good". The terms ,
range from
the range
span the
environments span
home environments
Students' home
Students'
"bad" to "good". The terms,
to the overall predominance of the
as itit refers to
guardedly as
used guardedly
are used
"bad", are
and "bad",
"good" and
"good"
the overall predominance
the
state.
sing
promi
uncom
d,
rrupte
uninte
an
as
asserting itit in as an unintcemllpted, uncompromising state.
than asserting
rather than
family rather
in aa family
quality in
quality
between parents, the
harmony between
of strife, harmony
lack of
by aa lack
recognisable by
are recognisable
environments are
"Good" environments
n",rp't"l"tc! the
"Good"
employment. Students fortunate to live
from employment.
income from
and income
worldviews, and
common worldviews,
ofcommon
sharing of
sharing
Students fortunate to live
Jabulani , Daniel, Emily, Welcome,
Mohamed, labulani,
Kamla, Mohamed,
include Kam1a,
homes include
peaceful homes
in peaceful
in
Daniel, Emily, Welcome,
peaceful home surroundings shatter the
in peaceful
Welcome's experiences in
Ishara, Welcome's
and Ishara.
Yolanda, and
Yolanda,
surroundings shatter the
uals and illustrate the
individ
ed
satisfi
,
happy satisfied individuals
produce happy,
good families produce
that good
illusion that
illusion
and illustrate the
and subsequent
mothe
his
of
death
The death of his motherr and
life. The
and life.
structure and
family structure
of family
complexity of
subsequent
complexity
g into his
movin
r
brothe
er
young
his
and his younger brother
him and
resulted inin him
has resulted
his father has
ofhis
remarriage of
his
remarriage
,
shelter
ion,
educat
for
ioning
provis
andprovisioning
care and
hercare
Despite her
home. Despite
grandmother'shome.
maternalgrandmother's
maternal
for education, shelter,
His sadness cannot be dissipated
father.His
hisfather.
withhis
reunitedwith
bereunited
longstotobe
nourishment, helongs
andnourishment,
sadness cannot dissipated
conditions.
homeconditions.
goodhome
bygood
by
unemployment, religious strife,
by unemployment,
marked by
are marked
conditions are
home conditions
"Bad" home
"Bad"
religious strife,
between parents.
ts
eemen
disagr
and
,
family
extendedfamily, and disagreements between
theextended
membersofofthe
frommembers
interferencefrom
interference
parents.
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to move into an impoverished
d and
r had
' mothe
Curtis
Curtis'
mother
had toto leave
leave her
her husban
husband
and home
home to move into an impoverished
teads to prevent her children
shift homes
al , maketerised by
ent charac
settlem
settlement
characterised
by inform
informal,
make-shift
homesteads to prevent her children
our. The act of relocating from
rent behavi
ing, and bellige
g, carous
sing his
witnes
witnessing
hisdrinkin
drinking,
carousing,
belligerent
behaviour.
The act of relocating
fluid nature of class
rs suggests the
shift quarte
rary, makeaa suburban home
home toto tempo
temporary,
make-shift
quarters
the fluid nature of class
an home is associated with
ls of
risation as
catego
categorisation
as homes
homes are
are symbo
symbols
of class.
class. AA suburb
suburban home is associated with
the poor. It matters not that the
rary homes
-class norms
middle
middle-class
norms whilst
whilsttempo
temporary
homesare
are abodes
abodes of
of the poor. It matters not that the
nment for her children, because
ier home
move
of aa health
healthier
home enviro
environment
her
move was
was made in pursuit of
not to the rationale for choices.
mic feature
le econo
rs' impute
teache
teachers'
impute class
class to
to aa tangib
tangible
economic
feature and
and not to the rationale for choices.
st the poor, for example ,
nces among
ed class
ers also
Teach
eac:nelrs
also do
do not
not discern
discern nuanc
nuanced
class differe
differences
amongst the poor, for example,
s.
n than
that
that Curtis
Curtis is
is in
in aa better
better positio
position
than are
are beggar
oe~~gars
parents, young enough to look
ses her.
nment depres
Leela'
Leela'ss home
home enviro
environment
depresses
her. Her
Her parents, young enough to look
cope with parenthood. Her mother,
rs and
like friend
friendss and
and brothe
brothers
and sisters
sisters (LSl),
(LS 1), canno
cannott cope with parenthood. Her mother,
she was born, illustrate the
-years-old, and
twelve
twelve-years-old,
and father, fifteen-years-old when
when she was born, illustrate the
uneducated, with four mouths to
children. Poor,
on children.
hood on
of teenage parent
consequences
..." ..,v......, of
parenthood
Poor, uneducated, with
mouths to
young Leela to shoulder some of the
on young
depend on
they depend
way, they
the way,
on the
baby on
fifth baby
feed, and aa fifth
to shoulder some of the
responsibility.
family responsibility.
burdens of family
burdens
destabilising forces in "bad"
to be destabilising
fathers appear to
and absent fathers
Present fathers and
ID "bad"
a's
Akhon
ions.
condit
Leela' s home
and Leela's
Curtis and
of Curtis
examples of
the examples
by the
illustrated by
as illustrated
families as
families
home conditions. Akhona's
of a father. His father absconded and
absence of
the absence
in the
life in
home life
of home
counterpoint of
is aa counterpoint
case is
case
a father. His father absconded and
pregnant. His mother, by contrast
mother pregnant.
his mother
responsibility after making his
his responsibility
abdicated his
abdicated
by contrast
courting
by
e
courag
able
remark
g
stratin
demon
pregnancy , demonstrating
her pregnancy,
hide her
to hide
away to
runs away
runs
remarkable
by courting
she chose to bring up her son in
when she
desperation when
and desperation
desolation, and
poverty, desolation,
uncertainty, poverty,
uncertainty,
chose to bring up her son in
to begging to survive (AS2). The
and resorting to
money, and
or money,
shelter or
without shelter
veld without
the veld
the
begging to survive (AS2). The
concern that poor parents feel for
and concern
care and
the care
exemplify the
Akhona exemplifY
and Akhona
Curtis and
ofCurtis
mothers of
mothers
that poor
feel for
naked
the
to
living, clearly visible
disadvantagedliving,
anddisadvantaged
deprived and
ofdeprived
stateof
Thestate
children. The
theirchildren.
their
clearly visible to the naked
and concern for children and it is
care and
maternal care
overshadows indiscernible maternal
eye, overshadows
eye,
concern for children and it is
negative influences on their
parents asas negative
view parents
that teachers view
therefore, that
unsurprising, therefore,
unsurprising,
influences on their
children.
children.
left to their own devices without
areleft
students are
that students
assertionsthat
teachers ' assertions
Despite teachers'
Despite
to their own devices without
by members of the extended
commitmentby
indicate aacommitment
stories indicate
some students ' stories
guidance,some
members
the extended
guidance,
Welcome and
lives.
their
qualityofoftheir
thequality
improvethe
family , particularly grandparents, totoimprove
lives. Welcome and
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after the deaths of their mothers.
arents
al grandpn<>'·""
Zinhle
careof by
bytheir
theirmatern
rn':l't"' ......
....t<! after the deaths of their
Zinhleare
aretaken care
es responsibility for his unmarried
ather assum
al grandf
a's matern
Similarly, Akhon
Akhona's
maternal
grandfather
assumes responsibility for his unmarried
arents ground the undecidable
al grandp
ces, matern
ter and
daugh
daughter
and her son.
son. InInthese
these instan
instances,
maternal
grandparents ground the undecidable
al grandmothers , by contrast, are
stances of
living circum
rcums'tanlces
of their
their grandchildren. Patern
by
are
the
by
lified
exemp
as
ions
format
chal
ing patriar
itted toto sustain
nding forces
confou
confounding
forces comm
committed
sustaining
patriarchal formations as exemplified by the
da.
stories
stories of
ofLeela
Leelaand
andYolan
Yolanda.
students, it appears they are more
tions of
ning the
, concer
Finally
of poor
poor students, it appears they are more
Finally,
concerning
the aspira
aspirations
are by school personnel. Vocational
s than
ced by their parent
likely
likely to
to be influen
influenced
parents
than they
they are by school
Vocational
l capital. Though they are aware of
ted due
s are
choice
choices
are restric
restricted
due to
to lack
lack of
of access
access to
to cultura
cultural capital. Though they are aware
few opportunities to be inspired by
ion, there are
tance and
the
the impor
importance
and value
value of
of educat
education,
are
opportunities to be
by
they
that
those
are
to
d
expose
are
they
s they are exposed to are those
nds. The career
ilities in their
"real" possib
possibilities
their surrou
surrounds.
careers
they
by
ts
attemp
Thus,
jobs.
e-orientated
ily servic
unity, primar
can access
access in
in the
the comm
community,
primarily
service-orientated jobs. Thus, attempts by
qualifications, is a challenging task.
ts to
rs to inspire
teache
teachers
inspire studen
students
to follow
follow professional
is a challenging task.
into visions espoused by teachers is a
ts to
Perhaps, the reluctance of most
Perhaps,
most studen
students
to buy
buy into visions espoused by
IS a
of poor parents to pay for
improbability of
the improbability
considering the
when considering
stance when
more realistic stance
poor parents to pay for
probabilities, are not
than
rather
ilities
possib
on possibilities rather than probabilities,
focusing on
by focusing
Teachers, by
education. Teachers,
further education.
are not
career choice.
restrict career
backgrounds restrict
poor backgrounds
how poor
know how
to know
position to
in aa position

Profe ssion al learn ers
Prolessionallearners
in school as "professionals" by virtue of
practices in
students' practices
analyses students'
section analyses
This section
This
school as "PI'otf~ssllonal
thus far. By professional I mean that
s
school thus
in schools
years in
seven years
least seven
spent atat least
having spent
them having
them
far. By professional I mean that
knowledge of their subject positions as
expert knowledge
and expert
intimate and
possess intimate
students possess
these students
these
of their subject positions as
know about the roles and functions of
theyknow
them,they
ofthem,
requiredof
whatisisrequired
knowwhat
Theyknow
students. They
about the
of
students.
operate.
schoolsoPt~rat,e.
howschools
andhow
teachers ,and
not done (LS4). Leela is unhappy at
workisis not
my work
when my
mewhen
shoutme
teachersshout
The teachers
Qq
The
done (LS4).
is unhappy at
her time
consum
home
at
s
Chore
tions.
obliga
stic
schola obligations. Chores at home consumeeher
herscholastic
fulfilher
cannotfulfil
school ,asas shecannot
school,
are bad because she has assumed the
homeare
Conditionsatathome
levels.Conditions
energylevels.
herenergy
depleteher
anddeplete
and
bad because
has asS:unlOO
and feeding her
meals,
ing
prepar
home,
the home, preparing
cleaning the
children, cleaning
mothering children,
mantle ofofmothering
mantle
and feeding her
her parents. Leela prefers not to share
betweenher
tensionsbetween
bearing witnesstototensions
whilstbearing
siblingswhilst
siblings
parents. LeeIa
not to share
on academic
ds
deman
they do not reduce
consequently,they
and,consequently,
teachersand,
withteachers
problemswith
herproblems
her
do not reduce demands on """"",....
vlU.J'-'
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performance. Thus, Leela
Leela stays
stays away
away from
from school
school quite
quite often
often (LS4).
(LS4). Teachers
Teachers are
are not
not
privy to
to her
her circumstances
circumstances and,
and, therefore,
therefore, could
could come
come across
across as
as msem:atl
insensitive educators.
privy
q~

Some teachers
teachers are
are nice
nice and
and some
some are
are bad
had (yS4).
(YS4). Students'
Students'
Some
are split
split evenly
evenly between
between
are
Fig. 24 Opinions About Teachers
Fig. 24 Opinions About Teachers

Complimentary
Complimentary
KamJa
Teachers are dedicated (KS6)
Kamla
Teachers are dedicated (KS6)
Daniel
Teachers are right (DS5)
Daniel
Teachers are right (OS5)
Yolanda
Some are nice (YS4)
Yolanda
Some are nice (yS4)
Ishara
Teachers are wonderful (IS1)
Isham
Teachers are wonderful (IS1)
Quarisha
Teachers are very good (QS3)
Quarisha
Teachers are very good (QS3)
Uncomplimentary
Uncomplimentary
Emily
Alwaysthink bad of me (ES4)
Emily
Always think bad of me
leela
Teachers shout at me (lS4)
Leela
Teachers shout at me (LS4)
Yolanda
Some are just stupid (YS4)
Yolanda
Some are just stupid (YS4)
Akhona
Teachers are always cross (AS4)
Akhona
Teachers are always cross (AS4)
Rowena
Make me cry in school (RS3) .
Rowens
Make me cry in school (RS3)

opinions of
of teachers
teachers
opinions
complimentary and
and
complimentary

uncomplimentary poles
poles (see Fig. 24).
24).
uncomplimentary
Depending on
on students'
students' home
home environments,
environments,
interests,
and aptitudes,
aptitudes,
schooling
IS
schooling
IS
interests,
and
experienced either
either positively
positively or
or
experienced
Achievers like
like Kamla,
Kamla, Quarisha,
Quarisha,

negatively.
negatively.
and Ishara
Ishara
and

tend to
to relate
relate more
more positively
positively to
to teachers
teachers than
than
tend
students seriously
seriously disadvantaged
disadvantaged by
by personal
personal
students

circumstances, e.g. Akhona
Akhona and Leela,
Leela, as
as home
home
environments are
are important
important for
for physical
physical and
and mental
mental wen-being,
well-being, and
and disposition
disposition to
to schooL
school.
School could
could probably
probably be
be aa happier
happier place
place for
for these
these students
students if
if teachers
teachers could
could get students
students
School
to confide
confide in
in them.
them.
to
Some teachers
teachers are
are just
just stupid
stupid •..
... it
it is
is easy
easy to
to fool
fool the
the teacher
teacher (YS4).
(YS4). Y
Yolanda
q~
Some
olanda
describes daily
daily classroom
classroom rituals,
rituals, repetitive
repetitive behaviours
behaviours by
by teachers
teachers and
and students
students -- (t)hey
(t)hey
describes

like ask
ask the
the same
same question
question everyday,
everyday, "Where
"Where is
is your
your homework?"
homework? " and
and the
the children
children will
will
like
"lforgot"
forgot" (YS4).
(YS4). In
In her
her opinion,
opinion, this
this constitutes
constitutes stupidity
stupidity on
on the
the
say the same
same thing
thing like,
like, "I
say
teacher's part.
part. She
She cannot
cannot understand
understand the
the rationale
rationale for
for asking
asking aa question
question when
when everyone
everyone
knows that
that there
there are
are some
some students
students who
who do
do not
not complete
complete homework.
homework. This
This example
example
knows
confirms teachers ' views about
about how
how the
the context
context of
of Arnetnv:st
Amethyst compromises
compromises their
their
confirms
professional roles
roles and
and functions.
functions. One
One gets
gets aa glimpse
glimpse of
of how
how just
just one
one element (amongst
(amongst aa
professional
host of
of others)
others) of
of the
the rituals
rituals of
of schooling
schooling and
and students'
students ' "refusal" to
to participate
participate make
make the
the
host
task of teaching a challenging one.
q~

really hated
hated coming
coming to
to this
this school
school (RS3).
(RS3). Rowena
Rowena expresses
expresses her
her initial
initial ~""""UHf;'"
feelings
JI really
about attending
attending high
high school.
school. Moving
Moving away
away from the security of
of spending
spending years in
in an
an
about
institution (primary
(primary school)
school) she knows
knows and
and has enjoyed,
enjoyed, is
is unnerving
unnerving and
and unsettling.
unsettling. She
She
institution
changes her feelings after meeting
a boy at Amethyst, her present
present boyfriend
boyfriend (RS3).
(RS3).
...,''-'WJ...I'', a boy at Amethyst,
Rowena's story
story highlights
highlights the
the importance
importance of
of students'
students' r0I10arltlc
romantic llalSOI1S
liaisons at
at school,
school, and
Rowena's
l l•

how the
the opportunities
opportunities aa school
school presents
presents for
for friendships
friendships to
to emerge
emerge and
and be
be sustained
sustained are
are
how
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ts. From teachers' perspectives ,
eing of
nal well-b
ary for
necess
necessary
for the
the emotio
emotional
well-being
ofsome
some studen
students. From teachers' perspectives,
are places to receive an education .
isation , but
s are
er, school
howev
however,
schools
arenot
notspaces
spacesfor
forfratern
fraternisation,
but are places to receive an education.
at Amethyst is positive and
l's arrival
. Danie
l (DS5)
This
qq
This isis aa nice
nice schoo
school
(DS5).
Daniel's
arrival at Amethyst is positive and
nces between Daniel and Rowena 's
te. The
na's isis the
stic, Rowe
optimi
optimistic,
Rowena's
the opposi
opposite.
The differe
differences between Daniel and Rowena's
days. Whilst Rowena ' experiences of
y school
ences can
experi
experiences
can be
be traced
traced to
to their
their primar
primary
schooldays. Whilst Rowena' experiences of
dangerous. He attended school in
's were
y school
primar
primary
school were
were happy
happy ones,
ones, Daniel
Daniel's
were dangerous. He attended school in
ashu are not right (DS4). High schools,
ls in
n, schoo
ashu and
KwaM
KwaMashu
and in
in his
his opinio
opinion,
schools
in KwaM
KwaMashu are not right (DS4). High schools,
yst represents a better school because
rous (DS4)
lar are
in
him Ameth
Amethyst represents a better school because
in particu
particular
are dange
dangerous
(DS4).. For
For him
. His brother has also been a student at
g (DSS)
g and
there
is not
not much
much fightin
fighting
and stealin
stealing
(DS5). His brother has also been a student at
there is
a KwaMashu school. By contrast, for
gly, itit is
yst, and
Ameth
Amethyst,
and seemin
seemingly,
is aa better
better option
option than
than a KwaMashu school. By contrast, for
ging context they have worked in. They
yst, itit is
rs of
the teache
of Ameth
Amethyst,
is the
the most
most challen
challenging
context they have worked in. They
teachers
there are some schools that are more
edge that
rt in
cannot
cannot take
take comfo
comfort
in the
the knowl
knowledge
that there are some schools that are more
yst.
matic than
proble
problematic
than Ameth
Amethyst.
me (ASt) . Akhon a's experiences in the
office those
the offICe
At the
q
q
At
those people
people don't
don't listen
listen to
to me (ASl). Akhona's experiences in the
of power by teachers to silence and
deployment of
the deployment
highlight the
office highlight
principal 's office
power by teachers to silence and
principal's
with revealing aspects of his life
rtable
comfo
not comfortable
is not
who is
student who
poor student
marginalise aa poor
marginalise
with revealing aspects of his life
he retaliates in inappropriate ways but is
peers, he
his peers,
by his
taunted by
and taunted
Teased and
school. Teased
outside school.
outside
retaliates in inappropriate ways but is
as he is not given an opportunity to
defense as
as aa defense
students as
by students
provocation by
use provocation
to use
unable to
he is not given an opportunity to
unable
of teachers can be justified because
attitude of
The attitude
1). The
(AS1).
children (AS
hits children
he hits
why he
explain why
explain
teachers can be justified because
week because (he) knock(s) the ouens
every week
office every
the office
to the
go to
to go
has to
he has
that he
admits that
Akhona admits
Akhona
because (he) knock(s) the ouens
to the situation where it is
led
has
office
the office has led to
to the
going to
of going
frequency of
The frequency
I). The
(AS1).
the situation where it is
(AS
igated on its own merits
invest
not
is
e
instanc is not investigated
Each instance
guilty. Each
he isis guilty.
that he
assumed that
immediatelyassumed
on its own merits
immediately
a bad boy
always
are
you
boy
are a bad
you are
school ififyou
this school
in this
that in
feels that
Akhona feels
and Akhona
a bad boy you are always a bad boy
and
him as a bad boy. In the absence of vital
knowhim
onlyknow
canonly
surmises,can
hesurmises,
teachers,he
Theteachers,
(AS 1).The
as a bad boy_In the absence of vital
(AS!).
but know him as a bad boy.
help,but
cannothelp,
teacherscannot
Akhona,teachers
fromAkhona,
informationfrom
information
know him as a bad boy.
profe ssion al learn ers
comm entar y:proiessionallearners
Criti calcommentary:
Critical
an intersection point allowing an analysis
schoolsasasan
onschools
focuseson
commentaryfocuses
Thiscommentary
This
intersection point allowing an analysis
and students . Traditionally, teachers
rs
teache and
axis: teachers
two axis:
along two
dimensions along
power dimensions
ofpower
of
students. Traditionally, teachers
participation, and experience of school.
achievement,participation,
studentachievement,
onstudent
commenton
andcomment
critiqueand
critique
and experience of school.
penetrate their thinking about
opportunitytotopenetrate
provideananopportunity
contrast,provide
bycontrast,
stories ,by
Students ' stories,
Students'
their thinking about
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schools and
and teachers.
teachers. Their
Their stories
stories are,
are, In
m aa sense,
sense, aa report
report card
card on
on teachers.
teachers. Some
Some
schools
"scores" are
are complimentary,
complimentary, some
some are
are circumspect, and aa few
few are
are harsh.
harsh.
"scores"
Schools are
are spaces in
in which
which two
two opposing
opposing populations
populations interact.
interact. Teachers
Teachers are
are
Schools
adult, employed,
employed, knowledgeable,
knowledgeable, educated,
educated, and
and professional
professional persons,
persons, with
with aa purpose
purpose to
to
adult,
teach. They
They are
are in schools
schools because
because it
it is
is aa career
career choice. By
By contrast,
contrast, students are
are
of choice
choice to
to
dependent, adolescents,
adolescents, obligated
obligated by
by law
law to
to attend
attend school.
school. The freedom
freedom of
dependent,
follow teaching
teaching as
as aa career
career is
is constrained
constrained by
by obligations
obligations pertaining
pertaining to
to roles and
and functions.
functions.
foHow
Students' obligation
obligation to
to attend
attend school is
is undermined
undermined by
by choices
choices to
to subvert or
or '''',,",''''''''
realise the
Students'
education. From
From the
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned perspectives
perspectives it
it is
is possible
possible to
to understand
understand
goals of education.
goals
why the
the intersection
intersection (of
(of students
students and
and teachers)
teachers) is
is fraught
fraught with
with challenges.
challenges.
why
The fIrst
first challenge
challenge is
is ne~~oUatlIl~
negotiating the
the differential
differential needs of .,students
and teachers.
teachers.
The
....-'-'''',...., and
When some
some students,
students, for
for example,
example, Leela,
Leela, attend
attend school
school they
they are
are accompanied
accompanied with
with the
When
of family
family and
and home
home and
and are, therefore,
therefore, ill-prepared
ill-prepared to
to
burdens, pains,
pains, and
and obligations
obligations of
burdens,
participate in
in desirable
desirable ways. In
In reality,
reality, school adds
adds to
to burdens
burdens already
already borne
borne by
by students.
participate
of
When aa student
student has
has chores
chores like
like cooking,
cooking, cleaning,
cleaning, ...feeding children,
children, and
and washing
washing of
When
"''''Yll.JlJ;::.

clothes, itit is
is almost
almost certain
certain that
that activities
activities not
not impacting
impacting on
on present
present day
day survival
survival such
such as
as
clothes,
school homework,
homework, is
is sacrificed, Incomplete
Incomplete homework
homework is
is not
not always about
about resistance, itit
",,,n,,,,,,,,,,
story indicates,
indicates, just
just not
not do-able.
do-able. Incomplete
Incomplete homework,
homework, however,
however, strains
strains
is, as
as Lee1a's
Leela 's story
is,
of information
information about
about
the relationship
relationship between
between students
students and
and teachers and
and in the
the absence
absence of
the
why tasks
tasks are
are not
not completed,
completed, teachers make
make pronouncements
pronouncements about
about students'
students' ,>rh,""i",,,
attitudes,
why
interests, and
and behaviours
behaviours that
that do
do not
not reflect the
the realities
realities that
that shape
shape their
their actions.
actions.
interests,
Not all
all students
students experience
experience school
school negatively. Many
Many do
do enjoy
enjoy school,
school, albeit
albeit for
for
Not
different
reasons. For aa few
few individuals, itit is
is an
an escape
escape from deprived
deprived home
home conditions,
conditions, aa
ltti:'.,."",nt reasons.
refuge from
from poverty,
poverty, an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to be
be educated,
educated, realise
realise dreams
dreams and
and ambitions,
ambitions, to
to fmd
fmd
refuge
love and
and romance,
romance, or
or to
to meet
meet friends.
friends. For
For tealchlers
teachers, whatever
whatever the
the conditions
conditions and
and contexts
contexts
love
of work,
work, their
their satisfaction
satisfaction and
and professional
professional achievement
achievement is
is dependent
dependent on
on students'
students '
of
performances. Students,
Students, itit appears, enjoy
enjoy more
more options
options than
than teachers
teachers do.
do.
pel1'oll1mmc:es.
of students
students with
with the
The second challenge
challenge has
has to
to do
do with
with harmonising
harmonising the
the needs
needs of
The
needs of
of teachers.
teachers. Teachers
Teachers are
are obliged
obliged to
to keep
keep discipline,
discipline, monitor
monitor students'
students'
needs
of student
student
performances and
and activities and to
to make educational
educational demands.
demands. Amongst
Amongst aa host
host of
perfonnances
needs, the
the ones
ones need that
that they seem
seem to
to need, are
are tea,Ch,ers
teachers who
who are
are understanding,
understanding, and
and

>AV,"'''''',
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these needs are on a collision course
rs who
teache
teachers
whowill
willnot
notbruise
bruisetheir egos. ItItseems that
that these
are on a collision course
ns disturbs students: Akhona having
rs' roles
because the very nature
ofteache
teachers'
rolesand
andfunctio
functions disturbs students: Akhona having
natureof
ring Emily and Rowe na's interactions
al, monito
s toto the
t for
toto accoun
account
for his
his action
actions
the princip
principal,
monitoring Emily and Rowena's interactions
eted tasks from Leela. Undoubtedly, teachers'
ding compl
with
with male students, and deman
demanding
completed
Leela. Undoubtedly, ."'"'""''''.
tipped in their favour in the
is
ntial
differe
ts' needs,
ede studen
needs supers
In",,,,,,p'£1p
students'
needs, as
as the
the power
power differential is tipped in their favour in
ntional consequences. A case in point
ing power
om. But
classro
classroom.
But deploy
deploying
power can
can lead
lead to
to uninte
unintentional consequences. A case point
stupid (YS4). She cannot understand
rs are
ation that
da's observ
isis Yolan
some teache
teachers
arejust
just stupid (YS4). She cannot understand
Yolanda's
observation
that some
person the same question everyday. If
gent professional would
why
why an
an intelli
intelligent
would ask
ask the same
same person the same
everyday. If
r think that asking for it will make a
ork, why
aa studen
studentt never
never does
does homew
homework,
why does
does aa teache
teacher think that asking for it will make a
stic behaviour? Perhaps a way to answer
ive, rituali
ns such
nce? What
differe
difference?
What explai
explains
such repetit
repetitive,
ritualistic
behaviour? Perhaps a way to answer
happen if the teacher stopped
would
ons - what
is to respond with
with aa series of
of questi
questions
what would happen
stopped
who do homework react? Is asking
? Would
asking
asking?
Would itit signal
signal defeat
defeat?? And
And how
how would
would those
those who do homework react? Is asking
is important to realise , though, is how
ex. What
l? It
g contro
a way of
of keepin
keeping
control?
It is
is compl
complex.
What is important to
though, is how
s then that
appear
mances in class. It
on their
based on
ts based
construct studen
It ",n..,p"","", then that
students
their perfor
performances in
some teache
•. .,...."'...,,.rs construct
relation at school, students do make
power relation
the power
in the
position in
subordinate position
their subordinate
despite their
despite
at school, students do make
teachers.
of teachers.
opinions of
have opinions
and have
judgments and
judgments

TO KNO WING
CONN ECTI ON TO
CRIT ICAL CONNECTION
TWO: CRITICAL
THEME TWO:
THEME
KNOWING
the following insights about the nature
delivers the
knowing delivers
ofknowing
kinds of
ofkinds
analysis of
The analysis
The
following llh>.<E>U''''' about the nature
knowing:
teachers' knowing:
ofteachers'
of
are, as oppos ed to who students are. As
they are,
who they
to who
relative to
knowing is relative
Teachers' knowing
Teachers'
as opposed to who students are. As
know, Rums feld's "unkn own unkno wns'
cannot know,
they cannot
subjects, they
and subjects,
parents and
middle-class parents
HllUUJl..,-'_la.:,;:)
"unknown unknowns'
tussles that students
the
home conditions,
students' home
ofstudents'
hardshipsof
the hardships
aboutthe
2004), about
(Nom s2004),
(Norris
conditions, the tussles that students
of their parents, the sacrifices that
endure, emanating from the inter-faith marriages of
their parents, the sacrifices that
disciplinary measures that students live by,
thedisciplinary
make,the
grandparentsmake,
andgrandparents
mothersand
students'mothers
students'
measures that
live by,
ts do
studen
family life, or that some
destabilisers offamily
are destabilisers
some instances fathers are
that inin some
that
life, or that some students do
school.
comingtotoschooL
enjoycoming
enjoy
Students' stories confirm that teachers '
"Othering",Students'
produces"Othering".
knowingproduces
Teachers'knowing
Teachers'
stories confmn that '''''"'''''11'''''
subjugate females at home
that
s reproduces the gender norms
female
demeanour toto .l"u
demeanour
..u;u'~i:> reproduces the gender norms that subjugate females at home
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(1984), Butler (1990) , Haraway
ation by
s of
uing the
contin
confinning
thefmding
fmdings
offemale
femalesubjug
sUbjugation
byBleier
Bleier (1984), Butler (1990), Haraway
.
rd (1983)
, and
(1981)
(1981),
andHubba
Hubbard
(1983).
continue to identify students in
g isis biased
ers' knowin
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
biased and
and partial
partial asas they
they continue to identifY students in
reveal that race-typing is
ts ' stories
ries of
eid catego
terms
terms of
of aparth
apartheid
categories
of race.
race. But
But studen
students'
stories reveal that race-typing is
n, relates to physiological and
ges, isis linked
acial marria
ex due
compl
complex
due to
to inter-r
inter-racial
marriages,
linked to
to religio
religion, relates to physiological and
ed as a divine gift. It
e itit isis regard
e, becaus
teristics, and
al charac
physic
physical
characteristics,
and in
in one
one instanc
instance,
because
regarded as a divine gift. It
exities and oppressive nature
ts are
re, that
seems
seems,, therefo
therefore,
that studen
students
are more
more aware
aware of
ofthe
the compl
complexities and oppressive nature
against.
n (1999)
ng that
of
ofracial
racial profili
profiling
that Carrim
Carrim and
and Soudie
Soudien
(1999) argue
argue against.
) from their positionality. As
ult 1984a
es truth
g produc
ers' knowin
Teach
Teachers'
knowing
produces
truth (Fouca
(Foucault
1984a) from their positionality. As
ts lives in derogatory ways,
nce studen
ts they
-class subjec
middle
middle-class
subjects
they can,
can, and
and do,
do, pronou
pronounce
students lives in derogatory ways,
es, interests, their parents,
iours, attitud
ogising their
pathol
pathologising
their modes
modes of
of living,
living, their
their behav
behaviours,
attitudes, interests, their parents,
teachers; "known knowns" (Norris
ions. In
family values
values,, and
and aspirat
aspirations.
In aa sense,
sense, these
these are
are teachers' "known knowns" (Norris
an "activity" becomes the
g as
etation, knowin
fe 's (2005)
2004). From Cunlif
Cunliffe's
(2005) interpr
interpretation,
knowing
as an "activity" becomes the
of knowing makes it unlikely for
kind of
certainty of
odity" . The
edge "comm
knowl
knowledge
"commodity".
The certainty
of this
this kind
knowing makes it unlikely for
explanations.
alternative explanations.
consider alternative
them to consider
1955) is applicable to teachers'
Ingham 1955)
& Ingham
(Luft &
spots (Luft
blind spots
of blind
The notion of
is applicable to teachers'
next section as disruptions of
the next
in the
length in
at length
elaborated at
are elaborated
These are
well. These
as well.
knowing as
knowing
section as disruptions of

knowing.
teachers ' knowing.
teachers'

KNO WING
NOT KNOWING
TEAC HERS ' NOT
KNO WING : TEACHERS'
DISR UPTE D KNOWING:
DISRUPTED
exploration and understanding
deeper exploration
for aa deeper
allow for
stories allow
students' stories
ofstudents'
analysis of
The analysis
The
and understanding
actively withhold information,
students actively
that students
reveal that
stories reveal
The stories
knowing. The
teachers ' knowing.
of teachers'
of
withhold information,
lar ways. Teachers'
particu
in
g
knowin
rs'
teache knowing in particular
shape teachers'
students' shape
how students'
demonstrating how
demonstrating
ways. Teachers'
by stude ntscipate
unanti
ways
in
containedin ways unanticipatedd by
and contained
circumscribedand
resultantly, isiscircumscribed
knowing, resultantly,
knowing,
studentssought to
ts
studen
tion
reputa
the
that the
suchthat
teachers such
byteachers
filled ininby
informationisisfilled
ofinformation
absence of
absence
reputation students sought to
and extrapolations of various
suppositions and
by suppositions
embellished, by
or embellished,
tarnished, or
are tarnished,
preserve are
preserve
extrapolations of various
know but here I consider what
teachers' know
what teachers'
detailed what
revealed inin detailed
six revealed
Chapter six
sorts. Chapter
sorts.
but here I consider what
stories one can deduce that the
students' stories
From students'
students. From
about students.
know about
not know
do not
teachers do
teachers
one can deduce that the
of:
awareof:
notaware
arenot
Amethystare
ofAmethyst
teachersof
teachers
the lives of students' lives.
play inin the
grandparents play
that grandparents
role that
important role
The important
Qc:>
The
lives of students' lives.
maternal grandfather
med's
Moha
life. Mohamed's maternal
family life.
disrupt family
enhance orordisrupt
either enhance
Grandparents either
Grandparents
grandfather
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a's
nowhere to go (MS3) . Likewise, Akhon
ed refuge
provid
Akhona's
provided
refuge when
when the
the family
family had
had toto nowhere to go (MS3).
after their harrowing years of living in the
litated them
arents rehabi
grandp
grandparents
rehabilitated
theminto
intothe
thefamily
family
their harrowing years of living
t from the support provided by their
ue toto benefi
me contin
veld.
veld. Zinhle
Zinhle and
and Welco
Welcome
continue
benefit from
support provided by their
the aforementioned cases, the children
arents tototheir widowed fathers. In each
grandp
eachof
of the aforementioned cases, the children
grandparents
e of the fmancial and emotional support of
ence an
experi
experience
an enriched family
family life
life becaus
because of
fmancial and emotional support of
of adult care and support in poor
lack
ype of
king the
arents, debun
grandp
grandparents,
debunking
the stereot
stereotype
of the
the lack of adult care and support in poor
life. Leela' s paternal grandmother
icate family
arents also
s. But
familie
families.
But grandp
grandparents
also compl
complicate
family life.
paternal grandmother
sible for family planning (LS2), whilst her
ter-in-law, not
holds
holds the
the daugh
daughter-in-law,
not her son,
son, respon
responsible for family planning (LS2), whilst her
ts (LS5). The attitudes and
reed conver
other calls
al grandm
matern
maternal
grandmother
calls them
them half-b
half-breed
converts (LS5). The attitudes and
family disharmony. Both Rowena and
ute to
others contrib
tions of both
percep
to family disharmony. Both Rowena and
perceptions
both grandm
grandmothers
contribute
to their mothers and siblings (RSI, YS5)
other and
da's grandm
Yolan
Yolanda's
grandmother
and aunts
aunts are
are cruel
cruel to their mothers and siblings (RSl, YS5)
members of families impact on children.
n adult
ns betwee
demonstrating how
how the
the tensio
tensions
between
adult members of families impact on children.
in the lives of students. The moral
tant role
n plays
That
c:>
c:>
That religio
religion
plays aa very
very impor
important
role in the lives of students. The moral
ts is religion. It is also the regulatory
cultural force
and cultural
compass and
of studen is religion. It is also the regulatory
compass
force in
in the lives of
the community of Nirva na Curtis, for
life of the
family life
of family
foundation of
framework and foundation
of Nirvana Curtis, for
s on how the Imam, a
reflect
ed
Church and Moham
the Church
of the
teachings of
the teachings
lauds the
example, lauds
""""'''''''1'''''''',
and Mohamed reflects on how the Imam, a
father to give up all his bad ways (MS3) .
his father
influence his
to influence
able to
was able
cleric, was
Muslim cleric,
Muslim
to give up all his bad ways (MS3).
teachings of the church , particularly the
the teachings
about the
insight about
provides insight
also provides
da also
Yolan
of the church, particularly the
Y
olanda
nding dynamic of tensions
confou
the
also
is
n
religio is also the confounding
But, religion
(YS5). But,
of respect (YS5).
importance of
importance
dynamic of tenSlOJIlS
of Mohamed, Leela,
stories
The
chy.
patriar
ofpatriarchy.
support of
its support
in its
particularly in
families, particularly
within families,
within
stories of Mohamed,
to the unsettling consequences for children
testimony to
bear testimony
Quarishabear
and Quarisha
Zinhle, and
da, Zinhle,
YYolan
oIanda,
the unsettling consequences for children
marry. Mothers' faiths are not tolerated or
faiths marry.
religious faiths
different religious
ofdifferent
adherents of
when adherents
when
Mothers' faiths are not tolerated or
med's mother converted to her
Moha
ate.
domin
faiths
'
fathers faiths dominate. Mohamed'
the fathers'
and the
respected and
respected
s mother converted to
her husband 's desire to give
to
sce
acquie
to
had
r
mothe had to acquiesce to her
Quarisha'smother
whilstQuarisha's
faithwhilst
husband'sfaith
husband's
husband's desire to give
the wife adopts her
when
te
dissipa
s
tension
Family tensions dissipate when the
names . Family
Muslim names.
children Muslim
the children
the
adopts her
fester
tension
whilst
story,
med's
Moha
in
outlined in Mohamed's story, whilst tensionss fester
unconditionallyasas outlined
faith unconditionally
husband's faith
husband's
resists conversion as recounted by Quarisha.
motherresists
themother
whenthe
lifewhen
familylife
intrudeininfamily
andintrude
and
conversion as
by Quarisha.
emotional
en's
childr
on
vely
negati
impacts
marriages impacts
inter-religiousmarriages
problems ofofinter-religious
Theproblems
negatively on children's emotional
life in general and school in particular.
they experiencelife
howthey
influencinghow
well-beinginfluencing
in
and school in particular.
religious identity over race identity.
prioritisereligious
likelytotoprioritise
morelikely
aremore
studentsare
Thatstudents
c:>c:> That
identity over race identity.
likely to mention their
more
are
ts
studen
Curtis, students are more likely
exception ofof Curtis,
the exception
With the
With
to mention their
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own and that race and religion are sources
y than
s/grandparents racial
parent
parents/grandparents
racialidentit
identity
thantheir
their own and that race and
are sources
example,
for
y,
identit
us
religio
their
ht
highlig
ts prefer
s. Studen
of
oftension inin familie
families.
Students
prefertoto hlghlight their religious identity, for example,
Zinhle (ZS4), and Yolanda (YSl) . Quarisha
, Curtis
ed (MS4)
Moham
Mohamed
(MS4),
Curtis(CS3),
(CS3),Leela
Leela(LS5),
(LS5), Zinhle (ZS4), and Yolanda (YSl). Quarisha
virtue of religion, not race and the tensions
f as
refers hersel
herself
astotoherself as
as mixed
mixed(QS1)
(QS 1)by
by virtue of
not race
the tensions
apartheid
to
bound
still
are
rs
teache
Whilst
faith.
of
in
in their
their home
home can
can be
betraced
traced to
to issues
issues of faith. Whilst teachers are still bound to apartheid
, students' stories reveal the arbitrary nature of
ed, and
ries of
catego
ofBlack,
Black, Colour
Coloured,
and Indian
Indian, students' stories
the arbitrary nature of
categories
risation in
racial
racial catego
categorisation
in South
South Africa
Africa..
ts ofstud ents are very young . The stories of two
ces the
That
qc>
That in
in some
some instan
instances
the paren
parents of students are very young.
of two
r
mothe
's
ages of students' parents. Zinhle
students, Leela and
and Zinhle
Zinhle reveal
reveal the
the young
young ages of students' parents. Zinhle's mother
Leela' s father and mother, fifteen and twelve
was
was sixteen
sixteen when
when she
she was
was bom,
born, whilst
whllst
father and mother, fifteen and twelve
ht the plight of families multiply
highlig
tively when
old respec
yearsmultiply
years-old
respectively
when she was
was born,
born, hlghlight
plight of
to feed.
s
mouth
many
and
abuse,
l
y, alcoho
loyment, povert
antaged by
disadv
Saa!VaI1IaJ~eo
by age, unemp
unemployment,
poverty, alcohol abuse, and many mouths to feed.
icated by inter-faith marriage and Leela and her
The
of home
home life are
are also
also compl
complicated
by inter-faith marriage
Leela and her
The politic
politicss of
Hindu, who
a
maternal grandmother,
by their maternal
name-calling by
bear name-calling
to bear
have to
siblings have
siblings
a Hindu, who
Christian man. It is not surprising, therefore,
to aa Christian
marriage to
daughter's tn<>1"1·t<H'JP
her daughter's
of her
disapproves of
disapproves
man. It is not
s
family. Leela' high absentee rate at school is due
this family.
priority for thls
not aa priority
is not
education is
that education
that
high absentee rate at school is due
of running a home and caring for her siblings. She
burdens of
the burdens
on the
take on
to take
having to
her having
to her
running a home and caring for her siblings. She
to
her father refuses to be a responsible parent and
family because her
the family
in the
adult in
be the adult
to be
has to
to
a responsible parent and
has
health. Leela' s story,
frail
r's
mothe
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01aa Refle
Reflected
We

school s were tools for the transm ission
ng up
When
WhenIIwas
wasgrowi
growing
upininthe
theseventies, schools were tools for the
eid. In fact, the political backg round
gy known
al ideolo
ular politic
of
of aa partic
particular
political
ideology
known as
as aparth
apartheid. In fact the political background
yst, applie s to school s I attend ed for
pinnin g the
before
before 1994
1994 under
underpinning
the contex
contextt of
of Ameth
Amethyst, aUIC)'LI.<o"" to schools I ~tt,"nr1~rI for
hip, Laudi um, was set up by aparth eid
hip. The
ia towns
Indians
Indians in aa Pretor
Pretoria
township.
The towns
township,
Laudium, was set up by apartheid
n guests , politicians, and aparth eid
asing to
ities as
author
authorities
as aa model
model for
for showc
showcasing
to foreig
and apartheid
fairly wellwas
. To that end, it
olently Blacks
ncers, how
denou
denouncers,
how benev
benevolently
Blacks were
were treated To that
it was fairly wells, a civic centre, a park, shopp ing
ped with
develo
with tarred
tarred roads,
roads, piped
piped water,
water, school
schools, a civic centre, a park, shopping
developed
reneur s also built a cinem a, and
centre, a public library , and
and aa health
health clinic. Entrep
also built a
e, a temple , and a church . As Pretor ia was
religio us group
religious
groupss raised
raised funds
funds to
to build
build aa mosqu
mosque,
a temple, and a church. As Pretoria was
were paved on both sides with
of Laudi um were
streets of
the streets
City', the
Jacara nda City',
'the Jacaranda
dubbe d 'the
dubbed
on both sides with
rlnOTn

arrive d once a week to hydra te the
trucks arrived
water trucks
counc il water
city council
the city
and the
trees and
jacara nda trees
jacaranda
once a week to rn"' .. 011rp
of pride of growi ng up in this privile ged
sense of
was aa certain sense
must admit there was
trees. II must
trees.
pride of
up
privileged
Blacks growi ng up in towns hips that were
other Blacks
to other
superi or to
being superior
notion of being
some notion
space, some
space,
growing
townships that were
well-e ndowe d.
so well-endowed.
not so
not
all Indian, predo minan tly male, were
teache rs, all
my teachers,
of my
school many of
At school
Indian,
male, were
a junior
with
of them had left school
Most of
teach. Most
to teach.
under- qualif ied to
profes sional ly under-qualified
professionally
them had left school with a junior
diplom a. The few who
by aa one-ye ar teachi ng diploma.
follow ed by
eight) followed
(stand ard eight)
certificate (standard
certificate
who
were
as
with two-y ear teachi ng diplom
gradu ated with
and graduated
ten and
standa rd ten
compl eted standard
completed
two-year teaching diplomas were
could be impro ved by studyi ng
qualifi cation s could
inadeq uatequalifications
howinadequate
ofhow
exemp larsof
impor tantexemplars
important
improved by studying
offere d tuition by corres ponde nce. I
which offered
South Africa which
of South
the Unive rsity of
throug h the
through
tuition by correspondence. I
acquir e Bache lor of Arts and Bachelor of
strateg ytotoacquire
samestrategy
thesame
usethe
years,use
lateryears,
would ,ininlater
of Arts and Bachelor
would,
teacher.
emplo ymentasasaateacher.
full-timeemployment
whilstininfull-time
degree swhilst
Educa tiondegrees
Education
with the assista nce of studen ts selecte d
by teache rswith
regim entedby
wasregimented
schoolwas
Highschool
High
of "LUU'::;~
course , resiste d contro l by stayin g away
studen ts,ofofcourse,
Somestudents,
prefects.Some
andprefects.
captai nsand
asas classcaptains
resisted control by staying away
prohib ited drugs, smoki ng, and
ingest ing and injectingprohibited
alcohol,ingesting
consu mingalcohol,
from school,consuming
drugs, smokinSt and
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school. The less seriou s forms of
s ofofthe
e corner
y in remot
engag ing in sexual
remote
corners
the school. The less serious forms of
sexualactivit
activity
lessons, were the most freque nt
g late for
g classe s and arrivin
resistance, cuttin
for
were
most frequent
cutting
arriving
res for transg ressio ns includ ed
ve measu
oned puniti
transg ressio ns. Forma lly sancti
sanctioned
punitive
measures for transgressions included
often than not the forma l was
ion. More
g lines,
ment, writin
al punish
corpor
writing
lines, and
and detent
detention.
More often than not the formal was
corporal
punishment,
above all: a lethal censur e in class
al, the
ed by
follow
followed
by the
the inform
informal,
the punish ment we
we feared
feared above all: a
censure in class
ressor 's peers; hurtfu l missil es that
ce of
by
by one
one or
or more
more teache rs in
in the
the presen
presence
of the
the transg
transgressor's
hurtful missiles that
d egos.
e and
nal mantl
punct ured the emotio
emotional
mantle
and bruise
bruised
worn daily thoug h there was some
ms, grey
Schoo
Schooll unifor
uniforms,
grey and
and white,
white, had
had to
to be
be worn daily though there was some
and jersey s (sweat ers) of other colour s
laxity
laxity during the
the winter month s when
when jacket s and jerseys (sweaters) of other
matter s of dress and appea rance but
rned with
rs were
d. Not
were
were allowe
allowed.
Not all
all teache
teachers
were conce
concerned
with matters of
and appearance but
ted.
inspec
t had been
a few
few would not
not procee d with
with teachi ng until every
every studen
student had been '"c' ....orh::l.rl
skirt length . No skirt could be
rances was
ry focus
The
The prima
primary
focus of
of girls'
girls' appea
appearances
was
length. No skirt could be
tory checks we would fold up
the manda
r than two
shorte
ch,..... h, ..
two inches above
above the
the knee. After
After the
mandatory checks we would fold up
the longer versio n before we went home,
to the
revert ing to
skirt, reverting
the skirt,
shorte n the
to shorten
band to
the waist band
longer
before we went home,
leg" was consid ered a seriou s
of "show ing leg"
stance of
fashio nable stance
this fashionable
becaus e at home, this
ha,M">1H'£>
was considered a
cases led immed iately to the end of
extrem e cases
in extreme
and in
morali ty, and
cultur al morality,
of cultural
breach of
led immediately to
end of
of cultur al moral ity not so much out of
keepe rs of
were keepers
person nel were
school personnel
schooling. Some school
schooling.
morality not so
out of
elves
thems
was a moral ity they
becau se itit was
rather because
but rather
wishes , but
respec t for parent s' wishes,
a morality they
were not allowe d. Shape d
and make- up were
embra ced. Fancy hairsty les, long finger nails, and
embraced.
not allowed.
upon.
were frown ed upon.
eye-br owswere

""u'''_I''\,T'n''ATC

that hung below the shirt collar and
with. Hairthat
to conten d with.
other issues to
hadother
Boys had
Boys
hung below the
and
boys had to wear ties and black blazer s.
heat,boys
theheat,
ofthe
Irresp ectiveof
banne d.Irrespective
werebanned.
hairwere
facialhair
facial
had to wear ties and black
was not easy. Those who came late
school was
of the school
code of
the dress code
Contro lling the
not
Those who came late
Controlling
of the teache rs who checke d dress and
classes of
cutclasses
studen ts cut
Some students
escape d discov ery.Some
who checked dress and
backg round s of wealth , or
from privile ged backgrounds
studen ts from
numb er ofof students
appea rance. A large number
appearance.
of wealth, or
school
reproa ch.I I remem ber the daugh terofofaaschool
witho utreproach.
likewithout
theylike
whatthey
wearwhat
couldwear
status,could
Friday . The teache rs would joke about her
eachFriday.
skirteach
short, redskirt
veryshort,
wearin ga avery
princi palwearing
The teachers would joke about her
now, that family status and econo mic
was clear then,asasititisisnow,
partic ular versio n of grey.ItItwas
status and pr,\n".Tnl'"
by teache rs. Somet imes it was just
treatm entby
privile gedtreatment
forprivileged
prereq uisitesfor
wereprerequisites
powerwere
power
teachers. Sometimes it was just
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about how
how teachers
teachers closed
closed ranks
ranks to
to protect
protect their
their own.
own. There
There were
were silences,
silences, for
for instance,
instance,
about
about aa student
student who
who teased
teased her
her hair
hair into
into aa fancy
fancy up-style
up-style and
and wore
wore thick
thick make-up
make-up daily.
daily.
about
She was
was romantically
romantically involved
involved with
with aa married
married teacher.
teacher. We
We saw
saw the
the two
two together
together daily
daily in
in
She
classroom during
during lunch
lunch breaks.
breaks. The
The affair
affair continued
continued until
until her
her final
final year
year in
in school.
school.
aa classroom
"Improper liaisons"
liaisons" between
between teachers
teachers and
and students
students did
did occur.
occur. In
In the
the eleven
eleven years
years II spent
spent
"Improper
attending schools,
schools, five
five of
of my
my teachers
teachers (all
(all male)
male) married
married their
their students.
students.
attending
Subject choice
choice was
was severely
severely restricted
restricted in
in high
high school.
school. Two
Two languages,
languages, English
English
Subject
and Afrikaans,
Afrikaans, as
as well
well as
as mathematics
mathematics and
and history
history were
were compulsory
compulsory subjects
subjects for
for the
the
and
advanced classes.
classes. There
There was
was aa choice
choice between
between general
general science
science and
and biology,
biology, and
and between
between
advanced
accounting and
and business
business economics.
economics. II chose
chose general
general science
science and
and accountancy.
accountancy. It
It came
came as
as
accounting
quite aa surprise
surprise later
later to
to learn
learn that
that one
one could
could study
study aa subject
subject like
like Geography
Geography in
in high
high
aa quite
school, aa subject
subject not
not offered
offered to
to students
students at
at the
the high
high school
school II attended.
attended.
school,
Growing up
up in
in what
what was
was then
then aa small
small township
township like
like Laudium,
Laudium, had
had advantages
advantages
Growing
and disadvantages.
disadvantages. On
On the
the plus
plus side
side teachers
teachers knew
knew our
our background
background and
and families,
families, where
where
and
and how
how we
we lived,
lived, and
and the
the number
number of
of siblings
siblings in
in each
each family.
family. On
On the
the minus
minus side,
side,
and
teachers knew
knew our
our backgrounds
backgrounds and
and families,
families, where
where and
and how
how we
we lived,
lived, the
the number
number of
of
teachers
the socio-cultural
socio-cultural skeletons
skeletons in
in each
each family's
family's cupboard.
cupboard. Students
Students
siblings, as
as well
well as
as all
all the
siblings,
would bump
bump into
into teachers
teachers at
at the
the shopping
shopping centre,
centre, in
in the
the cinema,
cinema, in
in the
the homes
homes of
of friends,
friends,
would
and at
at social
social functions.
functions. Lapses
Lapses in
in decorum
decorum were
were made
made public
public as
as personal
personal details
details were
were
and
turned into
into embarrassing
embarrassing spectacles
spectacles in
in the
the classroom.
classroom.
turned
Sometimes, we
we were
were embarrassed
embarrassed because
because of
of our
our family
family background.
background. Once
Once when
when
Sometimes,
teacher was
was marking
marking my
my book
book he
he asked
asked me
me how
how many
many more
more children
children from
from my
my family
family
aa teacher
would be
be attending
attending school.
school. When
When II replied
replied that
that II was
was the
the last
last child,
child, his
his retort
retort was:
was:
would
"Abou t time,
time, don't
don't you
you think?".
think?". II was
was often
often ashamed
ashamed of
of admitting
admitting that
that II was
was one
one of
of eight
eight
"About
children. II was
was fortunate
fortunate that
that teachers
teachers had
had no
no idea
idea about
about siblings
siblings that
that did
did not
not survive
survive
children.
because those
those who
who came
came from
from families
families with
with more
more than
than aa dozen
dozen were
were ridiculed
ridiculed
because
periodically. The
The "danger"
"danger" of
of aa large
large family
family size
size was
was relayed
relayed to
to us
us by
by many
many teachers
teachers at
at
periodically.
every opportunity.
opportunity. We
We were
were constantly
constantly reminded
reminded about
about how
how the
the population
population was
was
every
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increasing because
"Indians breed like
of teachers' pontifications
"'"",..""n"", "Indians
like rabbits". The irony of
about family
family size
size is
is that
that they
themselves belonged
belonged to
to large families.
they themselves
community meant
meant that
that our
our parents
knew teachers personally.
Living in aa CJOi5eO
closed community
n::".",,,,I-<,, knew t-",,,,rh,ol"c personally,
They invited
invited teachers
teachers into
into our
our private
private worlds,
sought their
counsel and
and allowed
allowed them
them to
They
worlds, sought
their counsel
to
treat us
us with
with impunity.
impunity. Consequently,
Consequently, when
dealing with
were aa law
law
treat
when dealing
with students,
students, teachers were
unto themselves.
themselves.
unto
retrospectively, that
that there were
Despite these
these pr,icttCeS,
practices, it
it is
is clear
clear to
to me
Despite
me retrospe~cti\re
were two
two kinds
kinds
of teachers:
teachers: one
one kind
kind reminded
reminded us
us constantly
constantly that
that "life
"life is
is tough",
tough", that
that school
school was
was aa waste
waste
of
of time and that
that most
most boys
boys would
would graduate
graduate from
from school
school with
with aa BSc
BSc (behind the shop
shop
counter) and girls
girls with
with aa BKs
BKs (behind
(behind the
the kitchen
kitchen sirtk).
sink). Another
Another kind
kind was
was dedicated
dedicated to
to
and inspired
us to do well academically in the
the face of political
political nnnl"''''
oppression.
teaching, and
C .... ,'..."'rt us to do well aCi310eJmI(:au
teaching,
Political activism,
activism, however,
however, was
was neither
neither encouraged
encouraged nor
nor promoted.
promoted.
Political
Laudium schools
schools were
were seen,
seen, at
at best,
best, as
as politically
politically inactive
inactive and,
and, at
at worst, as
as
Laudium
puppets of
of apartheid
apartheid administrators.
administrators. However,
However, political
political awareness
awareness germinated
germinated in
in
puppets
An overt
overt act
act of
of resistance was
was the
by students
students to
sing the anthem of
of the
school. An
the refusal by
to sing
apartheid government
government on
on republic
republic day.
day. The
The presence
police artd
and so-called
so-called dignitaries
dignitaries
apartheid
presence of
of police
regime
turned this non-violent refusal into
into quite
quite aa dare, though
though not
not as
as
representing the r",~ri
.....,,,, turned this non-violent
daring as
as the
the outbreak
outbreak of
of violent
violent resistance at
at schools
schools in
in Soweto
Soweto and
and Lenasia,
Lenasia, townships
townships
daring
in Johannesburg. Such benign defiance did
did not
not go
go unpurtished
unpunished artd
and we
we were
were tormented
<'-'-<A,-<,,,,
with detention
detention artd
and the
the writing
writing of
of hundreds
hundreds of lines.
lines. More
More serious
serious forms
forms of
of political
political
with
resistance
resulted in
in expulsion
expulsion from school and imprisonment.
eSlJSlaJ1.Ce resulted
We were
were careful
careful not
not to
to violate
violate the
the fuzzy boundary
between the
the benign
benign and
and the
the
We
boundary between
serious. For
For marty
many girls,
girls, stepping
stepping into
into the
the political
political arena
arena was
was particularly
particularly hazardous as
as
serious.
parents would
would force the
the girls into
into rn"'·
marriage
to dissolve activist
activist notions.
notions.
their parents
...... '"
their
to
was the
the antidote for many
many "problems"
"problems" parents had with ua''<F.L"U';A.i:>.
daughters. Social
Social
was
",.."N<'1.",.O

Marriage
Marriage
alchemy,
alchemy,

the marriage
marriage arttidote
antidote into
into aa cultural
cultural poison
poison which
which stained
stained family
however, traJ1.Sformed
transformed the
however,
honour and
and blighted
blighted cherished reputations when
when girls chose
chose marriage partners spurned
spurned
honour
by their
their families.
families.
by
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my age and stage in life. As the last
ding on
ls were
Schoo
Schools
werediffere nt spaces depen
depending
on my age
in life. As
last
my
,
who were alread y grandp arents
t Hindu
n, ofofdevou
born
bornofofeight
eightchildre
children,
devout
Hinduparent s who were already
rassm ent for my mothe r. I was, from
fort and
birth was
wasaamatter
matterofofmuch
muchdiscom
discomfort
andembar
embarrassment for my mother. I was, from
world , an aunt. As an aunt I was not a
nt IIdrew
the
themome
moment
drewmy first breath
breathin
inthe
theextern al world, an aunt.
an aunt I was not a
age, but by social
by
ined not
hold being
se ininour
child
childbecau
because
ourhouse
household
beingaa child
childwas
wasdeterm
determined not by
but by social
was alread y predet ermin ed by my
chies and
hierar
and relatio nships . As aa female my
my path
path was already predetermined by my
hierarchies
, cookin g, know the proced ures of
g in
e trainin
s. II had
parent
parents.
had toto receiv
receive
training
in keepin g house
house, cooking, know the procedures of
and norms to preser ve for poster ity. I
religio us rites and
and rituals
rituals,, and
and what
what social mores
mores
norms to
for posterity. I
down and pass on these cultur al
ed to
had
had to
to be school
schooled
to attract
attract aa suitor,
suitor, settle
settle down and pass on
cultural
osome s to
chrom
IIOlnO:SOllnes
to my offspr ing.
rs were privile ged - they could
ate for boys. My
There was
was anothe
anotherr templ
template
My brothe
brothers were privileged - they could
encou raged to study and we had to do
rs were
come
go as
as they
they please d. My
My brothe
brothers
were encouraged to study and we had to do
come and go
their shoes, serve tea, make their
ich, iron
g - make
their biddin
bidding
make aa sandw
sandwich,
iron aa shirt,
shirt, polish
polish their shoes, serve tea, make their
were unque stione d. That's how life
s. These ways
breakf ast. The
The list is
is endles
endless.
ways of
of living
living were unquestioned.
how
our family
constr ued in our
been construed
alway s been
had always
family..
for the affections and
with grand childr en for
to compe te with
had to
child II had
young child
As aa young
the affections and
mysel f as a succes sful schola r. Not
assert myself
to assert
me to
allowe d me
Schoo l allowed
parent s. School
my parents.
of my
attenti ons of
attentions
as a successful scholar. Not
do so on ability. I outper forme d the
could do
of cutene ss, II could
terms of
in terms
compe te in
to compete
able to
being able
so on ability. I
the
in
work
of
years
two
eting
skippe d aa class by compl
school . II skipped
at school.
family at
childr en in the family
two years of work in
in the family .
''book worm '' in
the "bookworm"
as the
mysel f as
establ ished myself
one year and eStaDlLIsrlea
one
the family.
was not an insula r cultur al space.
home was
influen ces, home
domin ant influences,
these dominant
te these
Despi
}""".nlt·""
not an insular cultural "vc.....::.
up. Thoug h Hindu religio n and
growi ng up.
of growing
fabric of
the fabric
of the
part of
were part
Contra dictio ns were
Contradictions
Though
religion and
. My dad
nodes
al
cultur
to other
were expos ed to
we were
impor tance, we
prima ry importance,
cultur e were of primary
nodes. My dad
run by [ehov ah's Witne sses. He deride d
wasrun
school whichwas
Sunda yschool
insiste d thatI I attendSunday
by Jehovah's Witnesses.
derided
of
realism
sed
suppo
for the
enthus iasm for
his enthusiasm
shared his
and shared
movie s and
(Bolly wood) movies
Indian (Bollywood)
Indian
the supposed
of
stars like Gary Coope r, Grace
Holly woodstars
names of Hollywood
life. Thenames
oflife.
Holly wood' s portra yalof
Hollywood's
like
our home. The trials of the Kenne dys and
well-k nownininour
werewell-known
Lanca sterwere
BurtLancaster
Kelly, andBurt
Kelly,
home. The
of the Kennedys and
t, and I recall clearly my dad's
follow ed with keen",interes
werefollowed
the British Royal familywere
... +.".."",,+ and I recall
dad's
.
marrie d Aristo tle Onasis These
Kenne dy married
[ackie Kennedy
when Jackie
disapp ointm ent when
and disappointment
disgus t and
disgust
Aristotle
These
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the strains of classical Indian artists
nt often
rsation s ofofthe
conve
conversations
theoccide
occident
oftentook
tookplace
placewhilst
whilst the strains of classical Indian artists
in the backg round . Weste rn music too
ar and Allah
like Ravi
RaviShank
Shankar
AllahRakha reverb erated
the background. Western
too
ers of rock and roll and pop music .
s were
d ininthe home
echoe
echoed
homeasasmy
mysibling
siblings
wereavid follow
followers of rock and
and
music .
was promi nently displa yed on the
y, embro idered by
A poster
.........."t-""..of
ofElvis Presle
Presley,
bymy
mysister, was prominently displayed on the
r, too, was enthra lled by the Englis h way
wall
ofour
oursitting
sittingcum
cum dining
diningarea.
area. My
Mymothe
mother, too, was enthralled by the
way
wall of
knives
with
eating
aper,
d with cloth, not newsp
of life. The dining table
table atat home
home covere
1"r.'.7",..",>rI with cloth, not nP1AT<!""'"
eatmg with knives
roasts, and puddi ngs set us apart
ated by
and
and forks,
forks, and
and aa menu
menu domin
dominated
by soups
soups,, stews,
puddings set us
r used spices with circum spect and was
from our
our neighb ours and relatives. My
My mothe
mother used
with
was
in our home, almos t all our traditi onal
ced that
convin
convinced
that spicy
spicy food
food caused ulcers, thus
thus
our home, almost all our traditional
foods were
were anglicised.
s of living, my mothe r prepa red us for
h notion
nced by
Whils
Whilstt thus
thus influe
influenced
by Englis
English
notions of living, my mother prepared us for
advise d never to walk out of
onal wives and mothe rs. We were
our future roles as
as traditi
traditional
were
never to walk out
us her experi ences
with
ed. She shared
to be
had to
hips had
ge. Hards
ed marria
a troubl
troubled
marriage.
Hardships
be endur
She shared with us her experiences
one such experi ence vividly . My
recoun ting one
her recounting
to be. II remem ber her
us to
wante d us
as she wanted
My
weeks
few
A
d.
marrie
my eldest sister got
when my
old when
thirty-five years old
just thirty-five
was just
mothe r was
mother
eldest
got married. A few weeks
descen ded upon our home and instru cted
caste descended
by caste
related by
wome n related
marria ge women
before the marriage
before
upon our home and
mothe r-in-la w she could not have a side
her hair. As aa mother-in-law
style her
to style
how to
about how
mothe r about
my mother
my
she could not
a side
her hair with a centre partin g. The messa ge
wear her
to wear
would have to
hence forth she would
partin g, henceforth
,....",,"fl1"''''''
with a centre parting. The ... . . . "''''<41', ....
and wome n, in particu lar, had to abide
norms and
the norms
dictate d the
comm unity dictated
the community
explicit: the
was explicit:
was
women, in particular, had to abide
confusing. It signal led a move towar ds
were confusing.
living were
of living
ways of
contra ry ways
These contrary
therew ith. These
therewith.
It
a move Trn'''''''''rI
were then under mined by cultur al practic es
which were
being which
andbeing
thinki ng and
of thinking
ways of
mode m ways
modem
then undermined by cultural
moves rather loosel y only
would interp ret thesemoves
our elders . Later, IIwould
from our
and messa gesfrom
and
loosely only
the conseq uences of cultur al pressu re.
facethe
totoface
for sociali sation with peers which was
allowe d for
haven asas itit allowed
also aahaven
was also
School was
sodalisation with peers which was
School
adoles cence. It enable d me to find a space
challe ngesofof adolescence.
thechallenges
surviv ingthe
for surviving
impor tantfor
important
It enabled me to find a
within five month s, and includ ed
from the painofof losing three sisterstoto marria gewithin
awayfrom
five
and included
an age when such liaison s were taboo. The
manininan
Musli mman
witha aMuslim
elopedwith
hadeloped
whohad
onewho
one
when such liaisons were taboo.
physic al and psycho logica l debilit ation.
mothe r'sphysical
mymother's
wasmy
crimewas
this socialcrime
outcom eofofthis
psychological debilitation.
outcome
mourn
to
mothe rhoodto mourn her cursed fate as the
frommotherhood
"sabba tical"from
year sabbatical"
threeyear
tooka athree
Shetook
cursed
as the
11
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progenitor
progenitor of
of aa daughter who
who had
had brought
brought great, unbearable shame to
to the family.
family.
Though
of running
Though not
not yet
yet aa teenager,
teenager, the
the responsibility
responsibility of
running the
the family
family home
home fell
fell on
on my
my
shoulders as I was the only daughter still at
at home. Each school day, for a few hours, I
was
able to
burdens of housekeeping.
all the
was able
to escape the
the burdens
housekeeping. Almost
Almost all
the females
females II knew,
knew, Muslim,
Muslim,
Hindu, and Christian, were
were similarly
similarly affected by
other. Being able
by some
some problem
problem or
or other.
able to
to
away from the
we girls
girls could
could share our
converge in
in aa space
prying eyes of
of family,
family, we
our
converge
space away
the prying
burdens with
with each
other. With
With the
the support
support of
of this "sisterhood"
"sisterhood" we
to
each other.
we plotted
plotted ways to
subvert
norms without
provided alibis
subvert socio-cultural
sodo-cultural norms
without being
being detected,
detected, provided
alibis for each
each other,
other, and
and
assisted
each other with
and schoolwork.
""'''.L'>l<::U. each
with home
home chores
chores and
schoolwork.
Though school
conceived for
for political
Though
school was
was conceived
political ends by
by government,
government, it
it was
was
appropriated and
and deployed
deployed by
by parents
parents to
to meet
meet aa new
new trend
trend in
in the
when Indian
the seventies
seventies when
Indian
appropriated
men began
seeking educated
educated girls as
as wives, requiring at
at least
least some
high school
school
men
began seeking
some high
education with
given to
to girls
girls who
completed standard
standard ten.
Nevertheless, aa
education
with preference given
who completed
ten. Nevertheless,
number of
of girls
knew could
not complete
complete schooling
schooling as
as they
they were
were married
off within
number
girls II knew
could not
married off
within aa
year or
or two
two of
of the
the onset
onset of
of puberty.
puberty. In
In my
own case
case II wanted
more than
than matriculation.
year
my own
wanted more
My
had changed
changed and completing
completing standard
standard ten
ten was
My parents understood that times had
was

important, but studying further, they insisted, would jeopardise future marriage
opportunities because "an
"an educated girl would
would challenge her
her mother-in-law".
mother-in-law". In
In other
other
opportunities
words,
woman with
with aa career
career would
would threaten and
and weaken the
the centuries
centuries old
old
words, aa woman
constructions of
of the
the world
world my
my parents knew, breaking
breaking its
its continuity
continuity and
and reproductive
reproductive
constructions
strands. For
For my
my family
family then
then school
school would
would provide
provide me
me with
with aa qualification,
qualification, neither for
for aa
strands.
career nor
nor for
for recognition
recognition as
as an
an exemplary
exemplary South
South African rif-i7
citizen,
..n but rather to enter the
career
marriage market
market with
with an
an advantage
advantage over
over girls
girls who
who were
were not
not so
so qualified.
qualified. School
School was
was aa
means of reproducing
reproducing an
an understood
understood social
social world
world because once
once girls were
were married they
they
means
were expected to
to continue the
the tradition of
of protecting the
the family
family culture, religion, and
and
were
lifestyle, and
and simultaneously
simultaneously be
be concrete
concrete evidence
evidence that
that their
their parents
were exemplary
exemplary
lifestyle,
parents were
cultural and
and social
social stalwarts.
cultural
traditionally held
held values.
values. It
It would
would
.or,...n,"f.
But school did much more than ...reproduce
traditionally
also imbue me with the agency I n~~e'<1
needed to 1I"O",m'ho
rewrite my future. Some teachers constantly
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e; to pass time in school until they
ed girls
d the script that requir
ignore
ignored
required
girls totobe
bepassiv
passive;
to pass time in school until they
to think, debate , questi on, and
could
could fulfil
fulfil parent s' aspira tions. We
We were
were encou raged to think,
question, and
even thoug h aparth eid,
ility ofofaa career
ed totodream
write.
write.We
Wewere
wereinspir
inspired
dreamof the possib
possibility
career even though
choices to career s like teachi ng,
al belief
ion, and cultur
religio us affiliat
affiliation,
cultural
belief narrow ed
to careers
teaching;
istrati on for
g, and
nursin
andoffice
officeadmin
administration
forgirls.
girls.
nursing;
idea when I learnt that Latin was
r but
d to
s wante
II alway
up the
the idea when I
was
always
wanted
to be aa lawye
lawyer
butgave up
Afrika ans outsid e the home and
ht up
al to
integr
integral
to law
law studie s. Being
Being broug
brought
up to
to speak Afrikaans I"\n1-.,,,1
ge painfu lly. Comp etency in
ti at
Gujera
Gujerati
at home, II had
had to
to deal
deal with
with the
the issues
issues of
of langua
language painfully.
in
percei ved as being sympa thetic to
sors, was
ge of
ans, the
Afrika
Afrikaans,
the langua
language
of the
the oppres
oppressors,
was
as
sympathetic to
expres sion of resista nce to British
gy. Afrika ans, which
eid ideolo
aparth
apartheid
ideology.
which emerg ed as an
to British
and tangib le expres sion of oppre ssion.
ialism becam e in its turn, the most
imper
imperialism
most visible
tangible
of oppression.
Afrika ans, but also to grapp le with
tency in
At school I'd
I'd had
had to
to not
not only
only hide
hide my
my compe
competency
in Afrikaans, but also to grapple with
with the diction ary and spent hours
daily with
the compl exities of the Englis h langua ge. II sat
sat daily
dictionary and
hours
literat ure (Dickens, Auste n, Hardy ,
readin g classic literature
crossw ord puzzle s and reading
doing crossword
Hardy,
my
with
ent
confid
was just not
Marlo we, the Brontes). II was
Eliot, Marlowe,
Donne , Eliot,
Shake speare , Donne,
not confident with my
to becom e a medic al doctor . A medic al
re, to
therefo
decide d, th."
and decided,
Englis h and
in English
profic iency in
..JPt,n..p
proficiency
become a medical doctor. A
Besides, one neede d permi ssion from
worki ng class families. Besides,
for working
expen sive for
was expensive
degree was
degree
one needed permission from
for Whites . The possib ility of
univer sity for
attend aa university
to attend
the Interio r to
of the
Minis try of
the Ministry
the
Whites. The
of
years before I compl eted school . Three
two years
appar ent two
becom e apparent
had become
route had
this route
under taking this
undertaking
before I completed schooL
had passed the matric ulatio n
Laudi um High, had
from Laudium
females, from
two females,
and two
studen ts, aa male and
the matriculation
to the medic al school at the
admis sion to
for admission
They qualif ied for
with distinc tion. They
exam with
exam
the medical school at the
"home-grow n" medic al doctor s from
first"home-grown"
thefirst
werethe
andwere
Witwa tersran d,and
of theWitwatersrand,
rsityof
Unive
""""",1-"
medical doctors
and inspiri ng.
the comm unity. It was a revela tion, simult aneou sly revolu tionar yand 11'"1<::1"'>17"lnothe
Whites only. In Pretor ia there were no
toWhites
accessibleto
wereaccessible
Most tertiar y institu tionswere
Most
only. In Pretoria there were no
had a teache rs' college for Indians.
Johan nesbu rg had
Blacks . Johannesburg
for Blacks.
institu tions for
academ ic institutions
a
college for Indians.
nurses . Just a few
as
Blacks could train
whereBlacks
two hospit alswhere
were onlytwo
Simila rly therewere
could train as nurses.
a few
Unive rsity of the Witwa tersran d.
theUniversity
studyatatthe
permi ssiontotostudy
gover nmentpermission
receiv edgovernment
BlacksTCl"-'.onro,,
Blacks
of the Witwatersrand.
daugh ters to study at the only univer sity
theirdaughters
sendtheir
prepa redtotosend
notDn:~Dared
werenot
Many parent swere
Many
to study at
only university
in KwaZ uluaway
tres
kilome
ed
hundr
sixhundred
situate dsix
wassituated
whichwas
countr ywhich
thecountry
Indiansininthe
forIndians
kilometres away in KwaZulufor
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tee from me that I marry someo ne of
d aaguaran
Natal.
wanted
guarantee
from me that I
someone of
Natal.InInmy
mycase,
case,my
myfather
fatheralso wante
not prepa red to do so. I settled on
. I I was
al career
e aamedic
his choice
chcnceshould
shouldI I pursu
pursue
medical
career.
was not n r..' ' ' ...
to do so. I "''''''',L<''''''''' on
est option and one of my sisters was
becom ing aa teache r becau se itit was
.... h£>!" .....c .."t- nni',n"" and one of my
was
was the cheap
T .... '

ially.
red totoassist
prepa
nrl""",rp£1
assistme
mefinanc
financially.
in Johan nesbu rg was house d in a
The teache rs colleg e for Indians
Indians II attend ed in
was housed in a
rooms , a high schoo l labora tory
ised twelve
ngs compr
disuse d high
high school
school.. The
The buildi
buildings
comprised
twelve rooms, a high school laboratory
a pair of tennis courts , a
ng facilities availa ble were
and aa library
were a
of tennis
a
library.. The
The only
only sporti
sporting
res were old, dilapi dated and cold. Our
nton court
badmi
badminton
court and
and table
table tennis
tennis.. The
The structu
structures
were old, dilapidated and cold. Our
howev er, inspir ed me. The one
lecture rs were
White males. Two Indian males,
were mainly White
one
in
degree
r's
maste
a
gradu ate with
aal to
was
was the
the first
first Indian
Indian teache
teacherr in
in the
the Transv
Transvaal
to graduate with a master's
in
was inconc eivabl e then to imagi ne that I
educa tion and the other, the
the first with
with aa PhD.
PhD. It
It was inconceivable
to
that I
U.l<::l,","",,':;,U

ctual goals.
e simila
would one
one day
day pursu
pursue
similarr intelle
intellectual
goals.
. I had moved to Durba n in the final
nd, Jay,
met my
II met
my husba
husband,
Jay, when
when II was
was sixteen
S1Xte€~ I
moved to Durban in the final
gap betwe en my parent s and me seeme d
genera tion gap
the generation
becau se the
school ing because
of schooling
year of
between my parents and me seemed
to get to know my marrie d sisters. Whils t at
oppor tunity to
an opportunity
me an
gave me
it gave
and it
unbrid geable and
unbridgeable
get to know my
Whilst at
tempt me becau se I knew that such a
not tempt
did not
liaison did
roman tic liaison
of aa romantic
idea of
the idea
school the
me because I knew that such a
school
of my sister' s elopem ent on the
the effects of
seen the
had seen
and II had
doome d and
was doomed
relatio nship was
relationship
my
on
on my mothe r in particu lar.
such conseq uences on
impos e such
to impose
inclina tion to
no inclination
had no
and had
family and
family
my mother in particular.
we differe d in terms of caste. I
gujera ti-spea king, we
Hindu and gujerati-speaking,
was aa Hindu
Jay was
Thoug h Jay
Though
differed in terms of caste. I
from the 'm erch ant" caste. Despi te these
Jay from
and Jay
caste and
"labou r" caste
so-cal led "labour"
the so-called
from the
was from
was
the 'merchanf' caste. Despite these
to cause a proble m and were quite
relatio nship to
the relationship
consid er the
not consider
did not
we did
differe nces, we
cause a problem and were quite
memb ers were vegeta rians and I came
His familymembers
objected.His
both sidesobjected.
whenboth
abackwhen
takenaback
taken
were vegetarians and I came
sets of parent s realise d that they could
bothsets
laterboth
backg round . Yearslater
meat-e atingbackground.
fromaameat-eating
of parents realised that they could
from
All my mothe r's teachi ngs about life,
finally relent ed. All
theyfinally
and they
our minds and
not chang eour
not
mother's teachings about life,
but not as she had anticip ated. With a
pass, but
came toto pass,
cultur e came
and culture
family, marria ge, and
family,
not as she had anticipated. With a
single -mind ed, and quite imper vious to
wassingle-minded,
whowas
someo newho
my side,someone
allyatatmy
"powe rful"ally
"powerful"
and
to
a
be
to
Jay, whom I consid er
live life differe ntly. Jay,
able toto live
was able
outsid e pressu res, I I was
whom I
to be a
and to work, offset with moder ate
study and
me toto study
encou raged me
patriar ch, encouraged
pragm atic patriarch,
to work,
with moderate
pragmatic
obliga tions. Until I was able to
and religio us obligations.
cultur al, and
family, cultural,
meetfamily,
pressu res toto meet
Until I was able to
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experience freedom of
of expression, albeit under
under aa protective cloak,
cloak, II would
would have never
experience
guessed
that marriage
marriage could
could have
have an
an emancipatory
emancipatory dimension.
dimension.
uc,~;:,cu that
in similar
contexts to
to those II attended as
as aa student.
student. By
By then,
then,
As aa teacher, II taught in
uu;u contexts
i:>ll..Jl

schools for
for so-called
so-called Indians
Indians were
were better
better ..resourced
and most teachers were qualified. All
<;;;,"UUJ.
schools
in were
were for
for Indians
only. Authority
Authority was
was concentrated in
in the
the position
position of
of
schools II taught in
Indians only.
the principal
principal. It
It was
was rare
rare for
for aa teacher
teacher to
to challenge
challenge the
the authority
authority of
of the
the principal
principal as
as
the
punitive measures
measures like
like being transferred to
to aa distant school
school were
were deployed
deployed to
to rein in the
rebel teacher.
teacher. Parental
Parental role
role in
in school
school matters
matters were
were peripheral
peripheral -- assisting
assisting with
with fundrebel
raising, attending meetings, and supporting school functions.
interpret the curriculum for each subject
To be considered a good teacher II had to lnt,prn,,.,,,,t
the education department's subject
subject adviser dictated. Though
Though the
the education
education
exactly as
as the
exactly
department's officials
officials were
were not
not often
often at
at school,
school, surveillance
surveillance of
of what
what and
and how
how one
one taught
taught
department's
was done by
by proxy:
proxy: it
was quite
quite disconcerting,
disconcerting, on
on numerous
numerous occasions,
occasions, to
to discover aa
was
it was
manager
hiding amongst
amongst the
the students,
students, furtively
furtively evaluating
evaluating my
my teaching.
teaching. These
These were
manager hiding
were
department, the principal and
referred
1"ph~M"".rl to as "inspections".. I was inspected by heads of rl"",,",,,rfTn,pnt
deputy principal.
Reports on
on my
performance were
written, and deviations
from official
official
deputy
principal. Reports
my performance
were written,
deviations from
prescriptions were remedied through consultations with one of the managers,
... );'ca"" followed
followed

nrlP<:!C'1"lT"nl"""

more inspections.
inspections.
by more
by
Students
schools II taught were generally
to
O'P<1n""~'"
docile. They listened, acquiesced
UJ.""",,-,,:u to
LIA"""""""" at
at schools
organisation. There
were also
also the
the few
who rebelled,
rebelled,
school rules,
regulations, order and organisation.
few who
school
rules, regulations,
There were
cut classes, smoked,
smoked, bullied,
bullied, stole,
lied, and
and did
did not
homework. The
The school
cut
stole, lied,
not complete homework.
generally
referred serious
misconduct (stealing,
(stealing, violent
gangsterism, drug
drug
generally referred
serious misconduct
violent behaviour,
behaviour, gangsterism,
addiction) to
to state
from remedial
to
addiction)
state psychologists.
psychologists. Recommendations
Recommendations ranged
ranged from
remedial measures
measures to
parental rights
rights and
institutionalisation in
in aa reform
school. Reform
Reform school took
reform school.
took away all
all parental
made the child a ward of
of the
the state.
state.
During
tenure as
as teacher,
aDDf()ac:n to
During my
my tenure
teacher, parents
parents rarely
rarely questioned
questioned the school's approach
discipline. We
We were
were immune
from the
of "tr
ans p arency", "community
immune from
the rhetoric
rhetoric of
"transparency",
"community
participation", "accountability
processes". We succumbed
"accountability to parents" and "democratic
"r!,"'",,£V'1''''
to
of the
the principal
and "the department".. My
career as
as aa school-based
school-based
to the
the authority
authority of
principal and
My career
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teacher ended
ended three years before
before the
the advent of
of democracy
democracy in
in 1994.
1994. In
In 1989
1989 II had
had been
been

..o'>r .... £'>'

selected to
to train
train as
as aa teacher for
for gifted
gifted students.
students. The training
training opened up
up new
new vistas and
selected
theories of
of pedagogy.
pedagogy. II taught
taught exclusively
exclusively to
to gifted
gifted children
children and
and later
later moved
moved on
on into
into aa
bureaucratic environment.
bureaucratic
In recent
recent years,
years, based
based on
on discussions
discussions with
with teachers,
teachers, students,
students, and
and parents of
of
In

different races,
races, linguistic
linguistic groups, religious affiliations, and gender, it
it appears that
that my
my
different
experiences of
of schooling
schooling as
as both
both student
student and
and teacher
teacher differ
differ from
from latter-day
latter-day experiences.
experiences.
experiences
are different, they
they insist, due
due to
to aa variety of
of factors: political
political change, aa
Schools are
Schools
new educational
educational policies,
policies, aa new
new curriculum,
curriculum, social
social justice
justice concerns,
concerns,
proliferation of
of new
proliferation
parent participation in school
school governance,
governance, changes in
in student
student population, and aa
politicised
pOJllQ(::JSf~a

and Ttn."n.
unionised teaching fraternity, amongst
amongst others.
others. In
In the
the post-apartheid
post-apartheid era,
era,
and

the government views
views schools
schools as
as valuable
valuable sites
sites to
to negate
negate past
past practices,
practices, to
to neutralise
neutralise the
the
the
toxins that
that course
course through
through curricula,
curricula, and
and to
to rupture
rupture the
the seamless transfer of
of "nnT'&>cci,u",
oppressive
ideology from one
one generation
generation to
to the
the next.
next. The
The content
content of
of the
the politics
politics has
has changed
changed but
but the
ideology
notion of
of school as
as aa tool
tool for
for political
political purposes and goals
goals has not
not.
notion
Changes in
in the
the educational
educational landscape
landscape began
began in
in the
the early
early 19905.
1990s. Schools
Schools began
Changes
admitting students from
from different
different race
race groups (albeit
(albeit problematically
problematically in
in controlled
controlled and
and
limited ways).
ways). Prescribed
Prescribed texts
texts were
were rewritten
rewritten to
to include
include silenced
silenced histories and
and
limited
knowledges
of South Africa, followed
followed by
by aa total
total overhaul of
of the
the education
education system with
with
vr.."tA'!E->a. ..... _~ of South
the introduction
introduction of
of outcomes-based
outcomes-based education
education in
in 1997.
1997. A
A multiplicity
multiplicity of
of new
new education
education
the
policies was
was enacted and
and the
the philosophy
philosophy of Constitution
Constitution of
of the Republic South
South Africa
policies
and the
the South
South African
African Schools
Schools Act
Act (1996)
(1996) incorporating
incorporating the
the Bill
Bill of
of Rights
Rights
(1996) and
(1996)
underpinned and
and shaped
shaped the
the new
new curriculum.
curriculum.
underpinned
The noble ideals for schools enV1S10I1ted
envisioned by
by the
the new
new government
government have
have not
not been
The
accepted unproblematically. Change in education
has been fraught with contestation,
uc~lt1()ln has been fraught with contestation,
and resistance.
resistance. Ouring
During this
this transitional
transitional phase II was
was neither aa teacher nor
nor aa
conflict, and
conflict,
student: II was
was aa bureaucrat ensconced initially
initially with
with Psychological
Psychological Services and
and
thereafter with
with the
the Curriculum
Curriculum Development
Development Unit. Both
Both of
of these were
were regional
thereafter
educational departments serving
serving schools
schools in
in the
the North
North Durban
Durban Region.
Region. My
My own
own
educational
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experiences, evidently,
evidently, are
are insufficient to
to understand schooling
schooling in
in the
the present. Looking
Looking
back it
it seems
seems life
life at
at home
home and
and life
life outside home,
home, or
or to
to put
put it
it another
another way,
way, life
life inside
back
inside
school and
and life outside
outside school
school were,
were, in
in many
many ways,
ways, alike
alike in
in influencing
influencing the
the emergent
school
being, c:nrnptiTn'''C:
sometimes symbiotically,
symbiotically, often
often antagonistically.
ant:aglomstu:all
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Appendix 0:
D: Teacher Consent

Nyna Amin

SStud~nt
tud~nt No 9903559
University of Durban-Westville
KwaZulu-Natal

Dear Teacher,

Amin, a doctoral student from the University
Univ ersity of Durban-Westville.
My name is Nyna Amin,
Durban-Westville. I
engaged in research work concerning the construction of learner identities and have
am vHI:;ME;V~
selected _ __
selected

Secondary School as
as the study site.
site. The study entails observing

teaching and learning situations in the classroom, and all
all other
oth er interactions
interactions outside the
classroom during the school day. Learners and teachers will be interviewed, participate in
classroom
journals.
group discussions and keep reflective JVCUll';;U~.
I promise
all information will be confidential and will not be divulged to
to your peers,
• That a11
managers, the School
School Governing Body, department officials, parents or
school managers,
will be Dr Michael
Michael Samuel ,
learners. The only persons with access to information will
Dr Renuka VithaJ
Vithal (doctoral promoters) and myself.
Tbat all written reports and
and accounts of this study will not identify the school OT
or
*• That
involved.
persons involved.
That the information ,.,,,'ChpMn
gathering process will
will not disrupt the teaching and learning
*• Thai
situation.
situation.

Should you
you require further clarification about the study, please feel
feel free
free to contact
contact me at
at
03 I-2607255 or personally at a time
time suited to
to your convenience.
convenience.
031-2607255

Nyna Amin
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Appendix E: Student Consent

Nyna Amin
Amin
No 99035 59
ent
Stud
Student No 9903559
ity of Durban -W estville
Univers
~"''''rc,'', of Durban-Westville
u-N atal
KwaZul
KwaZulu-\fatal
I Guardian,
Dear
Dear Parent
Parent I

lle . I am
is Nyna Amin, a doctoral student from the University of Durban -Westvi
My name
Amin, a doctoral student from the
name is
of Durban-WestvJ!Ie. I am
have sele cted
in research work concern ing the constructi on of learner identities and
engaged
vJJE,"5"W in research work COI:lCe:mll1g the construction of learner identities and have selected
as the stud y site. The study entai ls observi ng te aching and
_ _ _ _ _ Secondary School
entails nh',,",vm
School as the study site. The
and
m durin g
situations in the classroom, and all other inter actions outside the classroo
learning situations
in the
and all other mteractions outside the classroom
ssions and keep
school day. Learners will be intervie wed, parti cipate in group discu
the school
group discussions and
Learners will be interviewed,
to allow your child I ward to be a
reflectiv e j ourn als. I am seeking your permiss ion to
allow your child I ward to be a
reflective
I am
your
schools play in
nt in this study, which will pro vide insight into the critical role that
participa
into the critical role that schools play in
nruilC.lPant mthis study. which will provide
learne rs' identitie s.
shaping learners'
identities.

m

I prom ise
g your child will be confidential and will not be divul ged
your child will be confidential and will not be
with access to
to teacher s, school managers, or learners . The only persons
to teachers, school managers, or learners. The only persons with access to
l promoters) and
information will be Dr Micha el Samu el, Dr Renuka Vithal (doctora
information will be Dr Michael Samuel, Dr Renuka Vithal (doctoral promoters) and
myself.
school or
That all written reports and accounts of this study will not identify the
**That
all written reports and accounts of this
will not
the school or
persons involved .
persons involved,
the information gathering proc ess will not harm your chil d.
Th atthe
**That
information a~th"rlMcr process will not harm your child.
process will not disrupt the teaching and learning
That the inform ation gatheringprocess
*
wtll not
* Dial the infonnation
the ''''''''''''''5 and
situation .
situation.
That all information regardin
** That
all information

TPUl'lT(l1nO

me at 03 1you requ ire further clarifica tion about the study, pl ease feel free to contact
Shouldyou
feel fi'ee to contact me at 031Should
require furt'1er clarification about the
2607255 .
2607255,

a Arnin
Nyn .A.min
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Appendix F: Change of Thesis Title
Appendix F: Change of Thesis Title
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~
UNIVERSITY
OF
K\AfAZIJ
LU- NATA
UNIVERSITY
OF L

12 April 2007
12 April 2007

KWAZU LU - NAJA L

Ms. N Amin
Ms. N Amin
Student
No: 990355 959
Student
No:of990355959
Cia
School
Educational Studies
Clo School Campus
of Educational Studies
Edgewood
Edgewood Campus

Dear Ms. Amin ,
Dear Ms. Amin,
RE: Change of Thesis Title
RE: Change of Thesis Title
The Faculty Highe r Degrees Committee at its meeting on zs" March 2007 has
noted
and accepted
your motivation
for change
of thesis
: 2007 has
The
Faculty
Higher Degrees
Committee
at its meeting
on title
26 thfrom
March
noted and accepted your motivation for change of thesis title from :
Teacher knowing and learners' lives
Teacher knowing and leamers' lives
To
To
The paradox of knowing: Teachers' knowing about students
The paradox of knowing: Teachers' knowing about students

Tha~
' ~I.

____________ ._ _
.2
Tha~~

_
__________ ._ ______ 2 _________ _

TRAC E

REW

TRACE
Postgrad uate REW
Office
Postgraduate Office
Tel: (031) 260 7865
Tel
: (031) 260
7865
andrewk@
ukzn.ac.za
andrewk@ukzn.ac.za
cc:
cc:

Professor RVithal
ProfessorMASamuel
Professor
R Vithal
Professor MA Samuel

Faculty of Ed uc atio n
De p uty Dea n Faculty
(Postgraof
d ua
te Stud ies a nd Researc h)
Education
Deputy Dean (Postgraduate Studies and Research)
Poslo! Address: Pnvo te 60 g X03. MhWOO~ 360) . Sootn A:ric o

T ~ l e p hO n e : · 27 (0 )3 1 100 I' 69/l 0 2.4

FacsImile' ~ 2i 10131 260 7S 9 ~

' e ! ephon~ : - 17 (0)3 1 ~6C 11 69 /10 "4
II.":t

founding Comp.,~el :

Erncll: m ole l, oner@ut.zn,o:: 20
fmoll : mol el So (le~llt'l 0::' l O

lOUi
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Howard Colleg e

Howo.d College

M ed l::ol Scho ol
M edl:::ol School
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~Ietermodnburg

Web site: w ww u k z~ ,zp
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weswme

... Westvlne
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APPENDIX H: Student
S'tuclent Participants

Student participants
participants
Student
Of the
the class
of fifty
Grade Eight
students, fourteen
fourteen students
participate
Of
class of
fifty Grade
Eight students,
students agreed
agreed to
to participate
in the
study. Eight
female and
other biographical
No other
biographical
in
the study.
Eight female
and six
six male
male related
related their
their personal.
personal. No
details
students participating
in the
the study.
study.
details are
are presented
presented to
to prevent
prevent identifying
identifying students
participating in
Pseudonym
Pseudonym
Kamla
Kamla
Mohamed
Mohamed
Jabulani
Jabulani
Curtis
Curtis
Leela
Leela
Daniel
Daniel
Zinhle
Zinhle
Emily
Emily
Welcome
Welcome
Yolanda
Yolanda
Akhona
Akhona
Ishara
lshara
Rowena
Rowena
Quarisha
Quarisha

Gender
Gender
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F

Age
Age
13
13
13
13
14
14
13
13
14
14
13
13
14
14
13
13
14
14
14
14
17
17
14
14
14
14
13
13

Coding
Coding
KSI-KS7
KSI-KS7
MSI-MS6
MSI-MS6
JSI-JS5
JSI - JS5
CS1CSI- CS4
CS4
LSI-LS6
LSI-LS6 ··
DSl
DSI DS6
DS6
ZSI-ZS4
ZSI-ZS4
ESI-ES5
ESI-ES5
WS1WSI- WS4
WS4
YS1YSI- YS5
YS5
ASI-AS6
ASI-AS6
ISl
ISI -- IS3
IS3
RSI-RS3
RSl - RS3
QSI-QS5
QSI-QS5

Fig. 27
icipants
Fig
27 Student
Student Part
Participants
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